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INTRODUCTION 

When a native speaker of a modern Indo-European language like English starts to read 

Homer, either in the original or in a fairly literal translation, a couple of style issues 

soon arise, and present problems of interpretation. First, there is a lot of verbatim 

repetition. That, one will read in the commentary or introduction, is because this 

poetry was orally composed and performed (see for example Kirk 1985:10-14; 

Lattimore 1951:37-40). The second issue is more difficult to pin down, and may take a 

little longer to be noticed, but is just as central to the general impression that Homeric 

language makes on the reader. Sentences tend to consist of series of clauses that are 

parallel rather than nested (la):1 

(1) a. coc; dpoc oi cppovsovu Sodooaro Kep5iov eivai- / (3f] p' 'fuev eic, uAnv 
xr\v 5£ oxeSov uSatoc, evpev / ev Tiepicpawouevcp. Soiouc, 5' dp' 
vnr\XvQe Sduvouc, / £̂  ouoSev Tiscpucotaq- 6 uev cpuAvnc;, 6 5' 
sAainc;. / TOUC, uev ap' OUT' dvsucov 5idn usvoc, uypov devTcov, / ovxe 
JTOT' r\eX\oq cpae0cov dKxtoiv efiaXkev, / OUT' 6u(3poc; nepdaaKE 
Siauiispec;- coc, dpa KUKVOI / dAArjAoioiv ecpuv eua\ioi^a5iq- ouc, vn 
'Obvooevc, I SUOET'. dcpap 5' £uvr]v eTtaurjaaTO x£P°^ cpvAnoiv / 
eupeiav: cpuAAcov ydp env x^oiq f|Ai9a icoAArj (Od. 5.474-483) 
This way seemed to him best as he thought; he set off toward a wood, 
which he found near the water in a conspicuous place. And he went 
under two small trees growing from the same spot; the one was a 
shrub, the other a wild olive. The wet force of the gusting winds 
could not blow through these, nor the shining sun cast its rays, nor 
the rain get all the way through. So close together they grew, 
intertwined with each other; Odysseus made his way under them. 
And right away, he scraped together a wide bed with his own hands: 
there was a heap of leaves big enough 

Even within clauses, information tends to filter in gradually, as in this arming scene 

where each line sketching out an action is followed by one filling in more detail (2a): 

' Examples and citations from ancient texts are from TLG unless otherwise noted. Translations 
throughout are mine unless otherwise noted; translations of Homer are influenced by Lattimore (1951; 
1967). 
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(2) a. avxap 6 y ducp' cSuoioiv SSUOETO / xevxza xaAd Sloe, 'AAe^avSpoc, 
'EAEvrjc. noaiq r|UKop.oio. / vcvnuTSac, piv upCoxa itepi vcvriunoiv 
£0r|K8 / vcaAdq, dpYupeoiciv eTnccpupioic, dpapuiac,- / Seurepov av 
0d>pr]Ka Kepi OTrjBeaaiv s'Suvsv / oio KaoiyvriToio Auxdovoc, 
(II. 3.328-333) 
And he put on his shoulders his beautiful armor, godlike Alexandras, 
husband of lovely-haired Helen. First he put the greaves on his shins, 
beautiful, fitted with silver straps; next he put on around his chest the 
breastplate of his brother-in-law Lycaon 

What is the reader to make of this quality of Homeric language? Considered as an 

aspect of poetic style, it has been characterized as rapid and plain (Arnold 

1861/1911:215) and even as a "triumph of pure perception" because it gives the 

impression that "time and action move on at the same tune" (Vivante 1997:87). But 

because of the temporal, linguistic and cultural distance between modern readers and 

the context of creation of Homeric poetry, that kind of direct aesthetic and imaginative 

response, while valid on its own terms, also raises questions of perspective. Is this 

unfamiliar quality an aspect of poetic style that would distinguish Homeric language 

from other contemporary language, either poetic or ordinary, if we had access to any, 

or does Homeric language seem distinctive to modern readers primarily because it is 

so ancient and foreign in language and context of production? Discussions of these 

peculiarities of Homeric syntax that go beyond descriptive characterization tend to 

explain them as reflecting either an unfamiliar syntactic typology, or an unfamiliar 

context of production, or both. According to one theory, which I will call the archaism 

theory, Homeric language preserves features of an early syntactic typology in which 

this way of constructing and combining clauses is not primarily an aspect of a 

particular poetic style but rather a standard feature of ordinary everyday language. 

According to another, the orality theory, it is primarily the particular way in which the 

Homeric poems were composed and performed that is responsible for these features. 
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The first two chapters of this dissertation are focused on reframing the archaism and 

orality theories, which were originally proposed in the context of late 19th and early 

20th century research into comparative-historical grammar on the one hand and oral 

poetics on the other, in light of relevant comparative evidence that has been built up in 

the context of late 20th century linguistic work on crosslinguistic syntax and structural 

differences between spoken and written language, and particularly on identifying areas 

where the two theories thus reframed make different predictions about what sorts of 

structural differences should exist between Homeric and Classical Greek; the final two 

chapters are focused on an analysis and comparison of Homeric and Classical Greek 

mechanisms of quantification that provides new evidence in support of the archaism 

theory. 

In Chapter 1,1 look at the two theories as they were originally proposed, along with 

one more recent formulation of the orality theory (Bakker 1997), and draw out their 

different implications for the relationship between the Homeric performance language 

and the ordinary everyday spoken language of the singers and their audiences. The 

archaism theory was originally proposed in the context of the 19th and early 20th 

century tradition of comparative-historical grammar; it looked at Homeric Greek 

syntax in the context of the historical syntax of the Indo-European language family, 

and argued that the syntax of Homeric Greek and other early Indo-European languages 

was paratactic and appositional (Meillet and Vendryes 1927; Chantraine 1953). 

According to the archaism theory, the syntax of the Homeric performance language 

will have originally been based on the syntax of the ordinary everyday language of the 

people who composed and performed it, though over time the conservatism typical of 

performance languages will have resulted in the preservation of archaic syntactic 

features, alongside archaic vocabulary and morphology. The orality theory is rooted in 

a roughly contemporaneous 19th and early 20th century tradition of research focused on 

showing that Homeric poetry is the product of oral composition and performance, and 
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investigating the literary and linguistic implications of that status (Parry 1928, 1929, 

1930-32). I distinguish three different forms of the orality theory, which I call the oral 

culture theory, the oral poetry theory, and the oral medium theory. The implications of 

the oral culture theory for the relationship between the performance language and the 

everyday language of the singers are indistinct from those of the archaism theory, 

because the oral culture theory is basically a combination of the archaism theory with 

a much broader theory about the relationship between language and culture. The other 

two orality theories, however, have different implications for that relationship. 

According to the oral poetry theory, the peculiarities of Homeric syntax are to be 

explained primarily in terms of the specific demands of rapid online composition of 

hexameter verse; this theory implies that the performance language was distinguished 

from other contemporary registers by its paratactic and appositional syntax. According 

to the oral medium theory, those same peculiarities of Homeric Greek syntax are to be 

explained primarily in terms of constraints imposed by fast, online oral production and 

processing, and are comparable to peculiarities produced by the same constraints in 

spoken registers in languages like English. 1 argue that the oral medium theory 

presents an incoherent picture of the relationship between the performance language 

and the everday language of the singers, because medium was not a variable in the 

relevant context; Greek culture was primarily oral during the period when the Homeric 

performance language was being developed, and all contemporary registers will have 

been spoken registers, equally affected by any pressures exerted by the oral medium. 

The archaism and orality theories both raise questions that can best be answered by 

reference to comparative evidence. The archaism theory raises the question of whether 

there are any living languages that have the sort of syntactic typology it proposes for 

Indo-European, and if so, whether they provide any additional evidence about the 

nature of that typology; the orality theories raise the question of exactly what sort of 

effects medium and other situational variables tend to have on the syntax of spoken 
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and written registers. In Chapter 2,1 reframe these theories in light of such evidence. 

Evidence relevant for evaluating the oral poetry theory comes from studies of the 

structural characteristics of different registers in cultures that are primarily oral; I 

show that Homeric Greek was probably a high register relative to other contemporary 

registers, and that high registers in oral cultures tend to be characterized by, among 

other things, syntax that is relatively less, rather than more, paratactic and appositional 

than that of other registers. In practice, the oral medium theory is based on the idea 

that structural differences between Homeric and Classical Greek are comparable to 

structural differences between spoken and written registers in languages that have 

both; I outline differences that have been found to exist between such registers, and 

use them to identify predictions made by the oral medium theory about what sorts of 

structural differences should exist between Homeric and Classical Greek. Evidence 

relevant for evaluating the archaism theory comes from late 20th century work on so-

called nonconfigurational languages, including pronominal argument languages, 

which have a typology that is very similar in many ways to the one hypothesized by 

the archaism theory for Indo-European. A recent version of the archaism theory 

proposes that Homeric Greek preserves features of an earlier, less configurational 

syntactic typology (Devine and Stephens 2000). I identify predictions made by that 

theory about what sorts of structural differences should exist between Homeric and 

Classical Greek, and compare them with the predictions made by the oral medium 

theory. There is considerable overlap between the predictions of the two theories, at 

least on a superficial level, but the archaism theory also makes one major set of 

predictions that are not made by the orality theory. For related reasons, determiners, 

prepositions, certain types of quantifiers, and noun phase reflexives and reciprocals 

tend not to occur in pronominal argument languages. None of those features tend to be 

missing from spoken registers of languages in which they are present in written 

registers. Three out of four of these features are missing from or less fully developed 

in Homeric Greek as compared with Classical Greek; this is already well-established 
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for determiners, and for prepositions, but has not previously been shown for 

quantifiers. In Chapters 3 and 4,1 compare the quantifier inventories and quantifier 

syntax of Homeric and Classical Greek, and argue that Homeric Greek has 

mechanisms of quantification typically found in pronominal argument languages, 

while Classical Greek develops the sort of structures typically found in discourse 

configurational and configurational languages. 
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1 Two THEORIES OF HOMERIC SYNTAX 

1.1 Archaism 

According to the archaism theory, the distinctive features of Homeric syntax can be 

explained primarily in terms of the age of the epic language. A shift in the syntactic 

typology of Greek took place between the earliest stages of the language and the 

Classical period, and the Homeric epics preserve syntactic features belonging to a 

relatively early stage. This line of thinking was dominant in the comparative-historical 

linguistics tradition of the 19th and early 20th centuries, and has been continued in the 

framework of late 20th century and present-day linguistics. In this section, my goal is 

to identify and summarize the main strands of the archaism theory as it appears in 

arguments made in the 19th and early 20th century comparative-historical linguistics 

tradition about how Homeric Greek syntax differs from Classical Greek syntax, and 

what is responsible for its distinctiveness. It will not be possible to evaluate these 

arguments here; in the next chapter, I will reframe the archaism theory in light of 

comparative evidence from recent 20th century linguistic work on living languages. 

Many differences between Homeric Greek and Classical Greek were explained in 

terms of the general theory that in Homeric Greek, individual words and clauses were 

more grammatically independent from one another than they were in the later 

language (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:519-520, 578-579 etc.; Chantraine 1953:12-21, 

232-235; 351-364 etc.). This independence was discussed under the heading of 

'apposition' for relationships between words or phrases, and 'parataxis' for 

relationships between clauses. Apposition was defined in a very broad sense and 

contrasted with government and attributive modification, while parataxis was defined 

by contrast with 'hypotaxis' or subordination. Apposition and parataxis were said to 
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resemble Cyclopean masonry, in which no mortar was used (Schwyzer 1947:15; 

Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:632). 

1.1.1 Apposition 

The term 'apposition' is used in two different ways in the 19th and early 20th century 

grammatical literature. First, it is used strictly, as it still is, to describe a particular kind 

of relationship between noun phrases. But it also came to be used broadly, particularly 

in some early 20th century literature, as a catch-all term to cover various other 

relationships that were thought to be based on a hidden or implicit apposition, or to 

derive from an earlier appositional structure, or to simply resemble apposition in some 

way. Though apposition even narrowly defined is particularly common in Homer, 

generally when Homeric syntax is characterized as more 'appositional' than Classical 

Greek syntax, it is on the broad, loose definition of the term. 

Apposition narrowly defined is a relationship between independent noun phrases that 

share the same role in a sentence and refer to the same entity. The phrases are 

independent, not in an internal hierarchical relationship (neither governs, depends on, 

or attributively modifies the other), and related via shared reference. 

(1) a. Alice, my friend from Ridderdorp, is coming to visit. 
b. Yesterday I wrote a note to Alice, my friend from Ridderdorp. 

In la and b above, the noun phrases 'Alice' and 'my friend from Ridderdorp' are in 

apposition to one another; they have the same role, and the same referent. Appositions 

of this type are abundant in Homeric Greek. They usually involve relational nouns like 

Buyarnp (2b), nouns describing a category of person or social role like ypr\vc; (2c), 

vuucpnq (2d), 0£Ct (2a), and 0aAaur|n:oAoq (2c), or nominal epithets like AsuvcoBen (2b). 

Many examples of apposition in Homer, such as those in 2a, occur in formulaic 

phrases. 
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(2) a. 0£oc ABUKOOAEVOC, "Hpri (II. 1.55 etc.); 0sd yXavKtoniq AOrivn 
(II. 1.206 etc.) 
The goddess white-armed Hera; the goddess grey-eyed Athena 

b. KccSuou 0uycn:rip, KaAAiocpupoc, Tva> / AsuKoOen (Od. 5.333) 
The daughter of Cadmus, beautiful-ankled Ino, Leukothea 

c. ypfjuc, Ajiapcur), 6aAap.f)7ioAoc, Eupuue5ouoa (Od. 7.8) 
An old woman from Apeire, her chamber-maid Eurymedusa 

d. vupxpnc, £v \xeyapoioi KaAuiJxwc, (Od. 5.14) 
In the halls of the nymph, Calypso 

Full noun phrases in apposition, though perhaps particularly common and likely to 

form extended series in Homer, look much the same in Classical Greek, so this 

prototypical form of apposition actually had relatively little to do with Homeric syntax 

coming to be described as 'appositional'. 

A more distinctively Homeric form of apposition proper involves 6, the pronoun 

derived from the Indo-European demonstrative *so-, *to- that becomes an article in 

Classical Greek. In Homeric Greek, 6 is still primarily a demonstrative; the article has 

not fully developed yet (Monro 1891:232-4; Chantraine 1953:158-68). Pronominal use 

of 6 is common (Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:20-21, 207-8; Chantraine 1953:160-

61). It often appears on its own at the beginning of a line, discontinuous from an 

agreeing proper name (3a-c). 

(3) a. 6 5e (3ouv eXe cpaiSijioc, Ai'ac, (II. 23.779) 
And famous Ajax took the ox 

b. r\ 5' dpa Kujipov inave cpiAouu£i5r](; 'AcppoSirn (Od. 8.362) 
And smiling Aphrodite reached Cyprus 

c. TU)V riva Kapps^ouaa Axoa'i'dScjOV eurueTiAoav (II. 5.424) 
Caressing some one of the beautifully dressed Achaean women 

There are parallel examples involving personal pronouns, though these are less 

common (4a). 
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(4) a. oT {iiv aSryv eAoooai Kai eaav\ievov icoA£jaoio/"EKTopa ripiauiSnv (II. 
13.315-16) 
They can drive off Hektor the son of Priam well enough, even though 
he is eager for war 

It was thought that in such contexts, though co-occurring with an agreeing nominal, 6 

should probably be interpreted not as a discontinuous article ('famous Ajax took the 

ox'), or demonstrative modifier ('that famous Ajax took the ox') but instead as an 

independent pronoun standing in apposition to the noun phrase: 'and he took the ox, 

famous Ajax' (Chantraine 1953:160-61). That interpretation makes for a striking 

contrast between Homeric and Classical Greek: what in the former is an independent 

pronoun standing in apposition to a noun phrase, 6... Ai'ac, 'he, Ajax' in the latter 

becomes a (usually continuous) determiner phrase, 6 Ai'ac, 'Ajax'. 

Most of the rest of what was discussed under the heading of 'apposition' requires a 

broader definition of the term. The broad use of the term 'apposition', and the 

definitions associated with it, are important because they attempt to identify a unifying 

principle behind a whole range of individual phenomena. 'Appositional' syntax in this 

broad sense is described as involving a certain freedom or looseness in agreement and 

explicit marking of relationships; instead, connections are made via "mental 

reactivation of an element of the sentence in another form, for the purpose of further 

explanation, clarification, or correction" (Schwyzer 1947:16); individual words are 

autonomous, each word itself containing sufficient information about its syntactic role 

(Chantraine 1953:12) and do not govern one another (Meillet and Vendryes 

1927:519); sentences are built up bit by bit through addition of successive loosely 

attached expansions and extensions (Ammann 1922:7-10). The basic intuition 

captured by this sort of definition was that in the earliest recorded Indo-European 

languages, such as Homeric Greek, there was a syntactic principle at work that favored 

mechanisms similar to those involved in apposition narrowly defined, possibly heavier 
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reliance on relationships of coreference as opposed to relationships of government and 

attributive modification. 

This principle was thought to express itself in the relationship between the verb and its 

arguments, between nouns and their modifiers, and between prepositions and their 

objects; in each case, these elements appeared to be somehow more loosely related to 

one another in the earliest recorded IE languages like Homeric Greek, and over time to 

gradually tend more and more to coalesce into verb, noun, and prepositional phrases 

(Meillet and Vendryes 1927:519-537; Schwyzer 1947:14-16; Schwyzer and 

Debrunner 1950:57; Chantraine 1953:12-21). 

The argument that adjective and noun were mutually independent at some early stage, 

only gradually becoming more closely associated, was supported by pointing to the 

inflection of adjectives for case, number and gender, which made them capable of 

independently indicating their association with a particular referent, and to the 

frequent separation of adjective from noun (5a) (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:530-532). 

(5) a. ducpi 5e noooi neSac. efiaXe xpuoeiaq/dpprJKTOuq dAuxouc. (II. 13.36-
7) 
And he put unbreakable unloosable golden fetters on their feet 

This evidence was taken to suggest that the adjective should in many cases be 

interpreted not as a direct modifier of the noun but instead as an independent element 

contributing its information in some sort of separate operation; the nature of that 

operation was not precisely defined. Schwyzer (1947:16) suggests that postposed 

adjectives may have been less likely to be integrated with their nouns than preposed 

ones; in particular, they might be acting as equivalents to relative clauses, adding more 

information about the referent in a second predication. 

(6) a. a'i 5E xoAcooduevai nnpov Qeoav, auxdp doiSfjv/SeoKeoinv dcpsAovxo 
(II. 2.600) 
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And they, angered, mutilated him, and took away his heavenly song 

For 6a this would give the interpretation 'and took away his song, which was 

heavenly'. The tendency for adjectives to have independent status was thought to exist 

in both Homeric and Classical Greek, but to a greater degree in the former. Meillet 

argued that in Homer, even directly prenominal modifiers should not get an integrated 

interpretation, claiming for example that in the opening lines of the Iliad, "TioAAac, is 

in fact in apposition to IJJUXOCC, in the same capacity as icpBfuouc, and rjpcocov, and 

without forming a group with the following words" (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:532; 

cf. Chantraine 1953:12): 

(7) a. JTOAA&C, 5' icpBiuouc, i^xctc, "Ai'Si TipoTai|;£v/r|pu)U)v (II. 1.3-4) 
And he sent many strong souls of heroes to Hades 

There are a number of different interpretations of the line that would be compatible 

with that description. One major problem is whether to interpret the adjectives as 

modifiers of implicit pronouns that corefer with the noun ('numerous ones, and strong 

ones, he sent souls to Hades, ones belonging to heroes') or as secondary predicates 

('numerous and strong, he sent souls to Hades, belonging to heroes') — in other 

words, are the adjectives 'acting as substantives', or are they like reduced relative 

clauses, separate predications that consist of only one word, or are they sometimes one 

and sometimes the other? If they are sometimes one and sometimes the other, what 

determines the variation? Since the overall theory of appositional syntax is formulated 

in broad, general terms and leaves a lot to be explained, it is not surprising that the 

appositional accounts of relations between specific categories do too; these questions 

will come up again in Chapter 2. 

Now for the relationship between the verb and its arguments. Here, the omissibility of 

lexical arguments was cited as evidence of a loose relationship (Meillet and Vendryes 

1927:522-23, 536-37; Chantraine 1953:7). In both Homeric and Classical Greek, a 
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finite verb standing on its own is interpreted as having a pronominal subject (eppvaaxo 

in 8a), and may under various conditions also be interpreted as having a pronominal 

object (Tceui|;ouaiv in 8b), though the verb carries person and number information only 

for the subject. 

(8) a. &AA' ou5' (be, stdpouc, eppuoaxo, ieuevoc, rcsp (Od. 1.6) 
But even so he did not save his comrades, though he tried 

b. oi' K£v uxv Tiepi xfjp; 0£ov coc, xiurjoouoi, niuijjouorv 5' ev vnT (piAnv eq 
rarcpiSa yoiiav (Od. 5.37) 
They will honor him as a god in their hearts, and send [him] in a ship 
to his own fatherland 

It was argued by analogy that lexical and independent pronominal subjects and objects 

actually stand in apposition to the pronoun(s) implied by the verb rather than agreeing 

directly with the verb (9a) (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:519; Schwyzer and Debrunner 

1950:242). 

(9) a. gpxerai (S50:242)2 

He goes 
b. 6 avnp £px£tai 

He goes, the man 

A stronger role for case was thought to come along with this: "an Indo-European verb 

did not 'govern' the case of its complement; the noun apposed to the verb would 

appear in the case demanded by the meaning that it itself expressed. This state is still 

recognizable in the most ancient Greek texts" (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:522; cf. 

Chantraine 1953:35). Various types of agreement mismatches were cited as evidence 

that so-called agreement was actually not grammatical but the accidental result of verb 

and noun both getting their number from the same referent (Meillet and Vendryes 

2 Sources of borrowed examples are indicated throughout by the first letter of the first author's last 
name followed by the final two digits of the date and the page number (e.g. M27:541 = Meillet and 
Vendryes 1927:541); for groups of examples from the same page of the same source, a single reference 
indicates the source of the entire group; glosses and English translations are from the original sources, 
but I have translated French and German translations into English. 
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1927:541). When the subject was a group noun, for instance (f| TtAnOuq in 10a), there 

could be a conflict between sense and grammatical number (Meillet and Vendryes 

1927:541): 

(10) a. "Qq cpdoav n KAnOuq (II. 2.278) (M27:541) 
So they said, the crowd 

It was observed that grammatical agreement seemed to become stronger over time; in 

Latin, plural agreement with group nouns was found to be more common in comedy 

and in Livy than in Caesar or Cicero (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:542). Like the 

appositional theory of the adjective-noun relationship, this account of how the verb 

relates to its subject and object raises several basic questions. Is the omissibility of 

pronominal subjects and objects good evidence that when a lexical subject or object 

occurs, it should be interpreted as standing in apposition to a pronoun implied by the 

verb? Is there evidence for a verb phrase? Is the argument weaker for objects because 

the verb is not marked for agreement with the object? What are the characteristics of 

the implied pronouns? These questions will come up again in Chapter 2. 

The third major piece of evidence for 'independence of terms' in Homeric Greek was 

the status of preverbs/prepositions, which were thought to have developed from 

independent adverbs. The picture was that this process of development was still 

ongoing in Homer, where such words can act as adverbs, separable preverbs, or 

prepositions, but complete in Classical Greek, where they appear only as verb affixes 

or true noun-governing prepositions. Evidence for this theory came from optionality 

and word order. First, in some situations, use of a preposition is optional in Homer but 

required in Classical Greek. This was taken as more evidence that the role of case was 

stronger in Homer than in later Greek, so that there was less need for prepositions 

(Chantraine 1953:35). In Homer, for instance, the goal of a verb of directed motion 
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can be a simple noun phrase (11a), whereas in Attic prose, such verbs require a 

prepositional phrase object (1 lb) (Kuhner-Gerth 1898-1904/1955:449-450): 

(11) a. Tte5iov 5' dcpiKOvxo (II. 24.329); KAioinv nnAnidSew dcpixovro 
(24.448) 
Arrived at the plain; arrived at the tent of the son of Peleus 

b. dcpiKVOUVTca SKI TOV Mdavcav TTOTOCUOV (Xen. Anab. 1.5.4) 
They arrived at the river Maskas. 

Second, in Homer such words can appear in a variety of different positions (12a, b, c) 

while in Classical Greek they must either be a verb prefix or directly precede a 

nominal object (12d) (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:520-522). 

(12) a. SAKS 5' UK' £K fteAoov (II. 4.465) 
And dragged him out from under the missiles 

b. EK 5e |ioi eyxoc, / rfixOn KaAdjincpw (II. 3.367-8) 
And my spear flew out from my hands 

c. EK 5e KAfjpoc, Gope (II. 23.353-54); EK 5' eQope KAfjpoq (Od. 10.207) 
The lot jumped out 

d. Aucav5poc, 5' SK rfjc, 'PoSou napd rrjv 'Iooviav EKKAEI Ttpoq tov 
'EAArjcrciovTOv upoq xe TOOV itAoicov TOV EKICAOUV Kai £n\ rdc, 
dcpeatnKuiaq avx(bv noXeiq (Xen. Hell. 2.1.17) 
Lysander sailed out from Rhodes along Ionia towards the Hellespont, 
against the rebel cities and against the sailing out of supply ships 

It was also suggested that prepositional phrases might have developed from structures 

in which a lexical noun would stand in apposition to the implied pronominal object of 

a preposition (Schwyzer 1947:14): in 12b, for example, this would give the 

interpretation 'out of them, my hands'. 

Common to all of these aspects of the theory of apposition is the idea that the syntax 

of Homeric Greek operated on a principle of'independence of terms'. To say that 

Homeric Greek syntax is 'appositional' in this sense is to say that in Homer, there is a 

tendency for individual words of various categories to contribute information in 
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separate operations, rather than binding together into hierarchically organized phrases 

as they tend to do in later Greek. In spite of this independence, various kinds of 

relationships among these words have to be indicated somehow, and the theory is less 

clear about exactly how that is supposed to work. The general picture is that relations 

are 'loose' and 'flexible'. But when more specific suggestions are made, another 

common thread appears in the form of the recurring suggestion that these relatively 

independent relations may be based on apposition between implied pronouns and 

lexical nouns. 'Independent' adjectives and prepositions could be respectively 

modifiers and governors of implied pronouns standing in apposition to lexical nouns, 

rather than direct modifiers or governors of lexical nouns. 'Independent' subjects and 

objects could be standing in apposition to pronouns implied by the verb, rather than 

directly agreeing with or being governed by the verb. In more recent linguistic work, 

proposals very similar to these have been made about the structure of living languages, 

so this thread will resurface in Chapter 2. 

1.1.2 Parataxis 

The theory of parataxis and the theory of apposition broadly defined are similar in that 

they both characterize grammatical relationships in Homer as involving a high degree 

of 'independence' and 'looseness' as opposed to dependency and integration. 

According to the theory of apposition, the elements of simple clauses in Homer are 

organized on a principle of 'independence of terms'. According to the theory of 

parataxis, there is a similar tendency toward independence in relationships between 

Homeric clauses. The theory was based on a two-way distinction between 'parataxis' 

and 'hypotaxis' (Thiersch 1829; Lange 1852/1887). Generally speaking, 'hypotactic' 

meant 'subordinating', and subordination was defined roughly as a relationship in 

which one clause was primary and the other somehow dependent on or embedded in it 

(some definitions stressed the idea that subordination bound clauses tightly together, 

whereas non-subordination left the relationship looser (Kuhner-Gerth 1898-
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1904/1955:347-351)), while parataxis meant non-subordination, defined as a 

relationship in which neither clause was grammatically dependent on the other.3 

By that definition, simple juxtaposition (13a) and clause linking by discourse particles 

(13b), and coordinated clauses (13c) are paratactic clause combinations. 

(13) a. &AAd vccri wc, eQi.Xo) 56u£vcu TtdAiv si TO y aueivov ftouAop.' eyw 
Aaov owv qiuevai r] dicoAEcBai (II. 1.116-117) 
But even so I am willing to give her back if that is better; I want the 
people to be safe, not to die 

b. "Qq ecpaQ\ "Exxajp 5' ou TI Qeaq enoq riyvoinaev, aiiha 5' e'Aua' 
dyopiqv em xevxea 5' eooevovxo (II. 18.808-9) 
So she spoke, and Hector did not disregard the advice of the goddess, 
but swiftly broke up the meeting, and they hastened to their weapons 

c. ou5' aneXvae Ouyarpa KOU OUK a7i£5£^aT' cmoiva (II. 1.95) 
He did not release his daughter and he also did not accept the ransom 

One influential typology of subordinate clauses divided them into three types based on 

their resemblence to elements of a simple clause (Herling 1827-1830). Nominal 

clauses, such as indirect statements, questions and fear clauses, act as subject or direct 

object of a verb (14a); adjectival clauses, such as relative clauses, act as modifiers of 

nominals (14b); and adverbial clauses act as modifiers of the verb phrase (14c). 

(14) a. YlYV0^OKCi0 5' on uoi Tipocpptov Kaxevevoe Kpovioov / vwr|v KOU ueya 
KUSOC, (II. 8.175-6) 
I see that the son of Cronos assented graciously to victory and great 
glory for me 

3 There was considerable discussion about how exactly to define subordination, and many different 
types of criteria for identifying it were proposed (see for example Hermann 1895; Paul 1880:223-230; 
Kuhner-Gerth 1898-1904/1955:347-351). Hermann (1895), for instance, setting out to list indicators of 
grammatical subordination, sets up two preliminary distinctions, between 'logical' versus 'grammatical' 
subordination on the one hand and 'implicit' versus 'explicit' subordination on the other. These 
distinctions were meant to deal with particular classes of confusing examples. For Hermann, a sentence 
like 'he's happy — he's eating ice cream' involves 'logical' but not 'grammatical' subordination, 
because the second sentence is 'logically' but not syntactically dependent on the first, and in the 
sentence 'he's happy he's eating ice cream', the grammatical subordination present is 'implicit' because 
it is overtly marked only by prosody. 
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b. quelc. 5e usyctAoio Aioc, JtsuSoousOa (3ouAfj, / oq naoi OvntoToi KOCI 

dBavdtoiaiv avdooei (II. 12.241-2) 
Let us trust the counsel of great Zeus, who rules over all mortals and 
immortals 

c. tioiur|v 5' obc, xiex 'A0nvour) vcai 'AnoAAoov (II. 8.540) 
And be honored the way Athena and Apollo are honored 

So, what gave rise to the characterization of Homeric syntax as 'paratactic'? Evidence 

cited in support of the parataxis theory was of two basic kinds. On the one hand, there 

was simply thought to be a relatively high rate of occurrence of paratactic as opposed 

to hypotactic clause combinations overall in Homer, as well as use of parataxis for a 

particularly wide range of purposes. And on the other hand, there was a lot of 

discussion centered around scenarios in which the gradual development of a 

subordinating construction out of a hypothesized paratactic antecedent was supposed 

to be either still underway, or at least visible via fossilization of various stages, in 

Homer, but complete in Classical Greek. 

The characterization of Homeric syntax as 'paratactic' is partly just a matter of relative 

frequency of parataxis as opposed to hypotaxis. Though there was some debate about 

whether Indo-European had subordinate clauses at all (e.g. Hermann 1895, and see the 

useful summary of this debate in Harris and Campbell 1995:25-7), it was generally 

agreed that Greek, by the Homeric period, already had subordinate clauses. For 

Homeric Greek, discussion focused on how much and what sorts of subordination 

were present. Generally, there were thought to be at least some examples in Homer of 

all the basic types of subordination found in classical Greek, but there was more 

disagreement about how to analyse classes of examples that were ambiguous in one 

way or another and could be argued to be more or less hypotactic or paratactic; this 

resulted in somewhat differing estimations of the overall extent of development of 

subordination in Homer (Monro 1891; Delbriick 1893-1900; Kiihner-Gerth 1898-
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1904/1955; Meillet and Vendryes 1927; Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950; Chantraine 

1953). 

Regardless of how fully or not fully developed hypotaxis was thought to be, it was 

agreed that parataxis was particularly important in Homeric Greek (Classen 1879; 

Hentze 1888; Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:633-634; Chantraine 1953:232-235; 351-

364). Particular attention was paid in this context to Homeric examples that were 

thought to involve semantic but not syntactic subordination of one clause to another. 

In these cases, parataxis leaves implicit a semantic relationship between two clauses 

that could be syntactically marked by subordination (such as, for example, through the 

use of a temporal clause or clauses in 15a, a causal clause in 15b or relative clause in 

15c) (Stanford 1959:lxxxi; Chantraine 1953:351-364). 

(15) a. cpuAAa TO UEV X avsuoc. xavidSic, x£z\, dAAa 5e 9' uAn / xnAsGocoaa 
cpvei, eapoc. 5' emyiyvexai wpn (II. 6.147-8) (S59:lxxxi) 
The wind scatters leaves to the ground, the wood grows others that 
flourish, the season of spring arrives 

b. dAAd yAoaooa JJSUIKTO, TroAuvcAnToi 5' eoav avSpsc, (II. 4.437-8) 
(C53:357) 
But their speech was mixed, and the men had been called from many 
places 

c. OUVEK' 'AXIAAEUC. / e^ecpdvn, Snpov be udxn^ enznctvx' dAeysivfjc. 
(11.20.42-3) (C53:354) 
Since Achilles was now to be seen, and he had quit the hard fight for 
too long 

Classen, discussing this pattern, offers translations from Homeric parataxis into 

Classical Greek hypotaxis (16a-b): 

(16) a. 'iSouEveO TC£pi UEV o£ uco Aavad)v...dAA' opa£u TIOAEUOVS' (II. 4.257) 
(C79) 
Idomeneus, I honor you above the Danaans.. ..now then, rise to battle 

b. OJC. o£ da) jrepi raxvToov...OUTGO Kai vuv 6pa£0 Tt6A£|aov5£ 
Since I honor you above all.. .therefore now also rise to battle 
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Passages containing particularly long series of paratactically linked clauses were also 

cited as illustration of a systematic preference for parataxis in Homer (17a) 

(Chantraine 1953:355-6): 

(17) a. Tov 5' o y£pwv flpiauoc, TxpeoToe, i5£v 6cp0aAuoiox / itaiicpouvovB' oSc, 
x aoxep eneoovyievov ne&ioio, / 6c; pa x OTUOpnc, eloiv, dpi^nAoi 5s oi 
auyai / cpaivovxca TtoAAoTai \iex acrrpctoi VUKTOC, duoAyw / 6v re 
KUV' 'Qpicavoq sbiiKAnaiv vcaAsouai. / AauKpotatoq \ikv o y' eoxi, 
KOIKOV 5e x£ of)ua xixvvixav, / KCU XE cpepei TIOAAOV itupetov SeiAoioi 
ppotoiaiv (II. 22.35-41) (C53:355) 
Him the old man Priam was first to see with his eyes, shining like the 
star, speeding across the plain, which appears in late summer, and its 
brightness stands out, shining among many stars in the dark of night, 
which they call by the nickname dog of Orion. It is the brightest, but 
it was made as a baneful sign, and brings much fever to wretched 
mortals 

So, a big part of why Homeric Greek was characterized as paratactic was just that 

parataxis was noted to be particularly abundant and versatile in Homeric Greek. But 

there was also another side to the argument, having to do with the kinds of hypotaxis 

found in Homer. 

There is a basic story that is told repeatedly in the 'complex sentence' sections of the 

standard Greek grammars that came out of the 19th century comparative linguistics 

tradition. In this story, a hypotactic clause-combining construction develops gradually 

from a more paratactic form of clause combination, evidence for which is provided by 

Homer.4 Discussion of subordination in Homer took place against that background. 

Different types of Homeric examples of a given construction were looked at as fossils 

left over from different (and potentially transitional and ambiguous) stages in the 

course of a hypothesized historical development. Particular examples, and particular 

classes of examples, were argued to be ambiguous between paratactic and hypotactic 

4 Use of the terms 'parataxis' and 'hypotaxis' (in German, 'beiordnung' and 'unterordnung') is tied up 
from the beginning with the idea that, historically, hypotaxis develops out of parataxis (Thiersch 1829; 
Lange 1852/1887). 
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structure, or to lean more toward one or the other end of the spectrum. Central to such 

argument was the identification of properties that could indicate the presence of 

subordination. Hermann (1895) lists eleven properties, including: presence of special 

subordinating connective words; change of person; change of mood; change of tense; 

intonation; tempo; duration of pause between clauses; clause positioning; word order; 

verb accent (for Sanskrit); tmesis (for German); and presence of words (other than 

conjunctions) that appear only in subordinate clauses. In what follows I summarize 

some of the main points made in 19th and early 20Ih century grammatical work about 

finite subordinate clauses in Homeric Greek, and about differences between Homeric 

and Classical Greek in the realm of subordination. 

Mood as an indicator of subordination 

Between the Homeric and Classical periods, the the use of mood became more 

restricted and associated with specific syntactic contexts (Monro 1891:293; Chantraine 

1953:205-231). Evidence of this change comes in a few different forms. First, use of 

the subjunctive in independent sentences is in Classical Greek limited to hortatory, 

deliberative and prohibitive clauses, whereas in Homer it can appear in all types of 

independent clauses, including affirmatives (18a), negatives (18b) and interrogatives 

(18c) (Monro 1891:248-293). 

(18) a. xr\v u£v £yw ouv vn'i' x eufj KOU euoTc, Exdpoioi / TI£UI[;(JL), eyd) 5s K' 

ayw Bpiani'Sa KaAAutdpnov (II. 1.183-4) 
Her I will send with my ship and my companions, but I will take 
away fair-cheeked Briseis 

b. ov yap itco xoiovq T5ov avspac, ouSs i'Soouou (II. 1.262) 
For I have never seen men like them nor will I 

c. KOOC, TIC, TOI Ttpocppoov 87i8aiv TC£i0r)TCu 'Axaiurv (II. 1.150) 
How can anyone of the Achaeans willingly obey your commands? 

Second, use of the particles av and KEV becomes more mechanical over time; both 

subjunctive and optative can be used in conditional clauses in Homer either with or 
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without av or KSV, with different shades of meaning, whereas in Classical Greek the 

subjunctive is almost always and the optative almost never accompanied by a particle 

(Monro 1891:293). Third, in Classical Greek, there is a sequence of mood system 

whereby the optative is often substituted for the indicative or subjunctive in a 

subordinate clause in secondary sequence. The optative is rare in primary-sequence 

subordinate clauses. This system is less developed in Homer (Monro 1891:248-293; 

Schwyzer and Debranner 1950:302-338, 333-4; Chantraine 1953:205-231, 249, etc.). 

In Homer, the optative is used freely after present as well as past tenses. In sequence 

of mood it primarily replaces the subjunctive, apparently substituting for the indicative 

only in indirect questions. Overall, the use of mood in Homer was more semantically 

and less syntactically governed than in later Greek, and was used more often as a 

means for getting across specific shades of meaning in varied situations and less often 

as an indicator of subordination in specific syntactic contexts. 

Relative clauses 

Relative clauses, including correlatives, were reconstructed for Indo-European 

(Delbriick 1893-1900 vol. 5:316-318; Meillet and Vendryes 1927:570). A relative 

pronoun stem *yo- was reconstructed, along with a demonstrative *so-, to-, and an 

interrogative and indefinite *kwi/kwo; derived from these were, respectively, the Greek 

relative oq, fj, o, the demonstrative (and in some dialects relative and/or article) 6, rj, 

TO, which in Homer is the usual antecedent for the relative in correlatives, and the 

interrogative and indefinite TIC;, TV/TIC;, TI, which can combine with the relative to form 

the indefinite relative oc; TIC; (Monteil 1963:1-17).5 Many of the conjunctions involved 

in other types of subordination in Greek were analyzed as being historically derived 

from relative pronouns, and the constructions they introduce as being derived from 

(cor)relative clauses. 

5 It was thought that 6, f\, TO in Homer was primarily demonstrative but showed some signs of 
development toward the relative function it had in dialects such as Ionic (Monteil 1963:21-22). 
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Some differences were observed to exist between Homeric and Classical Greek with 

regard to attraction in relatives. In Attic prose, it is common for a relative pronoun 

with omitted antecedent to take the case required by the main clause role of the 

relative clause, if its relative clause case would be accusative and its main clause case 

genitive or dative (Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:640-41; Chantraine 1953:237) 

(19) a. veal Euuevouev ok; cbuoAoyrioauev SIKOUOIC. ouciv rj ou; (PI. Cri. 
50a2-3)(S56:568) 
And do we stand by what we agreed was just or not? 

This so-called 'attraction' of the relative is very rare in Homer; when the antecedent is 

omitted the relative pronoun still retains the case required by its role in the relative 

clause (as in 20a below) (Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:640-41; Chantraine 

1953:237). 

(20) a. ou yocp ^eivouq oi' ye udA' dvGpumouc, dvexovtoa / ou5' dycnia^ousvoi 
(piAeouo', oq K aXkoQev sABn (Od. 7.32-33) 
For they do not much put up with strangers, and do not hospitably 
entertain people who come from elsewhere 

The attraction seen in Attic was thought to tie the relative and main clause more 

strongly together, by allowing the relative clause to function directly as object of the 

main clause (Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:640). It was noted that another type of 

attraction found in both Attic and Homer, so-called inverse attraction, in which the 

antecedent is attracted into the case of the relative (Chantraine 1953:237-238), does 

not have that effect (Schwyzer and Debrunner 1950:640-41). 

(21) a. cpuAaKdc, 5' aq eipeai fjpooc. / ou TIC. KEKpiuevn puetcu crrporcov ou5e 
cpuAdooei (II. 10.416-7) (C53:237) 
But as for the guards you ask about, sir, none is dedicated to watch 
and guard the camp 

b. vfjec. Socu npcoTou dpuarca ayxi SaAdaanc. e'Avcoouev (II. 14.75-6) 
First, however many ships are drawn up close to the sea, let us drag 
them 
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The non-appearance of attraction of the relative to the case of the antecedent in Homer 

was seen as evidence of a trend toward increasing integration between main and 

subordinate clause between Homeric and Classical Greek. 

Adverbial clauses 

The clauses classed as adverbial include temporal, conditional and purpose and result 

clauses. These are usually introduced by a subordinating conjunction. Many of these 

subordinating conjunctions originated in forms of the relative pronoun stem oc,, or 

adverbs derived from it. Relative adverbs, like pronouns, can appear in correlatives; 

there are matched pairs based on the same stem, like TOT£...OT£, r6cppa...6(ppa, and 

Td)q/wc,...coc„ and adverbs from different stems, like rocppa and scoq, are also used 

together to form correlatives. A typical route was outlined for development of a 

(correlative adverb into a subordinating conjunction. First, the correlative antecedent 

would come to be regularly omitted. This was thought to occur particularly easily in 

the case of adverbs, since unlike the correlative pronoun, which often differs from its 

antecedent in case, a correlative adverb is just a copy of its antecedent and can be 

omitted with no loss of information. Second, the adverb, or adverbial use of the 

pronoun, would through regular use in a particular context lose its adverbial (local, 

temporal, instrumental etc.) meaning and become a semantically bleached marker of 

subordination. The manner adverb dq, for example, appears to have undergone this 

type of development. In correlatives it has the adverbial meaning "in which manner... 

in that manner" (22a). When the correlative antecedent is omitted, ooc, on its own acts 

as an adverbial conjunction, "in the manner in which" (22b). In clauses expressing 

purpose or result, the meaning "in such a way as to/that" or simply "in order/so that" 

develops (22c). 
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(22) a. rcbqSe o'dTt£x6nPw wq vOv EKnayA'scpiArioa (II. 3.415)6 

And hate you just the way I now vehemently love you 
b. Tioiunv 5' wq ziex 'AOnvain vcai 'ATTOAAOOV (II. 8.540) 

And be honored the way Athena and Apollo are honored 
c. oioiv £7ii Zevq 0fJK£ KOCKOV uopov, wq xai OTtioooo avOpooTtoioi 

TceAoousB' doi'5iuoi eoao\xivoioi (II. 6.357-8) 
On whom Zeus set a bad fate, in order/so that later we may be made 
subjects of song for men of the future 

Similar paths were proposed for the development of other subordinating conjunctions 

that could introduce purpose and result clauses, such as i'va, originally a locative 

and/or instrumental adverbial, oeppa, originally temporal, and OTiooq, the indefinite 

counterpart of ooq. Correlative adverbial uses of such conjunctions tend to occur in 

relatively higher proportion in Homer than in Classical Greek. 'Qq for example is very 

often correlative in Homer (one count found 115 correlative manner adverbial, 15 non-

correlative manner adverbial, 50 final and 2 consecutive uses of ooq in Homer), but 

after Homer use of obq as a correlative becomes rare and its use as a non-correlative 

adverbial or final/consecutive conjunction becomes more common (Monteil 1963:330-

364). This was taken as evidence of a trend toward development of more hypotactic 

clause combination between Homeric and Classical Greek. 

Complement clauses 

The use of finite complement clauses, including indirect statements, indirect questions, 

and clauses serving as objects with verbs of wishing and fearing, was argued to be 

more limited in Homer than in Classical Greek. Evidence cited in support of this 

argument came from correlative structure, differences in use of mood and tense, and 

frequency of occurrence compared with other competing constructions. 

6 The pair d>c;...TU>c, is quite rare (II. 3.415 is the only instance in Homer and there are few elsewhere); 
the usual demonstrative counterpart of d)c, in Homer is ax;; co5e and ouroc; also occur (Monteil 
1963:330-332). 
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The development of finite indirect statement and indirect question constructions was, 

like the development of adverbial clauses, ultimately traced back to the relative clause 

(Chantraine 1953:288-299). The conjunctions used to introduce indirect statements in 

Homer are o, OT(T)I and OTE, ouvevca and ooc,. The complementizer function of o 

(sometimes accompanied by indefinite TI, OZ\, or TE, ore). The relative pronoun S(TI) 

could as a neuter accusative have the meaning 'with respect to the fact that' and be 

used as a causal adverbial conjunction (23a and b).7 In certain contexts, the causal 

meaning shifted in the direction of the complementizer meaning 'that' (23c and d). 

(23) a. E'YX81 S' autoc, / Tptaoi cpi AOTTTOAEUOICH ueTcntpeiia), o acpiv duuvoo / 
r|uap dvayKalov (II. 16.834-6) 
And I with my spear stand out among the warlike Trojans, because I 
ward off from them the day of necessity 

b. ov Ttepi Tcdanc, xxev ounAiKinc, on oi cppeoiv apua fj5n (II. 5.325-6) 
Whom he honored beyond all of his agemates because his character 
was suitable 

c. x°up£ 5' '05UOOEU(;,/6TT; UIV coc, UKSSEKTO (Od. 14.51-2) 
Odysseus was delighted [because/regarding the fact that] he received 
him that way 

d. oui£ TI Srjuiov dAAo Tncpauavcoucu ou5' aYop£uu),/dAA' e\iov aurou 
XpeToc;, 6 uoi xand euiteaev oiKco,/5oid (Od. 2.44-6) 
I will not raise or argue any other public issue, but my own need, 
[because/namely the fact that] twofold evils have come upon my 
house 

The development was thought to be similar for the conjunctions OUVEKOC (from ou 

evEKa, 'on account of which') (24a) and wc, (24b), which could both have causal 

adverbial meaning and both showed up in the same kind of borderline 

adverbial/complement context. 

(24) a. 7i£u0£TO ydp Kunpov 5E u£yoc KAEOC, OUVEK' 'AXOUOI/EC, Tpoinv vrJEcaw 
dvaTxA£ua£o9ai EUEAAOV (II. 11.21 -22) 

7 In an example like 23a, the pronoun 6 could be either a neuter singular accusative from the relative oc, 
fj o, or a masculine singular nominative from the primarily demonstrative 6 r\ TO (in 23a this would 
mean 'I who'). 
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A great rumor had reached Cyprus, [regarding the fact that/that] the 
Achaeans were going to sail in ships to Troy 

b. 'AtpdSnv 5e KOU autoi CLKOVEXE voaqnv sovrec,, / wc, x r\hff wq T' 

AiyiaOoc. e\ir\aaxo Auypov 6Xe6pov (Od. 3.193-4) 
You yourselves have heard, though you live far away, of Atreides, 
how he returned and how Aegisthus planned his miserable death 

With the meaning 'that', O(TI), cbc, and OVVSKCL are used in Homer to introduce clauses 

of indirect discourse governed by verbs of thought, perception, and speech (25b); 

(Goodwin 1890:261-62; Monro 1891:245; Chantraine 1953:289-91); o(u) can still be 

correlative in structure when used that way (25a). 

(25) a. AEUOOETS yap TO ye navxeq o uoi yepaq epxsxai aAAn (II. 1.120) 
You all see this, [the fact that/that] my prize goes elsewhere 

b. yiyvooaKoo 5' OTI UOI npocppcov Kaxevevae Kpovioov vi'vcnv KOU ueya 
Ku5oq (II. 8.175-6) 
I see that the son of Cronos assented graciously to victory and great 
glory for me 

In both Homeric and Classical Greek, indirect questions are most commonly 

introduced by the indirect interrogative, which is identical in form to the indefinite 

relative (26c) (Monro 1891:237-238; Chantraine 1953:292-96).8 Indirect questions 

introduced by direct interrogatives are rare (Monro 1891:216; Monteil 1963:145). The 

context for development of the indirect interrogative function of the indefinite relative 

was thought to be sentences in which a verb of asking had an overt nominal or 

pronominal object that was defined by an indefinite relative (26a and b) (Monteil 

1963:145-158). 

(26) a. sin' ovou', OTTI as vceTOi KCXAEOV uqTnp xe narrjp TE (Od. 8.550) 
(M63:147) 

8 The regular relative is sometimes also used this way, with verbs of knowledge and recognition, but not 
verbs of asking (e.g. II.-497-98 rote 5e yvuyaeaQe EKaoro*; uniouc; 'Apyeiwv, oi Seurepoi oi TE rcdpoiBev 
'then you will recognize the horses of the Argives, which are in front and which are second') (Monro 
1891:237). 
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Tell me the name which/whatever your mother and father called you 
there 

b. e'in aye p.01 vccri xovSe cpiAov tsvcoq 6c, TIC, 65' eoxi (II. 3.192) 
(M63:148) 
Come now, tell me about that one, dear child, who(ever) he is 

c. aurap STiEira / Semvou Tcaaaauevoo sipnaop.89' 01 xxvic, eoxov / 
dvSpoov (Od. 4.60-62) 
When you have had a meal we will ask you who among men you are 

It was argued on the basis of various forms of evidence that in Homer, finite 

complement clause indirect discourse was not as fully developed as it was in Classical 

Greek. First, complement clause indirect statement occurs most often in Homer with 

verbs of emotion, thought and perception, and occurs only rarely with verbs of saying; 

instead, in Homer, the most common form of indirect statement with a verb of saying 

is cpnya with the infinitive (27a) (Schmitt 1889 via Goodwin 1890:262):9 

(27) a. urJTnp ydpxe\xe (pnai 0£a 0£nc; dpYupoire^a/SixOaSiaq Kfjpaq 
cpepqaev Oavdroio xe\oo5e (II. 9.410-11) 
My mother, the goddess, silver-footed Thetis, says that I carry a 
twofold fate toward my day of death 

Second, it was argued, against the background of the historical course of development 

outlined above, that the structure of finite indirect discourse in Homer is often open to 

being interpreted as adverbial and/or correlative, and so not that of a true complement 

clause acting as object of the main clause verb (Monro 1891:245; Chantraine 

1953:288-92).10 Third, the conjunctions used to introduce indirect statement became 

9 In Classical Greek, the finite clause construction is preferred with common verbs of saying like Aevo) 
and einov, and the infinitive with (pr\]i\. In Homer, one count found 130 instances of (pnui with the 
infinitive, versus 16 instances of a verb of saying followed by a finite clause introduced by o, on, om, 
ore, WC. or ouvevcoc; of four instances of indirect discourse with einov in Homer, two take the infinitive 
and two a finite clause (Schmitt 1889 via Goodwin 1890:262). 
10 It was also noted that finite clauses as subjects of impersonal constructions are rare in Homeric 
Greek; in Homer, impersonal constructions are more likely to take infinitives, usually with a dative of 
interest, but sometimes with an accusative subject, as in vOv 5e ue \evya\eix) Oavccxip siuapro dAtovai 
'now it is fated that 1 be overcome by a horrible fate' (II. 21.281, Od. 5.312) (Schwyzer and Debrunner 
1950:646). 
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more specialized over time. For indirect statement, only on and coq, of the five 

Homeric possibilities, appear in this role in Classical Greek (Monteil 1963:398-400). 

Finally, Homeric Greek and Classical Greek have different systems for handling tense 

in indirect discourse. In Classical Greek, when the main clause verb is past tense, the 

subordinate clause verb has the same tense that a direct quote would have ('he said 

"I'm walking'" becomes 'he said he is walking'), so that the tense of the subordinate 

verb is interpreted relative to that of the main-clause verb. In Homer, however, after a 

past-tense main clause verb, a subordinate clause verb that would be present in a direct 

quote is imperfect ('he said "I'm walking'" becomes 'he said he was walking'), and 

one that would be perfect is pluperfect ('he said "I have walked'" becomes 'he said he 

had walked'). The aorist indicative of the subordinate clause in (28a) would in Attic 

most likely take the form of a present indicative or optative (28b) (Goodwin 1890:261-

62): 

(28) a. ETcei yiyvtooKov o 5r| KOCK& un.5£T0 Saiuoov (Od. 3.166) (G90:261-62) 
Since I recognized that the god was devising evils 

b. eYiYva)OKOV
 OTI KOCK& urj5oiro/urj5£Tou 

I recognized that he was devising evils 

Though sequence of tense was sometimes cited as a marker of subordination 

(Hermann 1895), it was also argued that the Homeric tense-shift system was more 

compatible with a paratactic interpretation than the Classical system (Goodwin 

1890:262; Monro 1891:245). Each system can be seen as more or less hypotactic and 

integrating. The Classical Greek system could be seen as integrating, if it is a system 

of relative tense, in which subordinate clause verb tense is interpreted relative to main 

clause verb tense, or as non-integrating, if direct discourse tense is being reproduced 

as it would be in a quote (i.e. in 28a, the direct thought would be K(XK& \ir\bezai, 'he is 

devising evils'). The Homeric system could be seen as integrating, if it is a system of 

sequence of tense in which the subordinate clause verb tense changes according to 
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main clause verb tense, or as non-integrating, if what is happening is that the two 

clauses are actually independent, so that the statement clause has the tense it would 

have to have if it were not subordinated but independent (i.e. in 21a, the independent 

clauses would be syiyvoaoKOV 'I recognized this/it' and K(XK& urjSero 'he was devising 

evils'). 

So, some types of complement clause, such as indirect statement and the most 

common type of indirect question, were thought to have developed out of relative 

clauses. Others, such as the complement clause objects of verbs of fear or deliberation, 

were thought to have developed directly from corresponding independent clauses, like 

those in 29a and b below (Monro 1891:254-257). 

(29) a. jit] TI xoAcooduevoc, pe^n KOCKOV uiac, Axaicov (II. 2.195) (M91:254) 
May he not in anger do some harm to the sons of the Achaeans 

b. ocuOi uevco |i£xd xo\ai...r\£ Osu) usrd a auric, (II. 10.62-3) (M91:253) 
Should I remain here with these men.. .or run after you immediately? 

The story of this development was as follows. First, these clauses were habitually 

paired with other independent clauses of certain types. A negative wish would be 

introduced by a separate statement of fear, or a warning or command ('I am afraid; 

may he not...'; 'Take care/see to it; may he not'), and disjunctive deliberatives by a 

statement of deliberation (T thought it over; should I...or should I...'). In such 

contexts, the independent clauses were reanalyzed as subordinate, and the particles 

that introduce them reinterpreted as subordinating conjunctions, yielding subordinate 

clauses of fear (30a), negative purpose clauses (30b), and subordinate clauses of 

deliberation (30c) (Monro 1891:254-255; Chantraine 1953:266-73). 

(30) a. 5ei5a> \ir] Koci TEIXOC; unspuopov s^aAoard^n (II. 20.30) 
I am afraid lest he even, going beyond fate, attack their wall 

b. xG>v dAsEivco cpfjuiv dSeuxea, |ar| TIC; OTUOCOO uoousun (Od. 6.273-4) 
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I watch out for their harsh speech, lest someone should blame me 
later 

c. Anfcpop'oc, 6k 5idv5vxa u£pur^pi^£v/n...£Tap{ooaiTO...r| TtEiprjaavto... 
(II. 13.455-7) 
Deiphobus debated between two possibilities, whether to take as a 
companion.. .or make an attempt... 

Change of mood was used as a diagnostic for the presence of subordination; an 

example like 30a could possibly be interpreted as two sentences or as a main and 

subordinate clause, but in an example like 30c, the optative is best explained in terms 

of sequence of mood (Monro 1891:254). It was argued that in Homeric Greek contains 

a relatively large number of examples that could be interpreted as paratactic, or that at 

least show signs of not being very far removed from paratactic origins. Fear and 

negative purpose clauses of this type in Homer almost always express a present-tense 

fear on the part of the speaker, which leaves them open to a paratactic reading ('I'm 

afraid; may my enemy not kill me'); fear and purpose clauses expressing fear on the 

part of a third party or a speaker's past-tense fear, which do not make sense on a 

paratactic reading ('My enemy is afraid; may I not kill him'; 'Before I killed him, I 

was afraid; might my enemy not kill me') are rare (Monro 1891:256-257, 261-2, 267, 

270-1, 287-88). In Classical Greek, it is unusual for negative purpose clauses to be 

introduced by urj standing alone; instead they are introduced by urj combined with one 

of the regular subordinating conjunctions used in positive purpose clauses. Such 

combinations also occur in Homer, but they are less common than bare urj.11 Finally, 

Meillet (1927:587) notes that purpose clauses in general in Homer, including negative 

purpose clauses, are always placed after the main clause (the first example of a 

purpose clause that precedes the main clause is found in Aeschylus; in Herodotus and 

" One count found in Homer 108 negative purpose clauses with bare \ir\, 26 with Tva urj, 10 with toe; utj, 
and 3 with oeppa uij (oeppa, which is found only in epic, is the most common conjunction in purpose 
clauses in Homer), versus, in Aristophanes and Herodotus, 8 bare urj and 50 urj plus particle, and in a 
sample of Attic prose, only scattered examples of bare urj (Weber 1884:24-25, 27-28, 113-115, 128-
130, 134, 184). 
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later texts it becomes common) and that this could be explained by their having 

originated in a juxtaposition of two independent clauses. 

1.1.3 Summary 

In the 19th and early 20th century comparative-historical linguistics tradition, syntactic 

differences between Homeric Greek and Classical Greek are explained primarily as 

reflections of a change over time in the syntactic typology of the Greek language. 

According to this version of the archaism theory, Homeric Greek preserves features of 

an earlier type of syntax, in which individual words and clauses were more 

grammatically independent from one another than they were in the later language 

(Meillet and Vendryes 1927:519-520, 578-579 etc.; Chantraine 1953:12-21, 232-235 

etc.); this principle of'independence of terms' manifests itself both in relations 

between words and phrases, which tend to be 'appositional', and in relations between 

clauses, which tend to be 'paratactic'. 

Apposition, in this context, is defined very broadly and is contrasted with government 

and attributive modification. The basic historical picture associated with the theory of 

apposition is that relations between elements of the simple clause (between the verb 

and its arguments, between nouns and their modifiers, and between prepositions and 

their objects) were somehow relatively 'loose' and independent in the earliest recorded 

Indo-European languages like Homeric Greek, but over time gradually tended more 

and more to coalesce into verb, noun, and prepositional phrases. The exact nature of 

the earlier appositional relations is not discussed in much detail, but one possibility 

suggested in several different contexts is that it may involve co-reference between 

implied pronouns and lexical nouns standing in apposition to them (as in: 'Achilles, he 

killed him, Hector', 'his shoulders, on-them it swirled, the hair', 'the cup, he won it, 

the golden one'); it was also suggested that discontinuous modifiers might be acting 
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like one-word relative clauses (as in: 'he put them on, his sandals, which were 

golden'). 

Parataxis is defined by contrast with 'hypotaxis' or subordination. Paratactic clause-

combining strategies are particularly abundant in Homeric Greek, while hypotactic 

ones that are common in Classical Greek are sometimes rare in Homer. The use of 

mood became more restricted and associated with specific syntactic contexts between 

the Homeric and Classical periods; the Classical Greek use of sequence of mood to 

mark subordination in certain types of clauses is not fully developed in Homer (Monro 

1891:293, 248-99; Chantraine 1953:205-31, 249, etc.). The historical paths of 

development of various hypotactic clause-combining constructions found in Classical 

Greek are traced back to paratactic antecedents, based on Homeric evidence. 

Adverbial clauses and some types of complement clause, for example, appear to have 

developed from correlative clauses, and in Homer, examples can be found that seem to 

be transitional between correlative and adverbial or complement clause structure. 

1.2 Orality 

Another way of looking at Homeric syntax is rooted in research focused on how the 

Homeric poems were composed and performed. The idea that Homer is at least in part 

the product of oral tradition goes back a long way (Josephus Ap. 1.12) and grew 

increasingly popular during the 18th century (d'Aubignac, 1715/1925; Vico 1730-

44/1999:374-76; Blackwell 1735/2005; Herder 1767-8/2002:54, 1772/2002:61-62; 

Wood 1769/1976); the theory as laid out by Wolf (1795/1985) became widely 

accepted by the beginning of the 19th century. Early arguments in support of the theory 

were based primarily on historical and literary evidence and issues of textual criticism; 

arguments based on linguistic evidence were developed later. 
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Already in the 18th century, however, the theory was accompanied by speculation 

about possible connections between orality and general qualities of Homeric language 

and style. Connections were drawn between oral culture, poetry, and simple, 

spontaneous language on the one hand, and literate culture, prose and periodic style on 

the other.12 Homeric language was characterized as being close to nature, belonging to 

an early stage of cultural development, and therefore simple and full of wonder 

(Blackwell 1735/2005). Herder (1765/2002:28) thought that the poetic language of 

Homer was the prosaic language of his time: "In the oldest time of the Greek and 

Roman republics the language of the writer and of the common people was identical. 

Even the divine Homer spoke words which were in his time prose, as Blackwell 

shows, or the people of his time spoke poetry just as each aoidos sang it...poetry is 

older in common life than prose". Wood (1769:280-85) suggests that there are 

different stages in the development of language that are favorable for different 

purposes; the language of an oral society will be simple and clear, and well suited for 

poetry; a more periodic and burdened style that is better suited to science and 

philosophy arises after the development of the art of writing. Wolf (1795/1985: 90-92, 

104-5) agrees that Homer's art is closer to nature than that of poets of more learned 

periods and links the development of prose to the use of portable writing materials. 

What all of these ideas have in common is the assumption that Homeric language and 

style are to be explained in terms of the effects of culture on language as a whole; 

early Greek oral culture produced a certain kind of language, and Homer used that 

language. 

12 In this paragraph, I use the term 'language' to refer to the grammar of a language, or what is possible 
in a language, and the term 'style' to refer to choices made about how to use the grammar. The basic 
idea underlying these 18th century theories on Homeric language seems to be that early, orally 
composed texts are 'simple and natural' not as a matter of choice (style), but as a matter of language 
(the grammar), whereas later literary texts have 'periodic' syntax as a matter of choice (style), since 
they could also affect a simple and natural style if they wanted to. That is why 1 describe the contrast 
they are interested in as one between 'simple, natural language' and 'periodic style'. 
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In the later 19th and early 20th century, a line of research focused on the language of 

Homer began to create a picture of Homeric Greek as a specialized poetic dialect, one 

that was never the spoken language of any community (Ellendt 1861/1864; Duntzer 

1864/1872; Witte 1909-1914/1972; Meister 1921/1966). This research came out of the 

Analyst school of Homeric criticism, which held that the Homeric poems had been 

compiled from a variety of earlier songs and tried to distinguish relatively earlier and 

later material with the aim of recovering complete original songs from the mix. It was 

thought that, because Homeric Greek incorporates morphological forms and 

vocabulary that cannot be mapped to a single regional dialect and time period, close 

examination of the language used in different parts of the poems might provide 

evidence that would help to divide them up. Instead, it was found that the mixed 

dialect is used fairly consistently throughout the poems, with certain exceptions, and 

that the organizing principle behind the mixed dialect is metrical utility.13 Homeric 

Greek will often have two or more versions of a single commonly used morphological 

form or vocabulary item, drawn from different dialects or periods; these versions are 

usually metrically distinct from one another (31a-c). 

(31) a. genitive singular: -oio (—^), -ou (^) 
b. first person plural pronoun: r)uelq ( ), a îuec, (—~) 
c. city: ntoAic, (will make preceding syllable heavy), TTOAK; (will not) 

It was also argued that meter had a significant influence on word choice and phrasing 

in Homer. Metrical specialization was found in the inventory of adjectives used with 

certain nouns, and in the use of repeated phrases. These findings led to the claim that 

"the language of Greek epic is a creation of the epic verse" (Witte 1913:237), and that 

Homeric Greek was a Kunstsprache, a language of art, or artificial language (Meister 

1921/1966). 

13 Patterns of differentiation subsequently found include clustering of late features in similes (Shipp 
1972) and heavier use of late features overall in the Odyssey vs. the Iliad (Janko 1982:229-231 etc.); the 
latter finding is a subject of debate because of its relationship to questions of text-fixation (Nagy 
1996a: 108-9). 
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This new picture of Homeric Greek as an artificial language that was never the spoken 

language of any community meant that the earlier picture of it as the characteristically 

simple, spontaneous language of an oral culture could not be maintained in its most 

romantic form, since the language of the people and the singers was apparently not 

identical, at least when the poems we have were being composed. But further 

investigation of the relationship between Homeric language and meter actually paved 

the way for a new argument in support of the idea that Homer was the product of an 

oral tradition, and a new idea of how exactly that tradition would have worked. 

According to this argument, the nature of the Homeric language itself proves that it is 

the product of an oral poetic tradition (Parry 1971). Homeric Greek has features that 

distinguish it from both ordinary spoken languages and the language found in literary 

works of poetry or prose. These features facilitate oral composition in performance.14 

The paratactic nature of Homeric Greek syntax is explained in this new tradition as an 

adaptation to the context of oral performance, a matter of style rather than grammar. I 

will argue, however, that this conclusion does not necessarily follow from the basic 

picture the tradition presents of what Homeric Greek is and how it works. An 

explanation of apposition and parataxis as matters of grammar would be equally or 

more consistent with the rest of the basic picture. 

1.2.1 Traditional oral poetry 

Parry (1928/1971:6) drew a distinction between language, defined as "all the elements 

of phonetics, morphology, and vocabulary which characterize the speech of a given 

group of men at a given place and a given time", and diction, defined as "the same 

elements of phonetics, mophology, and vocabulary considered under another aspect, 

as the means by which an author expresses his thought", and argued that both Homeric 

language and Homeric diction are systematically adapted to facilitate oral composition 

in performance. Syntax is not included in these definitions. Did Parry acknowledge 

14 The term 'composition in performance' comes from Lord (1960/2000:13). 
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syntax as an element of language that could vary from one period and/or dialect to 

another? Right after defining language in a way that excludes syntax, he lists 

"constructions" as one of the necessary objects of study of both language and diction: 

the study of language has to explain the presence in Homer of "forms, words, and 

constructions of archaic, Aeolic, Ionic, artificial, and possibly even 'Achaean' origin", 

and the study of diction has to explain "why Homer chose certain words, certain 

forms, certain constructions to express his thought" (1928/1971:6). So, apparently not 

only words (vocabulary) and forms (morphology) but also constructions (syntax) can 

characterize the speech of a given group of men at a given place and a given time. To 

avoid terminological confusion between different uses of the term 'language', from 

now on I will refer to Parry's category language using the terms grammar (for 

phonology, morphology and syntax) and lexicon (for vocabulary). I will also usually 

refer to Parry's category diction using the broader term style (for choice of forms, 

words and constructions), in order to bring out the distinction between grammar and 

choices made (whether on the level of the individual or the tradition) about how to use 

the grammar. 

Parry's programmatic statements divide the questions to be asked about Homeric 

Greek, and therefore Homeric Greek syntax, into two different categories. In the first 

category are questions about the grammar and lexicon, which deal with what sorts of 

forms, words and constructions are present in Homeric Greek, whether they are 

archaic, regional or artificial, and, most importantly for the study of Homeric Greek as 

the language of an oral poetic tradition, how the organization of these elements in 

Homer is influenced by the hexameter and the context of oral composition in 

performance (the existence in Homer of sets of metrically distinct versions of common 

morphological and vocabulary items, for example, is discussed as a matter of 

grammar). In the second category are questions of style, which deal with how the 

singer chooses a certain word or construction to use in a certain context, and how the 
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way that choice is made is influenced by the context of oral composition in 

performance. Parry discusses syntax only in the context of questions about style, but 

the discussion raises questions about issues of grammar. In what follows, I first 

describe the new model that Parry set up of the relationship between the Homeric 

language and the ordinary languages spoken by the singers, and then use it as a basis 

for raising questions about the analysis of formula systems, and the theory of parataxis 

as 'adding' or 'concatenated' style. 

1.2.2 Formula systems 

Parry accepted the conclusion that the organizing principle behind the mixed dialect of 

Homer was metrical utility, and set out to show that the same principle could explain 

an aspect of Homeric style, namely the abundant use of repeated phrases. The clearest 

evidence of the influence of meter on Homeric style comes from the use of epithets. 

One of the most distinctive features of Homeric style is the habitual and repetitive use 

of epithets with proper names, in phrases like 5toc, 'O5uoo£uc;, godlike Odysseus. The 

epithets used with a given name almost always form a set of metrically distinct 

alternatives. Each epithet expands the name into a phrase that can fill a certain part of 

the hexameter line. These phrases usually extend from the beginning or end of the line 

to an important caesura or the bucolic diaeresis; take for example some of the 

"principal-type" epithets used with the name Odysseus in the nominative case (32a-d) 

(Parry 1928/1971:39): 

(32) — — — — I ~ ! — I ~~ | —^ x 

a. 5ioy£vric. 'OSuaeuc. | dAAoyvooTcp evi Srjuio (Od. 2.366) (P71:39) 

b. Tov 5' aurs TTpooseiTts | TToAurAac, Sloe; 'OSuaaeuc. (II. 9.676) 

c. autap o TtAnoiov ECTrjvcei | TtoAuunTic, 'OSuaosuc. (II. 4.329) 
£V0' am EupuSduavta (MAe | nxoXinopQoc; 'OSucceuc, (Od. 22.283) 
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d. tsipeoG', si \vc\ TCOU TI na.xr\p euoc, | soBAoc;'O5uaoeuq (Od. 2.71) 
Gspcvcnc/ TW 5' wxa itapiaxaro | Sioc, '05uao£uq (II. 2.244) 

Pairs of epithets that occur in the same position, like those in 32c and d, begin with 

different sounds, either vowel, consonant or double consonant, that have different 

effects on preceding syllables, either making them heavy through resyllabification or 

avoiding doing so, and avoiding hiatus and the creation of overly heavy syllables. 

These sets of metrically useful epithets, like the sets of alternative forms and 

vocabulary from different dialects, can be seen as systems characterized by economy 

and extension (Parry 1928/1971:17-19; 1971:246). The systems are economical 

because for a given basic meaning and metrical shape, there will usually be only one 

form available. If, for instance, the singer wants to fill the space between the bucolic 

diaeresis and the end of the line with a phrase referring to Odysseus, and the preceding 

phrase ends with a short closed syllable that has to stay short, he only has one epithet 

that will form a phrase of the right shape, eoBAoc, 'OSuoosuq. They are extensive 

because there is so often more than one form, and metrical shape, available to express 

a given meaning; the singer has a variety of different epithets that can help him to fit 

the name into different parts of the line. The system makes it easy to use the important 

name Odysseus, but predetermines the epithet that will accompany the name in each 

position. In the use of important proper names, then, it simultaneously maximizes 

flexibility (you can put something anywhere) and minimizes the need to invent or 

decide between equally viable options (once you decide where to put something, your 

job is done and you don't have any more decisions to make). 

The argument that this analysis provides evidence that the Homeric poems are the 

product of an oral tradition takes the following form (Parry 1928/1971). First, this 

system of formulaic style seems like the kind of system that an oral tradition would 

produce. In its economy and extension, it seems more like the product of a long 
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process of development than the invention of a single person; that the system appears 

to be functionally adapted to on-the-spot composition suggests that the development 

occurred via an oral poetic tradition. Second, no system of formulaic style comparable 

with the one found in Homer exists in literary epics like Vergil's Aeneid, or even 

Apollonius' Argonautica, even though Apollonius copies Homeric vocabulary and 

other aspects of Homeric style. Third, there is comparative evidence for the use of 

formulaic style in living oral traditions, such as the Balkan tradition researched by 

Parry (Lord 1960/2000:30-67; Parry 1971:379-389; Foley 1999:66-83), and many 

other traditions (Foley 1985; 2007). 

1.2.3 Homeric language and ordinary spoken language 

So, what is the overall picture that Parry's theory paints of the relationship between 

the Homeric language and the spoken languages of its singers' communities? Let's 

look first at morphology and vocabulary from the point of view of grammar and the 

lexicon. It is not clear how, where and when the tradition got started, but it is clear that 

the Homeric language was passed around over centuries from place to place, from one 

singer to another. Over time, the Homeric language was learned and sung by singers 

who were native speakers of various dialects belonging to different periods and 

regions. They modified it by adding to it forms and vocabulary from their various 

spoken languages. But, no singer or group of singers completely updated or localized 

it into their own spoken dialect; the Homeric language was more conservative than an 

ordinary spoken language, and held on to a lot of old and foreign material through all 

of this travel and time, for at least three different reasons (Parry 1930-32/1971:338; 

1971:328-333).i5 First, heavy use of fixed phrases encouraged preservation of such 

material; think of the way English idioms like 'hue and cry' and 'leave in the lurch' 

15 Foley (1999:66-83) offers comparative evidence for the phenomena discussed in this section from 
what he calls the "traditional register" of South Slavic epic, including use of fixed phrases that preserve 
archaisms and regionalisms, retention of multiple metrically distinct forms of the same vocabulary 
items, and use of archaism perceived as being part of the style. 
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preserve words, or meanings of words, that are otherwise obsolete. Second, in an 

ordinary spoken language, multiple versions of the same morphological form or 

vocabulary item will not normally be allowed to coexist for long — if a new form 

comes in, it will usually compete with the corresponding old form, if there was one, 

until one of them wins. In the Homeric language, the pressure to simplify was opposed 

by the utility of having multiple metrically distinct forms, so that multiple versions 

were eliminated only if they were not metrically distinct from one another in a way 

that would be useful. Something like this can be seen in the use of metrically 

convenient regional and archaic alternative forms, like one-syllable ne'er, o'er and 

e'er for two-syllable never, over and ever, in literary poetry in English (Martin 1998). 

And finally, archaisms and regionalisms, according to Aristotle {Rhetoric 1406a-b; 

Poetics 1457b-1459a), were felt to be part of heroic (epic) style, and helped to create a 

dignified tone because of their distance from everyday language (this may have 

originally been a side effect of the more functional reasons listed above, but once it 

got going it would have had a life of its own).16 According to this picture, Homeric 

Greek gets its morphological and lexical material from ordinary spoken languages, but 

it differs from ordinary spoken languages, in certain specific ways, in how it maintains 

and organizes its inventory of words and forms. The differences are mostly of degree 

(heavy use of fixed phrases, conservatism, deliberate use of archaisms and 

regionalisms) but sometimes of kind (coexistence of metrically useful multiple forms 

of basic elements). 

It is important that, according to this picture, Homeric Greek got not only its concrete 

roots and forms, but also its abstract rules for word structure from the ordinary spoken 

languages of its singers. A good illustration of this is provided by the so-called 

16 Aristotle indicates that this principle can extend beyond vocabulary, when he says that it is wrong to 
criticize tragedians for using "what no one would use in conversation", like the pronouns OEGEV and viv 
and postpositions (AyiXkiux; itepi instead of nepi 'AxiAAew<;, 5toudTwv cmo instead of cnto Stoudrtov) 
because such things lift the language above the commonplace (Poet. 1459al). 
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'artificial' words, words made up of a mix of elements that would never have co-

occurred outside the Homeric dialect, which actually show that singers of Homeric 

Greek could use its inventory of borrowed roots and forms productively, as they 

would if they were speaking an ordinary natural language. The form KUVSOOIV (II. 1.4) 

for example, has an Aeolic dative ending topped off with an Ionic movable v (Palmer 

1980:88). The rules that nouns have case, that there is a dative case, that the root 

comes before the case-ending, and so forth, were shared by both dialects. So, when 

they formed new words, singers of Homeric Greek followed certain rules of grammar 

and word structure, rules that were probably for the most part shared by all the dialects 

the mixed dialect was based on. Breaking that kind of rule for the sake of metrical 

utility was apparently rare or not done at all. It would probably have been metrically 

useful for the singers to have the option of putting case or person marking at the 

beginning rather than the end of a word, but they did not create that option for 

themselves. So, the theory assumes that not just an assortment of particular words and 

phrases, but also at least some of the structural rules according to which they were 

formed, were absorbed into Homeric Greek from the everyday spoken languages of 

the singers. 

When it comes to vocabulary and morphology from the point of view of grammar and 

the lexicon, this theory is quite explicit about exactly what sort of relationship there 

was between the Homeric language and the spoken languages of the singers. When it 

comes to style, what does that relationship look like? Parry's category of diction, or 

style, deals with the elements of language "considered as the means by which an 

author expresses his thought", and what is discussed under that heading is choice of 

words and phrasing (Parry 1928/1971:6). The focus is not on grammar, or what sorts 

of word structures (morphology) and phrase structures (syntax) are possible in the 

language, but on how, taking the existence of a particular morphology and syntax for 

granted, individual words and phrases are chosen to be used in specific circumstances. 
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In this area of choice of words and phrasing, the primary claim of the analysis is that 

the sort of system of formulaic style found in Homeric Greek is a distinctive feature of 

traditional oral poetry. It is explicitly described as being different from styles found in 

literary poetry, and is implicitly assumed to be different from styles found in ordinary 

spoken language, since the discussion consistently focuses on how the system is 

adapted to the hexameter, and to the specific context of oral composition in 

performance. So, the theory assumes that in this respect, Homeric Greek is 

significantly different from the spoken languages of its singers. 

For illustration of this position, let's look again at the example of the noun-epithet 

phrases. When a singer wants to use the name 'Odysseus' in a particular portion of the 

line, he may expand the name into the right shape by using an epithet that is uniquely 

associated with use of that name in that position. If, for example, the singer wants to 

say that Odysseus answered a question, and he has started a line with the question-

answering formula like TOV 5' airau£;|36u£voc, Tipooecpn, he will always end the line 

with the noun-epithet phrase TtoAuiantic, 'OSuaasuq. The use of the adjective 

TToAuuntic,, in that particular location, according to Parry, does not add any meaning to 

the name Odysseus that is particularly relevant to the immediate context — the phrase 

as a whole simply evokes the traditional character "Odysseus".17 The theory assumes 

that neither that degree of predictability nor much of that kind of contextually 

irrelevant use of adjectives would be found in a transcript made of the singer's speech 

in his native language over the course of a week.18 In ordinary speech, the singer 

17 Though Parry's primary emphasis in the discussion of epithets is on their metrical utility, he also 
suggests that they evoke traditional associations: "the fixed epithet did not so much adorn a single line 
or even a single poem, as it did the entirety of Homeric song.. .even now, who among those of us who 
have any knowledge of the legend has asked why Odysseus should be crafty in this or that particular 
episode?" (1928/1971:137); this perspective on the meaningfulness of epithets and formulaic language 
in general has been picked up and emphasized in more recent work (e.g. Foley 1999:18-22, etc. on 
'traditional referentiality'). 
18 This difference is probably only a matter of degree, because there are plenty of bound expressions in 
ordinary spoken language (Kiparsky 1976). The economy and extension of the noun-epithet system in 
Homer, however, may be qualitatively different from anything found in ordinary spoken language. 
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wanting to use the name Odysseus would normally add an adjective to the name only 

for some communicative purpose, to add relevant descriptive information about the 

referent, for example ("you can't put one over on wily old Odysseus") or to narrow 

down the field of reference ("I mean long-suffering Odysseus, not that other 

Odysseus"). Irrelevant descriptive adjectives would cause confusion. According to 

Parry, a large part, or possibly all, of Homeric poetry is made up of formulas that are 

part of simple and economic systems.19 The ordinary spoken language of the singers 

presumably was not. So, the analysis tells us that a singer would choose his words and 

phrasing in a different way, depending on whether he was singing in Homeric Greek 

or speaking his own language. 

So far then, the picture is that Homeric Greek gets all of its words and forms, 

considered as elements of grammar and the lexicon, from ordinary spoken languages, 

but organizes them differently in certain specific ways; formulaic style, however, as a 

system for choosing what words and constructions to use in certain circumstances, is 

peculiar to oral poetry and would not have been found in the spoken language of the 

singers. What does the theory have to say about the relationship between Homeric 

Greek syntax and the syntax of the spoken languages of the singers? On this topic, the 

theory becomes difficult to interpret, for two reasons. First, the question of how that 

relationship would have worked is never explicitly addressed, and it is more difficult 

than it was in the case of formulaic style to figure out what is being implicitly 

assumed. Second, when it comes to syntax, Parry blurs his distinction between 

language (grammar and lexicon) and diction (style) by focusing exclusively on the 

latter, without regard for how it may be rooted in the former. Questions about what 

sorts of forms, words and constructions are present in Homeric Greek, whether they 

are archaic, regional or artificial, and to some extent how they are functionally 

19 Subsequent work has not found other systems that live up to the standard of extension and economy 
set by the noun-epithet systems, but there are tendencies toward extension and economy in other areas, 
such as systems involving preposition/adverb/preverbs (Horrocks 1981:157-60). 
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organized, were supposed to be matters of grammar and the lexicon. (The existence in 

Homer of sets of metrically distinct versions of common morphological and 

vocabulary items is discussed under the heading of grammar.) Questions about how 

the singer chooses a certain form, word or construction to use in a certain context were 

supposed to be matters of style. When the subject under discussion is how words are 

combined into phrases, and phrases into clauses, it is still necessary to make that 

distinction, but it becomes more difficult to do so. It is fairly straightforward to 

identify a case ending as archaic and/or regional, and to class the presence of that case 

ending in Homer as an issue of grammar. It is also fairly easy to classify the question 

of why the singer used one adjective rather than another, in a certain situation, as a 

matter of style. It is less immediately obvious whether, for example, a strong tendency 

to put proper noun subjects at the end of the sentence (and also the end of the line) is a 

matter of the importing into Homeric Greek of a particular syntactic feature that 

characterized the spoken language of a particular community, or a matter of how the 

singer expresses his thought in orally composed hexameters, or both, if, for example, a 

basically grammatical phenomenon is being exploited for a certain stylistic purpose.20 

With that potential for confusion in mind, let's look at what the theory has to say about 

syntax. Syntax comes up in two different contexts. First, various syntactic issues are 

raised by the theory of formula systems. Second, the issue of parataxis is raised in an 

analysis of enjambement. 

1.2.4 Syntax and formula systems 

Because formulas are usually phrases, like TcoAup-nnc, 'OSuacsuq, analysis of the 

organization of formula systems, and how formulas combine with one another, winds 

up touching on issues of syntax. Many of the facts about Homeric syntax that the 

comparative grammar tradition dealt with under the headings of apposition and 

20 Watkins (1995:30) proposes that one basic principle of relations between 'poetic grammar' and 
'ordinary grammar' is that 'the poetic grammar may exploit variants generated in ordinary grammar and 
extend their use'. 
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parataxis come up in the orality tradition as aspects of formulaic structure. The 

comparative grammar tradition saw in Homeric Greek a tendency for the elements of 

the sentence to be relatively independent from one another, rather than tightly bound 

together into hierarchical phrases, and labeled these relatively loose relationships 

'appositional'. The subject, rather than directly agreeing with the verb, is often 

dislocated, standing in apposition to a pronoun (as in sentences of the type rj 5' eonexo 

naAA&c, 'A0r)vn (Od. 1.125)). The determiner has not fully developed yet, so there are 

few determiner phrases; instead, the element that later becomes a determiner is still a 

pronoun, of a type that often stands in apposition to a lexical argument. Adjectives and 

other modifiers are often separated from nouns they modify, possibly forming separate 

phrases of their own. The words that are prepositions in later Greek are in Homer 

often ambiguous between prepositional and adverbial status. Paratactic clause 

combination, in which mutually independent clauses are juxtaposed or coordinated, is 

particularly common in Homer, compared with hypotactic combination in which one 

clause is subordinated to another. The comparative grammar tradition explained these 

aspects of the language of Homer in terms of the theory that the Greek language 

overall, between the time of the earlier language fossilized in Homer and the Classical 

period, changed from a language that favored appositional and paratactic structure into 

a language that had more hierarchical structure. This way of describing and explaining 

these phenomena could also be useful for understanding the particular inventory of 

formula types that Parry finds in Homer, and how those formula types combine with 

one another. Parry, however, puts this viewpoint aside and looks at the organization of 

formula systems exclusively from the perspective of their utility for oral composition 

in performance. 

Parry defines the formula as "a group of words which is regularly employed under the 

same metrical conditions to express a given essential idea" (1930-32/1971:272).21 This 
21 An earlier version of this definition is worded slightly differently: "an expression regularly used, 
under the same metrical conditions, to express an essential idea" (Parry 1928/1971:13). 
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definition does not include any grammatical criteria, unless grammar somehow enters 

into the definition of an "essential idea". Does it? Parry divides formulas into two 

categories, those that are part of larger formula systems (I will refer to these larger 

systems as "formula types"22) and those that are not (1930-32/1971:275-6). Formula 

types are defined partly by reference to grammatical criteria such as the parts of 

speech they contain (e.g. 'noun-epithet formula'), and sometimes by reference to their 

'role in the sentence' (e.g. 'subject formula'; 'predicate formula').23 It is the presence 

of simple and economic systems of formulae organized around different parts of 

speech, not the presence of individual repeated phrases, that distinguishes Homeric 

diction from that of later literary epics and shows that it is traditional (Parry 

1928/1971:17). Parry proposes that in order to know how much of Homeric diction is 

traditional, it will be necessary to find out "to what extent nouns, pronouns, verbs, 

adjectives, adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and particles of every variety of 

meaning and metrical value appear in series of formulae of like character" 

(1928/1971:17). For nouns, case can enter into the definition of formula systems. The 

collection of noun-epithet formulae associated with each case of a given proper name 

or noun is considered to constitute a separate formula system, partly because the 

grammatical roles associated with the cases make for different kinds of systems; 

22 Parry uses various terms for these, including "larger system" (1930-32/1971:276), "formula type" 
(1928/1971:16) and "system of...formulae" (1928/1971:16); at one point he calls the noun-epithet 
formulae "a system of formulae which is a set of subsystems" (1928/1971:19). 
231 use the qualifier "partly" here because Parry's definition of what constitutes a "larger formula 
system" is somewhat confusing (1930-32/1971:275-6). He first says that formulas that are part of a 
system are like others which "express a similar idea in more or less the same words", and gives 
examples that are structurally dissimilar but share one or more words, leaving the impression that word 
repetition is the defining element (1930-32/1971:275). But on the next page, he gives an example of a 
formula system consisting of four related subsystems in which the particle aurap is followed by a form 
of the subordinating conjunction eirei and an indicative or subjunctive verb form of one of several 
different metrical shapes (1930-32/1971:276). The only word repetitions in this system are the 
functional words aurap and end, and Parry calls the system "an exact device...for fitting into the verse 
verb-forms of certain moods and measures" (1930-32/1971:276). This leaves the impression that 
structure is important after all, and that impression is supported elsewhere by Parry's consistent 
description of the noun-epithet formulas as a larger system (defined not by word repetition but by 
structure) (1971:17, etc.). This ambiguity has fed subsequent arguments about how the concept 
'formula' should be defined. 
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nominative proper-name formulae, for example, are tailored in various ways to 

combine well as subjects with verb formulae, whereas genitives are designed to 

combine well as possessives with noun formulae (Parry 1928/1971:19, 38, 61-62).24 

All of this shows that Parry did, to some extent, define "essential ideas" in 

grammatical terms. 

He did not, however, define the formula in terms of syntactic constituency. The use of 

the term "group of words" rather than something like "phrase or clause", in the 

definition above, seems designed to include strings that are not syntactic constituents, 

and some examples Parry cites of formulae are not syntactic constituents, such as 

members of the "numerous class of formulas made up of relative words, particles, 

pronouns and adverbs, which begin a clause of which the principal words will be 

found in the next line" (33a) (1930-32/1971:310). 

(33) a. ...nam uvn<xrrjpEociv a7t£uiep.£v, o'i xe oi aid / ufjA' &5iv& acpd^ouoi 
veal dAuioSac. eAiKac. (3ouc; 
(Od. 1.91-2; elsewhere as [oc, ov rj oil [xe] [uoi TOI \xev K£v] [cdei]) 
.. .and give the suitors a warning, who are always killing his 
thronging sheep and his shambling curvy-horned cattle 

Nevertheless, most by far of the examples Parry (1971) cites are (potential) phrases or 

clauses, sometimes accompanied by a conjunction or particle, such as noun phrases 

(34a), prepositional phrases (34b), verb phrases (34c), clauses with pronominal and 

lexical arguments (34d-f), and complex clauses (34g). 

(34) a. TiovTOicopoq vnuc, (Od. 12.69 etc.) 
sea-going ship 

b. KofAac, 8Ki vfjac. (II. 5.26 etc.) 
24 For proper-noun formulas that follow the trochaic caesura, nominatives, which often follow a verb 
form ending in a vowel, tend to begin with consonants, while genitives, which often follow a noun form 
ending in a consonant, tend to begin with vowels (Parry 1928/1971:61-62). Proper names have 
extensive nominative systems and less extensive oblique systems, while the reverse is true for 
inanimates like 'ship', because proper names are more likely than inanimates to be subjects (Parry 
1928/1971:38). 
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to the hollow ships 
c. TrrifiaTa Tidaxei (Od. 1.49 etc.) 

suffers sorrows 
d. 6 5e u' OCUTIK' auEijSsTo (Od. 9.272 etc.) 

And he answered me immediately 
e. TOV 5' rmEifkt' enexxa (II. 1.121 etc.) 

And then he answered him 
f. oi 5' en oveiaQ' ETOIUCX upOKEiueva x^pac, taXAov (II. 9.91 etc.) 

And they put their hands to the good things that were laid out ready 
g. r|uoc, 5' rieAioc, KCLTEEV KOU em vcvscpac, r|A6e, / 5r| TOTS K0iurj9nu£v eui 

prryjivvi 6aAdaor|C, (Od. 9.168 etc.) 
But when the sun went down and dusk came on, then we went to bed 
by the shore of the sea 

Parry does not discuss this tendency for formulas to be phrases or clauses in any 

detail, but the discussion of formula types, which are defined partly according to 

grammatical criteria, indicates that he does not think that the structure of formula 

systems is directly shaped by grammar. Parry attributes the existence of formula types 

to formation by analogy. Each type becomes established through imitation of some 

particular original: "...each system of formulas comes, in the last analysis, from some 

single expression. The simple fact that two phrases are too closely alike to be due to 

chance implies that one of them imitates the other, or that they go back to a common 

model" (1930-32/1971:322-3). The examples Parry gives of formula types created by 

analogy include the noun-epithet type and various predicate types, such as auTOtp enei 

p [IKOVTO, eu^avTO, r\yepQev, oiiooav etc.] (II. 1.484 etc.). He also identifies as a type 

formed by analogy the pattern in which a hemistich clause containing a pronoun 

argument is followed by a subject noun-epithet formula (in apposition to the pronoun, 

if it is a subject) (35a and b). 

(35) a. TOV 5' rjueipVc' eneixa 7ro5dpKric, 5loc. 'AxiAAeuc, (II. 1.121) (P71:323) 
And then swift-footed godlike Achilles answered him 

b. aurap 6 (foOv iepevaev avaE, avSparv 'AYau^uva>v (II. 2.402) 
But Agamemnon leader of men sacrificed an ox 
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According to this argument, the reason for the structural resemblance between 35a and 

b is that there was some single original sentence that had this structure and was used 

by singers as a model for other sentences, resulting eventually in the production of 

these particular verses. 

This way of explaining the origin of formula types loses sight of the relationship 

between the language of Homer and the ordinary languages of the singers. If all the 

various general formula types are based on single original phrases or clauses, how 

were those originals formed? The ordinary spoken languages of the singers will have 

had syntactic rules of some kind governing the formation of phrases and clauses. Since 

Homeric Greek gets its grammar from the languages of the singers, one would expect 

the originals to have been formed according to the syntactic rules of the everyday 

language of some singer. The originals would then be grammatical expressions of 

some kind, and it is hard to imagine how one could distinguish copies of those 

originals from more originals produced according to the same rules. The "fact that two 

phrases are too closely alike to be due to chance" could just as easily be explained by 

the two phrases having been formed in accordance with the same syntactic rules as by 

their being based on a common model. In any case, even if formula types did go each 

back to a single original model, they would still ultimately be derived from phrase 

types that existed in the everyday languages of (some of) the singers. 

Later work in the tradition started by Parry points out that formula structures are 

probably at least partly based on the syntax of ordinary language (e.g. Lord 

1960/2000:35-6 and others). Nevertheless, though there has been plenty of discussion 

in this tradition of how best to define the formula, with prominent proposals 

emphasizing different aspects of Parry's definitions, including grammatical structure 

(Russo 1963; 1966), word repetition (Hainsworth 1964; 1968), puns (Nagler 1967; 

1974), and the function of'flexible' (optional) material in shaping formulae centered 
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on 'fixed' (necessary) material (Visser 1988/1999; Bakker and Fabricotti 1991/1999; 

Bakker 1995; 1997:184-206; 2005), for the most part these approaches have not 

focused much attention on the relationship between the syntax of the ordinary 

languages of the singers and the syntactic structure of formulas. Russo, for example, 

conceives of the structural formula primarily as a device that facilitates rapid oral 

composition: "The [structural] repetitions are necessary to oral recitation because they 

provide pre-established verbal configurations with which the poet is comfortable and 

through the use of which he is spared much of the mental effort that a non-oral poet 

would invest in deciding where best to place his verb, his object, his adjective or 

qualifying participle or adverb, and so on" (1966:223). 

Other proposals have focused more closely on the relationship between the nature and 

structure of formulas and the nature and structure of ordinary language. Kiparsky 

(1976) proposes that formulas can be thought of as poetic counterparts of bound 

expressions in ordinary language, like pitched battle or leave x in the lurch. This 

approach predicts that formulas will be syntactic phrases, and also explains flexibility 

in formulas without reference to analogy: the model of formula as bound expression 

"allows for the inflection, separation, and modification of formulas without singling 

out one form as the prototype and postulating analogical processes to generate the 

others" (1976:85).25 Watkins (1995) argues that it is possible to reconstruct aspects of 

an Indo-European poetic language, including various specific formulas as well as 

general types of formulas, using the methods of comparative-historical linguistics, and 

that part of this task of reconstruction is to describe the relationship between early 

poetic languages and corresponding ordinary languages, and also the relationship 

between the reconstructed poetic and ordinary protolanguages. 

25 The models proposed by Nagler (1967; 1974) and by Visser (1988/1999) and Bakker (1991/1999, 
1995; 1997; 2005) also account for flexibility without reference to analogy. 
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If formulas are thought of as bound expressions whose syntactic structure will have 

been shaped by the grammar of the ordinary language of (some of) the singers, it is 

natural to ask, when looking at the array of formula types found in Homer, what kind 

of grammar (or syntactic typology) would have been likely to give rise to them. This 

kind of question arises, for example, when Parry argues that not just the individual 

formula systems (e.g. 'Odysseus as a subject') but also the larger systems of formula 

types (e.g. 'noun-epithet subject formulas') have internal organization of a kind that 

could only be the product of an oral tradition. He groups the nominative proper name 

noun-epithet formulas into four major categories and eleven subcategories, based on 

the part of the line they occur in and what sort of verb and predicate formulas they 

tend to combine with (Parry 1930-32/1971:38-55). Each formula subtype is well-

suited to fit together metrically with certain other word, formula and/or phrase types. It 

is common, for example, for various kinds of word group formed around the verb to 

occur between the third-foot caesura and the bucolic diaeresis. 

(36) a. TtAnciov r\ 5' dvd aoxu | jieTcpxeto | naAAdc; 'ABrivn (Od. 8.7) 
(P71:38-55) 
.. .but Pallas Athena went through the city 

b. ev yair\ 5' eKdyn-l dvd 5' r\pnaae | naAAdc, A0rjvn (II. 22.276) 
.. .but Pallas Athena seized it 

c. coc, drain/ riyeTQ', | f) 5' eonexo | naAA&c, A0r|vr| (Od. 1.125) 
.. .and Pallas Athena followed 

d. "Qc, ecpax suxousvoc/ | uou 5' EKAUE | naAAdc, 'A0fyvr| (II. 5.101 etc.) 
.. .And Pallas Athena heard him 

e. vrJTtior £K ydp ocpscov | cppevac, d'Aexo | naAAdc, A0rjvn (II. 18.311) 
.. .For Pallas Athena had taken away their wits 

Noun-epithet formulae that fit between the bucolic diaeresis and line end can follow 

word groups of all these types. Though Parry treats these patterns as a matter of style, 

they raise various questions about syntax as a matter of grammar. Almost all of the 

eleven subtypes of subject noun-epithet formulae, for example, are apparently 
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designed to combine with a preceding verb phrase. Postverbal subjects are possible, 

but by no means standard, in other contexts in Homer and in later Greek. Why is this 

such an important formula type? Was this kind of configuration common in some 

ordinary dialect of Greek, or a relatively unusual option that was exploited as a 

stylistic device, or an entirely artificial creation, or something else? The type of verse 

seen in (36a and b), where a subject noun-epithet formula stands in apposition to a 

pronoun in a predicate formula, is also distinctive. What sort of syntactic typology 

would be likely to give rise to the particular set of formula types found in Homeric 

Greek? An answer to that question would provide a better understanding of Homeric 

formulaic style. 

1.2.5 Unperiodic enjambement and 'concatenated' style 

In the comparative grammar tradition, the distinctive flavor of Homeric sentences, as 

oppposed to Classical Greek sentences, was explained as being primarily a matter of 

grammar. The broad outline of the picture was that Homer preserved aspects of an 

earlier form of Greek that had appositional and paratactic syntax as a matter of 

grammar. In an essay on enjambement, Parry suggests a different approach toward 

these patterns, one that views them as matters of style, whose presence in Homer is 

determined by the context of oral composition in performance. 

Parry argues that patterns of enjambement in Homer reveal that "the order of thought 

in the Homeric sentence" is, at least in so far as it relates to enjambement, specially 

adapted for oral composition of hexameter verse (Parry 1929/1971:251). The phrase 

"the order of thought in the Homeric sentence" refers to syntax looked at from the 

point of view of style. Background for the discussion comes from literary-critical 

characterizations of syntactic style by Aristotle and Dionysius of Halicarnassus. 

Aristotle makes a distinction between dpouevn Xe^iq, 'concatenated' style, in which 

the parts are united only by connective particles, and KareaTpauuEvn \i£,iq, 'directed' 
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style, which uses periods: a period "has a beginning and end in itself and is of the right 

size to be understood all at once" (Rh. 1409a-b).26 The contrast between the two styles 

is expressed through comparison of the audience to a man running a race: the directed 

style puts the goal in sight, so that he knows he is getting somewhere, while the 

concatenated style leaves it out of view, so that he cannot see what is ahead of him 

(Rh. 1409a-b). Dionysius makes a similar distinction using the terms 'periodic' and 

'unperiodic' (Comp. 26.82). Parry adopts this distinction and uses it as the basis for 

distinguishing two different types of enjambement: 'unperiodic' and 'necessary' 

enjambement (Parry 1929/1971:253). In unperiodic enjambement, the material that 

occurs before the line end would by itself be sufficient to constitute an independent 

sentence, and the elements that follow the line end are optional expansions. There are 

four basic kinds of optional expansion. In order of frequency of occurrence, they are 

either verbal (optional dependent clause, participial phrase, or genitive absolute) (37a), 

adjectival (37b), adverbial (37c), or consist of a coordinated word, phrase or clause 

(37d). 

(37) a. noAAd 5' 6 y ev novrco n&Qev aXyea ov Kara 9uuov, / dpvuusvoc, fjv 
T£ i[>u)oiv Koct vootov exoupoov (Od. 1.4-5) (P71:255-256) 
He suffered much trouble on the sea, in his spirit, struggling for his 
own life and the homecoming of his companions 

b. Mfjviv asiSs 0sd nnArfidSeco AxiAfjoc. / ouAouevnv, f] \xvpi' AxouoTc, 
a\ye eQr\KE (11. 1.1-2) 
Sing, Muse, of the terrible anger of Achilles son of Peleus, which 
caused measureless suffering for the Achaeans 

c. crriuuon:' s'xcov EV x^poiv EKr\$6\ov ATTOAAGOVOC, / XPUOEOJ dvd 
aKrJTrrpw (II. 1.14-15) 
Holding in his hands the fillets of far-striking Apollo, on a golden 
staff 

d. oruxouc, 5e eAoopia xevxs KVVEOOIV / oioovoToi re naoi (II. 1.4) 
And made them a feast for dogs and all [kinds of] birds 

26 The first thing Aristotle says about concatenating style, after introducing it, is that it is the archaic 
style and everyone used to use it, but now few do: r\ pev ouv eipouEvn As£;ic. r) apxaia eoriv '"HpoSorou 
Goupiou rj5' iaropinc. omoSsî ic;" (xaurri yap npotepov uev cmavra;, vuv 5e ou noAAoi xpwvtat) (Rh. 
1409.27-29). 
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In necessary enjambement, the material that follows the end of the line is more closely 

bound, or 'necessary', to the material that precedes it. There are two basic types of 

necessary enjambement. In one, the line end separates a subordinate and main clause, 

and the first clause does not make sense without the second (38a). In the other, line 

end intervenes between elements of "the unbroken complex formed by the basic parts 

of the clause — subject, verb and object, and...the words directly modifying these 

basic parts" (38b-c) (Parry, 1929/1971:263).27 

(38) a. oi 5' enei ovv rjy£p9£v 6uryy£p££C. re YBVOVTO, / TOIOI 5' avtOTduevoc. 
\xexe(pr\ TtoSac, GOKUC. AxiAAeuc. (II. 1.57-58) (P71:263) 
But when they had gathered and gotten assembled, swift-footed 
Achilles stood up and addressed them 

b. 'HTOI 6 y' WC, eiitwv KCXT' ccp' e^ero- TOIOI 5' aveazr] / fjpooc. Arp£i5nc. 
supu xpeioov 'Ayaiasuvoav (1.101-2, several others with TOIOI 5' 
dveotn) 
Saying that, he sat down; and there stood up among them the hero 
son of Atreus, wide-ruling Agamemnon 

c. ueveoc, ok ueya cppevsc, ducpiusAaivai / niUTiAavi:' (II. 1.103-4, cf. 
Od. 4.662) 
His great heart was filled black all over with rage 

d. ovv 5e vecpeeooi K&Xv^e / yaiav 6uo0 xai Ttovtov-(Od. 5.293-4, 
9.69-70, 12.315-16) 
And he covered with clouds both land and sea 

Patterns of enjambement in Homer differ significantly from those found in the literary 

epics of Apollonius and Virgil. For one thing, coincidence of sentence end and line 

end is slightly more common in Homer, as are lines filled by a single sentence or two 

short sentences. But there is also a difference in what sort of enjambement does occur. 

Homer has more unperiodic and less necessary enjambement than Apollonius and 

Virgil. Parry finds in Homer about double the rate of unperiodic enjambement (once 

27 Parry cites an example, and gives a partial list of other examples, for every kind of enjambement he 
discusses except this one; for this type he gives only the total number of examples (1929/1971:203). So, 
examples of this type are chosen by me, based on Parry's definition. 
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every four versus once every eight lines) and about half the rate of necessary 

enjambement (once every five versus once every two or three lines) present in 

Apollonius and Virgil. He also notes that one kind of necessary enjambement found in 

the literary epics is almost never found in Homer, namely the kind in which an 

adjective is separated by line end from a following noun that it modifies (39a-c). 

(39) a. r|£ fiaBeiaiq / auxouaxoi (SOEC, UUUIV svi^suxQevisq dpoupaic, / 
YEIOTOUOV veioTo Sieipuaaouoiv aporpov (Ap. Arg. 1.685-687) 
(P71:264-265) 
Will your oxen, having yoked themselves for the deep fields, drag the 
earth-cutting plough through the land? 

b. at non, Euandre, pudendis / volneribus pulsum aspicies, nee sospite 
dirum / optabis nato funus pater (V. Aen. 11.55-57) 
Evander, you will not look upon him beaten with shameful wounds, 
nor will you, as a father, wish for harsh death while your son is safe 

c. r) yctp oiouoci &v5poc xoAwoeusv, oc, ueyce TCOVTOOV / 'Apysioav Kpatea 
(II. 1.78-79) 
I think I will anger a man who has great power over all the Argives 

The overall picture is that Homer has a lower incidence of mismatch between metrical 

boundaries (line end) and syntactic units (clauses and phrases) than Apollonius and 

Virgil do. 

According to Parry, the context of oral composition in performance is responsible for 

the characteristic patterns of enjambement found in Homer. He makes two arguments 

in support of this theory, one based on the use of formulas and another based on the 

need for rapid composition. The argument about formulas is indirectly implied, rather 

than explicitly stated. Though Parry says that he intends to "show the action of the 

formula upon the movement", and "deal with this fact that the use of set phrases by 

Homer is closely bound up with the way in which his verses join" (1929/1971:256), in 

practice the argument he makes about formulas concerns audience interpretation of 

certain ambiguous cases of enjambement, rather than the motivation behind the overall 

pattern. That argument is as follows. Homer's formulaic style instills in his audience 
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the habit of reading or listening for formulaic units, and that that habit biases the 

audience toward unperiodic readings. In reading or listening to Homer, the audience 

gets acquainted with many formulas that end with line end. Familiarity with that 

pattern leads the audience to interpret as unperiodic those instances of enjambement 

that could be either unperiodic or necessary. The effect will be particularly strong if 

the material that precedes line end resembles or is identical to material found in a 

formula that ends with the line. Parry suggests that the pattern of 40a, for example, is 

what leads the audience to "close the thought" at the end of the first line in 40b 

(1929/1971:259). 

(40) a. ai\\>a KE ndrpovcAov epuaaiueBa "iAiov d'aa> (II. 17.159) (P71:259) 
We could quickly drag Patroclus into Troy 

b. Kai vrjsaa' f\Yr\oax' 'Axaioov "IAiov ri'aco / f]v 5id uavroouvnv, xr\v oi 
nope OoTpoq'AitoAXwv (II. 1.71-72) 
And he led the ships of the Achaeans to Troy, by the prophecy which 
Phoebus Apollo gave him 

So, on the face of it, all this theory proposes is that an audience used to formulas that 

end at line end will tend to interpret ambiguous cases of enjambement as unperiodic. 

That does not really address the issue of the "action of the formula upon the 

movement", so there must be a larger argument implied by this one. Why are there so 

many formulas that end at line end in the first place? A system of formulaic style 

could, in theory, either feature or avoid 'unperiodic' and/or 'necessary' enjambement. 

A formula could, for example, be made up of a pair of lines containing an adjective in 

the first that could not be understood without a noun in the second. This is where an 

unstated premise has to be supplied to produce an argument about the effect of 

formulaic style on enjambement patterns. That premise is that Homeric formulas are, 

by definition, (pieces of) prosodic constituents, corresponding fairly regularly to 

(pieces of) syntactic constituents, that match up with metrical constituents in such a 
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way as to avoid boundary clashes.28 Parry never defines the formula as a syntactic 

constituent, but he does argue that the system of formulaic style facilitates oral 

composition by providing 'word groups' that fit perfectly into metrical slots of various 

types. If it is assumed that these 'word groups' are prosodic constituents, usually 

corresponding to syntactic constituents, then according to Parry, the formula by 

definition tends to match up syntactic, prosodic and metrical boundaries. If the context 

of oral composition motivates the use of formulaic style, and formulaic style tends to 

match up syntactic, prosodic and metrical boundaries, then the context of oral 

composition is at least partly responsible for the prevalence of matched syntactic, 

prosodic and metrical boundaries in Homer. 

The second argument is that the speed of oral composition forces the singer to use 

concatenating style. Whereas Apollonius and Virgil wrote their epics with plenty of 

time to think, plan ahead, and revise, the oral poet has to produce coherent verse very 

rapidly, so he adopts an open-ended style that allows him as much flexibility as 

possible: ".. .Homer was ever pushed on to use unperiodic enjambement. Oral 

versemaking by its speed must chiefly be carried on in an adding style. The Singer has 

not time for the nice balances and contrasts of unhurried thought: he must order his 

words in such a way that they leave him much freedom to end the sentence or draw it 

out as the story and the needs of the verse demand" (Parry 1929/1971:262). According 

to this theory, concatenating style is a strategy adopted by the singer for dealing with a 

constraint on his expression. Presumably, the strategy did not have to be adopted 

individually by each singer in each performance, but rather was built into the system 

of formulas by generations of singers who were operating under the same constraint. 

Taken as a theory about the design of the system of formulaic style, the argument 

would be as follows. The system of formulaic style was developed through and for 

oral composition in performance. In response to the need for rapid composition, the 

28 Diachronically, prosodic constituents (perhaps formulas) generate metrical constituents (Nagy 1974; 
1992a:30). 
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singers developed, or adopted, concatenating syntactic style, because it is flexible and 

open-ended. Concatenating style became part of the system of formulaic style. 

1.2.6 Orality theories 

Put the latter two arguments together, and you have Parry's proposal about why 

Homeric syntax is paratactic. The Homeric language was created by generations of 

singers who had to be able to rapidly compose hexameter verse in performance. In 

order to be able to do that, they developed a system of formulaic style, which gave 

them an inventory of pre-formed phrases and clauses that matched up syntactic and 

metrical boundaries. Because the singers were composing rapidly and without being 

able to plan exactly what they were going to do next at any given moment, their 

favored way of combining these pre-formed phrases was to string them along one after 

another in such a way as to avoid boxing themselves into any corners. Therefore, it is 

the context of oral composition in performance that is primarily responsible for the 

paratactic syntax of Homer. 

The trouble with this theory is that it does not directly acknowledge the existence of 

syntax as a matter of grammar, or questions about the relationship between the 

everyday language of the singers and the language of Homer. Is paratactic syntax in 

Homeric Greek a matter of grammar, something that was standard in the language of 

(some of) the singers and so became standard in the language of Homer, or is it a 

matter of some kind of restriction or expansion of what was available in the grammars 

of the languages of the singers, something that was imposed or encouraged by the 

context of production? There are at least three different ways of interpreting the theory 

that the context of rapid oral composition of hexameters is responsible for the 

paratactic syntax of Homer, which offer different answers to that question. I will call 

these three versions the oral medium theory, the oral poetry theory, and the oral 
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culture theory. Each of these theories requires support from comparative evidence, in 

each case of a different type. 

On the oral medium interpretation, the 'oral' part of rapid oral composition of 

hexameter verses directly gives rise to paratactic syntax. In order for this interpretation 

to make sense, non-paratactic syntax has to have been available as an option, in order 

for the oral context to have had a chance to work against it. The full picture would be 

that (at least some of) the singers spoke ordinary everyday languages that allowed for 

some kind of non-paratactic syntax, but when they sang in Homeric Greek the oral 

medium forced or encouraged them to adopt a paratactic style. A problem for this 

theory arises from the historical context in which the Homeric texts were produced. 

The poetic tradition that gave rise to these texts appears to have already been 

developing for centuries before the rise and spread of alphabetic literacy in Greece, 

which means that most or many of the singers who contributed to the Homeric 

language will have lived in oral or primarily oral cultures. Assuming that the oral 

medium imposes or encourages parataxis, would any context of language production, 

in an oral culture, ever produce anything but parataxis? It could be maintained that no 

context would, and that all language produced in such a culture would be paratactic. 

But if that were the case, parataxis would again be a matter of grammar, not a 

specialized alternative type of syntax imposed or encouraged by the medium. It is that 

kind of consideration that leads to both the oral poetry and oral culture versions of the 

orality theory. But first, what kind of comparative evidence could be used to evaluate 

the theory that parataxis in Homer results directly from the oral medium? If 

comparison of spoken and written discourse, in a wide variety of the world's 

languages, found a general tendency for spoken discourse to be more paratactic than 

written discourse in the same language, that would seem to support the theory. There 

is some evidence to that effect, and some of it has been used as the basis for an 
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extended argument about the nature of Homeric syntax, which will be introduced in 

section 1.2.7 below. 

Another possible orality theory could be called the oral poetry interpretation, and 

would give a different answer to the question about non-paratactic style in an oral 

culture.29 On this interpretation, it would not be primarily the 'oral' part of rapid oral 

composition of hexameter verse, but the combination of the 'oral', 'rapid' and 'verse' 

parts, that gives rise to parataxis. Comparative evidence to support such a theory 

would have to come from comparison of language produced in various contexts within 

an oral culture, showing that the specific context of composition-in-performance of 

verse tends to give rise to parataxis, more than other contexts. Imagine, for example, 

an oral culture whose members speak a language that has both paratactic and 

hypotactic syntax available as options in the grammar. They use hypotactic syntax 

when they make speeches at important meetings, recite poetry that is preplanned or 

memorized rather than composed in performance, and perhaps just when they are 

talking with one another informally. But, when they engage in composition-in-

performance of verse, they are forced or encouraged to use paratactic syntax. One 

important thing to note about this kind of explanation is that, while it would be 

incompatible with the oral medium theory, it would not necessarily be incompatible 

with the archaism theory, if it were found that the specific context of composition-in-

performance of verse tended to involve the use of archaisms, more than other contexts. 

An argument that deals with one aspect of that picture, namely a general association of 

parataxis with oral poetry, has been made in work on Homer that draws on 

comparative evidence from other oral poetic traditions (after Parry and Lord, also e.g. 

Foley 1999:47-48). In general, comparative evidence to support or disprove the oral 

poetry theory would have to come from work on the syntax of speech produced in 

29 It seems likely that if Parry's theory were more explicit, this is the category that it would fall into, but 
I am not aware of any argument about Homeric syntax that explicitly takes exactly this approach. 
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different contexts in oral cultures. This kind of argument and evidence will come up 

again in Chapter 2. 

On the oral culture interpretation of the theory, Homeric Greek has paratactic syntax 

because it is the product of an oral culture. This version of the orality theory is also an 

archaism theory: it revives the 18th century idea that oral culture gives rise to a 

particular kind of language, and the singers of Homeric Greek used that language. In 

practice, this proposal has not been put forward in the form of a detailed argument 

about the Homeric language specifically but rather as part of a larger proposal about 

differences in the patterns of thought prevalent in Greek culture before and after the 

rise and spread of literacy, and how those patterns of thought manifest themselves in 

various aspects of culture (Notopoulos 1949; Havelock 1982). Notopoulos finds 

paratactic organization in not only literature but also vase painting, sculpture and 

architecture, and argues that parataxis is "a state of mind rather than a form of 

literature", and that "parataxis and the type of mind which expresses it are the regular 

form of thought and expression before the classical period" (1949:11, 13). Havelock 

argues that Homer preserves a distinct kind of thought and language characteristic of 

oral culture which is organized around description of concrete things and events (the 

latter preferably actions performed by a specific agent) occurring in running sequence 

(1982:7-8, 137-140, 236-231), and has "a grammar of connection which is 

correspondingly paratactic" (1982:140). Evidence for or against this theory, in so far 

as it specifically concerns the relationship between culture and language, could come 

from patterns in what types of syntax tend to be found in literate and in primarily oral 

cultures, and from patterns of language change associated with the introduction of 

literacy. 
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1.2.7 The oral medium theory 

The oral medium theory has recently been developed by Bakker, who proposes that 

apposition and parataxis, as well as various other features of Homeric Greek, can be 

explained and should be understood as inherent characteristics of spoken as opposed 

to written language, rather than as aspects of a particular kind of grammar, or as 

archaisms, because ".. .speech, our own everyday language, is pervasively paratactic 

too — the feature appears to be an inherent property of spoken discourse, naturally 

resulting from its production, and essential in some ways to its comprehension. If this 

is the case, parataxis can hardly be an archaism..." (1997:43). 

Theoretical background for this theory comes from research on differences between 

written language and spontaneous spoken language, particularly a study done by 

Wallace Chafe (1980) in which subjects were shown a short film in and asked to 

describe what they had seen, and it was found that their descriptions tended to be 

delivered in bursts of sound averaging two to three seconds in duration. Chafe 

(1994:63) called these bursts "intonation units", and hypothesized that an intonation 

unit "verbalizes the information active in a speaker's mind at its onset" or "the 

speaker's focus of consciousness at that moment". Bakker (1997:49) adopts the 

intonation unit as the basis of his model for the analysis of Homeric Greek, arguing 

that because the Homeric poems were meant to be spoken, it will be more illuminating 

to think about the language of Homer in terms of units geared toward the analysis of 

speech than in terms of units which he argues are geared toward the analysis of texts 

(such as sentences): "The concept of sentence... the primary stylistic unit of written 

discourse and the principal domain for the operation of written syntax, is much less 

relevant in spoken discourse. Speakers may regularly produce sentences by 

intonational means (sentences that may or may not correspond to what is for us a 

finished, syntactically correct sentence), but the syntax of their speech is the syntax of 

the intonation unit as it reflects the flow of ideas through their consciousness." Bakker 
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analyses various peculiarities of Homeric Greek in terms of this intonation-unit model, 

and compares them to features that occur in transcripts of spontaneous spoken English. 

The peculiarities that he focuses on are the same ones that attracted the attention of the 

comparative grammar tradition; I review the three main points of the oral medium 

theory below, in each case contrasting them with corresponding points made in the 

comparative grammar tradition. 

First, in the comparative grammar tradition, Homeric Greek was described as building 

up sentences by stringing together short clauses and phrases (whose syntactic 

boundaries typically coincide with metrical boundaries such as a major caesura or line 

end). Bakker (1997:48-53) proposes that these phrases and clauses, which are at the 

same time metrical units, should be thought of as stylized intonation units, which are 

of a size ideal for production by speakers and comprehension by listeners. He suggests 

that Homeric Greek is in this respect similar to spontaneous spoken English, because 

the latter, more than written English, is also organized in terms of intonation units. 

Second, in the comparative grammar tradition, Homeric Greek was described as 

making particularly heavy use of paratactic clause combination, which included clause 

linking with discourse particles, often in contexts where Classical Greek would be 

likely to use some type of subordination instead. Bakker (1997:51, 54-85) proposes 

that in Homer, discourse particles such as uev, be, pa and yap mark transitions 

between intonation units, and serve various discourse regulating functions such as 

marking the movement from one step in the narrative to another, establishing common 

ground between speaker and listener, building up anticipation for the next addition, 

and so forth, whereas in the written language of Classical Greek, there is less call for 

the discourse regulating uses of these particles, so that their functions tend to be more 

limited and specific, such as for example the use of u£v...5£ to mark contrasted 

constituents. He argues that the Homeric use of discourse particles is similar to the use 
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in spoken English of connectives like 'and', 'you know' and so forth to link series of 

short phrases (1997:51). 

Third, in the comparative grammar tradition, Homeric Greek grammar was described 

as operating on the principle of apposition (broadly defined), as opposed to 

government. It was proposed that in Indo-European and to some extent still in Homer, 

the subject, object and so forth are independent elements standing in apposition to 

pronouns implied by or contained in the verb (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:536-537; 

Chantraine 1953:7, 12-21). It was also argued that in Homer, sentences tend to be built 

up gradually, with information parceled out in small chunks added one by one 

(Ammann 1922:7-10). Bakker accepts both of these ideas, but explains them as 

features uniquely well-suited to or characteristic of spoken language. First, he claims 

that the gradual parceling out of information in small chunks is necessitated by the 

oral medium, as opposed to the written medium: "[a sentence in which] subject, direct 

object, and indirect object are all integrated within an overarching construction... 

would be unlikely to occur in speech, whether ordinary or special; its conglomeration 

of detail would be too complex to be grasped by the verbalizing consciousness as an 

integrated whole" (1997:95). The appositional relationship between the verb and its 

arguments "facilitate^] the loose and fragmented speech that is in accordance with the 

processes of the human mind in general.. .due to the limits of human consciousness no 

linguistic unit can contain two separate ideas, or distinct items of information" 

(1997:99). 

There are at least two basic problems with this analysis. The first problem is with 

Bakker's argument that it is more accurate and illuminating to think of speech as being 

organized in terms of intonation units that verbalize a focus of consciousness than in 

terms of phrases and clauses. In practice, Bakker does not demonstrate what there is to 

be gained from substituting the intonation unit, as the basic unit of analysis, for 
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familiar syntactic units of analysis such as phrases and clauses, since the intonation 

units he cites as examples are almost always syntactic phrases or clauses. In his initial 

definition of the intonation unit, for example, he cites no examples that are not also 

clauses or phrases: "Intonation units may be also be something other than a clause and 

are in principle not predetermined by any kind of linguistic structure. In terms of 

syntax, intonation units can be anything from complete clauses to all kinds of 

nonclausal elements: prepositional phrases...phrases involving participles...or even 

separate noun phrases when they are the verbalization of the idea on which the speaker 

focuses." (1997:48-49). 

The second problem is that the oral medium theory, which is based on research on 

speech and writing in the same language in literate cultures, becomes difficult to 

interpret when it is applied to language produced in an oral culture. Let's say that we 

have in front of us two appositional and paratactic passages, one from a transcript of 

someone speaking English, and the other from a trancript of someone speaking S, 

where S is the language of an oral culture. Assuming, for the purpose of argument, 

that the oral medium encourages speakers of English to use syntax that is paratactic 

relative to the syntax they use when they write, we could then coherently claim that 

the English passage is paratactic because it is spoken. Furthermore, we could compare 

that transcript with a passage of English composed in writing, and claim that any 

differences we found between the two had to do with the different mediums in which 

they were originally produced. But we cannot coherently make the same kind of claim 

about the passage from the transcript of speech in S. All our examples of S will have 

been originally produced in the oral medium. In S, we can only compare speech with 

speech. That makes it more complicated to explain peculiarities of speech in S in 

terms of medium alone, since it is a variable that cannot be controlled for. If all speech 

in S has paratactic syntax, is it a matter of the medium or of the grammar, or of 

influence of the medium on the grammar? To test that, we would have to find out what 
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would happen if the speakers of S adopted the practice of writing their language — 

would they keep using paratactic syntax, or begin using hypotactic syntax, either 

immediately or gradually? On the other hand, if some transcripts of speech in S have 

hypotactic syntax, then there must be some variable that has greater influence than the 

medium over whether or not speech is paratactic. 

Bakker claims that since parataxis is an "inherent property of spoken discourse" it 

cannot be an archaism in Homer (1997:43). But he is not explicit about when and in 

exactly what way the oral medium is supposed to have exerted its parataxis-inducing 

influence on Homeric Greek. At least in the earlier stages development of the 

tradition, the singers belonged to cultures that were primarily oral, so they spoke 

languages that existed primarily in the oral medium. If the claim is that those singers 

were encouraged by the oral medium to use paratactic syntax, then the questions 

outlined above arise. In order to answer those questions satisfactorily, it is necessary to 

claim either that those singers' speech was always paratactic, or that some variable 

other than medium is what encouraged or necessitated the use of parataxis rather than 

hypotaxis. If the former, then the oral medium theory reduces (or rather, expands) to 

the oral culture theory, and if the latter, it reduces to some other kind of theory, 

probably the oral poetry theory. 

Finally, it is possible to imagine a more complicated version of the oral medium 

theory, which would claim that the medium exerted its pressure later, during a period 

when there was an alternative, in the form of written and more hypotactic Greek. In 

that case, the claim would still presuppose the oral culture theory, because it depends 

on a scenario involving two stages: an early, oral, paratactic stage, and a later stage in 

which the rise and spread of literacy encouraged the development of more hypotactic 

syntax. The idea would be that (some of) the people who shaped the language of 

Homer had a choice of two registers in their everyday language, a more hypotactic 
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written register and a more paratactic spoken register. Parataxis would have been 

preserved in Homeric Greek primarily because Homeric material was still always 

spoken or transcribed from speech, instead of being composed in writing; in that sense 

it could be said to be paratactic because it was spoken. But that version of the theory, 

though it seems more coherent at first, ultimately raises the same questions as the 

simpler version. What sort of syntax did the Homeric language, and the dialects it was 

based on, have before the hypotactic option arose? If it was paratactic when there was 

no other option and remained paratactic after there was, is that because the language 

continued to be spoken or because the language was conservative? We are confronted 

with a text that is both linguistically old (the performance tradition is very old, and the 

performance language preserves old words, forms, phrases and sentences) and in some 

sense a transcript of language produced in the oral medium (it is at least 'orally 

derived'). If parataxis is both an archaism and a feature associated with the oral 

medium, how are we going to tell whether the parataxis in this text is 'oral medium' 

parataxis or 'archaic grammar' parataxis? 

Bakker does not deal directly with that kind of question, but nevertheless explicitly 

presents his analysis of Homeric Greek as setting up an oral medium model as an 

alternative to the historical grammar model, in which many of the same features that 

were explained in the historical and comparative grammar tradition as aspects of a 

particular syntactic typology associated with a particular period in the history of the 

Greek language, can instead be explained as typical features of spoken as opposed to 

written language. 

1.3 Conclusion 

In this chapter, I have discussed two different ways of thinking about and explaining 

certain characteristics of Homeric syntax. According to the archaism theory, rooted in 

the tradition of comparative-historical linguistics, these characteristics primarily 
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reflect a change over time in the syntactic typology of the Greek language. The most 

prominent 19* and early 20* century version of this theory proposes that Homeric 

Greek preserves features of a relatively early syntactic typology in which individual 

words and clauses were more grammatically independent from one another than they 

were in the later language (Meillet and Vendryes 1927:519-520, 578-579 etc.; 

Chantraine 1953:12-21, 232-235 etc.). In this hypothesized early typology, relations 

between words and phrases tend to be 'appositional' and relations between clauses 

'paratactic'. Apposition is defined in contrast to attributive modification and 

government, so that an appositional relationship is one in which individual words of 

various categories contribute information in separate operations, rather than binding 

together into hierarchically organized phrases; parataxis is similarly defined in 

contrast to subordination. 

The orality theory, rooted in traditions of research on distinctive characteristics of 

poetic and/or ordinary language composed and/or produced in the spoken as opposed 

to the written medium, explains many of the very same characteristics of Homeric 

syntax as resulting in one way or another from the effects of orality. Different versions 

of the theory paint different pictures of the influence of orality, and of the relationship 

between the syntax of Homeric Greek and the syntax of the ordinary spoken languages 

of its singers. According to the oral culture theory, the ordinary spoken language of 

early Greek oral culture was characterized by a particular kind of syntactic typology 

(which could be called 'paratactic') that was well-suited to the oral medium, and 

features of the syntax of that ordinary language have been preserved in Homeric 

Greek. According to the oral poetry theory, the use of paratactic syntax by the singers 

of Homeric Greek was necessitated or strongly encouraged by the specific situation of 

rapid oral composition-in-performance of verse; this explanation implies that the 

syntactic typology of the ordinary languages of the singers was not itself 

fundamentally paratactic. According to the oral medium theory, parataxis and other 
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related features of Homeric syntax are typical not just of oral poetry but of 

spontaneous spoken language in general; Homeric syntax is paratactic because it was 

conceived for and produced in the oral medium. This third theory, though it has been 

presented as a distinct alternative, must reduce to either the oral culture theory or the 

oral poetry theory when it is applied in the context of an oral culture. 

The theories described above can also be divided along different lines, according to 

the pictures they present of the relationship between the syntax of the ordinary 

language of the singers and the syntax of Homeric Greek. Looked at from this 

perspective, the archaism theory, the oral culture theory, and the oral medium theory if 

it reduces to the oral culture theory, can be grouped together, because they all propose 

that the syntactic typology of the ordinary language of (some of) the singers was 

fundamentally paratactic, and that that is what explains the paratactic syntax of 

Homeric Greek. The oral poetry theory, on the other hand, and the oral medium theory 

if it reduces to the oral poetry theory, both propose that the paratactic syntax of Homer 

is necessitated or strongly encouraged by the specific situation of rapid oral 

composition-in-performance of verse; this proposal implies that the syntactic typology 

of the ordinary language of (some of) the singers was not fundamentally paratactic. 

These two models of the nature of Homeric parataxis are not only different but 

mutually incompatible. 

In order to figure out which of these two models better explains the properties of 

Homeric syntax, it will be necessary to look at comparative evidence. The 19th and 

early 20th century version of the archaism theory hypothesizes the existence of a 

fundamentally appositional and paratactic syntactic typology, without supporting the 

proposal with comparative evidence from living languages. The oral poetry theory, on 

the other hand, has typically been supported by reference to comparative evidence, 

from research on both poetic and ordinary language composed and produced in the 
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oral as opposed to the written medium. In order to compare the archaism and oral 

poetry theories, however, it will be necessary to look at aspects of the relevant 

evidence that have not been discussed in previous presentations of the latter theory. In 

Chapter 2,1 review some recent linguistic work on syntactic typology as well as work 

on differences between spoken and written language, in order to identify predictions 

made by these two theories about differences between Homeric and Classical Greek. 
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2 ORALITY AND SYNTACTIC TYPOLOGY 

In this chapter, I reframe the theories of Homeric syntax described in Chapter 1 in 

light of comparative evidence from recent linguistic work on structural differences 

between spoken and written registers (the oral medium theory), differences between 

high and low registers in languages that are primarily spoken (the oral poetry theory) 

and the syntax of nonconfigurational and pronominal argument languages (the 

archaism theory). My main aim is to identify major predictions that the orality theories 

and archaism theory make about what sorts of differences should exist between 

Homeric and Classical Greek, in order to identify areas where those predictions differ. 

2.1 Structural differences between spoken and written language 

The orality theories of Homeric syntax are based on the idea that medium affects 

syntactic structure. The three main versions of the theory differ primarily in regard to 

the pictures they paint of how exactly this effect has operated to produce the sort of 

syntactic structure found in Homeric Greek. According to the oral medium and oral 

poetry theories, use of the oral medium, in the latter case for the specific purpose of 

rapid composition of hexameter verse, shaped the grammar of the Homeric poetic 

performance language (Parry 1971; Bakker 1997). According to the oral culture 

theory, the orality of pre-Classical Greek culture shaped the overall grammar of pre-

Classical Greek, and through it the grammar of the Homeric performance language 

(Havelock 1982:7-8, 137-140, 236-231). As I pointed out in section 1.2, the oral 

medium and oral poetry theories do not directly address the question of how the 

syntax of the Homeric performance language was similar to or different from the 

syntax of the ordinary everyday language of the singers, but instead address parataxis 

and associated peculiarities of Homeric syntax as matters of style. The oral culture 

theory, meanwhile, looks at them as matters of grammar, but does not focus very 
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closely on language, instead presenting it as just one part of a broad hypothesis about 

the effects of orality on culture. In this section, I put the oral culture theory aside and 

focus on the oral medium and oral poetry theories. My aim in this section is to look at 

how the picture painted by these theories fits in with what is currently known about 

structural differences between spoken and written varieties of the same language. 

2.1.1 Medium and register 

Before moving on to look at what sort of predictions the oral medium and oral poetry 

theories make about particular features of Homeric syntax (in sections 2.1.2 and 2.1.3 

below), it will be helpful to think for a moment about general relationships between 

the concepts of medium, register and syntactic typology. In section 1.2,1 made a 

preliminary distinction between matters of grammar, which have to do with the rules 

that define a language, and matters of style, which have to do with how those rules are 

used in a particular situation. The term style, however, is still potentially confusing in 

this context, because it has a wide range of meaning. Are we talking about individual 

style (e.g. the style of Jack Kerouac), broader literary style (e.g. 'stream of 

consciousness'), general styles used in particular situations (e.g. 'colloquial' style in 

casual conversation), or all of the above? In what follows, instead of specifying a 

narrower definition of style, I will use the term register to refer to a variety of 

language that is defined in terms of the situation in which it is used. Other kinds of 

language varieties can be defined in different terms; a dialect, for instance, is a variety 

that is associated with a particular group of users (e.g. French Canadian) rather than a 

particular situation. 

The concept of register is a tool for thinking about patterns of correspondence between 

structural and lexical characteristics of texts and the sorts of situations in which they 

are produced.30 First- and second-person pronouns, for instance, tend to appear more 
30 Throughout this chapter, I use the term 'text' in a medium-neutral way, to refer to both written texts 
and transcripts of spoken language. 
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often in transcripts of conversation than they do in texts produced in less interactive 

contexts (Chafe and Danielewicz 1987). In order to be able to describe such patterns 

consistently, it is helpful to have a system for classifying situations in terms of 

variables that can affect language use. The medium, or physical means by which a 

linguistic message is transmitted, such as sound, graphic symbols, or hand gestures 

(Matthews 1997), is only one such variable. One very fine-grained system classifies 

situations of language use according to parameters grouped under seven general 

headings: communicative characteristics of participants (singular vs. plural adressor 

and addressee, etc.); relations between addressor and addressee (formal vs. informal, 

etc.); setting (private vs. public, etc.); "channel" or medium (spoken vs. written, etc.); 

relation of participants to the text (planned vs. unplanned production, on-line vs. at-

leisure comprehension, etc.); purposes, intents, and goals; and topic/subject (Biber 

1994, building on earlier proposals including Crystal and Davy 1969, Hymes 1974 and 

Halliday 1975/2007). In this system the situation typically associated with giving a 

sermon, for example, is characterized by the following attributes among others: 

singular addressor and plural addressee; public setting in religious domain; spoken 

medium; planned production and on-line comprehension; and a primarily persuasive 

and informative purpose. 

With that concept of register in mind, it would seem that the best way to find out how 

medium affects linguistic structure would be to compare texts produced in situations 

that are as similar as possible with respect to everything but medium. But another way 

of attacking the problem is to start by identifying extremes of variation between 

speech and writing; the sharpest differences between spoken and written language 

have been found when the comparison is between registers that are unlike one another 

in most other respects as well, namely the registers of conversation and expository 

prose, which have been described as "typical speech" and "typical writing" 

respectively. I will return to the approach of comparing written and spoken texts that 
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are more similar in other respects in a moment, but let's look first at the idea of typical 

speech and typical writing, the nature of the situations in which they are produced, and 

how aspects of those situations have been used to explain variations in linguistic 

structure. 

Face-to-face conversation is the best candidate for typical speech, since it is the most 

universal use of not only speech but language in general (Clark 1996:8-9). Clark and 

Brennan (1991; Clark 1996:8-11) list ten features of face-to-face conversation, which 

depend on the combination of medium and other factors, including the following: 

copresence, visibility, audibility and instantaneity (participants share a physical 

environment and can see and hear each other, with no perceptible delay); evanescence, 

recordlessness and simultaneity (participants' speech fades away quickly, leaving no 

record, and participants can talk and listen at the same time); and extemporaneity 

(participants formulate and execute their contributions in real time). Other speech 

situations have different sets of properties. Participants in video conversations are not 

copresent, and participants in telephone conversations are neither copresent nor visible 

to one another; speech can be recorded and videotaped; the State of the Union address 

is not extemporaneous. 

It is more difficult to identify a universal or most common use of written language, 

partly because writing itself is not universal or as natural as speech and conversation 

(Clark 1996:8-11). Not all languages are written; when a language does have a written 

variety, not all of its speakers read and write; children, who can learn to speak with no 

explicit instruction, have to be taught to read and write and learn to do so later than 

they learn to speak (Clark 1996:8-11); and the ways in which writing is used can vary 

fairly widely from culture to culture (Scribner and Cole 1981; Heath 1983; Street 

1984; Besnier 1988). In practice, orality researchers have focused on expository prose 

as representative of typical writing, because it has features which maximally exploit 
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inherent and distinctive properties of the written medium, and which provide the 

sharpest possible contrast with the features of face-to-face conversation (Chafe and 

Danielewicz 1987; Biber 1988:36-37; 1995). Typically, the writer of expository prose 

is separated from his audience in time and space (no copresence, visibility, audibility 

or instantaneity), creates without immediate reaction from an audience a text that 

endures for some amount of time as a record (no evanescence, simultaneity or 

recordlessness), and has time to plan and revise (no extemporaneity). Whereas 

conversation is produced and understood in real time, expository prose can be 

produced slowly, with planning and revision, as a static object that the reader can read 

and reread at any speed and in any order; typical speech can be thought of as a process 

and typical writing as a product (Halliday 1987). Other writing situations have 

different properties: the composition of personal letters tends to be relatively 

extemporaneous; students passing notes in class share the same physical environment 

and can see and hear one another; written records can last for only a few seconds 

(instant messaging with recording turned off) or for millennia (inscriptions on stone). 

Structural differences between conversation and expository prose have been explained 

by orality researchers as functionally motivated by aspects of the situations in which 

they are produced, and in particular by their respective mediums. So, for instance, 

expository prose, relative to conversation, tends to be syntactically dense and highly 

integrated, containing a higher proportion of content as opposed to function words, 

more varied and precise vocabulary (higher average word length and higher type/token 

ratio), more elaborate noun phrases (more attributive adjectives, more 

nominalizations, and the like), and more of certain kinds of subordinate clauses 

(Drieman 1962; Gibson, Gruner, Kibler, and Kelly 1966; O'Donnell 1974; Pawley and 

Syder 1983; Biber 1986; Chafe and Danielewicz 1987; Biber 1988:102-103 etc.; 

Halliday 1989:61-75; Biber 1994; 1995:141-235, 236-280; Miller and Weinert 1998). 
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Compare examples la (written) and lb (spoken); la has a function word to lexical 

word ratio of 2:1, while lb has a ratio of 1:2 (Halliday 1989:61). 

(1) a. The trust has offered advice to local government authorities on 
cemetery conservation. (H89:61) 

b. The only real accident that I've ever had was in fog and ice. 

These differences are usually explained partly in terms of a contrast between pressures 

exerted by rapid, spontaneous oral production and opportunities offered by leisurely, 

planned written production. Speech is fast, and writing is slow; speech is not editable, 

and writing is editable; syntax that packs a lot of lexical content into dense, highly 

integrated bundles may be easier to produce at slow speed with time for planning and 

revision and also easier to comprehend when it is encountered in the form of a 

permanent record that can be read and reread in any order and at any speed (Pawley 

and Syder 1983; Biber 1986; Chafe and Danielewicz 1987; Biber 1988:36-46; Mithun 

1992; Biber 1994; Chafe 1994; Miller and Weinert 1998:22-23). 

Conversation, on the other hand, compared to expository prose, tends to contain a lot 

of discourse particles like "well" and "you know", emphatics like "really" and "just", 

first- and second-person pronouns, references to concrete as opposed to abstract 

objects and events, and inexplicit, context-dependent references via demonstratives, 

pronouns and pro-verbs (2a) (Devito 1966; 1967; Biber 1986; 1988:102; 1995). 

(2) a. I just this year have .. .dropped down to teaching half time .. .which is 
what I've always wanted. .. .You know I'm happy about it. .. .It's a 
...terribly long commute, ...and now I'm just going two days a week. 
.. .And just teaching one course a quarter. .. .Cause the regular ... 
teaching load for us is six courses a year. (C87) 

These differences are usually explained in terms of inherent features of medium and 

situation, or the "social interaction which is inherent in speaking, as contrasted with 

the social isolation which is inherent in writing" (Chafe and Danielewicz 1987:4). 
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Participants in face-to-face conversation interact directly, sharing a spatial, temporal 

and physical environment to which they can make concrete reference, and react and 

monitor one another's reactions in real time, so any confusion caused by inexplicit 

reference can be easily cleared up; writers of expository prose and their audiences are 

usually separated in time and space and do not interact directly. 

So, there are certain linguistic features that are more common in conversation and 

others that are more common in expository prose. But what about other situations? 

Are there differences that distinguish all spoken registers from all written registers? 

No such clear-cut differences have yet been identified, but there are general patterns. 

Biber, on the basis of the most thorough and fine-grained analysis to date of relevant 

linguistic features occurring in a large corpus containing many different types of 

spoken and written texts, concluded that there was no set of features that distinguished 

all forms of speech from all forms of writing (1988:160-64).3I Instead, he found 

several dimensions of register variation, each associated with different communicative 

functions (1988:109-169): "informational vs. involved production"; "narrative vs. 

non-narrative concerns"; "explicit vs. situation-dependent reference"; "overt 

expression of persuasion"; "abstract vs. non-abstract information"; and "on-line 

informational elaboration". Spoken and written registers overlapped along each 

dimension. Though features associated with involvement are more common in face-to-

face conversation compared with expository prose, there are also written registers that 

are more involved than many spoken registers. Personal letters, for instance, score 

higher on a scale of involvement than non-conversational spoken registers such as 

spontaneous and prepared speeches, interviews, and broadcasts (see example 3a 

31 Biber (1988) looks at 67 linguistic features occurring in 481 spoken and written texts (960,000 words 
total) representing 23 different genres, identifies sets of features that are highly likely (and highly 
unlikely) to co-occur in the same texts (Biber 1986; 1988), and measures the occurrence of these sets of 
features in different text types, with the aim of finding correspondences between situational variables 
and structural characteristics. This method has also been used to investigate diachronic (Biber and 
Finegan 1989) and cross-linguistic (Besnier 1988; Hared 1994; Kim and Biber 1994; Biber 1995) 
register variation. 
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below) (Biber 1988:128). On certain measures, such as the use of first person 

pronouns and concrete reference to times and places through the use of spatial and 

temporal adverbs and adverbial phrases, writers of personal letters can outscore even 

conversationalists (Chafe and Danielewicz 1987). 

(3) a. How you doing? I'm here at work waiting for my appointment to get 
here, it's Friday. Thank goodness, but I still have tomorrow, but this 
week has flown by, I guess because I've been staying busy, getting 
ready for Christmas and stuff... .Me and L went shopping at 
Sharpstown last Monday and I got a lot done, I just have a few little 
things to get. (B88:132) 

Features associated with informational purpose are conversely more common in 

expository prose and less common in conversation. But, there are also spoken registers 

that are more informational than many written registers. Broadcasts appear closer to 

the informational end of the spectrum than personal and professional letters and all 

types of fiction except for science fiction; in (4a), taken from a broadcast description 

of a state funeral, there is quite a lot of precise vocabulary, and a high proportion of 

content to function words (Biber 1988:128): 

(4) a. flanked # by its escort of the Royal Air Force # the gun carriage # 
bearing the coffin # [pause] draped with the Union Jack # [pause] on 
it # the gold # and enamel # of the insignia of the Garter # [pause] 
and as it breasts # the slight rise # [pause] the naval crew that draws it 
# presents # an overwhelming impression # of strength # and 
solidarity # [pause] (B88:134) 

Though Biber found no absolute distinction between speech and writing, he also found 

overall patterns of distribution of spoken and written registers that are compatible with 

earlier hypotheses about differences between "typical speech" and "typical writing". 

Along the dimensions of "informational vs. involved production", "explicit vs. 

situation-dependent reference" and "abstract vs. non-abstract information", there was a 

general tendency for spoken registers to be relatively involved, situation-dependent 
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and non-abstract, while the top ten or so highest scores for informational production, 

explicit reference and abstract information all went to written registers; even the most 

abstract, explicit and informational spoken registers were still less so than a good 

number of the written registers. This means that, at least for English, there is empirical 

justification for considering some structural characteristics of texts (those associated 

with involvement, for instance) to be prototypically "oral", and and others (those 

associated with informationality) to be prototypically "literate"; using the terms "oral" 

and "literate" in that sense, you could say that broadcasts are a relatively literate 

spoken register and personal letters a relatively oral written register. 

Another factor that has to be taken into account in thinking about influence of medium 

on linguistic structure is syntactic typology. The oral medium theory of Homeric 

syntax likens characteristic features of the language of the Iliad and Odyssey to 

features that appear in transcripts of spontaneous spoken English, and explains them 

by reference to a situational variable that these texts share: they were both produced in 

the oral medium (Bakker 1997). But the structure of Ancient Greek is quite different 

from that of English, most obviously with regard to inflection and what sort of 

information is conveyed by word order. Do the same sorts of differences between 

spoken and written registers, such as conversation and expository prose, show up no 

matter what sort of grammar a language has to begin with? To a large extent, they do. 

The same general tendency for spoken registers, relative to written registers, to display 

less lexical and syntactic elaboration, and more situation-dependent as opposed to 

explicit reference, as well as more features associated with involvement as opposed to 

informationality, shows up in Korean (Kim and Biber 1994) and Somali (Biber 1994). 

Japanese spoken narratives collected as part of the Pear Film Project (Chafe 1980) 

show less syntactic elaboration than corresponding written narratives and contain a 

higher proportion of politeness forms, discourse particles, and situation-dependent 

references (Clancy 1982). In Mohawk, a polysynthetic Iroquoian language, written 
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texts tend to have denser and more integrated syntax (more constituents per clause; 

more complex constituents; more coordination and embedding of clauses) and more 

morphologically complex vocabulary, than spoken texts (Mithun 1992). Russian and 

German conversations, compared with news articles, tend to contain more pronouns 

and fewer complex noun phrases (Miller and Weinert 1998:159-176). 

This does not mean, however, that a particular linguistic feature that is associated with 

spoken or written registers in one language will necessarily be associated with the 

same range of registers in another language. Correlative clauses, for example, occur in 

Russian primarily in informal spoken registers, but in Bengali are used in both spoken 

and written registers (Miller and Weinert 1998:113-117). Left-dislocation ("Marija, 

she swam from Alcatraz yesterday") is highly marked and almost entirely limited to 

informal spoken registers in English, but is not particularly marked in European 

Spanish and regularly appears in both informal and formal spoken registers (Hidalgo 

2000). Discontinuous noun phrases ("the blue she wore swimsuit") do not occur in 

either spoken or written English, and are mostly limited to informal spoken registers in 

Russian (Miller and Weinert 1998:164-169), but regularly occur in written registers of 

Classical Greek (Devine and Stephens 2000). General patterns in register variation are 

realized in different ways in languages with different structural characteristics. In 

highly inflected languages with relatively flexible word order, certain ways of 

encoding pragmatic information via word order, or a combination of use of discourse 

particles and word order, can be more common in spoken than in written registers 

(Japanese: Clancy 1982; Russian: Miller and Weinert 1998:164-169), though use of 

word order to encode pragmatic information tends to be a feature of both spoken and 

written registers in such languages (Hungarian and Finnish: Miller and Weinert 

1998:253). In spoken registers of English, where the internal word order of phrases 

and clauses is fairly fixed, pragmatic relations can be encoded through the ordering of 

short clauses and phrases (which may each contain only one or two lexical elements) 
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relative to one another, as well as intonation, focus particles, and certain syntactic 

constructions like left and right dislocation (Miller and Weinert 1998:142-43, 196-98, 

237-39). 

2.1.2 Register and Homer 

Homeric Greek belongs to a special class of registers used for performing or writing 

traditional poetry; in what follows, I will refer to it as & performance register (Foley 

1995:16; De Vet 1996; Foley 1999:100; 2005). Performance registers share distinctive 

characteristics, such as mixing words and forms from different dialects (even different 

languages) and time periods that would never have coexisted in any other spoken or 

written register (Foley 1995:82-84; De Vet 1996; Foley 1999:66-83; 2005). While 

keeping these special traits in mind, it will nevertheless be useful to ask the kind of 

questions about the Homeric performance register that could be asked about any other 

register. How can the situation(s) that Homeric poetry was produced in be described in 

terms of situational variables? What sort of range of registers is likely to have existed 

in Greek during the time when the Iliad and Odyssey were under development, and 

how would the Homeric performance register have fit into that range — how would it 

have compared to other varieties of language? 

Let's consider two historical scenarios for how the Homeric texts we have were 

created: the dictation (Lord 1960/2000:150-57; Powell 1991:231-233; Janko 1998:37-

38; Powell 2004:30-34) and evolutionary (Nagy 1992b; 1996b: 109-110) theories. 

According to both theories, the Iliad and Odyssey are rooted in an oral tradition that 

probably already existed in some form in the 2nd millennium (Janko 1994:9-12; Nagy 

1996b: 109-110). According to the dictation theory, our texts are descended by textual 

transmission from original texts that were dictated by a monumental poet and 

transcribed in the recently invented alphabet, sometime in the 8th century (Powell 

1991:231-233; Janko 1998:37-38; Powell 2004:30-34). According to the evolutionary 
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theory, the texts we have are the result of a gradual process of text-fixation, which can 

be divided into five stages: in the earliest period, the tradition was entirely oral and 

very fluid, with form and content varying and being given different emphasis from 

performance to performance; in the mid-8th through mid-6th centuries, the tradition was 

still entirely oral, but became less fluid as it was performed in pan-Hellenic contexts 

for a wide range of audiences; in the period between the mid-6* and late 4th century, 

transcripts began to be made, perhaps first under the Peisistratids in the context of 

performance at the Panathenaian Festival, and later under Pericles; in the late 4th 

century, there was an effort to standardize oral performances, in which written texts 

may have been used as scripts; and finally in the 2nd century, Hellenistic scholars, 

working with multiple written source texts, edited what were meant to be definitive 

written versions of the Iliad and Odyssey (Nagy 1996b: 109-10). 

According to both theories, the tradition that gave rise to Homeric poetry was entirely 

oral between the second millennium and the 8th century. The first concrete evidence of 

alphabetic literacy in Greece dates to the early 8th century; in the 13th century, 

Mycenean Greek was written in Linear B, but it seems to have been used only for 

keeping lists and inventories (Harris 1989:vii; Chadwick 1990:26). So, during this 

period all Greek registers, with one restricted exception, were spoken registers. The 

Homeric performance register was not distinguished from other Greek registers by the 

situational variable of medium. What else can be said about the sorts of situations in 

which the performance register would have been used during this period? And what 

sorts of other registers are likely to have existed? There are two basic types of 

evidence that can be used in trying to answer these questions. First, there is the 

internal evidence of how speech and song are represented in the Iliad and Odyssey 

themselves, and second, there is comparative evidence that comes from 

anthropological and linguistic studies of register differences in oral and predominantly 

oral cultures. 
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Performances of epic poetry are likely to have belonged to the general class of speech-

acts referred to in Homer as muthos or when accompanied by music to the class of 

aoide, "song" (Martin 1989; 2005). The marked term muthos is used in Homer to refer 

to "a speech act indicating authority, performed at length, unsually in public, with a 

focus on full attention to every detail"; the unmarked term epos can be used to refer to 

any kind of speech, but is most often used to refer to "an utterance, ideally short, 

accompanying a physical act, and focusing on message, as perceived by the addressee, 

rather than on performance as enacted by the speaker" (Martin 1989:12). Aoide seems 

to be distinguished from muthos primarily by the presence of musical accompaniment 

and the professional as opposed to amateur status of the performer; Phemius and 

Demodocus sing (Od. 1.325-52; 8.43-6, 469-521), but when Nestor and Machaon (II. 

11.643) and Odysseus and Penelope (Od. 23.301) tell each other stories, they are said 

to "delight in muthoi" (Martin 2005:11). The category muthos can be further 

subdivided into three basic types of speech-acts: commands, flyting, and feats of 

memory (epic narrative would fall into the latter category), while the category epos 

includes all forms of speech that do not fall into the category of muthos, such as 

private conversation and prayer (Martin 1989:37-42, 47-88). This opposition between 

muthos and epos could be described according to the system introduced in section 

2.1.1 as a register distinction defined primarily in terms of the situational variables of 

purpose (persuasion, antagonism or performance of feat of memory vs. unspecified), 

setting (public vs. unspecified), and relations between speaker and addressee 

(authoritative speaker vs. unspecified). 

Register distinctions based on similar criteria are found in contemporary cultures that 

are predominantly oral or have only recently begun to use writing (Bauman and 

Sherzer 1974/1989; Martin 1989:10-12). In the Chamula Tzotzil folk taxonomy of 

speaking, speech is divided into three main categories: ordinary speech (e.g. 

conversation), 'speech for heated hearts' (e.g. political oratory and court speech), and 
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'pure words' (e.g. wordplay, narrative, ritual speech, and song) (Gossen 1974/1989).32 

In the San Bias Cuna taxonomy, there are categories designated 'the people's 

language' (everyday language such as conversation) and 'chiefs/congress language' 

(narrative speeches given by chiefs at assembly) as well as separate categories for the 

language used in various types of ceremonial rituals (Sherzer 1974/1989).33 Many 

North American languages have distinct registers for ritual speech, which is 

distinguished in part by its authoritative status (DuBois 1986; Mithun 1990; Chafe 

1993; Mithun 1999:281-89). 

So, it looks as though at least up to the 8th century, the register landscape of Greek is 

likely to have involved a distinction between a high register or registers associated 

with public, authoritative, and lengthy speech, and a low register associated with 

everyday speech. The Homeric performance register will have been a high register. 

What sorts of linguistic features are typically associated with high spoken registers in 

languages that are entirely or primarily spoken? First, there are various forms of 

archaism and parallelism. These features are present in traditional oral poetry in many 

primarily spoken languages (Finnegan 1977:109-118). Archaism is a feature of high 

registers in Zuni (narratives; Tedlock 1971), Menomini (ritual language; Bloomfield 

1927), and other North American languages (DuBois 1986; Mithun 1999:281-89).34 

Both archaism and parallellism are distinguishing features of high registers in 

Zinacanteco Tzotzil (prayers, songs, and scolding; Bricker 1974/1989), Ch'orti' 

(narratives and ritual prayers; Hull 2003), and Cuna ('chiefs/congress language' and 

32 Ttzotzil is a Tzeltalan Mayan language spoken in Southern Mexico. Tzotzil texts first began to be 
produced in the 1970's and 1980's (Haviland 1996). 
33 Cuna is a Central American language spoken in Northeastern Panama. Cuna began to be written in 
the first half of the 20,h century (Howe 1979). 
34 Zuni is a North American language spoken in New Mexico; Menomini is an Algonquian language 
spoken in Wisconsin (Mithun 1999:583, 333-35). The North American languages discussed in this 
section generally began to be written between the late 19"1 and late 20,h centuries; the usual scenario is 
that the Americanist who writes the first grammar develops an orthography for the language. 
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ceremonial language; Sherzer 1974/1989).35 Also common are recurrent formulas, 

dialect- and language-mixing, and use of euphemism, metaphor, and periphrasis: 

recurrent formulas are found in Seneca and Cayuga ritual speech; borrowed Keresan 

words that are unintelligible to speakers of Hopi occur in Hopi ritual language; 

euphemism, periphrasis and metaphor are features of high-register speech in Wintu, 

Hopi and Zuni (Mithun 1999:281-89).36 In the Australian language Warlpiri, high-

register speech is distinguished by lexical elaboration, including extensive use of 

synonyms in repetition, morphological complexity (an example of the latter is the use 

of multiple preverbs attached to a single verb), and the use of 'difficult and learned' 

grammatical features (Cataldi 2001:184).37 

Second, there is some evidence that high spoken registers, in languages that are 

primarily spoken, tend to be characterized by denser, more integrated syntax than 

everyday registers. There are few studies that discuss this kind of contrast in any 

detail, but they report similar patterns. Linguistic features occurring in three Seneca 

registers fall along a continuum running from maximally free structure in conversation 

to maximally stylized and constrained structure in ritual chanting; chanting is 

characterized not only by stylized and constrained prosody and and abundant use of 

formulaic material, but also by lengthy and complex sentences (more elaborate clause 

combination, more noun phrases per clause); conversation is correspondingly 

characterized not only by free prosody and scant use of formulaic material, but also by 

short and fragmented sentences (simple clauses, few noun phrases per clause, many 

35 Ch'orti' is a Ch'olan Mayan language spoken in Guatemala which began to be written in the late 20th 

century (Hull 2003). Mayan was written in a logosyllabic script between the 3rd century BC and the 16th 

century, and some Mayan languages were written by native speakers in a Spanish-based alphabet during 
the colonial period, but in the postcolonial period they were mostly not written by native speakers until 
late in the 20* century (Suarez 1983:142-44). 
36 Wintu is a North American language of Northern California (Mithun 1999:560-63); Hopi is a North 
American language spoken in Arizona that began to be written in the late 19th century (Clemmer 1995). 
37 Lexical diversity is also a characteristic feature of oral poetry in Somali, which has a short but 
voluminous and varied written tradition (dating from 1972, when it began to be used as the official 
written language of Somalia); high-quality oral poetry has greater lexical diversity than even 
informational written registers (Biber 1995:412). 
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afterthoughts and repairs); the preaching style falls in between these extremes (Chafe 

1993) .38 In Kiowa, traditional narratives feature denser and more integrated syntax 

(more elaborate incorporation, more use of relative clauses and adverbial dependent 

clauses, and less paratactic stringing together of clauses) than unplanned personal 

narratives (Watkins 1985).39 Wintu shaman speech features longer words and 

sentences, more left-branching and subordination and fewer hesitation forms than 

everyday speech (Schlichter 1981). This second kind of difference between low- and 

high-register speech in primarily spoken languages to some extent parallels structural 

differences between conversation and expository prose in languages with literary 

traditions. Possible pragmatic motivations for these differences resemble those that lie 

behind spoken-written contrasts. High-register speech, like writing, tends to involve 

more planning than conversation (Mithun 1990; Chafe 1993). Prayers, songs and 

narratives are often meant to function as relatively fixed texts that derive their 

authority from sources outside the speaker (Chafe 1993), and endure through time as 

objects, like writing, rather than being purely evanescent, like conversation.40 

This latter type of comparative evidence, in particular the association found in high-

register Seneca between constrained, stylized prosody, use of formulaic material, and 

syntactic density and integration, undermines the oral poetry theory, which holds that 

the loose, paratactic syntax of Homeric Greek (relative to Classical Greek) resulted 

from or was designed to meet the specific demands of rapid oral composition-in-

performance of hexameter verse: "Oral versemaking by its speed must chiefly be 

carried on in an adding style. The Singer has not time for the nice balances and 

contrasts of unhurried thought: he must order his words in such a way that they leave 

38 Seneca is an Iroquoian language spoken in upper New York State and Southern Ontario (Chafe 
1963/2007). 
39 Kiowa is a Kiowa-Tanoan language spoken in Oklahoma (Mithun 1999:441-447). 
40 Oral texts are usually more mutable than written ones (Serbo-Croatian texts, for example (Lord 
1960/2000:99-120)), but in extraordinary cases (Vedic texts, for example (Kiparsky 1976)) they may be 
completely fixed. 
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him much freedom to end the sentence or draw it out as the story and the needs of the 

verse demand" (Parry 1929/1971:262). Instead, this evidence suggests that in the pre-

8th century context, the Homeric performance register may have been distinguished 

from other registers not only by archaism and dialect-mixing, metrical form and use of 

formulas, but also by relatively dense and integrated syntax. 

For the period after the 8th century, the dictation and evolutionary theories have 

different implications. According to the dictation theory, after a monumental 8th 

century dictation, the text of Homer was fixed, and changes to it will have come only 

from the wear and tear of textual transmission; performances occurring after the 

dictation will have been based on rote memorization of the fixed written text (Powell 

2004). For the dictation theory, there is little reason to try to figure out how the 

Homeric performance register would have fit into post-8* century ranges of Greek 

registers, because it was used creatively, like a living language, only by pre-8* century 

aoidoi; what post-8th century rhapsodes did was memorize a fixed text written in an 

extinct performance register that they would not have had to be fluent in. According to 

the evolutionary theory, however, there is no sharp dividing line between aoidos and 

rhapsode; post-8th century rhapsodes were creative producers of Homeric poetry, who 

were fluent in the performance register. They will have learned and used the Homeric 

register for performing epic poetry, while using spoken and written registers of 

Classical Greek in all other situations.41 For the evolutionary theory, then, there is 

some reason to think about how the performance register was used and perceived by 

speakers of Classical Greek. 

The Homeric performance register continued to be a high register even after the 

advent of alphabetic literacy and the introduction of written registers into Classical 

41 Rhapsodes may have used written texts (Sandys 1903; Thomas 1992:118-119); Xenophon's Socrates 
asks a young man who owns the complete works of Homer whether he is training to become a rhapsode 
{Mem. 4.2.20-22). 
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Greek. Study of Homer was a main feature of the education of literate Greeks; 

Homeric poetry was competitively performed on important public occasions such as 

religious festivals; and a specialist level of fluency in the performance register was a 

basis for membership in the dedicated profession of rhapsode (Sandys 1903; Harris 

1989:39, 59, 85; Thomas 1992:113-123). Plato, in the course of arguing that Homer 

should be banned from the Republic, discusses the more orthodox view that Homer 

was the educator of Greece and that people should conduct their entire lives in such a 

way as to be in accordance with his works (Rep. 606el-5), and that view is directly put 

forward by a character in Xenophon's Symposium (4.6). 

The literate critical tradition judged the style of the Iliad and Odyssey to be serious, 

stately, weighty, elevated and noble. Aristotle says that Homer is supreme in the 

serious style (td crrcouSoua udAiara iroin.Tr|C, "Ourjpoc, r\v Poet. 1448b.34-35); that the 

Iliad and Odyssey surpass everything else in diction and thought (Xe^ei KOU Siavoig 

Ttdvra UTi£p(3Ê Ar|K8v Poet. 1459b. 16); and that hexameter is the most stately and 

weighty meter and narrative mimesis more elevated than other types (TO ydp npauKOv 

oraoiuoaraTov veal oyKoaSsaraTov TWV uerpoov £aTrv...7i£pvn:r] yap KOCI rj 5inYnucmKn 

ui|ar|ou; TOJV dAAcov (Poet. 1459b.34-7).42 Plato's Socrates says that when arguing with 

admirers of Homer one should concede that he is supremely poetic and first among 

tragedians (Rep. 607a3). Later critics make similar comments: writers aiming at 

sublime style should ask themselves "how would Homer have said this?" (De 

Sublimitate 14.1); the style of Homer is very elevated (De Elocutione 37.3). 

42 Aristotle contrasts the dignity of hexameter with the commonplace nature of iambic meter, which he 
says is conversational and suitable for representations of everyday life. Iambic often occurs naturally in 
Classical Greek conversation whereas hexameter does not: pdAtcra yap AEKUKOV TCOV uexpcav to 
iauPetov EOTW anusTov 5e TOUTOU, TtAeiara yap tauPsta Aeyouev ev xf\ 5iaAeKra> xfj TTpoc. dAAriAouc., 
£^du£Tpa 5e oAvyaKic, Kal £KJ5atvovTE(; tfjc; AsKriKfjc. dppovtac; (Poet. 1449a.24-28); the trochaic 
tetrameter and the iambic are lively and suitable respectively for dancing and the representation of 
everyday life: TO 5E iaufteTov xod TErpduetpov Kivrixixd KOU TO psv opxnoTiKov to 5E TtpatcttKov 
CPoe/.1459b.37-1460a.l). 
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The archaic and dialect-mixing features of the performance register were considered to 

be an important part of its appeal, and were actively studied. Aristotle considers the 

use of yAwr/tai, words from archaic and regional dialects, to be a distinctive feature of 

noble style, and particularly appropriate for epic:43 

AE^EWC, 5s apezi] oacpfj KOU uf) xonxeivriv sivai. oacpeoTcan UEV ouv EOTIV r\ EK 

zG>v Kupioav ovoudroov, dAAd TaTt£ivrj...o-£uvr) 5e vcod e^aAAdtTouoa to 
ISIOOTIKOV r| Totq êviKoxc, KExpr\\isvr). ^EVIKOV 5E Asyu) YAGOTTOCV vcai 
UEracpopdv xai ensKxaaiv vcai nav TO itapd TO Kupiov (Poet. 1458a. 18-23); TCOV 

5' ovoudTcov Td UEV SutAa udAiora dpuorcEi TOIC, 5i9updu(3oiq, ai 5E yAoaTTai 
TOTC, ripooiKoic,, ai 5E ji£Ta9opai TOIC, iauPEioic, (Poet. 1459a.9-10). 
The best diction is clear but not low. Diction made up of ordinary words is the 
clearest, but it is low.. .diction that uses strange words is noble and removed 
from the commonplace. By strange words I mean dialect and archaic words, 
metaphors, 'lengthening' [note: this seems to include archaic uncontracted 
forms] and everything out of the ordinary (Poet. 1458a. 18-23); compounds fit 
best in dithyrambs, archaic and dialect words in hexameters, and metaphors in 
iambics (Poet. 1459a.9-10). 

Learning Homer in school was supposed to mean, among other things, learning the 

special vocabulary of the performance register. In a fragment from Aristophanes' 

Banqueters, an old-fashioned parent is dissatisfied with the education pursued by one 

of his sons and tries to show up his deficiencies by testing his knowledge of Homeric 

yAwTTai (npoq TaChra ou AE^OV 'Ourjpou £uoi yAcorcac;, zi KaAoOoi Kopu|i(3a;...Ti 

KaAouo' diiEvnvd xdpnva; (Fragmenta Dait. 15.1)). 

Similar ways of using traditional oral performance registers or performance languages, 

and attitudes toward their characteristic linguistic features, are found in some living 

43 When Aristotle introduces the term yAcorta, he explains: Aeyco 5e Kupiov uev w xpwvrca EKOCOTOI, 

yAwTiav 5s to erepov ware cpavepov on KCU yXCdrvav KOU Kupiov eivai Suvatov xb avzo, ur) xoT<; auroTq 
§e "I call ordinary what each group severally uses, and dialect what all the others use, so it is clear that 
something can be both ordinary and dialect, but not for the same people" (Poet. 1457b.3-5), and gives 
as an example a word from a regional dialect; in a later discussion of the proper use of yAwnou, he 
gives a number of examples involving archaisms; in the Rhetoric, he uses the phrase xr\v ctpxaiav 
yAcorcav in discussing an archaism: TO yap rsKuap KOU nepac, xaurov eon Kara xr\v dpxaiav yAtorrav 
"the words reKuap and Tiepac. are the same in the archaic dialect" (Rh. 1357b.9-10). 
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cultures where they exist alongside written registers and/or are written down 

themselves. It is common for archaism and dialect or language mixing to be regarded 

as high-register features that create a noble, elevated tone. Traditional Balinese oral 

poetry is composed in a performance language that is made up of a mixture of Sanskrit 

and Old Javanese (former prestige languages of the royal court); it is performed in a 

variety of public settings, including festivals and puppet plays, as well as reading 

groups where one person reads the text aloud, another translates it into Balinese, and 

the audience and readers discuss issues related to the text, including linguistic issues 

(De Vet 1996). Performers are speakers and writers of Balinese and Indonesian, who 

belong to "the most literate groups on the island"; they are singled out for their interest 

and talent at an early age and "undergo special purification rituals which procure the 

assistance and protection of Saraswati, the goddess who brought language, culture and 

civilization to humans"; they learn the performance register through apprenticeship to 

experienced performers and through study of texts, word lists and style manuals; their 

parents assist in this process, teaching and testing them on the special vocabulary; oral 

performances involve improvisation, and performers are judged on their level of 

fluency in the performance register (De Vet 1996:62). Even in cultures where oral 

traditional literature in general is classed as low-status in relation to written literature, 

relative distinctions are sometimes made within the realm of oral traditional literature 

between archaic or archaizing high registers and low registers that use the language of 

everyday conversation. Within the Chinese Yangzhou pinghua storytelling tradition, 

which is passed down through storyteller families in both written and oral form, a 

distinction is made between 'round mouth' style, homogeneous with the ordinary 

Yangzhou dialect, and 'square mouth' style, which is characterized by archaic 

phonological and grammatical features and use of formulas and parallellism; public 

and some private speech by high-status characters is delivered in square-mouth, while 

all of the speech of low-status characters and some of the private speech of high-status 
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characters is delivered in round-mouth (the latter often to comic effect) (Bohrdal 

1997). 

The oral medium theory compares characteristic features of Homeric Greek to features 

that are typical of spontaneous spoken language as opposed to expository prose in 

languages that are both spoken and written. This comparison runs the risk of creating a 

distorted picture of what sort of animal the living Homeric performance register 

actually was and how it would have been perceived by contemporary audiences, in so 

far as it elides distinctions between different kinds of spoken registers, and the 

linguistic features associated with them. Homeric Greek was a spoken register, but it 

will never have been a low spoken register. Instead, during the period when all Greek 

registers were spoken, it was most likely a high register, used for persuasive, public, 

authoritative, and lengthy speech (muthos). Comparative evidence indicates that for 

pre-8th century audiences, the Homeric performance register may have been 

distinguished from other registers in part by its relatively dense and integrated syntax; 

this evidence undermines the oral poetry theory that the loose and paratactic syntax of 

Homeric Greek relative to Classical Greek results from or is designed to meet the 

demands of rapid composition-in-performance of hexameter verse. During the period 

when Homeric poetry was performed by literate speakers of Classical Greek, the 

Homeric performance register continued to be a high register; its linguistic archaism 

was thought to elevate it above the commonplace realm of everday life. Having 

established that the comparison drawn by the oral medium and oral poetry theories 

between Homeric Greek and spoken registers in languages like English is misleading 

in that respect, I nevertheless proceed in section 2.1.3 to look at similarities between 

features of Homeric Greek and features of spontaneous spoken language in general in 

languages that are both written and spoken. 
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2.1.3 Homer and the syntax of spoken language 

In practice, the peculiarities of Homeric Greek syntax have not been defined in 

relation to the conversational registers that would have been contemporary with it over 

most of the course of its development, since there is no direct evidence to indicate 

what those registers were like, but instead in relation to the syntax of written registers 

of Classical Greek. The oral medium theory claims that syntactic differences between 

the Homeric performance register and Classical Greek written registers are analogous 

to syntactic differences between typical speech and typical writing in living languages 

like English that have both spoken and written registers. In the rest of this section, I 

survey some of the syntactic differences that have been found between such registers, 

covering some material that has not previously been discussed in relation to the oral 

medium theory. My primary aim is to identify major predictions made by the oral 

medium theory about what sorts of syntactic differences should exist between 

Homeric and Classical Greek, in order to be able to compare those predictions with the 

predictions made by the archaism theory that will be identified in section 2.2 and 

identify areas where the two theories make different predictions; in Chapters and I 

look in depth at one such area, quantification. Along the way, I give some brief and 

superficial evaluations of how well various other predictions of each theory match up 

with differences between Homeric and Classical Greek. 

Phrases and simple clauses 

In 19th and early 20* century comparative grammar tradition, the structure of Homeric 

phrases and clauses was characterized as being 'appositional'. It was argued that this 

appositional type of syntax operated on a principle of 'independence of terms', 

whereby individual words of various categories, such as nouns, verbs, adjectives, and 

adverb/prepositions, tended to constitute separate phrases on their own and contribute 

information in separate operations, rather than binding together into hierarchically 
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organized phrases (section 1.1.1). There are some strong similarities between this 

broad characterization and the broad characterization of phrase- and clause-level 

structural differences between spoken and written registers (already outlined in section 

2.1.1). Many of the features that have been found to be generally less common in 

spoken registers are ones that allow information to be bound together into large 

chunks with complex internal structure. Conversely, certain features that allow 

information to be added to clauses in small chunks tend to be more common in spoken 

registers, or even exclusive to them. The form that such strategies take tends to vary 

with the typology of the language. Functional motivations behind this overall tendency 

may include greater ease of speech production and parsing when phrases and clauses 

are kept small and light, and, in some cases, a higher priority placed on the encoding 

of pragmatic information through word order. Finally, it is useful to keep in mind that 

the kinds of structural differences identified in the literature on spoken and written 

language can be divided into two main categories. First, there are statistical 

differences in the frequency of occurrence of various features; attributive adjectives, 

for example, are common in both written and spoken registers, but their rate of 

occurrence tends to be higher in literate and written registers than in oral and spoken 

registers. Second, there are features that are more specifically associated with one 

medium or the other; in English, certain discourse particles tend to occur only in 

spoken registers, and accusative and infinitive indirect statement only in written 

registers; in Russian, hyperbaton tends to occur only in spoken registers. 

There are significant differences between oral and literate registers with respect to the 

frequency of occurrence of lexical nouns and complex noun phrases; this is well-

documented for English and has also been found in studies of other languages. First-

and second-person pronouns, indefinite and demonstrative pronouns (Biber 1988:102-

3), and prodrop in languages that allow it (Clancy 1982, Miller and Weinert 

1998:219), tend to occur more frequently in spoken than in written registers. This 
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probably has to do with the contextualized nature of typical speech; participants share 

the same context, the speaker knows who the audience is, and any problems can be 

cleared up through immediate interaction, so the speaker can refer to the shared 

context, make appropriate assumptions about the knowledge of the audience, and 

gauge their reaction in real time, whereas the typical writer has to prepare something 

that will be understood by an unknown audience without shared immediate context 

and with no opportunity for further interaction (Jahandarie 1999:136-9). Literate 

registers of English have a higher rate of occurrence of lexical nouns than spoken 

registers (Biber 1988:102-108, 129-135) and also a higher rate of occurrence of 

complex noun phrases (phrases consisting of more than just a single constituent like 

books or a single constituent plus a determiner like the books) and features that are or 

can be used to construct those phrases, such as attributive adjectives {the yellow book), 

prepositional phrases {the books on the table), and pre- and post-modifier participles 

{the whirring fan, the book written by Alice) (Chafe 1982; Chafe and Danielewicz 

1987; Biber 1988:101-69; Halliday 1989:69-73; Miller and Weinert 1998:133-59). 

Nominalizations (Chafe and Danielewicz 1987; Biber 1988:102-3; 110, 142-48) and 

gerunds (Chafe 1982; Miller and Weinert 1998:133-59) are also more common in 

typical writing in English; complex noun phrases based on nominalizations and 

gerunds {the explosion ofMt. St. Helens generated a huge cloud of ash) are often used 

where a separate, conjoined or subordinate clause would be used in typical speech 

{when Mt. St. Helens exploded, it generated a huge cloud of ash) (cf. Halliday 

1989:61-2). 

The same pattern appears in other languages. In Russian and German, nouns, and noun 

phrases with adjective, prepositional phrase, and participle modifiers, are more 

common in written than in spoken texts (Miller and Weinert 1998:159-64, 169-73). In 

Korean and Somali, nouns and features such as attributive adjectives that are used to 

construct complex noun phrases are more common in written than in spoken registers 
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(Biber 1995:181-235), and in Somali, nominalizations and gerunds are likewise more 

common in written registers (Biber 1995:213-18). In written Japanese Pear Film 

narratives, previously introduced referents are more often referred to with full noun 

phrases than in spoken narratives, where reduced noun phrases or pronominal forms 

tend to be used instead (Clancy 1982). 

While written registers tend to specialize in building up complex noun phrases, spoken 

registers, conversely, tend to specialize in distributing information across multiple 

short clauses and phrases. This general tendency is realized differently in languages 

with different typological characteristics. In the passage of spoken-register English in 

example 5 a below, which is taken from a first-person narrative about a New 

Zealander's trip to America, adjectives tend to get their own copular clauses (most 

often with dummy subjects), either as predicates {mind-boggling, fantastic, so 

magnificently turned out) or as attributives with light nouns in predicative noun 

phrases {an incredible place, an incredible city, a marvellous city); there are only two 

lexical subjects, which are not directly modified {New York, the negroes); and of three 

noun phrases modified by relative clauses, two are not clearly part of any clause {the 

clothes they wear, flamboyancy that they just seem to carry off) (Miller and Weinert 

1998:142). 

(5) a. New York's an incredible place... we went through the Bowery... 
and we had to keep the windows locked through there but it's an 
incredible city it's mind-boggling and the negroes are fantastic the 
clothes they wear they are so magnificently turned out flamboyancy 
that they just seem to carry off I was very impressed with the way 
that they dressed... it's a marvellous city (M98:142) 

In some languages such as Russian, Polish and Japanese, where grammatical relations 

are marked morphologically, certain structures that mark pragmatic relations by word 

order are either more common in or limited to spoken registers. In spoken but not 

written registers of Russian, adjectives and other modifiers may be separated from 
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nouns with which they agree (Miller and Weinert 1998:164-165, 167). In examples 

like 6a, the modifier is focused relative to the noun (bring me an interesting book, not 

a dull one) and in 6b, it is sometimes, but not always, an afterthought and marked as 

such by intonation (I brought a shawl, a warm one; I brought a shawl that was warm). 

(6) a. interesnuju prinesi mne knigu (M98:164-65) 
interesting bring to-me book 
Bring me an interesting book 

b. ja toze platok vzjala teplyj (M98:167) 
I too shawl took warm 
I took a warm shawl too 

In spoken registers of Polish, discontinuity of the type found in 6a is permitted when 

there is strong focus on the modifier (Devine and Stephens 2000:115). There are 

different ways of analyzing the relationship between modifier and noun in such 

examples; some involve taking the syntactic discontinuity to be superficial and 

interpreting the whole structure as equivalent to a standard modified noun phrase, 

while others involve taking it more seriously and interpreting the discontinuous 

elements as somehow contributing information in separate operations (Devine and 

Stephens 2000:591-602). Assuming that the latter approach is correct, the association 

of discontinuous modifier structures with spoken registers fits the general pattern 

because they distribute information in small chunks, relative to their continuous 

written counterparts (Miller and Weinert 1998:176-80). In spoken Japanese Pear Film 

narratives, word order was more flexible, or more likely to be used to mark the 

pragmatic status of constituents; standard word order in Japanese is SOV, with 

modifiers preceding heads, but in spoken narratives postverbal subjects, objects, and 

other constituents, and posthead modifiers, including relative clauses, occurred more 

often than in written narratives; some of these postposed constituents had tail status, 

and some were marked by intonation as afterthoughts (Clancy 1982). 
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So, to the extent that Homeric Greek has more flexible word order than Classical 

Greek (allows more noun phrase discontinuity, and has a greater tendency to build up 

clauses piecemeal, with 'appositions' added after the main predication, according to 

the theory of apposition described in section 1.1.1) the broad outline of differences 

between Homeric and Classical Greek resembles the broad outline of differences 

between spoken and written registers in languages like Russian and Japanese. That 

does not mean, however, that it is possible to claim that Homeric Greek resembles 

spoken Russian or Japanese, and Classical Greek resembles written Russian or 

Japanese — instead, on a scale of flexibility of word order, written Classical Greek 

and spoken Russian and Japanese would probably be located near to one another, with 

written Russian and Japanese off to one side in the direction of less flexibility and 

Homeric Greek off to the other in the direction of more flexibility. The types of 

modifier-noun discontinuity (hyperbaton) illustrated in spoken Russian 6a and b 

above, for instance, are very similar to the types that are found in written Classical 

Greek. In one commonly occurring Classical Greek structure, the modifier precedes 

and the noun follows a superordinate head (noun, adjective, participle or verb; 

examples with prepositions are limited, see below); this is allowed when the modifier 

bears strong focus as in example 7a (Devine and Stephens 2000:33-87); compare 6a 

above. In another, the noun precedes and the modifier follows the head; the noun may 

be a weak focus or a topic, and the modifier may be a second weak focus following 

the weakly focused noun (7b), have primary weak focus relative to the topic noun, or 

be tail or afterthought material (Devine and Stephens 2000:88-103); compare 6b 

above. 

(7) a. 6 TtaAaioq KEAEUEI vouoc, (Dem 20.99) (D00:91) 
The old law prescribes (old, not new) 

b. vo\xoq 5'ein rarcpioc; (Andoc. Myst. 110) 
There is an old law (there is a law that is old) 
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In Homeric Greek, hyperbaton is less constrained than it is in Classical Greek (Devine 

and Stephens 2000:112-115), and less constrained than it is in spoken Russian or 

Polish.44 Prehead discontinuous modifiers do not have to be strongly focused like 

naXaioq in 7a, or even restrictive, but can be simply descriptive like vcaAfj in (8a); in 

Classical Greek, preposition hyperbaton occurs only with Ttspi and semi-prepositional 

£V£Koc, but in Homeric Greek it is fully productive, occurring with all prepositions 

(8b). 

(8) a. aurou 5' obvcu (3eAo<; vcaAfj TcpooevcAive Kopcovn (Od. 21.138, 165) 
In the same spot he leaned the swift arrow against the beautiful 
handle 

b. 9odc, em vfjac; Axaioov (H. 1.12); xpuoeco dvd oKrJTrcpcp (II. 1.15); Gofj 
Ttapd vni ueAcuvn (II. 1.300); etc. 
To the swift ships of the Achaeans; on a golden staff; by my swift 
black ship 

So, as far as hyperbaton is concerned, it turns out that written Classical Greek closely 

resembles spoken Russian and Polish, while spoken Homeric Greek does not resemble 

any register discussed in the literature on structural differences between oral and 

literate registers. 

Similar issues come up in regard to another type of flexible word order, the rate of 

occurrence of postverbal arguments. One of the differences between spoken and 

written Japanese Pear Film narratives was that postverbal subjects and objects 

occurred only in spoken narratives and not at all in written narratives. Postverbal 

objects occur fairly often in both Homeric and Classical Greek, but probably more 

often in the latter (Taylor 1994), so in that respect the contrast is the opposite of what 

would be predicted by the orality theory. Postverbal subjects, however, may be more 

common in Homeric Greek. The appositional structure with topic-changing pronoun 

44 It is also less constrained in Classical Greek verse (Devine and Stephens 2000:107-115 etc.), which I 
am assuming is conservative and archaising. 
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and postverbal proper name (9a) was noted as a Homeric peculiarity in the 

grammatical tradition, and Parry (1971:47-49) noted the existence of a common 

pattern in which various types of word group formed around the verb and occurring 

between the third-foot caesura and the bucolic diaeresis are followed by noun-epithet 

formulae that fit between the bucolic diaeresis and line end (9b). 

(9) a. r) 5'aux'aAA'sv6r|0£ | Ttspicppwv nnvsAoireia (Od. 16.409) 
Circumspect Penelope devised another plan 

a. vrjmoi- EK yap ocpscav | cppevaq eiAeto | IiaAAac, 'A9f|vr| (II. 18.311) 
Fools; for Pallas Athena had taken away their wits 

The appositional structure in 9a is rare or nonoccurring in Classical Greek, and 

postverbal subjects in general may be less common than they are in Homer (in a 

preliminary count, I found 17 postverbal lexical subjects out of 50 in Thucydides, and 

22 out of 50 in Homer; of the postverbal subjects, one in Homer had the appositional 

structure exemplified above).45 

In the spoken Japanese narratives, postposed subjects were used only when there was 

a change of subject, and were separated by a pause from the main predication, so that 

they appeared to be corrective afterthoughts (10a) (Clancy 1982:67-68). 

(10) a. Sorede, .. .sono.. .hitori no ko ni, .. .mitsu agete, .. .de minna ni 
wakete ageru wake ne, .. .sono moratta ko ga (C82:67) 
And then, .. .(he) gives three (pears), .. .to one of the boys, .. .and (he) 
divides (them) up for everyone, .. .the boy who received them 

The Homeric appositional postposed subjects tend to be used for reactivation of a 

character who has previously but not immediately recently been active in a given 

scene; when the character has been more recently active, the topic-changing pronoun 

appears alone with no postposed subject (Bakker 1997:108-111). These subjects are 

usually separated from the verb by the caesura or bucolic diaeresis (9a) (but may also 
45 Lexical subjects included proper names; the Thucydides was a narrative passage about naval battle 
(1.44-51), and the Homer also a battle scene (5.1-106). 
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not be (11a), which suggests that they may not always form separate prosodic or 

syntactic phrases): 

(11) a. "Qq opuouve uevoov, | o 5e oioxeSov | fjAOev'AxiAAsuq (II. 22.131) 
So he deliberated, waiting, and Achilles came closer to him 

Change of subject is not the primary context that licenses postverbal subjects in 

general, however, in either Classical or Homeric Greek. In both Classical and Homeric 

Greek, postverbal subjects tend to occur either when the subject is highly familiar (oi 

KepKUpaloi in 12a) or predictable (Ttixpoq oioroq in 12c) and backgrounded relative to 

other information in the clause, or when the verb is passive (eXvovx' in 12a, 

KAOVEOVTO in 12d) or unaccusative (s^inoi in 12b, fbii(3pian in 12e) and sentence-

initial.46 

(12) a. ei yap eni KoptvQov SKEAEUOV ocpioiv oi KspKupaToi ^uuxcAetv, 
eAuovt' av autoiq ai Ttpoq nsAonovvnoiouq anovSat (Thuc. 1.44) 
For if the Corcyraeans commanded them to join in sailing against 
Corinth, they themselves would be breaking the peace treaty with 
Sparta 

b. e^inoi 5e 7iap' aunqv Axspouoia Aiuvn £q 0dAaoaav (Thuc. 1.46) 
Near it the lake of Acheron discharges into the sea 

c. 5id 5' enxaxo TtiKpoq o'icrcoq (11.5.99) 
The sharp arrow flew through it 

d. coq UTCO TuSefSn nuKivai KAOVSOVTO cpdAaYŶ ^ / Tpoawv (II. 5.93-94) 
Thus the dense ranks of Trojans were driven in confusion by the son 
of Tydeus 

e. 6T' £m(3pian Aioq ou(3poq (II. 5.91) 
When the rain of Zeus falls on it 

Both spoken Japanese and Homeric Greek feature constructions involving postverbal 

subjects that are used to keep track of who is who in topic changes, constructions 

which are rare or nonoccurring in written Japanese and Classical Greek respectively. 

This is a fairly superficial parallel, however, and postverbal subjects seem to be more 
46 Sentence-initial verbs are often passive or presentational in Latin (Devine and Stephens 2006:150-
54). 
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of a marked feature in spoken Japanese (associated specifically with change of 

subject) than they are in written Classical Greek. In this case, on a scale of word order 

flexibility, starting from the more flexible end, you might get Homeric Greek first, 

then Classical Greek, then spoken Japanese, and then written Japanese. 

Finally, according to the analogy set up by the orality theory, Homeric Greek, which is 

supposed to resemble spoken registers, should have a lower rate of occurrence of 

lexical nouns and other features that are used to build complex noun phrases than 

Classical Greek, which is supposed to resemble written registers. Fully testing this set 

of predictions will not be possible here. At first sight, these predictions seem to fit in 

some respects, but not in others. On the one hand, the prediction that Homeric Greek, 

compared with Classical Greek, will have a lower rate of occurrence of attributive 

adjectives, and of prepositional phrase modifiers, seems intuitively plausible, and 

corresponds to the comparative-historical grammar analysis of modifiers in Homer as 

being more independent than they were in later Greek; this prediction requires further 

investigation. As for the prediction of a lower rate of occurrence of participle pre- and 

post-modifiers, postmodifier participles seem to be common in both Homeric (13a-c) 

and Classical Greek (13d), but premodifier participles seem to be more common in 

Classical Greek (13e, f); this too requires further investigation. 

(13) a. 0£oi aiev eovxsq (11.1.290) 
The gods who live forever 

b. 5toooo TOI Kpr|Tf]pa TeTuy^evov (Od. 4.615) 
I will give you a well-made bowl 

c. |i8oao> 5' EV OKOTIEAW eoxi cntioc, rjEpoeiSeq, itpoc, (ocpov eic, "Ep£(3oc, 
Tetpoqausvov (Od. 12.80-81) 
And in the middle of the headland there is a dim cave, turned facing 
the west, toward Erebus 

d. Tispvrpeijjri TOV Aoyov TOV \isKkovxa eoeoQai (Plato Phaed. 95b5-6) 
Might upset the argument that is coming into existence 

e. £XOVT£C, riYqiova tov dAovra avSpamov (Xen. An. 4.4.19) 
Having as a guide the captured man 
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f. 5is(3r|aav xbv raxpd zr\v TTOAIV psovra noxauov (Xen. Hell. 5.3.3) 
They crossed the river that flows by the city 

Null-head modifier participles occur in both Homeric (14a, b) and Classical Greek 

(14c). 

(14) a. ou5e Ttn eon vceAaivscpei' Kpoviwvi / ai'ucm veal AuOpu) 
nena\ay\xevov euxsxdaoBai (II. 6.274-275) 
It is not right for [a man/me] spattered with blood and gore to pray to 
the cloud-gathering son of Kronos 

b. direr] 5' oupavov ivcev / OIKOCSE teusveov (II. 2.153-4) 
The clamor of [the men] who longed to go home reached heaven 

c. 6 5E KEXSVEI TOV dpTtd̂ ovToc dy£iv npoq aurov (Xen. An. 6.6.6-7) 
He commanded him to bring before him the one who was stealing 

As for the prediction that Homeric Greek will have a lower overall rate of occurrence 

of lexical nouns, or a lower noun-to-verb ratio, a preliminary count found a very 

slightly higher lexical-noun-to-verb ratio in Thucydides (2.1:1) than in Homer (1.9:1) 

(109 LN : 52 V in two OCT pages of Thucydides, versus 102 LN : 53 V in two OCT 

pages of Homer).47 

Clause combination 

As was the case for simple phrases and clauses, in the area of clause combination the 

broad outline of differences between Classical and Homeric Greek matches up with 

the broad outline of differences between spoken and written registers in languages that 

have both. In English, paratactic methods of clause combination in which independent 

clauses are linked together with discourse markers are more common in typical speech 

than in typical writing (Chafe 1982; Chafe & Danielewicz 1987; Biber 1986; 

1988:102-3, 245; 1995). Clauses linked with and are the most common representatives 

of this type (Kroll 1977; Chafe 1982; Beaman 1984). And in such contexts serves as a 

connective discourse marker (Beaman 1984:59). Discourse markers in general can be 

47 The texts used were battle narrative: Thuc. 1.44-48 and II. 5.1-100. 
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defined as elements that mark the boundaries of utterances, and their relations to the 

utterances that precede and/or follow them; the marker and in particular seems to mark 

continuity with the preceding utterance (Schiffrin, 1982:35-52, 171-90). In the 

following spoken narration of events from a short film 15a, eight successive clauses 

are linked together with and (Beaman 1984). 

(15) a. And then he gets down out of the tree, and he dumps all his pears into 
the basket, and the basket's full, and one of the pears drops to the 
floor, and he picks it up, and he takes his kerchief off, and he wipes it 
off, and places it in the basket, which is very full. (B84:59) 

Biber (1988:102-3, 245) found that this type of clause combination belonged to a 

group of features that marked interactivity as opposed to informationality and were 

most common in oral spoken registers such as conversation. The strength of the 

association between the occurrence of discourse particles and the spoken medium, 

however, seems to vary from language to language. Discourse particles are a 

characteristic feature of spoken registers in English, French and Russian but are 

commonly found in both spoken and written registers in some other languages such as 

German, Finnish and Hungarian (Miller and Weinert 1998:196, 253). 

We saw in section 1.1.2 that paratactic clause linking with discourse markers was 

noted in the comparative-historical grammar tradition as being particularly common in 

Homer and often used to link clauses that in Classical Greek would most likely be 

linked by a subordinating conjunction. Bakker points out that there is a close 

correspondence between the function in Homer of the particle 5s, which marks 

discourse continuation (16a), and the function of discourse marker and in spoken 

English (1997:51, 62-71): 

(16) a. £v up pd ocpi KUKnoe yvvr] eiKiria Osfjaiv / o'fva) ripauveia), em 5' 
arysiov Kvfj tupov / vcvrjcm xocAKetn, eni 5' aAcpixa Aeuvcd ndAuve, / 
niveuEvou 5' EKzXevoev (11. 638-641) 
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In that the woman, equal of the goddesses, mixed a drink for them 
with Pramnian wine, and she grated goat cheese onto it with a bronze 
grater, and she sprinkled white barley on it, and told them to drink 

Though §£, and particles in general, are common in Homer, it is worth noting that both 

it and many other particles are also a standard feature of written Classical Greek. On 

the average page of Xenophon or Thucydides, almost every main clause contains one 

or another postpositive particle in second position; 5e is by far most common, 

followed by uev and yap. 

Some early studies found subordination in general to be more common in writing than 

in speech (O'Donnell 1974). Chafe (1982) found that complement and restrictive 

relative clauses were more common in academic prose than in conversation; he argued 

that they, along with features such as attributive adjectives, nominalizations and 

prepositional phrases, were integrating devices; that the slow pace of writing 

encourages use of such devices to "mold a succession of ideas into a more complex, 

coherent, integrated whole"; and that a reader "proceeding at a greater speed than even 

a listener, can assimilate very quickly the larger span of ideas that the writer has taken 

time to integrate" (1982:37). Other studies found more subordination in speech than in 

writing (Poole and Field 1976; Beaman 1984). Halliday (1989:61-89) argued that 

typical speech and typical writing are characterized by different types of complexity, 

with the complexity of writing lying in the lexical density of the clause (high ratio of 

lexical to functional words per clause, with multiple lexical words densely packed into 

complex phrases, particularly noun phrases), and the complexity of speech lying in 

complex clause combination (long strings of clauses, linked together in a great variety 

of ways). 

Biber (1988:102-3, 229-236, etc.), looking at a wide variety of different types of 

subordinate clauses in a wide variety of spoken and written registers of English, did 

not find any general association between subordination overall and medium, but 
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instead found a number of specific associations between particular types of 

subordinate clauses and particular types of registers; some types of subordinate clause 

were typically used as integrating devices in writing, while others were typically used 

for informational elaboration in speech. In a similar study looking at spoken and 

written registers in several different languages, he found that though there were 

significant crosslinguistic patterns of similarity in associations between specific types 

of subordinate clause and specific types of registers, there was also variation in the 

overall closeness of the association between subordination and medium; in Somali, for 

example, subordinate clauses in general belonged to a group of integrating features, 

including attributive adjectives, nominalizations and prepositional phrases, which 

were most likely to occur in literate written registers (Biber 1995:261-264, 206). 

This overall picture matches up pretty well with the overall picture of differences in 

the area of subordination between Homeric and Classical Greek. First, differences 

between spoken and written registers in regard to subordination tend to be statistical 

rather than absolute. Second, for some languages, subordination in general is more 

common in written registers, but for English, it is not clear whether subordination in 

general is more or less common in written than in spoken registers. Third, in English 

and other languages, there are associations between particular types of subordination 

and particular types of spoken and written registers. All or almost all of the types of 

subordination that are present in Classical Greek are also present in Homeric Greek, in 

some form; it is not clear whether subordination in general is more or less common in 

either; and there are differences between them in the frequency of occurrence of 

various specific types of subordination. 

I will now move on to look at what the oral medium theory would predict about the 

occurrence and structure of specific types of subordinate clauses, based on studies of 

the occurrence and structure of those types in spoken and written registers of English 
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and a few other languages. Differences in this area fall into two main categories; first, 

there are differences in the frequency of occurrence of various types of subordination 

in spoken and written registers, and second, there are specific types of construction 

that are strongly associated with either spoken or written registers. Differences of the 

first type are often explained in terms of the purposes typically associated with spoken 

and written register texts, whereas differences of the second type are often explained 

in terms of processing factors. 

Relative clauses 

It is not clear whether the frequency of occurrence of all types of relative clauses is 

higher overall in literate or oral registers of English; some types of relative have been 

found to occur most often in literate written registers such as academic prose, others 

most often in literate spoken registers such as interviews and speeches, and still others 

most often in oral spoken registers such as conversation.48 Several early studies found 

significantly more relative clauses overall in written than in spoken texts of English, 

but did not count all types of relative or did not count them separately (Chafe 1982; 

O'Donnell 1974; Kroll 1977). A study that counted that, wh- and zero relatives 

separately in spoken and written English Pear Film narratives found a higher overall 

frequency of occurrence of relatives in spoken than in written narratives (Beaman 

1974). Biber (1988:101-169) found that relatives of different types were associated 

with three distinct types of registers in English. Wh- relatives in general, and pied 

piping relatives, cooccurred with a group of features that were most common in 

literate written registers, while that and wh- relatives on object position cooccurred 

with a group of features that were most common in informational spoken registers 

such as interviews and speeches, and occurred at about the same rate in academic 

prose and face-to-face conversations (Biber 1988:102-3). Sentence relatives (17a) and 

48 In this section I use the terms 'literate' and 'oral' as defined in section 2.1.1, p. 80; according to that 
definition, conversation is an oral spoken register; personal letters are an oral written register; prepared 
speeches are a literate spoken register; and academic prose is a literate written register. 



free relatives (17b) belonged to a group of features that were most common in oral 

spoken registers like conversation (Biber 1988:102-3). 

(17) a. Bob likes fried mangoes, which is the most disgusting thing I've ever 
heard of (B88:231) 

b. I believed what he told me (B88:235) 

Besides sentence relatives and free relatives, there are also various other types of 

relative clause constructions that are closely associated with oral spoken registers of 

English and other languages such as French; many of these are nonstandard and do not 

normally occur at all in written registers (Miller and Weinert 1998:104-132; Pawley 

and Syder 1983). Miller and Weinert (1998:109) argue that relative clause 

constructions peculiar to spoken registers tend to resemble main clauses (preserving 

main clause word order, for instance) more than standard relatives; these include 

relatives containing shadow pronouns (18a-b) and vague relatives (18c-d). 

(18) a. an address which I hadn't stayed there for several years (M98:106) 
b. il y a des personnes qu'ils ont de la repugnance a le faire (M98:112) 

there are some people that they are reluctant to do it 
c. you can leave at Christmas if your birthday's in December to 

February which I think is wrong like my birthday's March and I have 
to stay on to May which when I'm 16 in March I could be looking for 
ajob(M98:110) 

d. vous avez des feux qu'il faut appeler les pompiers tout de suite 
(M98:112) 
you have fires that you have to call the firemen immediately 

In some languages, correlatives are a spoken register feature. In Russian, which has 

both relatives (19a) and correlatives (19b), correlatives are associated with spoken 

registers and are not used in formal writing; in Bengali, however, correlatives are used 

in both spoken and written registers (Miller and Weinert 1998:113-117). 

(19) a. kniga, v kotoroj ja nasel eti teorii (M98:l 16) 
book in which I found these theories 
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the book in which I found these theories 
b. kotorye vot klienty est' u menja, i tern ja smotru 

which [particle] customers are at me, and to-these I look 
I look after the customers who are mine 

Finally, in some languages, relative clauses in general occur more frequently in 

written registers. In Korean, relative clauses are likely to cooccur with features such as 

attributive adjectives, long sentences, and noun complements, and unlikely to cooccur 

with features such as direct questions, contractions, fragmentary sentences, 

demonstratives, and discourse conjuncts (Biber 1995:181-87). In Somali, relative 

clauses are likely to cooccur with other types of dependent clauses, and features such 

as long words and attributive adjectives, and unlikely to cooccur with questions, 

contractions, focus markers and pronouns (Biber 1995:204-213). In both languages, 

relative clauses and cooccurring features are most common in literate registers and 

least common in oral registers, with some overlap in the middle between literate 

spoken and oral written registers, so that they occur at about the same rate in 

unscripted public speeches and personal letters in Korean and in Quranic sermons and 

personal letters in Somali (Biber 1995:181-87, 204-213). 

How do these differences compare to differences between Classical and Homeric 

Greek? First, the oral medium theory does not make any strong predictions about the 

overall frequency of occurrence of relative clauses in Homeric versus Classical Greek. 

Relative clauses are common in Homer and other early Indo-European texts, and the 

relative is the type of subordinate clause that is most commonly reconstructed for 

Indo-European (Comrie 1998; Fortson 2004:147-48), so there is no conflict there. 

Second, it is clear from the discussion above that many different types of relative are 

associated with oral registers in different languages, including sentence relatives, free 

relatives, relatives containing shadow pronouns, vague relatives, and correlatives. Of 

these, one type, correlatives, clearly forms a link to differences between Homeric and 

Classical Greek. Correlatives occur in oral but not literate registers of Russian, and 
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various types of correlatives are more common in Homeric than in Classical Greek 

(Monteil 1963:276, 331-332, etc.; cf. section 1.1.2). 

Adverbial clauses 

Again, it is not clear whether adverbial clauses in general tend to be more common in 

either written (O'Donnell 1974; Chafe 1984; Beaman 1984) or spoken (Biber 

1995:263) registers. As was the case for relative clauses, certain types tend to be more 

common in spoken registers and others in written registers. For adverbial clauses, 

these associations seem to be at least partly based on the different purposes typically 

associated with certain spoken and written registers, but there is also evidence for 

differences that might have more to do with processing factors. Independent or 

coordinated constructions are also often used in spoken registers as alternatives to 

subordinating constructions, and the types of subordinate adverbial clause that are 

most common in spoken registers may often be adjoined or coordinated rather than 

embedded. 

Causative and conditional adverbial clauses tend to be more common in oral registers. 

Adverbial clauses with because occurred at a rate of 1.3 instances per 1000 words in 

the spoken English Pear Film narratives, and did not occur at all in the written 

narratives (Beaman 1984). The rate of occurrence of causal and conditional adverbials 

is higher in the London-Lund Corpus of spoken British English than in the Lancaster-

Oslo/Bergen Corpus of written British English (Tottie 1986). Biber found that 

causative clauses with because and conditional clauses with if and unless, like 

sentence relatives and headless relatives, belonged to a cluster of features that were 

likely to occur in oral registers and unlikely to occur in literate ones (Biber 1988:102-

3). The same was true for causative and conditional adverbial clauses in Korean (Biber 

1995:262-63). In Somali, conditional adverbials cooccur with involved and 

fragmented features, and both conditional adverbials and causative conjunct clauses 
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cooccur with argumentative features, all of which are most common in oral registers 

(Biber 1995:262-63). 

The primary reason for this is probably that oral registers tend to be more affective 

than literate registers, and are more likely to contain discussion of reasons for and 

conditions on speakers' beliefs and actions (Biber 1988:107). In example 20a, a 

because clause contains justification for the belief expressed in the main clause; in 

20b, the //"clause explains what made it possible for the speaker to do something. 

(20) a. ...and he doesn't seem to be paying all that much attention because 
you know the pears fall (B74:132) 

b. I reckon I wouldn't have been able to do it if I hadn't've been able to 
read music (M98:85) 

There are also issues that may have more to do with processing. In many cases it is not 

clear whether an adverbial clause in a spoken text should be counted as dependent or 

independent. In speech, a main clause ending with sentence-final intonation may be 

followed by an adverbial clause with the intonation of an independent sentence (21a-c) 

(Chafe 1984). 

(21) a. .. .And I feel a little bad. Because in some sense her ... I mean her 
kid's really a ... I think a great kid. (C84:446) 

b. ... So .. the purpose of the course is to — ... create something like 
that. .. .If that's possible. 

c. .. .1 went to the doctor after the first one. ... When I fainted. 

Miller and Weinert (1998:103-4) note that in their sample of spontaneous Scottish 

English, because clauses tend to follow the main clause, are often preceded by a long 

pause, and can be very loosely related to the preceding clause, as in the dialogue in 

example 22a where the because clause explains why the speaker asked a preceding 

question (i.e. do you have to do go up? I'm asking because...): 

(22) a. A: then.. .do you have to go up to avoid the... (M98:104) 
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B: well.. .if.. .there's a very, very thin line I ca.. .1 can go up 
though... yes 

A: because that's how this map indicates.. .so I want you to go 
up... 

Biber (1988:236, 245, 102-3) counts clause-initial because under the heading of 

causative subordination, and the sequence and because separately under the heading 

of independent clause coordination, and finds that both belong to a group of features 

marking interactivity as opposed to informationality. 

It is not clear whether temporal adverbial clauses are more common in either oral or 

literate registers, but it is clear that they are most common in registers with narrative 

purpose. In Beaman's (1984) study of written and spoken narratives, adverbial clauses 

with when, as, while, after, since and before occurred more often in the written texts; 

this could be explained by the lack of extralinguistic context and consequent need for 

greater explicitness in writing. In Somali, temporal adverbial clauses are most likely to 

occur in the narrative and relatively oral written registers of folktales and fiction, 

followed by the literate spoken register of Quranic sermons, and are about equally 

common in literate written academic prose and oral spoken conversation; in Korean, 

temporal adverbial clauses are most likely to occur in narrative oral spoken registers 

like folktales and private conversations (Biber 1995:262-63). 

For English spoken registers, there is reason to think that coordinating constructions, 

as in 23a, are used to convey some of the temporal information that is conveyed in 

written registers via temporal adverbials, as in 23b. Temporal adjunct clauses with 

and then, but then, so then, and and so were more common in spoken than in written 

Pear Film narratives (Beaman 1984). 

(23) a. Alice turned around and looked the other way, and then a seal poked 
its head out of the water. 
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b. When Alice turned around and looked the other way, a seal poked its 
head out of the water 

Independent clause coordination, including coordination with and so and and then, 

belonged to a cluster of features that Biber found to be most likely to occur in oral 

spoken registers of English, such as conversation, and least likely to occur in literate 

written registers, such as official documents and academic prose (Biber 1988:102-3, 

128,245). 

So, there are two types of differences that the oral medium theory could predict 

between Homeric and Classical Greek, on different grounds. Different rates of 

occurrence of clauses with particular functions (causal, conditional, temporal) have to 

do mainly with the purpose and topic of the text (Biber 1988:101-169). This is not the 

sort of difference that the oral medium theory of Homeric syntax focuses on; instead, 

the focus is on the pressure of online production. The occurrence of adverbials with 

the intonation patterns of independent sentences, and the use of coordinate clauses 

(e.g. and, and then) in place of subordinate adverbial clauses (e.g. w/zerc-clauses), 

however, have less to do with the purpose and topic of the text and more to do with the 

difference between planned written and unplanned online spoken production (Chafe 

1984;Beaman 1984). 

Both of these latter predictions are generally compatible with differences between 

Homeric and Classical Greek that were discussed under the heading of the theory of 

parataxis in section 1.1.2. Independent clause coordination with particles, in particular 

with the particle 5e, which has a function parallel to English continuative and, is 

particularly common in Homer and is sometimes used in situations where a temporal 

adverbial clause could be used instead (24a), though temporal adverbials also occur 

regularly (24b). 
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(24) a. cpuAAa za uev x avsjioc, xaudSic, X&h aAAa be 9' uAn TnAsOoaxja 
cpuei, eapoc, 5' eTUYvyvsTou wpn (II. 6.147) 
The wind scatters leaves to the ground, the wood grows others that 
flourish, and the season of spring arrives 

b. oi 5' OTS 5r] Aiusvoc, TtoAuftevOeoc; evToc, IKOVTO iaTia uev oraAavTO, 
Qeoav 5' sv vnt (aeAaivn (II. 1.432-3) 
And when they reached the deep harbour, they folded the sails and 
stowed them in the black ship 

Correlative adverbial clauses, which are more independent than non-correlatives in 

that they are adjoined to the main clause (25a) rather than embedded in it (25b) (Hindi 

examples from Srivastav 1991) 

(25) a. [IP [CPi jo laRkii khaRii hai] [IP vo, lambii hai]] (Sr91) 
b. [IP [NP [Det vo [N' [N laRkii [CP jo khaRii hai]]]]][VP lambii hai]] 

are like correlatives in general more common in Homer (and other early Indo-

European texts) than they are in later Greek (cf. section 1.1.2). 

(26) a. 'AAA' OTE 5rj p' eve rolo SucoSeKcan yevex' r|dx;, xai TOTS 5r) Tipoc, 
"OAUUTTOV i'oav GEO; aiev sovTeq (II. 1.493-494) 
But when the twelfth dawn after that arrived, then also the immortal 
gods went to Olympus 

b. Tobc, 5e a' &7i£x9r)poa cLc, vuv svaiayA' ecpi'Anaa (II. 3.415) 
And hate you just the way I now vehemently love you 

Also, the marking of various types of subordinate clause, including adverbials such as 

conditional clauses, by sequence of mood is more consistent and regular in Attic prose 

than in Homeric Greek (Goodwin 1890:1-6, etc.; Monro 1891:293, 248-99; cf. section 

1.1.2). 

Complement clauses 

Finite complement clauses in general appear to be more common in spoken than in 

written registers of English (O'Donnell 1974, Beaman 1984, Biber 1986, 1988:102-3, 
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128-35, 154-60). In studies that distinguish between several different types of finite 

complement clause, all types have been found to appear more often in spoken registers 

(Beaman 1984, Biber 1986, 1988:102-3, 128-35, 154-60). The most likely functional 

explanation for this is the affectivity and interactivity of speech; complement clauses 

are commonly used to talk about one's own and other people's thoughts, feelings, 

statements and questions (Biber 1988:104-8, 113-14). Both indirect statement 

complements introduced by that or zero (27a, b) and indirect question complements 

(27c) were more common in spoken than in written English Pear Film narratives 

(Beaman 1984). 

(27) a. He doesn't even notice that the pears are stolen yet. (B84) 
b. I think [] his ego was hurt. 
c. You wonder how he's going to take it. 

Biber found that complement clauses belonged to two different groups of co-occurring 

features, both of which were more likely to occur in spoken registers (1988:102-3,104-

8, 113-14). Bare complement clauses (as in 27b above), along with verbs of cognition, 

belonged to a group of features marking interactive as opposed to informational 

presentation, which were most common in conversation and least common in 

academic prose and official documents (Biber 1988:102-3, 128). That clauses as verb 

and adjective complements belonged to a group of features marking online 

informational presentation, which were most common in literate spoken registers such 

as speeches and interviews (Biber 1988:102-3, 155). In 28a below, a judge uses 

multiple finite complement clauses in summarizing the testimony of parties to a 

lawsuit. 

(28) a. the plaintiff says that the defendant came up from behind... the 
defendant says that there was and had been for some time before the 
accident a motor car ahead of him... and that the that motor car... 
that the defendant followed the motor car... and that when the 
defendant was ... (B88:156-57) 
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In Korean, private verbs and verb complements, indirect questions and noun 

complements belong to a group of features that mark overt expression of personal 

stance and occur most often in spoken registers such as TV dramas and private 

conversations and oral written registers such as personal letters and essays; noun 

complements, however, also belong to a group of features that mark elaborated 

structure, and occur at the highest rate in literate written registers such as literary 

criticism and college textbooks (Biber 1995:193-96, 181-87). In Somali, the picture is 

different: verb complements, and dependent clauses in general, belong to a group of 

features that mark structural elaboration and are most common in literate written 

registers; they also belong to a group of features marking personal persuasion that are 

most common in written petitions, personal letters and memos, and are about equally 

common in conversation and academic prose (Biber 1995:205-13, 232-34). 

In Miller and Weinert's sample of spontaneous Scottish English speech, there were 

few occurrences of standard indirect statement and question constructions; instead, 

speakers tended to use direct speech or mixed constructions (1998:82-84). There were 

also no occurrences of accusative plus infinitive indirect statements (29a), which are 

high register in English compared with finite complements (29b) (1998:85). 

(29) a. I considered her to be the best candidate (M98:85) 
b. I thought she was the best candidate 

In 30a, neither verb tense nor person are changed from what they would have been in 

the corresponding direct statement, and in 30b person but not tense is adjusted (Miller 

andWeinert 1998:83). 

(30) a. Brenda passed the message over to me when I kick you knock the cup 
into Andrew's face (M98:83) 

b. They said if they get us there again they're going to wrap the air-rifle 
around my neck 
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Change of tense and person are among the indicators of subordination in indirect 

statement, so such examples are less clearly subordinate than their standard 

equivalents. In the studies described above that have found more complement clauses 

in spoken registers (O'Donnell 1974, Beaman 1974 and Biber 1988) these distinctions 

are not discussed, so examples like 30a and b may have been lumped together with 

examples like those in 28a.49 

This picture does not match up very well with differences between Homeric and 

Classical Greek. The clearest difference between Homeric and Classical Greek in this 

area is that finite complement clauses are less common in Homer. First, with verbs of 

saying in Homer, by far the most common form of indirect statement is the accusative-

infinitive construction (31a).50 Second, though what may be finite complement clauses 

do occur in Homer with verbs of emotion, thought and perception (31b-d), some 

examples are overtly correlative rather than embedded (31b), and it is not clear 

whether those that are not overtly correlative should be interpreted as true complement 

clauses or as (correlative or adverbial clauses (as in 31c, d) (cf. section 1.1.2). 

(31) a. Kai 5E 08 cpaoxAio^Koupnc,'A(ppo5iTnc,/£KYSY^U£V (H-20.105-6) 
They say also that you are born of the daughter of Zeus, Aphrodite 

b. Xevaoexe yap TO ye ndvxeq o uot yspctc, epxetai aXXr\ (II. 1.120) 
You all see this, that my prize goes elsewhere 

c. yiyv(boK<x> 5' oxi uoi Jtpocppcov Kaxevevae Kpovioov vivcnv KOU usva 
KUSOC, (II. 8.175-6) 
I see [this,] that the son of Cronos assented graciously to victory and 
great glory for me 

d. nevQexo yap Kuitpov 5e usya vcAeoc, OVVEK Axouoi/ec, Tpolnv vr\eooiv 
dvauXevaeoQai eueAAov (II. 11.21 -22) 

49 If this were the case, instances where nothing was changed to indicate subordination would be limited 
to the bare type, since //za/-complements require that at least person be changed: Alice/ said *(that) I'm, 
coming over at eight'. In Biber's study (1988:102-3), bare complements belonged to a group of features 
that were most common in oral spoken registers such as conversation; that-complements belonged to a 
group that were most common in literate spoken registers such as speeches and interviews. 
50 One count found 130 instances of cpnui with the infinitive, versus 16 instances of a verb of saying 
followed by a finite complement clause (Schmitt 1889 via Goodwin 1890:262). 
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A great rumor had reached Cyprus, [on account of the fact that/that] 
the Achaeans were going to sail in ships to Troy 

This pattern is the reverse of what is found in oral versus literate registers of English, 

where accusative-infinitive complements are a feature of written registers and finite 

complements are more common in spoken than in written registers. 

Differences in person and tense marking also do not match up. In oral registers of 

English, direct quotations and mixed constructions, which are less clearly subordinate 

than indirect statement complement clauses, are particularly common. Differences 

between Classical and Homeric Greek in this regard are not about direct versus 

indirect quotation but instead seem to be either about Homeric and Classical Greek 

having different systems for marking subordination or about (correlative clauses 

being used in Homer where complement clauses would be used in Classical Greek. In 

Classical Greek indirect statement, there is optional sequence of mood and no 

sequence of tense (32a). In Homer, there is no sequence of mood, but instead there is 

what may be sequence of tense: after a past tense main clause verb, verbs that would 

be present tense in direct statement are past tense (32b). Another possibility is that an 

example like 32b is not a complement clause marked by sequence of tense but instead 

a relative clause with a null pronominal object antecedent in the main clause: 'I fled, 

since I recognized the way in which the god was devising evils'. 

(32) a. eyiyvijiOKov on Kaxa urjSoiTo/urjSeTOu 
I recognized that he was devising evils 

b. cpevyov, excel YIVCOOKOV, o 5rj KCXK& utiSero Scrfucov (Od. 3.166) 
I fled, since I recognized, that the god was devising evils 

In either case, the difference between Homeric and Classical Greek does not resemble 

differences between typical speech and typical writing. Finally, it is worth noting that 

though Classical Greek has a standard indirect statement construction that involves 

change of person and usually mood, direct discourse is also very common (both occur 
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in 33a), and mixed constructions like those that occur in oral registers of English also 

occur; in 33b neither person nor tense is changed, and in 33c tense is not changed: 

(33) a. Hevocpwv 8E djiEKpivaro on ouSev av TOUTCOV einoi eiq xr\v orpatidv 
vyLEiq 5s ^uAAs^avtsq, ecpn, ri fiovhsoQe, Xeyexe (Xen. An. 5.6.37) 
Xenophon answered that he would say nothing of this to the army; 
"you round them up", he said, "and tell them if you want" 

b. 6 5e omeKptvaro OTI OU5' ei yevoi\ir\v, to KOps, ooi y av noxe exi 
So^aiui (Xen. An. 1.6.8-9) 
And he answered that not even if I should become one, Cyrus, would 
I ever again seem like one to you 

c. fj £poujJ8v icpoq auxouc; on "'HSI'KE; yap r)ufi<; rj noAtc, Kal OUK 6p9coc; 
rr)v SiKnv expivsv;" xavxa f\ xi spouusv; (PI. Cri. 50c 1-2) 
Or shall we say to them that "The city wronged us and did not decide 
the case correctly"? Either that, or what else shall we say? 

There are no examples of direct quotation following a complementizer in Homer; the 

earliest example occurs in Herodotus (2.115) (Goodwin 1890:285-286). 

Nonfinite verbs 

Finally, nonfinite subordination, and the use of nonfinite verb forms in general, seem 

to be more common in written than in spoken registers. Chafe (1982) found that 

participles (both attributive as in 34a and b and postmodifier as in 34c and d) and 

gerunds (34e) were about four times as common in formal writing as in informal 

speech, and infinitive complements (34f) about three times as common. 

(34) a. the bleating sheep 
b. the shorn sheep 
c. the sheep walking north 
d. the sheep tracked with GPS 
e. GPS tracking is convenient 
f. It's convenient to track sheep with GPS 

Chafe and Danielewicz (1987) found the same two classes of participles to be most 

common in academic prose, followed by letters, lectures and conversations in that 
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order. Participles and infinitive complements and adverbial purpose clauses were more 

common in spoken than in written English Pear Film narratives (Beaman 1974). In 

Biber's study, infinitives cooccurred with a group of features marking persuasion and 

not closely linked to medium; they were about equally common in conversation and 

academic prose (1988:102-3, 149). Postmodifier participles cooccurred with three 

different groups of features; both past and present participles of this type cooccurred 

with a group of features marking informationality that were most common in literate 

written registers (Biber 1988:102-3, 128). Past-tense postmodifier participles 

cooccurred with a group of features marking non-narrative concerns and abstract 

information that were also on the whole most common in literate written genres; 

attributive adjectives, including participles in attributive position, cooccurred with a 

group of features marking informationality (Biber 1988:102-3, 128, 152, 232-233, 

237-238). In Korean, nonfinite complementation cooccurred with a group of features 

marking planned exposition and structural elaboration that were most common in 

literate written registers (Kim and Biber 1994; Biber 1995:181-87), and in Somali, 

gerunds cooccurred with a group of features marking lexical elaboration and 

planned/integrated production (Biber and Hared 1994; Biber 1995:213-218). 

Participles and infinitives are very common in both Homeric and Classical Greek; 

where there are differences they are not of the same type as the differences between 

spoken and written registers described above. First, nonfinite subordination tends to be 

more important in Homeric Greek. In contrast to finite subordination, which may have 

been limited to (cor)relatives in Indo-European, and seems to have developed and 

become more important over time, the system of verbal adjectives and nouns present 

in later languages like Classical Greek already exists in the earliest languages, like 

Sanskrit and Homeric Greek. Comrie (1998:95) argues that "it is highly plausible that 

Proto-Indo-European made relatively little use of finite subordinate clauses, preferring 
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instead various non-finite constructions, which are richly reflected in the early IE 

languages". 

In both Homeric and Classical Greek, participles are frequently used in contexts where 

finite clauses, either independent (35a) or subordinate (adverbial in 35b and d, purpose 

and complement in35c) would normally appear in English; this includes absolute 

constructions in which the subject of the participle is not an argument of the main 

clause (35d). 

(35) a. TOTS 5' 6p86c, dvaorac, / Siveueax'ctAucov (II. 24.11-12) 
Then he stood straight up, and wandered in circles, distraught 

b. ur|K8Ti -tairca AsyoausBa, eiSoxsq au9co Kep5s' (Od. 13.296-7) 
Let us no longer speak of these things, since we both know tricks 

c. rpnuq 5' eiq UTtspco' &ve(3rjo£To Kayx0^-0^00'* / Seorcoivn epeovoa 
cpiAov Ttoaiv evSov sovra (Od. 23.1-2) 
The old woman went upstairs, rejoicing, to tell her mistress that her 
dear husband was inside 

d. ou TIC, e\iev ^wvToq...xeTpocc, enoicsi (II. 1.88-89) 
No one will lay hands on you.. .while I am alive 

Infinitives appear as complements of nouns (36a), adjectives (36b, c) and verbs (36d-

h). The range of lexical items that take infinitive complements is particularly wide in 

Homeric Greek (Goodwin 1890:297-310; Chantraine 1953:300-305); Chantraine 

(1953:300) comments that the infinitive "is used in Homeric syntax with remarkable 

freedom". 

(36) a. eauucdSeaecti (II. 5.725) 
A wonder to see 

b. £upuT£poc, 5' a>u.oiaiv i§£ crripvoioiv iSsoOou (II. 3.194) 
Broader to look at, in the chest and shoulders 

c. AeuKOTEpoi xiovoc,, Qeisiv 5' dveuoioiv ououn (10.437) 
Whiter than snow, and equal to the winds at running 

d. ^£iv', ou uoi TOIOUTOV £vi 0Tr|9£cai cpiAov Kip / uavJnSi'ooc, 
K£xoAcoo6ai (Od. 7.309-10) 
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Stranger, the heart in my breast is not such as to get angry for no 
reason 

e. pfj5'ievai(I1.4.199) 
He went on his way 

f. o'i itonrpoc; usv ec, oivcov ocKepptyaoi VEECOOU (Od. 2.52) 
They shudder to enter her father's house 

g. oc, apiozeveoKE \i&x£oQai (II. 6.460 etc.) 
Who excelled in fighting 

h. KETVOC, y' OUK £0£Aei o$£ocoa xoAov (II. 9.678) 
He is not willing to quench his anger 

i. au' £OTt£To p.fjAa i5£o0ai (II. 4.476) 
She followed along to watch the flock 

Further evidence for relatively heavier reliance on infinitive constructions in Homeric 

Greek comes from indirect discourse, result clauses, and the use of infinitives as 

imperatives. As we saw above, Homeric Greek uses primarily the accusative and 

infinitive construction for indirect discourse (see 31a above), while in Classical Greek 

finite clause indirect discourse becomes more common. Result clauses are another 

example; in Classical Greek, result clauses are introduced by OJOTE and are finite or 

nonfinite depending on whether the result is actual or natural; in Homer, the finite 

construction with COOTS does not occur and the nonfinite construction occurs only 

twice; instead, infinitive complements on their own indicate result (37a) (Goodwin 

1890:223-26, 310). In Homer, infinitives are often used as imperatives (37b); in 

Classical Greek this becomes much less common. 

(37) a. Hotauouq 5' £zp£\\i£ veeaBai K&p poov, / f\ rcep npocGev i£v 
xaAAippoov u5cop (II. 12.32-33) 
And he turned the rivers so that they went with the stream, along the 
way in which the sweetly flowing water flowed before 

b. UUEIC, 5' aAAoBEV aAAoc, £pntu£iv ETTEEOOIV (II. 2.75) 
And you, from all directions, check them with words 
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2.1.4 Summary 

The main focus of the oral medium and oral poetry theories is on how the different 

circumstances of production and processing typically associated with the spoken and 

written mediums — the speed and evanescence of typical speech and the slowness and 

permanence of typical writing — shape register. Parry's claim is that "oral 

versemaking by its speed must chiefly be carried on in an adding style" 

(1929/1971:262), and Bakker's claim, based on Chafe's (1994) theory of the two- to 

three-second intonation unit as verbalization of the speaker's focus of consciousness, 

is that parataxis is "an inherent property of spoken discourse, naturally resulting from 

its production, and essential in some ways to its comprehension" (1997:43). Sections 

2.1.1 and 2.1.2 presented some problems with this strong emphasis on the influence of 

processing. In section 2.1.1,1 showed that medium is only one of several factors that 

go into shaping a given register, and that discussions of the influence of medium on 

register have to be viewed in that context. In section 2.1.2,1 showed that the parallel 

drawn by the oral medium theory between Homeric Greek and oral registers of 

languages that have both oral and literate registers is misleading; during most of the 

course of development of the Homeric Greek performance register, it was a high 

register compared to other contemporary registers, all of which were also oral, and 

comparative evidence indicates that as such, it was likely distinguished by, among 

other things, relatively dense and integrated syntax. 

In the overview of recent research on structural differences between spoken and 

written registers given in section 2.1.3, some of the results were mostly about 

processing. These are the sort of differences that the oral medium theory focuses on. 

On the level of the phrase and clause, fast online production and processing is 

associated, on the one hand, with a low rate of occurrence of features that allow 

information to be bound together into large chunks with complex internal structure, 

such as lexical nouns and complex noun phrases, and features such as attributive 
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adjectives, prepositional phrases, and pre- and post-modifier participles that are or can 

be used to build complex noun phrases, and on the other hand, with a high rate of 

occurrence of features that allow information to be added to clauses in small chunks 

(often in a way that prioritizes encoding of pragmatic information), such as 

demonstratives and pronouns, short phrases and clauses, various forms of flexible 

word order in languages that allow it, and strategies such as left- and right-dislocation 

in languages with more fixed word order. On the level of clause combination, there 

was some disagreement about what sort of influence is exerted by fast online 

processing; one claim is that it discourages subordination (Chafe 1982), but another is 

that its tendency to discourage use of complex phrases and clauses is balanced out by a 

tendency to encourage use of subordination, because subordination is a form of 

structural complexity that is easier to achieve under the pressure of fast online 

production (Halliday 1989:61-89). Subordination in general is more common in 

written registers in some languages, such as Somali, but not in others, such as English; 

in English and other languages, various non-embedding forms of clause combination, 

like parataxis, clause linking with discourse particles, coordination, and various forms 

of adjoined subordination have been found to be more common in oral registers. The 

oral medium theory, reframed in terms of this research, predicts that differences 

between Homeric Greek and Classical Greek should resemble these general 

processing-related differences between spoken and written registers. It was not 

possible to fully test this prediction, but I concluded that the broad outline of these 

differences does match up quite well with the broad outline of well-established 

differences between Classical and Homeric Greek. 

Other evidence presented in section 2.1.3, however, supported the general point made 

in section 2.1.1 that the influence of conditions of production and processing on the 

structural characteristics of a given register should not be overestimated at the expense 

of other factors, such as syntactic typology, and purpose or typical subject matter. 
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Written Classical Greek in some respects more closely resembles spoken registers of 

typologically similar languages (languages that mark grammatical relations 

morphologically) such as Russian, than it does written registers of typologically 

dissimilar languages like English: hyperbaton and correlative clauses, for instance, are 

features of both spoken Russian and written Classical Greek. Discourse particles, 

which are common in written Classical Greek, are a feature of both spoken and written 

registers in (again, more typologically similar) languages like German, Finnish and 

Hungarian, but are mostly restricted to spoken registers in English. The prevalence of 

complement clauses in spoken registers of English shows that the influence of the 

purpose or typical subject matter associated with a particular register can outweigh the 

influence of processing; complement clauses are a prototypical example of a feature 

that allows information to be bundled into large chunks, since they allow an entire 

clause to function as the subject or object of a verb, and could for that reason be 

expected to be used less under fast online processing conditions, but they are 

nevertheless very common in oral registers of English because people like to talk 

about what they and other people think and say. Similarly, though the slow, planned 

production involved in writing generally tends to encourage use of varied and precise 

vocabulary (long average word length and a high type-token ratio), the high value 

placed on use of such vocabulary in Somali oral poetry means that high-quality oral 

poetry outscores even informational writing in terms of lexical diversity. 

Having identified a number of predictions made by the oral poetry and oral medium 

theories about what sorts of differences should exist between Homeric and Classical 

Greek, I move on in section 2.2 to identify predictions made by the archaism theory, 

which gives priority in explaining the structural properties of the Homeric Greek 

performance register mainly to syntactic typology, one of the influences that the oral 

medium theory tends to deemphasize. The archaism theory is also more compatible 

than the oral medium theory with the overall picture of the nature, purpose, and typical 
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subject matter of high registers in oral cultures, and performance registers and 

languages, that was presented in section 2.1.2, not only for the reasons that have 

already been mentioned (the purposes shared by such registers and typical writing, and 

related tendency to be distinguished from corresponding conversational registers by 

relatively dense, integrated syntax), but also because one important feature of such 

registers is that they tend to preserve linguistic archaisms, which are seen as helping to 

create a dignified, elevated and authoritative tone. It is generally accepted that 

Homeric Greek, as a performance register, preserves archaic vocabulary and 

morphology; the archaism theory of Homeric syntax assimilates syntax to that model. 

2.2 The archaism theory 

Another possible explanation for the syntactic differences between Homeric Greek 

and Classical Greek is that they reflect a change over time in the syntactic typology of 

the Greek language. In the 19* and early 20th century comparative-historical grammar 

tradition, Homeric Greek was described as preserving features of an earlier type of 

syntax in which individual words and clauses were more grammatically independent 

from one another than they were in the later language; independence in relations 

between words and phrases was described under the heading of'apposition', and 

independence in relations between clauses under the heading of 'parataxis' (Meillet 

and Vendryes 1927:519-520, 578-579 etc.; Chantraine 1953:12-21, 232-235 etc.). 

Appositional relationships between verbs and their arguments, nouns and their 

modifiers, and prepositions and their objects were defined in opposition to the 

hierarchical relationships of government and agreement found in integrated verb, noun 

and prepositional phrases; parataxis was defined in opposition to subordination. It was 

sometimes suggested that appositional relationships were based on co-reference 

between lexical nouns and pronouns implied by heads, particularly by verbs (as in 

'Achilles, he killed him, Hector'), and it was also thought that case marking on 
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nominals might have carried more of the burden of marking relationships between 

words and phrases than it did in the later language. 

The archaism theory, like the orality theory, needs to be reframed to take into account 

a backlog of relevant comparative evidence that has been built up since it was first 

proposed. There are living languages whose syntax resembles, in broad outline, the 

type of syntax that Meillet was hypothesizing for early Indo-European languages or 

Indo-European. In late 20th century linguistics, a lot of attention began to be focused 

on these so-called 'nonconfigurational' languages; in at least some of them 

('pronominal argument' languages), relationships of coreference between lexical 

nouns with adjunct rather than argument status and pronouns which obligatorily serve 

as the true arguments of heads such as verbs are fundamental to the syntax; in others, 

grammatical relations and relations between nouns and their modifiers may 

additionally or alternatively be encoded by case marking rather than phrase structure. 

It has recently been suggested that the typology of Greek may have started out 

nonconfigurational and gotten more configurational over time (Devine and Stephens 

2000:141-153). In this section, I look at how well differences between Classical and 

Homeric Greek match up with differences that exist between languages occupying 

different positions along the configurationality spectrum. 

2.2.1 Nonconfigurationality 

The term 'nonconfigurational' was originally coined to describe languages whose 

syntax showed little or no evidence of being based on the same kind of configurational 

phrase structure as the syntax of languages like English. In English, word order alone 

is what tells you who is the agent and who is the patient in a typical transitive sentence 

(38a-b): 

(38) a. Achilles killed Hector 
b. Hector killed Achilles 
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This makes it easy to argue that grammatical functions like subject and object should 

be defined in terms of their positions in phrase structure. In X' theory terms (Chomsky 

1970; Jackendoff 1977:14-18), objects are sisters of X (complements), and subjects 

are sisters of X' (specifiers). The object of a verb forms a constituent with it, a verb 

phrase {chopped the cabbage), that excludes the subject (39a); the subject can 

combine with the verb phrase to form a clause {Alice chopped the cabbage), but 

cannot form a constituent with the verb that excludes the object {chopped the cabbage 

is what Alice did; *Alice chopped is who did the cabbage). 

(39) a. [IP [NPj Alice] [V [I] [VP [NP ti ] [V [V chopped] [NP the 
cabbage]]]]] 

All the arguments associated with a predicate, like transitive chop, which requires an 

agent and a patient, have to be syntactically realized as noun phrases (40a-c). 

(40) a. Alice chopped the cabbage 
b. *Chopped the cabbage 
c. * Alice chopped [] 

These noun phrases must be continuous; elements of the noun phrase cannot be 

separated from one another (41a-d). 

(41) a. Alice chopped the red cabbage 
b. *Alice red chopped the cabbage 
c. Helpful volunteers chopped the cabbage 
d. *Helpful chopped volunteers the cabbage 

Many languages, however, do not share all of these properties with English, and some 

languages do not share any of them. In the Australian language Warlpiri, for instance, 

word order does not encode grammatical relations, arguments of predicates do not 

have to be syntactically realized as noun phrases, and elements of noun phrases may 

be discontinous from one another (Hale 1983). In each of the sentences in (42), the 

subject is the man and the object is the kangaroo: 
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(42) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka wawirri panti-rai (H83:6) 
man-ERG AUX kangaroo spear-NONPAST 
'The man is spearing the kangaroo' 

b. Wawirri ka panta-rni ngarrka-ngku 
kangaroo AUX spear-NONPAST man-ERG 

c. Panti-rni ka ngarrka-ngku wawirri 
spear-NONPAST AUX man-ERG kangaroo 

Any or all of the arguments of the predicate panti-rni may be omitted: subject (43a), 

object (43b) or both (43c): 

(43) a. Ngarrka-ngku ka panti-rni (H83:7) 
man-ERG AUX spear-NONPAST 
'The man is spearing him/her/it' 

b. Wawirri ka panti-rni 
kangaroo AUX spear-NONPAST 
'He/she is spearing the kangaroo' 

c. Panti-rni ka 
spear-NONPAST AUX 
'He/she is spearing him/her/it' 

Finally, a demonstrative associated with the noun 'kangaroo' may be either continuous 

with (44a) or discontinuous from it (44b): 

(44) a. Wawirri yalumpu kapi-rna panti-rni (H83:6) 
kangaroo that AUX spear-NONPAST 
'I will spear that kangaroo' 

b. Wawirri kapi-rna panti-rni yalumpu 
kangaroo AUX spear-NONPAST that 

Warlpiri also differs from English in two other obvious ways, one or both of which are 

probably the key to explaining the differences listed above. First, person and number 

of subject and object are marked by clitic pronouns that attach to the second-position 

auxiliary (the only element of the clause whose position is fixed). Second, there is a 

case-marking system for nominals. In examples 42a-c it is always clear regardless of 

word order that ngarrka-ngku is the subject, because ngarrka-ngku is marked as 



ergative; in 43a-c the (zero) clitics in the auxiliary cluster indicate that the subject and 

object that are not realized as lexical nouns are 3rd person singular; and in 44b, the 

discontinuous constituents share the same (zero) absolutive case marking (Hale 1983). 

Languages near the nonconfigurational end of the configurationality spectrum mark 

grammatical relations morphologically; they are either head-marking or dependent-

marking or some combination of both (double/split-marking) (Nichols 1992:46-64; 

Nordlinger 1998:47-49). In head-marking morphology, the grammatical structure or 

function of a constituent is marked on the head, the part of the constituent that 

determines its category (e.g. chop (V) in chop cabbage (VP), book (N) in yellow book 

(NP), on (P) in on the countertop (PP)). In dependent-marking languages, it is marked 

on the dependent (e.g. cabbage, yellow, the countertop in the examples above). Here 

are some examples of head- and dependent-marking morphology in Greek. 

(45) a. cpuAdnrsi TOUC, ITITIOUC, 

He is guarding the horses 
b. ovv TW cpuAoiKi 

With the guard 
c. dyaBoq cpuAâ  

A brave guard 

In the verb phrase in 45 a, the head cpuAdrTei has head-marking morphology indicating 

that its subject is 3rd person singular; its complement, TOUC. imtouq, has dependent-

marking morphology indicating that it is a direct object. In the prepositional phrase in 

45b, the head ouv requires a dative object, and its complement TCO cpuAara is marked as 

dative. In the noun phrase in 45c, the head cpuAâ  has masculine gender, and the 

modifier dyaBoq, has dependent-marking morphology indicating that the noun it 

modifies is masculine. 

Not all nonconfigurational languages share the three properties listed above (so-called 

'free word order', null anaphora, and discontinuous constituents) as distinguishing 
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languages like Warlpiri from languages like English. Instead, there seems to be not 

only a spectrum of configurationality, but also variation within the territory of 

nonconfigurationality, at least some of which seems to be associated with the 

distinction between head-marking and dependent-marking languages (Nordlinger 

1998:44-50; Baker 2001a). Warlpiri is double-marking; it has both head-marking and 

dependent-marking morphology. The Native American language Mohawk is head-

marking. Like Warlpiri, it allows free word order (46a-f) and null anaphora (47a): 

(46) a. Sak ra-nuhwe'-s ako-[a]tya'tawi (B96:10) 
Sak Mss-like-HAB Fsp-dress 
'Sak likes her dress' 

b. Ra-nuhwe'-s Sak ako-[a]tya'tawi 
Like Sak her-dress 

c. Sak ako-[a]tya'tawi ra-nuhwe'-s 
Sak her-dress like 

d. Ra-nuhwe'-s ako-[a]tya'tawi ne Sak 
Like her-dress Sak 

e. Ako-[a]tya'tawi ra-nuhwe'-s ne Sak 
Her-dress like Sak 

f. Ako-[a]tya'tawi Sak ra-nuhwe'-s 
Her-dress Sak like 

(47) a. Ra-nuhwe'-s (B96:10) 
MsS-like-HAB 
'He likes it' 

Discontinuous constituents, however, are more limited in Mohawk (48a) (occurring 

mainly with quantifier and determiner-like elements) than in Warlpiri (48b). 

(48) a. ?*KA'tsu ne auha'a te-wak-eka'-s rababhot (BO 1:1437) 
fish NE most as-lso-like-HAB bullhead 
'I like bullhead fish the best' 

b. Kuyu 0-rna luwa-rnu wawirri 
animal PERF-ISS shoot-PAST kangaroo 
'I shot a kangaroo' 
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This probably has something to do with the presence of case-marking on nominals in 

Warlpiri, which makes it easier to tell what goes with what. The idea that case-

marking facilitates discontinuity is supported by case-marking patterns. When an 

agreeing adjective and noun are continuous (49a-b), case-marking may appear on both 

adjective and noun or only on the final element, but when they are discontinuous (49c-

d), they must both be case-marked (Laughren 2002). 

(49) a. Ngulya-ngka jinta-ngka 
burrow-Loc one-Loc 
'They kill them in one burrow' 

b. Ngulya jinta-ngka 
burrow one-Loc 

c. Ngulya-ngka ka=lu 
d. *Ngulya ka=lu 

ka=lu 
CENTR=PL.S 

ka=lu 
CENTR=PL.S 

jinta-ngka 
jinta-ngka 

paka-rni(L02:108) 
hit-NPAST 

paka-rni 
hit-NPAST 

paka-rni 
paka-rni 

Another factor may be that the interpretation of nominals in double- and dependent-

marking nonconfigurational languages tends to be flexible; in Warlpiri, there is little 

evidence for a categorial distinction between nouns and adjectives, and almost all 

nominals can be interpreted as referential or predicative (Simpson 1991:265). In 50a, 

either of the contiguous nominals kurdu-ngku and wita-ngku can be interpreted as a 

modifier: 

(50) a. kurdu-ngku wita-ngku ka wajili-pi-nyi (S91:265) 
child- ERG small- ERG PRES chase-NPST 
'The small child is chasing it' 
'The childish small thing is chasing it' 

In 51a, the discontinuous nominals kurdu-jarra-rlu and wita-jarra-rlu can be 

interpreted either together or separately (Simpson 1991:257): 

(51) a. kurdu-jarra-rlu ka-pala maliki wajili-pi-nyi 
Child-DUAL-ERG PRES-3duSUBJ d o g - A B S chase-NPAST 

wita-jarra-rlu (S91:257) 
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Small-DUAL-ERG 

'(The) two small children are chasing the dog' 
'Two children are chasing the dog and they are small' 

Finally, another noteworthy difference is that head-marking but not dependent-

marking languages tend to feature productive noun incorporation (52a) (Baker 

1996:14-23). 

(52) a. Wa'-ke-nakt-a-hninu-'(Mohawk, BOlb: 1439) 
FACT- 1 ss-bed-0-buy-puNC 
I bought the/a bed (T bed-bought') 

This feature seems to fit in with the general tendency of such languages to pack a lot 

of information into the verb (Baker 2001a).51 

What is it that is different about these languages? Is this just a randomly collected set 

of different syntactic properties, or are the differences related to one another in some 

principled way? Recall the suggestions made in the context of the theory of apposition 

and parataxis about what might be behind the early typology. On the one hand, it was 

thought that various grammatical relationships may have been based on coreference 

between implied pronouns, and on the other that roles played by nominals were 

indicated through case-marking rather than government by verbs and prepositions. 

These same possibilities are at the center of current debates about the structure of 

living nonconfigurational languages. In the case of double- and dependent-marking 

languages, there are two main competing theories, one of which seeks to explain their 

structure as being based on the ubiquitous presence of implied or overt bound 

pronouns with which adjoined lexical elements corefer, while the other claims that 

rich morphology, and particularly case-marking, makes syntactic phrase formation 

largely unnecessary. My aim in this chapter is to compare the predictions the orality 

51 This association is a matter of debate; Baker (1996) considers productive noun incorporation to be a 
defining feature of polysynthesis, but Evans (2002) argues for a less restrictive definition based on 
clustering of features. 
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theory with the predictions of the theory that syntactic differences between Homeric 

and Classical Greek can be understood in terms of change over the history of Greek 

from a less configurational to a more configurational type of syntax. In order to do 

that, it will be necessary to briefly describe these general theories about how 

nonconfigurationality works. They lead not only to different conclusions about exactly 

what such a change would have consisted of, but also in some cases to different 

conclusions about what tests can be used to evaluate whether such a change took place 

or not. 

Nonconfigurationality theories 

There is more agreement about how head-marking nonconfigurationality works than 

there is about how dependent-marking nonconfigurationality works. Most analyses of 

the structure of head-marking nonconfigurational languages are in one way or another 

based on the, pronominal argument theory: the idea that the inflected verb incorporates 

or licenses null or overt pronouns, which serve as arguments (nominals required by the 

verb; intransitives like dance require a subject; transitives like chop require a subject 

and direct object; ditransitives like give require a subject, direct object, and indirect 

object), while lexical nominals have the status of optional adjuncts that are associated 

with the verb only indirectly, through their relationship with the argument pronouns 

(Jelinek 1984; Baker 1996:41-137; Bresnan 2001:144-79; Mithun 2003).52 Informally, 

the idea is that the structure of Mohawk clauses (like those in (46) above) resembles 

52 This basic idea is given different form in different accounts. According to Jelinek's (1984) account of 
pronominal argument structure in Warlpiri, the clitic pronouns themselves serve as the true arguments 
of the verb. In Baker's (1996:41-137) account of pronominal argument structure in Mohawk, 
inflectional morphology and incorporated nouns absorb the case features assigned by the verb, so 
lexical nominals are prohibited from appearing in argument positions because they cannot receive case 
there; the only elements that can appear in the standard argument positions are null pronouns (pro) or 
traces left behind by arguments that have undergone obligatory movement to positions outside the 
clause. In Bresnan's (2001:144-79) account of Chichewa and Navajo as having optional and partial 
pronominal argument structure respectively, the argument status of incorporated pronouns is not 
encoded in phrase structure, but their presence in functional structure is taken to have many of the same 
consequences as it has in other accounts. 
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that of English clauses with pronominal arguments and dislocated adjunct lexical 

nouns (as in 53a). 

(53) a. He, the doctor, tells me, the patient, what to do (J84:50) 

According to this analysis, the adjunct status of lexical nominals explains the 

traditionally nonconfigurational properties of free word order and omissibility of 

lexical arguments (Jelinek 1984); the behavior of all lexical nominals in such 

languages resembles the behavior in English of adjuncts as opposed to arguments. In 

English, arguments are obligatory and occur in fixed positions (54a-e). 

(54) a. Carol built a treehouse (E02) 
b. *A treehouse built Carol 
c. *Built a treehouse 

Adjuncts, however, are optional and tend to show more flexibility in their ordering 

(Ernst 2002:130-2); in example 55a, all noun phrases apart from the subject Carol and 

object treehouse are adjuncts and can occur in any relative order, and in many 

different positions relative to the verb and its arguments (55b, c):53 

(55) a. Carol built a treehouse for her brother in the backyard with her new 
tools (E02:132) 

b. In the backyard, Carol built a treehouse with her new tools for her 
brother 

c. Carol built, with her new tools, a treehouse, in the backyard, for her 
brother 

So, the pronominal argument theory describes languages like Mohawk and languages 

like English as having the same basic phrase structure configuration, including the 

same structurally defined subject and object positions, but with one major difference, 

namely that in the former, argument positions are never filled by lexical nominals. 

53 Different classes of adjuncts differ in the flexibility of their ordering; the examples in (55) involve so-
called 'participant adjuncts', which can be reordered with no change in meaning (Ernst 2002:130-2). 
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There is less agreement about how to analyze the structure of double-marking and 

dependent-marking nonconfigurational languages, but there are two main theories.54 

According to one theory, they have pronominal argument structure, just like head-

marking nonconfigurational languages (Jelinek 1984; Laughren 1989; Speas 

1990:162-8; Hale 1994; Baker 2001b). For a double-marking language like Warlpiri, 

this would mean that the clitic pronouns that appear in the second-position auxiliary 

cluster (like the first person subject and second person object pronouns rna and ngku 

in 56a) serve as or license pronominal arguments, while any lexical arguments or free 

pronouns (like ngajulu-rlu and nyuntu in 56a) are adjuncts. 

(56) a. ngajulu-rlu ka-rna-ngku nyuntu nya-nyi (S91:158) 
I-ERG PRES-lsgNOM-2sgACC yOU-ABSSee-NPAST 

'I see you' 

For a purely dependent-marking language like Jiwarli, it would have to mean that 

none of the arguments of the verb have any overt syntactic or morphological 

realization, since there are no clitic pronouns or verbal agreement morphology which 

could be argued to constitute or license pronominal arguments (Baker 2001a; 2001b). 

In the Jiwarli clause in 57a, the free pronouns ngatha and nhurra-nha are not doubled 

by clitics (compare the combination of free and clitic pronouns in Warlpiri in example 

56a above) and the verb mana-ra does not contain any information about the person or 

number of its arguments (Austin 2001). 

(57) a. Ngatha nhurra-nha murrurrpa mana-ra (A01a:7) 
lsg.erg 2sg-acc cicatrice-acc get-fut 
'I will get you cicatrices' 

54 Falling into neither of these categories is the theory that Warlpiri, like English, has both lexical 
arguments and hierarchical phrase structure that marks grammatical relations, and that highly flexible 
word order is to be explained by optional movement of arguments out of the verb phrase; this approach 
has recently been argued for primarily on the basis of patterns of occurrence of clitic pronouns in the 
AUX cluster in applicative constructions (Legate 2001). 
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Applying the pronominal argument theory to double- and dependent-marking 

languages, which tend to feature extensive noun phrase discontinuity, raises the 

question of whether or how pronominal argument structure licenses such 

discontinuity. Arguments, apart from occurring in fixed positions and not being 

omissible, are also unique and must stand in a one-to-one relationship with roles 

specified by the verb; adjuncts are technically not subject to that condition, so 

pronominal argument structure could make discontinuous constituency possible by 

allowing multiple coreferent dislocated noun phrases to be identified with a single 

pronominal argument (Jelinek 1984). In comparable dislocation structures in Romance 

languages, however, there tends to be only one dislocated noun phrase per pronoun, 

and the limited sorts of discontinuity that occur in head-marking nonconfigurational 

languages may result not from the adjunct status of lexical arguments but instead from 

various forms of movement that also exist in configurational languages, such as 

quantifier float and wh-movement (Baker 1996: 138-85). That would leave the more 

widespread and varied noun phrase discontinuity in double- and dependent-marking 

languages still in need of explanation. One proposal is that the occurrence of 

discontinuity is related to the tendency for such languages to allow nominals to shift 

easily between referential and predicative interpretations, so that besides standing as 

coreferential adjuncts to pronominal arguments lexical nominals can also be 

predicated of them (Speas 1990:159-72; Baker 2001b); compare example 51a above, 

where one possible interpretation of the discontinuous noun phrase involves a second 

predication; on this version of the pronominal argument theory, the interpretation of 

such a sentence could be something like '(the) two children, (they) are chasing the 

dog, (and they are) small'. 

According to another theory, Warlpiri and other double- and dependent-marking 

nonconfigurational languages differ from languages like English in having a flat 

phrase structure, which does not encode grammatical functions like subject and object; 
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such relations are instead directly encoded by morphology, either by a combination of 

agreement and case marking or, in purely dependent-marking languages, by case 

marking alone (Hale 1983; Simpson 1991:65-111; Austin andBresnan 1996; 

Nordlinger 1998:60-69; Bresnan 2001:5-10).55 The three central nonconfigurational 

properties of free word order, omission of lexical arguments and discontinuous noun 

phrases do not all flow from a single source, as in the pronominal argument theory, but 

instead result from independent, though interrelated, factors (Austin and Bresnan 

1996): word order is free because morphology rather than phrase structure is being 

used to mark grammatical relations; omission of lexical arguments is possible because 

the second-position clitics are optionally pronominal; noun phrases can be 

discontinuous because constituency is marked by case, and because nominals readily 

shift between referential and predicative interpretations. This theory does not raise the 

same questions that the pronominal argument theory raises about the status of lexical 

nominals, since it maintains that lexical nominals can have all the same functions in 

Warlpiri as they do in English, acting as arguments, adjuncts and secondary predicates 

in different contexts. 

Discourse configurationality 

Early descriptions of word order in nonconfigurational languages as 'free' were 

qualified by the observation that word order was nevertheless not meaningless and that 

its meaning needed to be investigated (see e.g. Hale 1983:6); since then it has been 

55 The second theory has primarily been developed in the context of Lexical-Functional Grammar 
(hereafter LFG) (Bresnan 2001). One of the motivations for the design of LFG is the idea that the 
dominant Chomskyan model of Universal Grammar is heavily influenced by non-universal aspects of 
the structure of English and related languages, and is not well-suited for analyzing languages like 
Warlpiri, in which morphology does the work of encoding grammatical relations that is done by phrase 
structure in languages like English (Bresnan 2001:5-14). In LFG, there are separate components 
describing argument structure (roles, like subject and object, associated with events) functional 
structure (abstract relations between roles, like subject and object, and ways of expressing them) and 
categorial structure (overt forms of expression like morphology and phrase structure) which are related 
by linking principles (Bresnan 2001:19-22). Morphology and syntax have equal status in functional 
structure; a given grammatical function, like 'object', can be defined in terms of phrase structure or 
morphological structure (e.g. as as being complement of the verb, and/or having accusative case). 
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found that word order in some of the most well-known nonconfigurational languages 

is discourse configurational (Laughren 2002; Hale, Jelinek, and Willie 2003). A 

language can be said to be discourse configurational if it associates discourse-semantic 

functions like topic and focus with particular phrase structure positions (Kiss 2001), 

but the term is usually used to describe languages where the occurrence of arguments 

in such positions is overt and standard.56 In Hungarian, for instance, the main 

structural dichotomy in a categorical sentence is between topic and predicate, and the 

topic can be any of the arguments of the predicate (Kiss 2001); in 58a, the topic is the 

grammatical object. Immediately preverbal position is associated with identificational 

focus; according to Kiss (2001), there is a structural focus position that is obligatorily 

filled by the verb (hivta in 58b) and focused arguments move to the specifier position 

of that projection (Marit in 58b). 

(58) a. [TP Evat [VP Janos varta a mozi elott]] (K95:208) 
Eve-Ace John waited the cinema in-front-of 
'Eve was waited for in front of the cinema by JOHN' 

b. [1P JanoSk [FP Maritj [F hivta, [VP meg t, tj tk ]]]] (K01:1451, simplified) 
John Mary-Ace invited PREV 

'John invited MARY' 

At least some nonconfigurational languages are also discourse configurational, and if 

what is described as 'free' word order is usually discourse configurational word order, 

most of them may be. Hale, Jelinek and Willie (2003) argue that Navajo is both a 

pronominal argument language and a discourse configurational language.57 Pronouns 

incorporated into the verb are ordered according to their grammatical functions, while 

lexical nominals are distributed into left-peripheral topic and focus positions according 

to an animacy hierarchy; coindexing between lexical nominals and incorporated 

pronouns depends on a combination of constraints related to the animacy hierarchy, 

56 English probably meets the broader definition, but overt occurrence of arguments in topic and focus 
positions (in left-dislocation and clefts, for instance) is relatively restricted and marked, so it is usually 
not described as a discourse configurational language. 
57 For arguments against pronominal argument structure for Navajo, see Speas (2000). 
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and direct versus inverse marking on the verb (the former indicating that the agent is 

the topic and the latter indicating that the patient is the topic); in 59a, for instance, 

'boy', outranking 'horse', appears in topic position, and the verb is marked as direct, 

so the topic is coindexed with the subject pronominal argument (Hale, Jelinek, and 

Willie 2003). 

(59) a. Ashkii lit' yiztal (H03:ll) 
Boy horse 30bj-3Subj-kicked 
Topic Focus Foc-Top-V 
'The boy kicked the horse' 

Warlpiri also associates discourse-semantic functions with particular structural 

positions. There are various proposals about how exactly these positions are arranged 

(Austin and Bresnan 1996; Legate 2001; Laughren 2002; Simpson 2007), but they all 

allow for at least the left-peripheral topic and focus found in other discourse 

configurational languages (cf. 60b).58 Legate (2001), building on Laughren (2002), 

proposes two topic positions, to account for cooccurrence of hanging or dislocated 

topics and regular topics, and two focus positions, to account for cooccurrence of wh-

elements and other focused constituents, which would give the leftmost edge of the 

Warlpiri clause the discourse-functional projections shown in 60a. 

(60) a. [TopPHTLD [TopP [FocP [FocPwh [CP]]]]] (L02) 
b. Pikirri-ji-npa nyarrparla-rla warunka-ma-nu-rnu 

spearthrower-nom-2sg where-loc forget-CAUSE-PST-HITHER 
Topic Focus Verb 
'Where did you forget the spearthrower on your way here?' 

The issue of whether a language has 'free word order', originally one of the defining 

characteristics of nonconfigurationality, breaks down into two different questions. One 

question is whether arguments of predicates regularly and overtly appear in phrase 
58 Simpson (2007) suggests a particular arrangement of functional projections in the left periphery but 
then goes on to argue that relative discourse prominence and newness might be associated with spans in 
the clause rather than specific positions, and that information structure might be better represented as a 
dimension separate from phrase structure. 
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structure positions associated with discourse functions like topic and focus (whether 

the language is discourse configurational). Another and separate question is whether 

lexical arguments of predicates can also overtly appear in phrase structure positions 

associated with grammatical relations like subject and object (whether it is 

configurational). There are various different possibilities for how discourse-functional 

phrase structure positions can be related to argument positions in the verb phrase or 

sentence nucleus. First, discourse configurationality can be combined with a standard 

hierarchical verb phrase. Lexical nominals sitting in discourse-functional positions 

may govern traces of themselves sitting in phrase-structurally defined argument 

positions in a configurational verb phrase; this is generally assumed to be how 

discourse configurationality works in languages like German and Japanese (Baker 

2001b), is debatable for Hungarian (Kiss 2008), and has been suggested for Warlpiri 

(Legate 2002:62). Second, discourse configurationality can be combined with various 

flavors of nonconfigurationality. The same type of relationship (movement and 

government of traces) could apply, but with arguments starting out in a flat sentence 

nucleus, with no hierarchical verb phrase; this has been argued for Hungarian (Kiss 

1995; 2008); it has similarly been proposed that Warlpiri has a phrase structure with 

some hierarchical discourse functional projections on the left periphery but a flat 

sentence nucleus (though in a non-movement framework) (Austin and Bresnan 1996; 

Simpson 2007). When discourse configurationality is combined with pronominal 

argument structure, lexical nominals sitting in discourse-functional projections are 

related by a system of coreference to (null) pronouns occupying (or having been 

incorporated into the verb from) argument positions in a hierarchical verb phrase 

(Hale, Jelinek, and Willie 2003). 

2.2.2 Homer and nonconfigurational syntax 

Free word order, null anaphora, and discontinuous constituents were the three main 

properties originally associated with nonconfigurationality (Hale 1983). These all 
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appear in some form in both Classical and Homeric Greek. As shown in section 2.2.1, 

two properties are subsumed under the description 'free word order': discourse 

configurational word order and lack of a hierarchical VP containing lexical arguments. 

Classical Greek has discourse configurational word order; it has the clause-level topic 

and focus illustrated above for Hungarian, Navajo and Warlpiri (see Dik 1995 for 

evidence from Herodotus and Dik 2007 for evidence from tragic dialogue), and the 

projection of focus is cross-categorial, appearing at the level of the (noun, adjective, 

verb and in poetry, prepositional) phrase as well as the clause (Devine and Stephens 

2000:9-15; see also Devine and Stephens 2006:87-98, 377-91 on cross-categorial 

focus and scrambling projections in Latin). The discourse configurationality of 

Classical Greek appears to be inherited. Clause-level topic and focus positions can be 

reconstructed for Indo-European based on evidence from Homeric Greek, Vedic 

Sanskrit and Hittite (Hale 1987:12; Garrett 1990:28-32) (61a, with Hale's COMP node 

relabeled as Focus, following Kiparsky 1995). Evidence comes partly from examples 

in which both positions are clearly filled. In Homer, an interrogative in focus position 

can be preceded by a single topicalized constituent (61b-c). 

(61) a. [S" Topic [S'Focus [S]]] 
b. TU>V 5' aXXiov xiq KEV fioi cppeoiv ouvouorc' ri'itoi (II. 17.260) (G90:31) 

Of the others, who could say their names from memory 
c. dvSpwv 5' £v icoAAcp oudSw nCJq KEV TIC, dKOuaou r\ emoi; (II. 19.81) 

Amidst the great roar of men, how can anyone hear or speak? 

The question of whether there was a hierarchical verb phrase in Ancient Greek has for 

the most part not been directly addressed. In the literature on nonconfigurationality, 

arguments about this topic are mostly based on word order and the application of 

movement rules, and binding and coreference phenomena. First, there is the issue of 

unmarked word order; even in a language where word order is highly flexible and all 

orders of, say, S, O, and V are equally grammatical, if one order can be shown to be 

unmarked, it can be argued that that order is basic and the others are derived from it by 
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movement rules. It is claimed for Warlpiri not only that all of the word order 

permutations in a series like (42a-c) above are grammatical, but that none of them is 

unmarked. The same claim has been made for postverbal word order in Hungarian, as 

part of the argument for a flat head-initial VP, from which constituents raise to 

preverbal discourse-functional projections, as in 58b above (Kiss 1995, 2008). 

Taylor (1994) argues on the basis of clitic positioning and the statistical distribution of 

word order permutations that there was a change over time in the basic word order of 

Ancient Greek, from SOV in Homeric to SVO in Koine, with Classical Greek showing 

competition between SOV and SVO. The conclusion reached about the nature of word 

order permutations is that Homeric Greek has basic SOV order reflecting the location 

of arguments in a hierarchical head-final VP, from which all other orders are derived 

by rightward extraposition of subject and/or object. The main problem with this 

picture is that it does not take into account the existence of the left-peripheral topic 

and focus projections illustrated in (61), and it gives no alternative account of 

pragmatic or other motivations for the proposed rightward movement.59 Iliad 23.897 

(62a), for example, is cited as an example of SXVY order (Taylor 1994:22): 

(62) a. oy\]pux;/ TaA0u(3uo Krjpuva 5i'5ou nepiKaAAeq 6x0Aov (II. 23.897) 
Topic Focus Verb Tail 
Then the hero gave to the herald Talthybius the beautiful prize. 

There is no apparent reason in 62a for the direct object to be singled out as a target for 

extraposition (heaviness, for instance, is sometimes a reason for extraposition, but the 

direct object here is no heavier than the indirect object); there are reasons, however, 

for the arguments to be distributed as they are if the topic and focus structure 

illustrated in 61a is assumed. The subject, Agamemnon, and object, a cauldron offered 

59 It also does not take into account the order of arguments on either side of the verb, so that for 
instance, in clauses with three lexical arguments, the probability of occurrence of examples with the 
order O-IO-S-V versus those with the order S-IO-O-V is not discussed; both would be counted simply 
as instances involving no extraposition (Taylor 1994). 
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as a prize, are old information (the cauldron is described in detail in line 885 and 

Agamemnon is a main character in the scene) and appear in topic and tail position 

respectively; the indirect object Talthybius the herald has not been mentioned since 

book 19 (Richardson 1993:271), and appears in the directly preverbal focus position. 

Even if it were to be shown that Homeric Greek has SOV word order in pragmatically 

neutral contexts, that would not show that SOV order reflects the order of occurrence 

of arguments in a hierarchical verb phrase. SOV order could also result from raising of 

arguments from a (hierarchical or flat) S or VP to higher discourse-functional 

projections: objects together with the verb tend to be part of the new information being 

asserted in a clause, and would show an affinity for preverbal focus position. The 

latter scenario has been argued to account for neutral SOV word order in Latin (with 

raising from a hierarchical verb phrase) (Devine and Stephens 2006:25-9, 87-98). On 

that kind of analysis, word-order based arguments for or against a hierarchical VP in 

Classical or Homeric Greek could potentially be based on evidence or lack of evidence 

for an unmarked postverbal word order, as in the case of Hungarian. As far as I am 

aware, no such evidence has been collected; this would make a good topic for future 

research. 

Evidence about the structure of VP can also come from the operation of movement 

rules; in so far as these rules target constituents, if they can be shown to target the 

finite verb plus direct object, that is evidence for a VP constituent containing the 

object. For English, evidence for the existence of a VP including the object and 

excluding the subject comes from movement operations that target the verb plus object 

and cannot operate on the verb plus subject (cf. Chopped the cabbage is what Alice 

didvs. * Alice chopped is what did the cabbage). For Warlpiri, some evidence about 

constituency comes from what can appear in the position immediately preceding the 

second-position AUX cluster; noun phrases (including modified and conjoined noun 

phrases), nonfinite verb phrases (including objects), preverbs, propositional particles, 
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and finite verbs (with or without preverbs) (63a) can appear there, but a finite verb 

plus a lexical argument cannot (Laughren 2002) (63b-c): 

(63) a. Warru-pu-ngu kala=lu kuyu yapa-patu-rlu 
Around-kill- PAST past=PL.s animal:NOM person-PL-ERG 
'The people used to kill animals all over' 

b. *Warru-pu-ngu kuyu kala=lu 
Around-kill-PAST animal :NOM past=PL.s 

c. *Kuyu warru-pu-ngu kala=lu 
(L02:97) 

Laughren (2002) argues based on this evidence that the Warlpiri finite verb is phrasal, 

and that the finite verb phrase does not contain overt embedded arguments; if it did, 

they would be able to appear together with it in pre-AUX position, like nominals 

embedded in noun phrases, and nonfinite verb phrases. This is the sort of evidence that 

has been used to argue for the existence of topic and focus projections in Homeric 

Greek; exactly one syntactic constituent can appear before an interrogative in Homer 

(61b-c above). It has not been used to make arguments about the nature of the verb 

phrase; again, this would make a good topic for future research. 

Arguments about the structure of VP can also be based on coreference and binding 

phenomena. This type of test is valid only in so far as the rules governing these 

phenomena are defined in terms of c-command relationships in a hierarchical phrase 

structure (Chomsky 1981:188, 183-222); they can also be defined in terms of a 

hierarchy of grammatical functions or thematic roles, independent from phrase 

structure (Pollard and Sag 1994:238-81; Bresnan 2001:212-235). Results of such tests 

in nonconfigurational languages are mixed. On the one hand, in all or almost all 

languages, including nonconfigurational languages such as Warlpiri, reflexives and 

reciprocals can only be objects or obliques coreferent with subjects (64a), not the other 

way around (64b) (Baker 2001b; Bresnan 2001:7); rules governing this type of 
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relationship may be defined in terms of the thematic hierarchy rather than phrase 

structure. 

(64) a. Napaljarri-rli ka-nyanu paka-rni (BO 1:7) 
Napaljarri-ERG PRES-REFL hit-NONPAST 
'Napaljarri is hitting herself 

b. *Napaljarri ka-nyanu paka-rni 
Napaljarri-abs pres-refl hit-nonpast 
'Herself is hitting Napaljarri' 

But nonconfigurational languages also show some coreference effects that seem to 

show a lack of phrase-structural subject-object asymmetry, and head-marking and 

dependent-marking languages show different effects (Baker 2001b). In English, 

coreference between an object and a possessive inside a subject is possible (compare 

the glosses in 65a-b), but not the other way around: there is obligatory disjoint 

reference in cases like 65a. In Mohawk, both are possible (regardless of word order) 

(65a-b) (Baker 1996:45-6): 

(65) a. Wa'-t-ha-ya-'k-e' ne fhikA Sak rao-[a]'share' 
FACT-DUP-lsS-break-Punc NE that Sak MsP -knife 
'He broke that knife of Sak's (coreference OK) (B96:45-46) 

b. Ro-ya'takehnha-s fhikA ne Sak rao-[a]'share' 
MsO-help-HAB that NE Sak MsP-knife 
'That knife of Sak's is helping him' (coreference OK) 
(B96:46) 

Mohawk also behaves differently with respect to so-called 'weak crossover' with 

interrogatives; in English, an interrogative subject can bind an overt possessive 

pronominal inside the object ('Whoi loves his* mother'), but not vice versa (*'WhOj 

does hisi mother love'). In Mohawk, neither pattern occurs (Baker 2001b). Baker 

(1996:43-48) argues that this set of facts makes sense if lexical nominals are always 

adjoined to the clause as a whole and are therefore not c-commanded by pronominal 

arguments or traces occupying argument positions. On that theory, the null pronoun in 
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subject position in 65a can co-refer with the object because it does not c-command it, 

and sentences like 'Whos loves hisj mother' are ruled out because the trace of the 

interrogative does not c-command the lexical object, and therefore cannot bind the 

pronoun inside it (Baker 1996:43-73). 

It seems unlikely that coreference of the sort seen in 65a occurs in Ancient Greek, 

Classical or Homeric. Some positive evidence that parallels to 65a are not possible in 

Homeric Greek may be found in the second half of the Odyssey; when Odysseus has 

returned to Ithaca in disguise, there are frequent third-person references to 'Odysseus' 

house', and so forth, by Odysseus himself and by others that are meant to be amusing, 

and would at minimum have a different effect if coreference between the subject and 

possessive pronoun inside the prepositional phrase were possible (66a-b): 

(66) a. Kerf K eAOoov npbq Soojion:' '05uacfjoc, 6eioio ayYeAinv gutouai 
nepkppovi nnveAoTtefn (Od. 15.313-314) 
And I will go to godlike Odysseus' house and give the message to 
circumspect Penelope (external audience, but not addressee, knows 
that the speaker is Odysseus) 

b. ax K e\Qr\ npoc, SOJUOCT' 'OSuacfjoc, Odoio (Od. 17.230-232) 
If he goes to the house of godlike Odysseus (external audience but 
not speaker knows that the subject of eXQr\ is Odysseus) 

There is positive evidence that Homeric Greek does not have the sort of two-way 

weak crossover effect with interrogatives that is found in Mohawk. There are no 

examples in Homer of a subject interrogative binding an overt possessive pronominal 

inside an object in the same clause, but there are examples involving an overt 

possessive pronominal inside an oblique (67a-b): 

(67) a. TOJV 5' aAAwv TIC, KSV f)oi cppeoiv ouvojiaT' eutoi, oaoox 5ri \iexomaQe 
udxnv r\yeipav 'Axaiwv; (II. 17.260-261) 
And who could say the names of the others from memory [lit: with 
his mind] 

b. GO cpi'As, TIC, Y<ip as itpiaTO KTedTeomv EOTOIV; (Od. 14.115) 
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My dear man, who bought you with his wealth? 

So, by this measure, it looks as though null subject pronominals (66a-b) and 

interrogatives (67a-b) are able to c-command lexical arguments in Homeric Greek. 

Warlpiri has disjoint reference patterns that are different from those found in English, 

and the opposite of those found in Mohawk. Coreference between a nominal and a 

possessive inside another argument is ruled out altogether (regardless of word order) 

(68a-b) (Simpson 1991:179-80): 

(68) a. Jakamarra-kurlangu maliki-rli ka nyanungu wajijli-pi-nyi 
Jakamarra-poss dog-ERG PRES he chase-NPAST 
*Jakamarra's dog chases him=Jakamarra 

b. Jakamarra-kurlangu maliki-rli ka nyanungu-rlu wajijli-pi-nyi 
Jakamarra-poss dog-ERG PRES he-ERG chase-NPAST 
*He chases Jakamarra's=his own dog 
(S91:179-80) 

Hungarian patterns with Warlpiri in this respect (69a-b)(Kiss 2008): 

(69) a. *JanoSj anyja szereti ot/proj 
John's mother loves him 
'John's mother loves him' 

b. *0/pro, szereti Janos, anyjat 
He loves John's mother 
'He loves John's mother' 
(K08:ex.l9a-b) 

With respect to weak crossover, Warlpiri (Baker 2001b) again differs from English but 

in an opposite way from Mohawk; an object interrogative can bind a pronoun inside 

the subject, and vice versa (i.e. both 'Whoidoes his; mother love' and 'Who, loves hisj 

mother' are OK); Hungarian again patterns with Warlpiri (Kiss 2008). Different ways 

of explaining these facts have been proposed. Simpson (1991:179-180) argues that 

coreference in 68a-b is ruled out by mutual c-command of the subject and object in a 

flat phrase structure. Kiss (2008) argues that both can be explained either by mutual c-
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command in a flat phrase structure or by obligatory verb-phrase internal topicalization 

of pronominal and wh-objects in a layered hierarchical verb phrase; on the latter 

analysis, the object pronoun would c-command the subject in 69a and therefore be 

unable to co-refer with it, and an intermediate trace of the wh-object would c-

command the subject in 'Whoi does hiss mother love' and therefore be able to bind the 

possessive pronoun. Baker (2001b) argues that both patterns in Warlpiri could result 

from a structure in which pronominal arguments obligatorily raise out of a hierarchical 

verb phrase to specifier positions that c-command both argument positions in the verb 

phrase, which contain secondary-predicate-like lexical nominals. 

If Homeric Greek behaved like Warlpiri and Hungarian with respect to disjoint 

reference, the evidence would be negative rather than positive, consisting only of a 

lack of examples of the types seen in 68a-b and 69a-b. A search for genitive forms of 

the proper names 'Achilles' and 'Odysseus' in Homer yielded no such examples. With 

respect to weak crossover, there could be positive evidence that Homeric Greek 

resembles Warlpiri and Hungarian, in the form of examples of an object or oblique 

interrogative binding an overt pronominal inside a subject; a search of overt 

possessive pronouns in Homer yielded no such examples. So, with respect to disjoint 

reference effects and weak crossover with interrogatives, I am not aware of any 

positive evidence one way or another about whether Homeric Greek resembles 

Warlpiri and Hungarian. 

Apart from free word order (or discourse configurational word order in the absence of 

a hierarchical verb phrase containing lexical arguments) the other two central features 

originally associated with nonconfigurationality are null anaphora (illustrated above in 

43 and 47), and discontinuous constituents (illustrated above in 44, 48, 50 and 51). 

These properties are shared by both Homeric and Classical Greek. Person and number 

features of the subject are marked on the verb, and pronominal subjects that are not 
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focused are usually null unless they are necessary for disambiguation; though there is 

no such marking for objects, definite referential pronominal objects are also often null. 

According to Luraghi (2003), null objects are obligatory in certain contexts, most 

notably where a conjunct participle and verb (70a-b), or coordinated clauses (70c-d), 

share an object; occurrence of null objects is otherwise discourse-conditioned, and 

most likely when the object is highly topical (70e-f). 

(70) a. uioQ \xev &r\ vox XeXvzai yepov coc, EKEXEVEC;, Kevccti 5' ev Aex&oo'-
aua 5' r|ot cpawousvncpiv oxpeai 0; autoc, aywv 0i. 
(II. 24.599-601) 
Your son, old man, is given back according to your wish, and lies 
upon a bier; at the break of day you shall yourself behold him as you 
bear him hence (L03:176) 

b. 6 5s suKtunAdc, dndvTCoVi Tiqv yvcop-nv dTi£7t£U7r£ 0i. (Xen. An. 1.7.8) 
Having fulfilled the expectations of all, he dismissed them (L03:170) 

c. icnriai u£v axeiXavzo, Beaav 0j 5' ev vni ueAaivn (II. 1.433) 
They furled the sail and stowed it in the black ship (L03:181) 

d. KCXI uiVi 'ABnvaToi Snuooin XE e'Oaî av avzov xf\ nep EKEOE veal 
Exi\ir\oav 0, viEyaXooq (Hdt. 1.30-31) 
The Athenians buried him at public expense on the spot where he fell 
and gave him much honor (L03:179) 

e. EveTtAnoOev 5e oi, ducpoo aiuatoq ocpOaAuov TO 5' dvd cxoua Kai Kara 
pivai; TipfjoE xavoov 0avdxou 5e p.sAav vecpoq 0, du(p£KdAuij>£v 
(II. 16.348-350) 
Both his eyes were filled with blood; and up through mouth and 
nostrils he spurted blood as he gaped, and a black cloud of death 
enfolded him (L03:186) 

f. .. .f] ou TOCTO ArjBnv AryouEV, oa Zipuia, ETuoTrjunc, j dnoftoAriv; 
ndvrooq SrJTiou, £(pn, w EawpaTEq. Ei 5E y£ oiua; Aa(36vT£c, 0i irpiv 
Y£vsa8ai YIYV0H£V01 d:nxoA£0au£v 0-, (PI. Phd. 75dl0-e3) 
'.. .the loss of knowledge is just what we mean when we speak of 
forgetting, is it not, Simmias?' Certainly, Socrates, said he. 'But, I 
suppose, if we acquired knowledge before we were bora and lost it at 
birth...'(L03:188) 
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Definite null objects also occur in many other early IE languages, such as Latin, 

Sanskrit, Persian, Old English, and Old Icelandic (van der Wurff 1997), which 

suggests that they may have been a feature of Indo-European. 

Discontinuous constituents occur in both Classical and Homeric Greek, though their 

occurrence is less restricted in Homeric Greek (Devine and Stephens 2000:112-115) 

(this was briefly discussed in section 2.1.3 above), and probably also more common 

overall (in Chapter 3 it will be shown that quantifiers, at least, are more often 

discontinuous from their restrictions in Homer). Hyperbaton appears to be licensed 

under similar discourse-pragmatic conditions in Ancient Greek and in some 

nonconfigurational languages. In Classical Greek prose, and sometimes in Homeric 

Greek, premodifier hyperbaton encodes strong contrastive focus on the modifier (71a-

b) (Devine and Stephens 2000:33-87). 

(71) a. 6 7taAai6qK£A£U8iv6uoc;(Dem20.99)(D00:91) 
The old law prescribes (old, not new) 

b. f|e vsov \xsQemiq, f\ KOU naxpmoc, sooi/£,eivoc; (Od. 1.175-6) 
(D00:198) 
If you have come here as a stranger or if you are a friend of my father 

Premodifier hyperbaton in Warlpiri can encode strong focus, as illustrated by the 

following question and answer sequence, in which a cardinal numeral appears before 

the verb and a tail noun after it (Legate 2002:111): 

(72) a. A: Jangari mayi ka-npa marda-rai? (L02:lll) 
Shanghai Interr Pres-Impf-2sg have-Npast 

B: Yuwayi. Jirrama ka-rna marda-rni jangari-jarra 
Yes. Two Pres-Impf-1 sg have-Npast shanghai-dual 

A: Do you have a shanghai? 
B: Yes. I have two shanghais! 
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In head-marking languages, where noun phrase discontinuity tends to be more 

restricted, elements that do appear in hyperbaton tend to be those that attract focus: 

quantifiers, numerals, interrogatives and demonstratives (73a) (Baker 1996:138-85). In 

Fox, a head-marking nonconfigurational language, these elements normally appear in 

preverbal focus position, with a tail noun on the right (Dahlstrom 2003). 

(73) a. Akweku wa'-e-tshAri-' ne onhuhsa'(B96:138) 
All FACT-FsS-find-puNc NE eggs 
'She found all the eggs' 

b. Ke-swi=ya-pi i-ni e-h-ketemino--hki 
How.many=may.I.ask then AOR-bless-3(PL)S:20 
maneto-w-aki? (D03:154) 
spirit-PL 
'How many spirits blessed you then'? 

In a crosslinguistic survey of discontinuous noun phrases, the two most commonly 

occurring types were focused modifiers preceding tail nouns (as above) and topic 

nouns preceding focused modifiers (Fanselow and Fery 2006). In both Homeric and 

Classical Greek, a topic noun may be followed by a modifier in preverbal focus 

position (sometimes stranded after verb raising, as in 74a-b). 

(74) a. ozpaziav e'xwv ov TioAArjv (Thuc. 8.61.1) (D00:98) 
With a small force 

b. &AA' aye vuv imreOaiv eitorpuvov uoXeeooi (II. 15.258) 
But come now command many horsemen 

Baker (1996:182) reports that discontinuous noun phrases with the noun to the left of 

the verb and the modifier to the right are of questionable grammaticality in Mohawk 

but may be possible under certain conditions, such as when the noun is a topic, so that 

the meaning of 75a would be 'As for the eggs, she found all of them': 

(75) a. Onhuhsa' wa'-e-tshAri-' akweku (B96:138) 
Eggs FACT-FsS-find-PUNC all 
'She found all the eggs' 
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Warlpiri examples like 76a appear to have a similar structure, with a nominal in topic 

position and a modifier in preverbal focus position (and in this case a third nominal 

added as an amplification or afterthought) (Legate 2002:109): 

(76) a. Kuyu ka-rlipa jaya-jala (L02:109) 
Meat PresImpf-lplExcl a.lot-actually 
paka-rni janganpa-rlangu 
kill-Npast possom-for.example 
'We are killing a lot of possums' 

Homeric Greek, unlike Classical Greek, allows weakly focused and even unfocused, 

descriptive adjectives in premodifier hyperbaton, though this is most likely when the 

posthead noun is presentational or predictable (Devine and Stephens 2000:169-72). In 

77a (repeated from 8a above), for instance, there is no question of excluding an 

alternative non-beautiful handle, but the handle is accommodated rather than new 

information since the bow has been the main topic of the preceding passage; similarly 

in 77b, there is no question of excluding the possibility that people may have given 

larger dowries for daughters not their own, but 'daughter' is old information, since 

Agamemnon has just listed his by name and said that Achilles may marry one of them. 

(77) a. auToO 5' (I>KU (3eAoq KocAfj KpooeKXive Kopoovn (Od. 21.138, 165) 
In the same spot he leaned the swift arrow against the beautiful 
handle 

b. eyto 5' £Ttt ueiAioc Sooaco / TtoAAa udA', ooa' ou TTO) TIC, er\ sireSooKE 
euyarpi (II. 9.147-148) 
And I will give a dowry, a very big one, such as nobody has ever 
given for his daughter 

It is not entirely clear whether the hyperbaton with descriptive adjectives found in 

Homer is paralleled in double- and dependent-marking nonconfigurational languages, 

because there is a tendency in the literature on nonconfigurationality for the 

occurrence of discontinuous constituents to be noted without further discussion of 

their information structure. Most examples of discontinuous noun phrases cited in the 
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literature involve categories of modifier that tend to attract focus, such as 

demonstratives, numerals, and measure adjectives. However, there is some indication 

that strong focus is not required for premodifier hyperbaton in such languages. In 

Jaminjung, premodifier hyperbaton occurs in presentational contexts (Schultze-Berndt 

2008); in (78a), an out-of-the-blue announcement made by a passenger in a car about 

an oncoming truck, the posthead noun is new but predictable. In Jiwarli, possessives 

can appear in premodifier hyperbaton (Austin 2001); no context is given for 78b, but 

exclusion of the sun making other people's heads sore seems unlikely. 

(78) a. gujugu ga-ram motika thanthiya (S-B08:4) 
Big 3sg-come.PRs car DEM:ADV 

'a big car is coming there!' 
b. Juru-ngku ngatha-nha kulypa-jipa-rninyja parna(A01:8) 

sun-erg lsg-acc be-sore-tr-past head-acc 

Amplificatory and secondary-predicate-like discontinuous modifiers seem to be 

particularly common in Homer (Devine and Stephens 2000:194-7, 66-72); compare 

the postverbal amplification in 76a, and the general availability in double-marking 

nonconfigurational languages like Warlpiri of predicative interpretations for 

discontinuous modifier/nominals as illustrated in 50a and 51a. 

Pronominal argument theory 

Besides these three traditional nonconfigurational properties, more predictions about 

structure are made by one particular theory of nonconfigurationality, namely the 

pronominal argument theory. Certain features that commonly occur in languages that 

allow lexical arguments tend not to occur in pronominal argument languages and can 

be argued to be incompatible with pronominal argument structure; these include, 

among other things, determiners, nonreferential quantifiers, adpositions that take 

lexical noun objects, and embedded subordinate clauses that are not nominalized or 

adjoined (Baker 1996; Faltz 2000; Willie and Jelinek 2000; Baker 2001a; 2001b; Hale, 
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Jelinek, and Willie 2003). Most of these features are fully present in Classical Greek, 

and either not present or less fully developed in Homeric Greek. In what follows, I 

will limit myself to briefly describing the main arguments put forward about why 

these elements are not present in pronominal argument languages, and pointing out 

correspondences to differences between Classical and Homeric Greek. I explore one 

of these correspondences, the prediction about nonreferential quantifiers, in depth in 

Chapters 3 and 4. 

Pronominal argument languages tend to lack determiners (Baker 1996:244-56). This 

has been argued to follow from the same principle that is responsible for pronominal 

arguments being incorporated into verbs, which can be framed in purely syntactic 

terms as a requirement that phrases bearing theta-roles assigned by heads always be 

coindexed with morphemes attached to those heads (Baker 1996:17), or in 

semantically based terms as a ban on syntactically visible fully unsaturated predicates 

(Faltz 2000). Basically, the idea is that freestanding (unincorporated) NPs in 

pronominal argument languages may themselves contain incorporated pronominal 

arguments, which like definite determiners in lexical argument languages serve to turn 

predicative common nouns (syntactic NPs) into referential noun phrases (like syntactic 

DPs). In some languages, such as Warlpiri (Bittner and Hale 1995) and Mohawk 

(Baker 1996:127), bare nouns can be interpreted as definite or indefinite (79a-b). 

(79) a. Maliki wiri-ngki ka-0-ju (ngaju) wajilipi-nyi 
dog big-Ei PRS-3SI-1S2 (me2) chase-NPST 
'A/the big dog is chasing me' (Bi95:84) 

b. Erhar te-wak-atAhutsoni 
dog DUP-lsO-want/sTAT 
'I want a dog' OR 'I want the dog' (B96:253) 

In others, they get a default definite interpretation. Faltz (2000:32-3) argues that 

common nouns in Navajo, which as lexical entries are fully unsaturated predicates 

(having the meaning (Ax)boy(x), loosely speaking 'the property of being a boy'), 
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undergo obligatory definite closure when they appear as syntactically independent 

NPs, so that the meaning of a noun like 'boy', when it appears as an independent 

nominal, is (lei)boy(ei), or 'the one who is a boy'. Outside of copular and existential 

constructions, bare nouns in Navajo get a default definite interpretation, and indefinite 

particles must be used to get indefinite interpretations; of the examples in 80, neither 

80a nor 80b can introduce an unfamiliar referent; 80c can introduce either a 

presuppositional specific or unfamiliar nonspecific referent (Willie and Jelinek 2000; 

Hale, Jelinek, and Willie 2003). 

(80) a. at'eed yicha 
girl 3Subj-cry 
"The girl (familiar, presuppositional), she is crying" 

b. at'eed la' yicha 
girl one 3Subj-cry 
"One of the (presupposed set of ) girls, she is crying" 

c. at'eed lei' yicha 
girl a 3Subj-cry 
"A/some/a certain girl (ambiguous), she is crying" 
(H03:2-3) 

If this is true, in many languages these incorporated arguments are often null, which 

would not be too surprising, since most of the time they would be third-person, and 

zero marking is common for third-person pronominal agreement (Baker 1996:244-56; 

Faltz 2000:33). In some languages, pronominal arguments identical to those that 

appear on the verb can also appear on nouns; in Nahautl, nouns can be inflected with 

the same (overt) first-, second-, and (zero) third-person pronominal affixes that appear 

on intransitive verbs; the resulting words can either be adjoined to a verbal clause or 

function as nominal clauses (81a-b) (Baker, 1996:248-252). 

(81) a. n-oquich-tli (B96:248-252) 
IsS-man-NSF/sG 
'I, the man; I am a man' 

b. am-oquich-tin 
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2pS-man-NSF/pL 
'You men; you (pi.) are men' 

c. 0-oquich-tli 
3S-man-NSF/sG 
'the man; he is a man' 

Mithun (2003) argues that, in general, pronominal affixes in pronominal argument 

languages are referential and definite, like independent pronouns like he, she and // in 

languages like English; indefinite non-specific reference is partly accomplished by 

various alternative strategies, mainly forms of detransitivization, noun incorporation 

and verbal derivation. In Yup'ik Eskimo and Navajo, when indefinite non-specific 

NPs, such as independent indefinite proforms (like somebody and something), are 

coindexed with definite pronominal arguments, they introduce hypothetical referents 

which serve as antecedents in an intraclausal version of the interclausal anaphora 

allowed between indefinite and definite pronouns in English (as in 'Somebody has 

been eating my porridge. He must have been very hungry'); compare the gloss for 80c 

above (Mithun 2003). There is parametric variation in pronominal versus lexical 

argument structure within the Athabaskan language family that suggests that when 

pronominal argument structure starts to become optional, indefinites are the first 

lexical nouns to be allowed to function directly as arguments; in Southern Athabaskan 

(including Navajo), no NPs appear in object argument positions, and object clitics are 

obligatory; in Northwestern Athabaskan, only indefinite NPs appear in object 

positions, and they are mutually exclusive with object clitics; in Northern Athabaskan, 

both definite and indefinite NPs may appear in object positions and are mutually 

exclusive with object clitics (Hale, Jelinek, and Willie 2003). 

As was noted in section 1.1.1, Homeric Greek has no definite determiner; the element 

that becomes a definite determiner in Classical is still primarily a demonstrative in 

Homeric Greek (Monro 1891:232-4; Chantraine 1953:158-166). In Classical Greek, 

nouns with a determiner get a definite interpretation and bare nouns get an indefinite 
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interpretation (82a); in Homer, bare nouns are interpreted as definite or indefinite 

depending on context (82b). 

(82) a. 'OpQoiv mneaquovnepav xovuoxa\iov (Xen.An. 4.3.3) 
They saw some horsemen in a spot across the river 

b. £<; KAicinv sABovceq em KAiaiioTci KCXBÎ OV (II. 11.623) 
They went into the hut and sat down on chairs 

One factor that may be relevant in this context and would be worth investigating is the 

extent to which nonreferential indefinite NPs tend to be semantically incorporated in 

Homeric Greek, as they appear to be in many of the most common verb plus object 

formulas: 

(83) a. KOTUOV eitioTCBiv 
Meet one's fate 

b. (Kara) 5aKpu(ov)(a) xeevv/E'ifkiv/Adfteiv 
Shed a tear/tears 

C. (icpOC,) JiOGoV £lTt£Tv 

Make a speech (to); address 

Definite articles are not found in early Indo-European languages, and no definite 

article is reconstructed for Indo-European (Hewson 1997). 

Nonreferential determiner quantifiers such as every, no, and singular determiner each, 

along with pronominal counterparts like everyone/body/thing and noone/body/thing, 

are systematically absent from pronominal argument languages (Bach, Jelinek, 

Kratzer, and Partee 1995; Baker 1995; 1996:53-66). This is argued to follow either 

directly from the definiteness and referentiality of pronominal arguments that appear 

on verbs or from the same factors that rule out definite determiners; either truly 

nonreferential NPs do not make good antecedents for the intraclausal anaphora that as 

adjuncts they must participate in in order to appear in clauses (compare 'Every soldier] 

has a gun. *He, will shoot.') (Baker 1995) or the lack of bare common NPs means that 
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there are no suitable complements for determiner quantifiers (Hale, Jelinek, and Willie 

2003). Homeric Greek for the most part lacks quantifiers corresponding to every(one/ 

body/thing), no (one/body/thing), as well as other quantifiers that this theory predicts 

will not occur, while Classical Greek develops them. This issue is explored in depth in 

Chapters 3 and 4. 

Pronominal argument structure extends to adpositions. In lexical argument languages, 

adpositions, like nouns and verbs, are, in semantic terms, unsaturated predicates that 

combine with lexical arguments and, in syntactic terms, heads that assign theta-roles 

to lexical arguments. According to the pronominal argument theory, then, adpositions 

should either not occur as independent words, or should, like other predicates and 

heads, have their own pronominal arguments (Baker 1996:399-451; Faltz 2000). 

According to Baker (1996:399-451), pronominal argument languages tend to have 

adpositions that incorporate lexical arguments, or themselves incorporate into the verb 

complex, or if independent have their own pronominal arguments that adjunct lexical 

arguments can be coindexed with. In Navajo, these pronominal arguments are overt 

(Faltz 2000): 

(84) a. Jool bee naashne (F00:43) 
Ball 3=INST lsG=play=i 
'I'm playing with the ball' 

Such adpositions tend to have flexible positioning relative to the lexical nominals 

associated with them, to the extent that they can be separated from them by other 

material, and sometimes associate more closely with the verb than with those nominals 

(85a) (Faltz 2000). 

(85) a. Bada'olta'i alchini bilagaanak'ehji yich'iyadaalti' (F00:43) 
PL=teacher children in-English 3=to 3=PL=speak=i 
'The teachers speak to the children in English' 
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One of the clearest differences between Homeric and Classical Greek, and one of the 

main differences cited as part of the theory of apposition, is that Homeric Greek lacks 

true prepositions while Classical Greek develops them. Horrocks (1981:90-163) 

argues that the same elements that in Classical Greek become either prepositions 

taking lexical nouns as complements or preverbs compounded with verbs, in Homer 

form a single category of adverbial particles that sometimes function independently, 

but more often have a dual prepositional and adverbial function, simultaneously 

qualifying the case ending of an adverbial noun phrase and modifying the meaning of 

the verb. In Homer, adverbial/adpositional particles have flexible positioning relative 

to nouns and verbs they associate with, whereas in Classical Greek they directly 

precede their nominal complements, or are inseparably prefixed to verbs (Horrocks 

1981:143-48, etc.). 

(86) a. (3iorov 5' diro Ttduuctv oteooex (Od. 2.49) (H80:100) 
And will completely destroy my livelihood 

b. Aouon cmo (3p6tov ai\xaxo£vxa (II. 14.7) (H80:100) 
Washes away the bloody gore 

c. vnuoiv em yAacpupfjoiv eAauveuev (II. 5.327) (H80:107) 
To drive them to the hollow ships 

d. dneSpaoav eic. KAa^o[i£vdc; (Xen. Hell. 1.1.10) (H80:145) 
Ran away to Klazomenas 

e. EK 'Po5ou eiq 'EAArjojiovrov eiaenXei (Xen. Hell. 1.1.2) (H80:145) 
Sailed from Rhodes into the Hellespont 

In Homer, noun phrases can still function as adverbial phrases by virtue of their case 

endings alone, whereas in Classical Greek adverbial noun phrases must be headed by 

prepositions (Kiihner-Gerth 1898-1904/1955:448-453; Horrocks 1981:144-145) (87a-

b repeated from 1 la-b). 

(87) a. ireSiov 5' dcpixovro (II. 24.329); KAurinv nnAnYd5£0) dcpiKovro 
(II. 24.448) 
Arrived at the plain; arrived at the tent of the son of Peleus 

b. dcpiKvouvTOti £irl tov Mdaxav TTOTCXUOV (Xen. Anab. 1.5.4) 
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They arrived at the river Maskas 

The situation reconstructed for Indo-European is about the same as what is found in 

Homer, whereas the behavior of such particles in Mycenean is very similar to that 

found in Classical Greek; this indicates that Homeric Greek is capable of preserving 

very archaic syntax (Horrocks 1981:143-48). 

Noun phrase reflexives and reciprocals generally do not occur in pronominal argument 

languages; verbs with incorporated reflexive and reciprocal anaphors appear instead 

(Baker 1996:49-53; Willie and Jelinek 2000). At least two different arguments can be 

made about why this is the case. Baker (1996:49-53) argues that in Mohawk, the 

absence of NP reflexives and reciprocals results from violation of binding rules: NP 

reflexives and reciprocals cannot be adjuncts coindexed with pronominal arguments in 

object position, because this would force coindexing between the subject and object 

pronominal arguments, which in turn would violate the rule that pronominals must not 

have c-commanding antecedents (in 88a, both pro, and pro„ must be coindexed with 

NPk, which implies that they are also coindexed with each other). 

(88) a. [S [NP, Sak ] [S [S [NP pro, [VP like pron]]] [NPk himself]]] (B96.49) 

Willie and Jelinek (2000) argue that it results from detransitivization of the verb as a 

result of the incorporation of reflexive and reciprocal anaphors; verbs containing such 

anaphors are overtly marked as intransitive, and would be incapable of assigning case 

to any independent reflexives or reciprocals coindexed with the incorporated anaphors. 

In this area, there is either no correspondence, or perhaps a weak correspondence, to 

differences between Classical and Homeric Greek. Reflexive pronouns appear in many 

early Indo-European languages and a reflexive pronoun, *se(-), *swe(-), is generally 

reconstructed for Indo-European (Watkins 1998), though it has been suggested that 

this may have originally been not a reflexive but a third-person pronoun (Sihler 

1995:373-4). There are some wrinkles in the Homeric situation, however. In Homeric 
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Greek, the descendant of *se(-), *swe(-), ki, is used as both a third-person pronoun 

and a reflexive; first- and second-person pronouns are used as first- and second-person 

reflexives; possessives related to ki (oc,, koq) and regular first- and second-person 

possessive pronouns are also used both ways; ki is sometimes reinforced by intensive 

cxuroq, but this occurs in both reflexive and nonreflexive contexts, and CXUTOC. remains 

syntactically independent from the pronouns (Boiling 1947; Chantraine 1953:153-58). 

A similar situation exists in Old English, where the personal pronouns are used in both 

reflexive and non-reflexive contexts; when -self 'is added, it still has intensive meaning 

(Traugott 1972:88). In Classical Greek, there is a contrast between CXUTOC. in its role as 

a third-person pronoun (and certain forms of ki) and the reflexive pronouns euaurou, 

aeavxov, kavxov. The reciprocal pronoun dAArjAcov appears in both Homeric and 

Classical Greek. 

In this section, we have seen that the pronominal argument theory predicts that 

determiners, nonreferential quantifiers, and adpositions taking lexical arguments will 

not occur in pronominal argument languages, either as a direct result of the rule that 

predicates must be saturated before they can be syntactically realized, or as a result of 

the necessity for adjunct lexical nominals to be capable of coreferring with definite 

and referential pronominal arguments. There are strong correspondences between 

these three predictions and differences between Homeric and Classical Greek. It was 

also predicted, on somewhat different grounds, that NP reflexives and reciprocals will 

not occur in pronominal argument languages, and there the correspondence to 

differences between Homeric and Classical Greek did not hold up. 

Clause combination 

The pronominal argument theory also makes certain predictions about clause 

combination. In lexical argument languages, finite subordinate clauses can be 
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embedded in main clauses and act as modifiers of nominals (relative clauses, as in 

89a) or arguments of verbal and nominal predicates (complement clauses, as in 89b). 

(89) a. The cabbage that Alice chopped was red. 
b. Nathalie saw that Alice had chopped the cabbage. 

Relative clauses like the one in 89a are structures that turn whole clauses into 

predicates ('the property of having been chopped by Alice') which can then combine 

with nominal predicates ('the property of being cabbage') to form more complex 

predicates ('the property of being cabbage that has been chopped by Alice'); if 

unsaturated nominal predicates (nominals that have not undergone definite closure) 

cannot be syntactically realized, there will be nothing for such clauses to combine 

with, and they should not appear (Faltz 2000). Along the same lines, since arguments 

of heads must be morphologically realized as incorporated nominals or pronouns, 

complement clauses should no more be able to occur in argument positions than 

independent lexical nominals (Baker 1996:458-465). 

This has three consequences for subordination in pronominal argument languages. 

First, paratactic clause combining strategies are often used in place of subordination; 

direct discourse may be used in place of indirect discourse, and conjunction may be 

used in place of complementation (Mithun 1984; Baker 1996:458-60). Second, finite 

subordinate clauses tend to be adjoined or to stand in relationships of apposition to 

incorporated arguments (Baker 1996:461-9). In Navajo internally headed adjoined 

relative clauses, the relative is predicated of its main clause argument via obligatory 

coreference with the head of the relative (Hale, Jelinek, and Willie 2003): 

(90) a. adqajda '̂ yiyiiltsa^-n^? yidoots'os 
yesterday 30bj-3Subj-saw-REL 30bj-3Subj-will kiss 
"Hej who saw her, yesterday, he, will kiss herj" 
(H03:16) 
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Mohawk complement clauses appear to stand in apposition to incorporated nominals; 

in 91a, the main clause verb contains an incorporated nominal rihw meaning 'matter, 

affair, fact' (Baker 1996:461-4), so that 91a means something like 'Sak approves the 

fact (that) he is willing to wash the car': 

(91) a. Sak ro-rihw-a-nuhwe'-u a-ha-'sere-ht-6hare-' 
Sak MsO-matter-0-like-stat oPT-MsS-car-NOM-wash-PUNC 
'Sak has agreed to wash the car' (B96:462) 

In many Australian languages, finite subordinate clauses of various types are adjoined, 

and have systems of subordinate clauses that work along the lines of the following 

system found in Warlpiri (Hale 1976). Warlpiri has adjoined finite relative clauses 

(92a) and adverbial clauses of various types, including temporal, conditional, 

counterfactual, causal and purpose clauses, which are introduced by overt 

complementizers attached to the left edge of the subordinate-clause AUX cluster (Hale 

1976). These clauses are positioned only at the left or right margin of the main clause, 

not in the middle of it next to the modified NP; when the subordinate clause appears 

on the left (92b), it is more clearly set off from the main clause by intonation than 

when it appears on the right and an anaphoric element may optionally appear at the 

beginning of the main clause (92b) (Hale 1976). The meaning of relative clauses is 

ambiguous between an NP-relative and a temporal interpretation (92a-c) (Hale 1976). 

(92) a. rjatjulu-lu cp-na yankiri pantu-nu, kutja-lpa napa na-nu 
I-erg AUX emu spear-past, COMP-AUX water drink-past 
'I speared the emu which was/while it was drinking water' 

b. yankiri-li kutja-lpa napa rja-nu, natjulu-lu cp-na pantu-nu 
emu-erg COMP-AUX water drink-past I-erg AUX spear-past 
'The emu which was drinking water, I speared it 
While the emu was drinking water, I speared it' 

c. yankiri-li kutja-lpa napa na-nu, nula cp-na pantu-nu natjulu-lu 
'The emu which was drinking water, that one I speared 
While the emu was drinking water, then I speared it' 
(H76:l-2) 
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Third, abundant use is made of various nonfinite or nominalized verb forms (Simpson, 

1991:106-111, 139-148; Baker 1996:465-469). In Warlpiri, these may either appear at 

the margin of the main clause (93a) or, unlike subordinate clauses, may be embedded 

in the main clause (93b) (Hale 1976). 

(93) a. natjulu-lu cp-na wawiri luwa-nu, panka-njtja-kura (H76) 
I-erg AUX kangaroo shoot-past, run-infinitive-coMP 
'I shot the kangaroo while it was running' 

b. panka-njtja-kura cp-na wawiri luwa-nu natjulu-lu 
run-infinitive-coMP AUX kangaroo shoot-past I-erg 

The correspondences between these predictions and differences between Classical and 

Homeric Greek are strong. Finite subordinate clauses in Indo-European were adjoined 

rather than embedded; adjoined correlative clauses occur in many early Indo-European 

languages, and can be reconstructed for Indo-European (Kiparsky 1995). The three 

most prominent peculiarities of subordination in Homeric Greek are: a) abundant 

parataxis (cf. 1.1.2); b) heavier use of correlative structures, in which the subordinate 

clause is adjoined to the main clause rather than embedded in it, for all types of 

subordination including relatives, adverbials, and complements (cf. 1.1.2); and c) the 

use of non-finite verb forms, particularly infinitives, in situations where Classical 

Greek begins to use finite forms (cf. the final section of 2.1.3). 

2.3 Conclusion 

The aim of this chapter was to reframe both the orality and archaism theories by 

relating them to the rather enormous backlog of relevant empirical data and theoretical 

refinement that has built up in the discipline of linguistics since they were both 

initially put forward. The aim of sections 2.1.3 and 2.2.2 was to identify what sort of 

structural differences between Homeric and Classical Greek each theory predicts, 

based on evidence about the syntactic structures typical of spoken registers as opposed 

to written registers on the one hand and nonconfigurational as opposed to 
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configurational languages on the other. It was not possible to give more than a brief 

and superficial evaluation of how well these predictions match up to the facts about 

Homeric and Classical Greek; instead, the goal was to identify the overall range of 

predictions made by each theory, to point out areas where each initially appears to be 

correct or incorrect, and above all to compare the predictions to find out where they 

are similar and where they differ significantly. It will have been immediately apparent 

to the reader of sections 2.1.3 and 2.2.2 that there is significant overlap, at least in 

broad general terms, between the predictions of the orality and archaism theories; but 

there are also some differing predictions, which offer opportunities for comparative 

evaluation. 

The following is a summary of the orality theory predictions identified in section 2.1.3 

in bulleted list format. Homeric Greek, viewed primarily as a spoken register defined 

in opposition to written-register Classical Greek, should: 

• Have a lower rate of occurrence of complex noun phrases relative to pronouns 

• Have a lower rate of occurrence of features used to construct complex noun 

phrases, such as attributive adjectives, prepositional phrases, and attributive 

pre- and postmodifier participles 

• Asa highly inflected language, make more use of flexible word order for 

indicating information structure and breaking up information into small 

chunks that are easy to produce and process; this includes use of hyperbaton 

• A wide variety of relative constructions show a special association with spoken 

registers in various languages; among these are correlatives in Russian, though 

the association is not at all consistent and they are a feature of written registers 

as well in some languages, such as Bengali, Classical Greek, and Medieval 

Russian; it may be that they are never a feature of written registers only 

• Use, to some extent, coordination in place of adverbial subordination 
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• Have a high rate of occurrence of finite complement clauses 

• Have a low rate of occurrence of nonfmite verb forms such as infinitives and 

participles 

The following is a corresponding summary of the predictions identified in 2.2.2 for 

Homeric Greek viewed primarily as a language that is closer to the nonconfigurational 

end of the configurationality spectrum than Classical Greek, with 

nonconfigurationality defined primarily in terms of the pronominal argument theory; 

the following properties are predicted to occur in pronominal argument languages, 

which Homeric Greek is almost certainly not; they represent the extreme that it is 

hypothesized to approach more closely than Classical Greek: 

• So-called free word order, consisting of 

• Discourse configurational word order and 

• Lack of a hierarchical verb phrase admitting lexical arguments 

• Null anaphora (omission of subject and object pronouns) 

• Discontinuous constituents (hyperbaton) 

• Lack of a definite article 

• Lack of nonreferential and/or strong determiner quantifiers 

• Lack of lexical-argument-taking prepositions 

• Lack of noun phrase reflexives and reciprocals 

• Lack of embedded relative and complement clauses; in their place 

• Parataxis as an alternative to subordination 

• Adjoined finite relative and other subordinate clauses (this includes 

correlatives) 

• Nonfmite subordination as an alternative to finite subordination 
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The area where these predictions differ most sharply is in the predictions made by the 

archaism theory but not the orality theory that, in so far as Homeric Greek preserves 

(highly) archaic pronominal argument syntax, it will lack a definite article, 

prepositional phrases, nonreferential quantifiers, and noun phrase reflexives and 

reciprocals, and that in so far as Classical Greek has gone further in discarding 

pronominal argument syntax, it will develop those features. Three of these predictions 

are correct; that is well-established for the definite article (Chantraine 1953:158-166) 

and for prepositional phrases (Horrocks 1981:143-148 etc.), but has not previously 

been established for quantifiers, which are the subject of Chapters 3 and 4. 
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3 HOMERIC AND CLASSICAL GREEK QUANTIFIERS 

In this chapter and the next, I present evidence from comparison of Homeric and 

Classical Greek mechanisms for the expression of quantification that supports the 

archaism theory of Homeric syntax. Homeric Greek has the kind of quantifier 

inventory and quantifier syntax typically found in pronominal argument languages, 

while Classical Greek develops structures that are typical of discourse configurational 

and configurational languages. This chapter is data-focused: I discuss, in turn, 

universal, negative, existential and partitive, and vague count and mass quantifiers in 

Homeric Greek and a sample of Classical Greek. In each section, I deal first with 

Classical Greek, to set up a basis against which to contrast Homeric Greek. Analysis 

of Homeric and Classical Greek quantifier semantics and syntax and their relation to 

syntactic typology follows in Chapter 4. Unless otherwise noted, generalizations for 

Classical Greek are based on a sample consisting of Xenophon's Anabasis and 

Cyropaedia, Plato's Republic, Thucydides' History, and the speeches of Demosthenes; 

for Homer on the complete text of the Iliad and Odyssey; and for Herodotus on the 

complete text of the Histories. 

3.1 Universal quantifiers in Classical Greek 

In both Homeric and Classical Greek, quantifiers have the morphological properties of 

adjectives, and share some of their syntactic behavior. Like other Greek adjectives, 

they inflect for case, number and gender, and may either modify a noun (la and c) or 

stand on their own like pronouns (lb and d). 

(1) a uaaai ai IIOASIC EKOUOOU Kupov d'Aovro (Xen. An. 1.9.9) 
All the cities willingly chose Cyrus 

b. ouSdc en r|utv udx^xou (Xen. An. 2.1.4) 
Nobody is fighting against us anymore 

c. jioAAouq 5' avSpac, eitecpvsv ev orivf] SniOTfJTi (Od. 11.516; 22.229) 
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And he killed many men in dread combat 
d. vfjeq 5' 656v ducpieAiocoa / eipuatai- naoiv yap ETTIOTIOV eaxiv 

SKaoTCp (Od. 6.265) 
And double-turning ships are drawn up along the road; since for all of 
them there is a slip, for each one 

The universal quantifiers in Classical Greek are Tide, and EKaoxoq.60 Ylaq is more 

common than eKOcenroc, and has a wider range of meaning. I will be distinguishing three 

different types of quantificational meaning handled by raxq. First is what I will call 

naq-whole, which predicates various kinds of totality of singular and plural entities 

and abstracts (2a-c). 

(2) a. &vaAa(3(bv xriv naaav orpatidv £xcop£i ftpoc. rdc, 'ETtiroAdc, 
(Thuc.7.43.2) 
Taking the whole army, he set out for Epipolae 

b. TOUTCOV 5E Karexouevoov ou5' dv oi Ttdvreq dvOpoxrcot 5uvaivt' dv 
5i£A9£iv(Xen.^«. 5.6.7) 
With those (positions) occupied, all mankind couldn't get through it 

c. (3on0rja£iv iiavri o0£V£i (Xen. Cyr. 8.5.25) 
To help with all (your) strength 

Second, Tide, can be a kind or free-choice distributive, or a free-choice kind 

distributive, like English every kind of, free-choice any, or any kind o/(3a-b).6I It can 

be difficult to tell for sure exactly which of these is meant in a given context. 

(3) a. ndaaq npocpdaaq npoq>acnq*£o9£ (PI. Resp. 475al) 
You make all kinds of excuses 

b. rarvTa oivov em. ndanq npocpdoEoaq doKa^oji£vouq (Pi. Resp. 475a6) 
Welcoming any kind of wine on any pretext 

60 nac; has some (less common) strengthened forms, such as anac, (intensive) ou^nac, (collective) and 
auvditctc, (collective intensive). Homer also has nponaq. Most of the generalizations made here about 
Tt&c, have also been checked out for anaq. 
61 There is no generally agreed-upon definition of the term 'free-choice quantifier'. What the term refers 
to are items like the English any that appears in sentences like 'Anyone could do that' (as distinct from 
polarity sensitive any, which appears in negative and other related contexts: 'I didn't see any deer 
today'). There is debate about whether free-choice items are best analyzed as basically universal (Dayal 
2004) or basically indefinite (Giannakidou 2001). 
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Third, Tcccq has two types of universal quantifier meaning. It can be a plural universal, 

like English all (4a) (which is often ambiguous between a collective and a distributive 

reading), or a singular universal distributive, like English every (4b). 

(4) a. Ttdvtec; yap oi TOOV dpiaroov nepowv TTOCISEC, em raic, (5aoiA£U)c, Supaic, 
naibsvovxai (Xen. An. 1.9.3) 
All the noblest Persians' children are educated at the King's court 

b. Ttac, yap doxoc; 5u' avSpac, e^ei xov ur| Kata5uvai (Xen. An. 3.5.12) 
Every hide will keep two men from sinking 

"ExaoToq is always distributive (5a-b). 

(5) a. £cp' £Kaazr]c; 5e rfjc, Ttpo5pofifjq TTASOV f\ Sena aua^ai Tterpcov 
dvr|AiaKOVTO. (Xen. An. 4.7.10) 
With each sally, more than ten cartloads of stones were squandered 

b. tSexv, (hq enactou ai ijjuxod f)pouvro touq fiiovc; (PI. Resp. 619e6) 
to see how the souls (each) chose their lives 

If EKacnroc, and singular race, can both be universal distributive, what is the difference 

between them? It's very similar to the difference between English each and every. 

This is partly a matter of shade of meaning: every is universal distributive with the 

emphasis on the universal, and each is universal distributive with the emphasis on the 

distributive {Oxford English Dictionary, 1989). In the following examples with other 

universal or distributive elements in the predicates, the alternative, mismatched 

quantifier is possible but slightly less appropriate (6a-b): 

(6) a. Anna has read every (each?) essay Orwell ever wrote, 
b. Each (every?) Beatle has a different hairstyle. 

Beyond that, English each is more strongly partitive than every or all, and therefore 

requires the presence of either an explicit partitive or some sort of set already 

established in the discourse which limits its domain; in (6) above, for example, the 

restriction 'essay written by Orwell' does not evoke any well-known definite set, 
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whereas the restriction 'Beatle' does. Related to the more tied-down nature of each 

and SKOCOTOC, is their relative unacceptability compared with every and all in most 

proverbial contexts (7a-b): 

(7) a. TCSV yap epTistov TtAriYfji vsuetai (Heracl. Frag. 55) 
Every beast is driven to pasture with blows 

b. 7tdvToov xpr\\iax(x>v uetpov eaxiv avBpamoc, (Protag. Frag. 1) 
Man is the measure of all things 

If you replace the non-anaphoric quantifier with the anaphoric one, the most natural 

reading is specific; you have to imagine some set, to each member of which the 

predicate applies (8a-b). 

(8) a. ?£KaaT0v yap spnexbv TtAnyfjt vsuerai 
?Each beast is driven to pasture with blows 

b. ?£KdoT00v xpTlV^kw petpov eoxiv avBpamoc, 
?Man is the measure of each thing 

That set does not have to be specific, though. Each is fine in generalizing statements if 

it is tied to a partitive (9a-b): 

(9) a. All happy families are alike; every unhappy family is unhappy in its 
own way. 

b. Furthermore, each member of an unhappy family is unhappy in his 
own way. 

In the sections that follow it will become apparent that these various types of universal 

quantifier meaning are sometimes associated with different types of syntactic 

behavior. One recurrent pattern is that the singular quantifiers tend to behave 

differently than the plurals; another is that the kind-distributive/free choice singulars 

behave differently than the simple distributive singulars. I will primarily focus on the 

universal and distributive meanings of Ttctc,, and usually leave aside the meaning TCCCC,-

whole. The diachronic relationship of naq-whole with the universal and distributive 
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meanings of Ttac, will be discussed in more detail in the section on universal 

quantification in Homer. 

3.1.1 In the phrase 

In this section I present evidence that in Classical Greek, plural Tiac, and EKaaxoq form 

configurational quantifier phrases (QPs), while singular raxq and evcaotoc, may even 

form quantificational determiner phrases (DPs). The first kind of evidence comes from 

position in the nominal complex. Plurals and singulars behave differently. Plural nac, 

and EKaoroc, are usually contiguous with noun phrases they quantify over, but in a DP-

external position, unlike attributive adjectives, which appear in a DP-internal position. 

Singular distributive nac; and sometimes EKCXOTOC, are in complementary distribution 

with the determiner. The second kind of evidence concerns discontinuity of quantifier 

and restriction (with quantifiers, this can be called 'floating' — in the sentence 'The 

children have all been given a balloon', all is floated). Again, plurals and singulars 

behave differently. Plural Tide, and EKaozoq can float, but they are less often floated 

than not. Singular distributive TCCCC, and SKOCGTOC, are almost never floated. And finally, I 

discuss quantifier-noun order in continuous phrases; in Classical Greek, all types of 

universal quantifier are more often pre- than post-nominal. 

Definiteness and relationship with the determiner 

In definite noun phrases in Classical Greek, attributive adjectives must be directly 

preceded by the determiner 6 (10a). If they are not preceded by a determiner, they are 

interpreted as predicates (10b). 

(10) a. f] KaAr) noAiq; r\ TIOAIC, rj KaArj; noXiq r\ KaAr] 
The beautiful city 

b. KaAr} f) TtoAic;; r| noAic; KaArj 
The city is beautiful 
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The universal quantifier, however, occurs outside the determiner phrase, in what 

would be predicate position for an adjective (1 la-b).62 

(11) a. uaaai ai noXeiq (and see 4a above) 
All the cities 

b. SKdarri r) noAiq (and see 5a-b above) 
Each city 

This difference in the distribution of adjectives and quantifiers suggests that they 

occupy distinct structural positions with respect to the noun phrase. Since attributive 

adjectives in definite noun phrases must always follow the determiner, they probably 

form phrases which can be taken as complements by determiners. Quantifiers, 

however, appear to be DP-external, possibly forming QPs that take DP complements 

(12a-b): 

(12) a. [QP Kfiaai [DP ai JIOASK;]] 

b. [QP SKaoxr] [DP r| KoAiq]] 

Singular distributive note, does not co-occur with the determiner when it quantifies over 

definites.63 "EKaotoq sometimes does (see 5a-b above), but it can also appear alone, 

still with a definite interpretation (13a-b). 

(13) a. naoa TIOAIC,, *7tdoa x\ TioAic/r) Ttaaa TtoAiq 
every city 

b. 8Ka0Tr| TTOAK; 

each city 
62 n5c,-whole, in contrast, can appear in either position, as can its synonym oAot;. It is suggested in the 
grammars (Smyth 1956:296) that the two positions are associated with different meanings. 

i) a. KocTEKauBn Tiaoa ri TTOAIC, (Xen.An. 5.2.27) 
All the city was burned down 

b. f\ naaa noXiq 
The city in its entirety 

c. oAn r\ npspa; r] oAn r|uepa 
The whole day 

63 Except with participles, which may have a different structure. 
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The appearance of the two singular distributive quantifiers in complementary 

distribution with the determiner suggests that they may themselves (sometimes) 

belong to the category D, rather than Q (14a-b): 

(14) a. [opTtaoa [NTOAIC;]] 

b. [DP eKdoxn [N TIOAICJ] 

Quantifier order 

Since the quantifier is DP-external, for those quantifiers that can co-occur with the 

determiner (sKaotoc, and plural naq), there are four possible configurations for a 

continuous quantified phrase: Q[DP], [DP]Q; N[Q], Q[N] (15a-d).M In the Classical 

Greek sample, the configurations in which the quantifier precedes the DP are more 

common than those in which it follows the DP: Q[DP] occurs more often than [DP]Q, 

and Q[N] occurs more often than N[Q] (see Tables 1 and 2 in 3.4 below).65 

(15) a. auroc, 5' e\xevev ctvaxtopiaaq anavxac, zovq TieAraoTdc, (Xen. An. 
5.2.10) 
He himself remained, having held back all the peltasts 

b. Ttpoq raxcac, ua6rjc£ic, (PI. Resp. 527c6) 
For all disciplines 

c. ryyev EKaoxoq 6 oTpaTnyoc, TOV avzov Aoxov SKI Koounv (Xen. An. 
6.3.2) 
Each general led his own company against a village 

d. e^iovreq 5' EKdotnc, rjuepac, auv TOIC; vnofyiyioiq (Xen. An. 6.6.1) 
Going out each day with their pack animals 

For distributive nac, singular, which does not co-occur with the determiner, the 

possibilities are limited to Q[N] and [N]Q. All instances in the sample are Q[N] (16a), 

with one pair of exceptions involving contrastive topics in a conjunction (16b).66 

64 The configurations DQN and (very occasionally) NDQ are also found, but they involve Tifiq-whole, 
which 1 am leaving aside for the most part. 
65 In unconjoined contiguous phrases with lexical restriction and no other modifiers. 
66 It is noted in Ktirmer-Gerth (1898-1904/1955:631) that article-replacing singular rcac, is rarely 
postnominal. 
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(16) a. OUKOUV oia8' on apxr] icavtoq epyou ueyiorov (PI. Resp. 377a 12) 
Don't you think the beginning is the greatest part of every labor? 

b. ovv 5s acocppoouvn KOU cpiAoc, Ttac, xpnomoc;Ka* Qspdnoov nac, ayaGoc, 
(Xen. Cyr. 3.1.17) 
But with moderation, every friend is useful and every servant good. 

For all universal quantifiers in Classical Greek, QN order is more common than NQ 

order. 

Discontinuity 

As we have already seen, adjectives in Classical Greek can be discontinuous from 

nouns they modify; the most important form of modifier-noun discontinuity encodes 

strong focus (Devine and Stephens 2000:33-87). 

(17) a. jipayuaTEUouevoc. xe ou5s vuv TCW nsTiauuai o TI 5uvauai ayaOov 
uuiv, Toiauxnv £X£t£ yvoounv Ttspi euou (Xen. An. 7.6.35-6) 
I who have even now not stopped trying to do what good I can for 
you, you have that kind of opinion of me 

b. Ttcac, ueyac. uiKpov s'xcov xvtcova rarfSa uiKpov ueyav e'xovta x^cova 
EK&voaq autov TOV UEV eavxov EKSIVOV r\]X(pieoe (Xen. Cyr. 1.3.17) 
A big boy who had a small tunic stripped a small boy who had a big 
tunic and put his own tunic on him 

In English, quantifiers can float but adjectives cannot. It is common for languages 

which do not allow adjective-noun discontinuity to allow quantifier floating, but the 

reverse is not true; some sort of implicational universal is probably at work (compare 

the different rules for head-marking and dependent-marking nonconfigurational 

languages described in section 2.2). It is not surprising then that a language like 

Classical Greek, which allows 'floated' adjectives, also allows floated quantifiers. 

Nevertheless, though floated quantifiers do regularly occur, they are still less common 

than quantifiers in continuous phrases: the rate of discontinuity is around 25% (of 263 

instances).67 Rates of discontinuity are different for plural and singular quantifiers; 

Flac; plural in Plato Republic,Thucydides, Xenophon Anabasis, and Demosthenes 19-24. 
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plurals float much more easily than singulars. It is a bit difficult to tell because of 

small sample size with singular naq, but floatability may also differ according to type 

of quantificational meaning, with kind-distributive singular rcdq floating more easily 

than simple distributive singular race, or eKaaToq. Overall, plural race, is most liable to 

be discontinuous (18a), followed at a distance by plural eKaotoc, (18b). 

(18) a. KCU vcpauyfjc. Y^vouevnc. etc, id OTTACX racvTec, eSpauov oi "EAAnvec, 
(Xen. An. 6.4.27) 
There was shouting, and all the Greeks ran to their weapons 

b. OTEiSri x^pic, eKaotoc Sitipnrai rd tfjq xbuxfjc, £i5n (PI. Resp. 595a7) 
Since each of the parts of the soul has been separately distinguished 

There is one instance in the sample of discontinuous kind-distributive singular Tide, 

(19a).68 

(19) a. r\ ydp Kara uiKpov TtapdAAa îq ndcav TtoisI cpuciv UTtocpepetv tdq 
usrapoAdc, (Xen. Cyr. bl.li) 
Gradual alteration makes every nature capable of tolerating changes. 

There are no instances of discontinuous universal distributive singular Ttac, or EKOLOXOC,. 

3.1.2 In the clause 

In this section I look at two aspects of how universally quantified phrases relate to 

other elements in the clause. First, quantified subject phrases in Classical Greek 

usually agree in number with their verbs. Verbal number agreement with quantified 

subjects is not very interesting on its own, but it has to be documented here so that it 

can later be contrasted with the Homeric situation, in which singular quantified subject 

68 There is also one example in which kind-distributive nccq is separated from its restriction by a 
reporting clause. 

i) a. riocvToc;, r|v 5' eyw, arceppocToc; rapt fj cpuroO, eire iyydwv SITS TCOV £a>wv (PL 
Resp. 491dl) 
Concerning every, I said, kind of seed or growth, either of vegetables or of 
animals 
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phrases with £KOC0TOC; usually appear with plural verbs. Second, though the most 

common location for the direct object in a Classical Greek sentence is directly 

preverbal focus position, QN-order universally quantified object phrases almost never 

appear there. In this case, there is no contrast; the same is true for Homeric Greek. 

Verbal number agreement 

In the Classical Greek sample, subject quantifier phrases with TICK; always agree in 

number with their verb (see examples 4a and 18a above). This is also usually the case 

for subject exaotoq (20a), but singular eKOCcrcoc, occasionally appears with a plural verb 

(20b) (the ratio is about 88% singular to 12% plural agreement with singular eKaatoc;). 

(20) a. Kori oi uev TteAraoTai xcd oi i[nAoi soSpauovtsq fjpTiâ ov 6 xi svcaaroc, 
eSuvcao (Xen An. 5.2.16.2) 
And the peltasts and the light infantry, running in, snatched whatever 
each one was able to. 

b. TEGJC, uev aurouq avafxxivovxac, our\ ESUVOCVTO sKaotoc, oi (3dp(3apoi 
ex6E,evov xai sftaAAov (Xen. An. 4.2.12) 
While they were climbing up by whatever route they were able, each 
one (of them), the natives shot arrows and threw rocks at them. 

One way of analyzing the structure of these two sentences would be as follows. In 20a, 

the subject of the verb is filled by a variable that is bound by the quantifier — the 

meaning would be something like 'for each x, x snatched what he could'. In 20b, the 

subject of the verb is a definite pronoun that serves as the antecedent for a null definite 

partitive in the quantifier phrase — 'wherever they were able, each of them'. In 

Homer, EKacnroc, appears more often with plural verbs than with singular ones. If the 

analysis just given is correct, Classical Greek is preferring a structure that is based on 

variable binding, while Homeric Greek is preferring a structure that is based on 

coreference between definite pronouns. 
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Object position 

In Classical Greek, probably the most common location for the direct object is focus 

position, directly preceding the verb. In the sample, pronominal or null-complement 

quantifier objects regularly appear in this position (21a). 

(21) a. cptivi evruyxcwoiev "EAAnvi fj SouAw fj eAeuBepw TtdvTac. SKTSIVOV. 

(Xen. An. 2.5.33) 
Whoever they encountered who was Greek, slave or free, they killed 
them all 

Q(D)N-order quantifiers occur more rarely in preverbal object position (22a-b). 

(22) a. eic. be xr\v Qvoiav xavxr]v Kai tr|v navr\yvpiv rah/rac. roue; t£xviraq 
auvfJYaysv (Dem. 19 192.6) 
And to the sacrifices and the festival he invited all sorts of craftsmen 

b. dp^dusvoc. cmb twv Bupoopoov Ttdvxaq TOUC. Jtepi TO eauTOu acoua 
6£paTt8UTfjpaq£7ioirioaTO£uvouxouc;(Xen. Cyr. 7.5.65) 
Starting with the doorkeepers, he made all of his personal attendants 
eunuchs 

More commonly found in preverbal focus position are (D)NQ-order phrases (23a), 

which share an important property with examples in which the quantifier is 

discontinuous from a noun that directly follows the verb (23b). In both of these 

configurations, the quantifier itself is probably standing alone in either a local or 

clausal focus position, and it appears right next to the verb. In 23a, the DP TOUC, 

dvSpaq is a local topic, which accomplishes a shift from talking about ships to talking 

about men. The quantifier is more closely associated with the verb, and together with 

it answers the question 'what did they do to the men?' — 'they killed them all'. In 

23b, the quantifier is again closely associated with the verb, but in this case the highly 

predictable noun is a tail rather than a topic. 

(23) a. 5uotv be SEOUOCXC. aKoaw oi Eupavcociot Kai oi ^uuuaxoi £'Aa(3ov 
auxcJov Kai TOUC; avSpac, navraq dnEKravav. (Thuc. 7.53.3) 
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The Syracusans and their allies took eighteen of them and killed all 
the men. 

b. veal navxaq wcp£Ar]oeiev avBpomouc, Koivn (Dem. 19 259) 
And would be a benefit to all men in common 

So, it is not impossible for QN-order quantified phrases to occur in preverbal focus 

position, but it is more common for the quantifier to appear there on its own, whether 

or not it has a restriction. Even in a highly configurational language like English, the 

universal quantifiers all and each (but not the determiner quantifier every) are 

floatable, so it is not too surprising that Homeric and Classical Greek agree on this 

point. 

3.1.3 Summary 

Classical Greek has two universal quantifiers, rate, and eKaozoq, that have 

quantificational meaning in both plural and singular form. In their plural form, they 

form quantifier phrases in which the quantifier takes a DP complement (TCCCVTSC, oi 

crrpcraooTca, SKCXCTOI oi crpaTicoTai). In their singular form, they can (or must, in the 

case of Tiac,) replace the determiner when quantifiying over definites (nac, oipcmu)i:r)c,, 

EKOCOTOC; OTpcmoorriq), which may indicate that they are functioning as determiner 

quantifiers. The typical quantifier phrase has QN order and is continuous. Subject 

quantifier phrases agree in number with their verbs. QN-order continuous quantified 

object phrases only rarely appear in object position. 

3.2 Universal quantifiers in Homeric Greek 

The universal quantifier inventory of Homeric Greek differs from that of Classical 

Greek. In Homer, as in Classical Greek, the most important universal quantifiers are 

rate, and EKOLOXOC,, but for Homer, note, in the singular is basically limited to its 

adjectival meaning of'whole' (24a), and regularly functions as a universal quantifier 

only in the plural (24b). 
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(24) a. Tiav5's^r|pdv6T]7t£5iov(I121.345) 
The whole plain was dried up 

b. Kex^povTO 5e Kccvteq 'Axouoi (Od. 4.344) 
All the Achaeans were delighted 

Singular distributive universal rcac. occurs only twice in the Homeric corpus (25a-b); 

one of these two examples is in apposition to a plural pronoun and participle, and 

occurs in the context of a simile (25b). 

(25) a. r\ yap KEV bexkoq xs KCCI OUTI5OCV6C. KaAEOiunv / el 5r) ooi Tiav spyov 
vnei^o\xai oxxi KEV £inr\q (II. 1.294) 
For indeed I could be called a coward and a good-for-nothing if I 
yield to you in every action, whatever you may say. 

b. o'i 5' OCAKIUOV rycop E'XOVTSC, / Tcpoaow icaq nixexai KOU duuvei oioi 
T£K£OOl(Il. 16.265) 
But they, having stout heart, every one rushes forth and protects his 
children 

There are nine instances of singular Ttac. that are of the free-choice or kind-distributive 

type (26a-b). 

(26) a. 'Apx£Aox6(; r"AKduac, T£ udxnc, £u d5oT£ ndcnc, (II 2.823) 
Archelochos and Akamas, well versed in every kind of warfare 

b. naaav en iQvv (II. 6.79, Od 4.434) 
For every kind of undertaking 

Crosslinguistic parallels provide support for analyzing the virtual absence of singular 

universal distributive Ttaq in Homer in terms of diachronic change.69 Adjectives 

meaning 'whole' are a common diachronic source of universal quantifiers meaning 

'all'; in the Romance family, for example, there are several universal quantifiers 

descended from Latin totus, which can only mean 'whole', and oXoq, which can only 

69 There are various accounts of the etymology of rax<;. Brugmann (1894) links it to a Sanskrit participle 
*kuati 'is swollen, is full'. Frisk (1960-72:477) comments that araxc. is possibly identical to Sanskrit 
*sasvant 'always repeating itself, uninterrupted, complete, all one after another, every' (which based on 
that collection of meanings could itself have already undergone this process); Brugmann explicitly 
rejects that account. 
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mean 'whole' in Ancient Greek, can be used as a universal quantifier in Modern 

Greek; there are parallel cases from Sanskrit, Gothic and German (Brugmann 1894). 

The generalization of meaning may be an example of grammaticalization via 

conceptual metonymic inferencing in a specific context (Hopper and Traugott 

1993:80-87; Haspelmath 1995). In this case the enabling context could be the use of 

adjectives meaning 'whole' with group nouns: with a group noun, the meaning of a 

totality-predicating adjective could easily become ambiguous between a collective 

reading and a distributive one indicating that all the members of the group are 

involved (Brugmann 1894; Haspelmath 1995). If the whole group of Achaeans 

retreated, probably all the individual Achaeans did too. 

Parallels for the apparent development of a quantifier meaning 'every' from a 

quantifier meaning 'all' come from not only Indo-European languages (Brugmann 

1894) but also from Hebrew and Arabic, where (just as in Classical Greek) a quantifier 

meaning 'whole/all' means 'every' when used with a singular noun and no determiner; 

Portuguese todo, derived from Latin totus, illustrates both patterns (27a-b): 

(27) a. todas as casas (H95:378) 
All the houses 

b. toda casa 
Every house 

It is also interesting to note, since there are more examples in Homer of kind-

distributive or free-choice singular raxq than of the universal distributive type, that 

free-choice quantifiers are a common diachronic source of quantifiers meaning 

'every'; (Haspelmath 1995). It looks as though, in Homeric Greek, the adjective Tide, 

has traveled only the first part of this trajectory: it has already acquired a more abstract 

quantificational meaning, 'all', in the plural, but has not yet been extended to mean 

'every' in the singular. 
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3.2.1 In the phrase 

Homeric Greek does not have a determiner that marks definiteness, like Classical 

Greek 6. That means it is more difficult to tell what the structure of universal 

quantifier phrases is in Homer, because with no determiner, quantifiers cannot be 

obviously distinguished from attributive adjectives by being DP-external rather than 

DP-internal, or by standing in complementary distribution with the determiner. Their 

ability to appear in enjambement, however, may indicate that they are less tightly 

integrated with their nouns than restrictive adjectives are. The relative order of 

quantifier and noun differs in Homer for race, and EKaazoq. QN order is more common 

for Tt&q, but by a smaller margin than it was in Classical Greek (68% versus 77%). For 

EKctoxoq, which was also usually QN in Classical Greek, NQ is more common in 

Homer. A comparison of QN and NQ order quantifier phrases reveals that the order 

seems to have a lot to do with the pragmatic status of the quantifier and noun relative 

to one another. The rate of discontinuity between quantifier and restriction is higher in 

Homer than it was in Classical Greek; in Homer almost half of the quantifiers that 

have lexical restrictions are discontinuous from them, whereas in Classical Greek the 

rate of discontinuity was about 20%. Interestingly, one of the differences between 

singular and plural universals that was found in Classical Greek also holds up in 

Homer, for those singular universals that occur. In Classical Greek, the singular 

universals were never or almost never discontinuous from their singular restrictions. 

The same is true in Homer. Simple distributive naq singular with a singular restriction 

occurs only once in Homer, as a continuous phrase. Singular SKaaxoq, when it has a 

singular restriction, is always continuous with it (though it frequently appears with 

plural nouns, and is discontinuous from them). 
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Definiteness and relationship with the determiner 

As we have already seen, Homeric Greek, unlike Classical Greek, has no real 

definiteness-marking determiner, and the element that becomes a determiner in 

Classical Greek, 6, is still a demonstrative in Homeric Greek. In the first hundred lines 

of the Iliad, for instance, the priest Chryses is introduced as "that Chryses", TOV 

Xpuanv (II. 1.11), and thereafter referred to as Xpuarrv (1.100, 390 etc.), which is the 

exact opposite of what would be expected for a definite determiner and of what 

actually occurs in Classical Greek, where new characters are introduced without a 

determiner but get one in subsequent references, as for instance in Thuc. 1.126 where 

Cylon is introduced as KuAoov and thereafter referred to as TW KUACOVI and so forth. 

Bare nouns in Homeric Greek can be definite or indefinite (28a): 

(28) a. dAA' evex' dpnxfjpot;, Sv r)uuna' 'Ayaueuvoov / ou5' aueXvoe 6uyarpa 
vcai OUK oateSe^on:' aTtoiva, / TOUVSK' dp' dAye' SSCOKEV 8Kr)(36Aoq 
(II. 1.94-6) 
But on account of the priest, whom Agamemnon dishonored, and did 
not release his daughter, and did not accept the/a ransom, on account 
of this the far-shooter afflicted us with miseries 

In Classical Greek, the position of quantifiers relative to the determiner distinguishes 

them from ordinary adjectives (29a-b), and the singular universal distributive 

quantifier Tide, is in complementary distribution with the definite determiner. In 

Homeric Greek, it is more difficult to determine whether the relationship between a 

universal quantifier and its restriction is structurally different from the relationship 

between an ordinary adjective and the noun it modifies, because a quantifier-noun 

string looks just like an adjective-noun string (29c-d). 

(29) a. TidvTSC. oi dvOpomoi; oi ndvcsc. dvBpooKoi; TtdvTEc. dvBpwjtoi 
All the people; the whole of the people; all people 

b. oi vccxAoi dv0pa>Ttoi; vcaAoi avOpuxrcoi 
The beautiful people; beautiful people 
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C. 71&VT£C; 7I£A£K££<; (cf. II. 23.851) 

All the axes / all axes / the whole axes / whole axes 
d. KOcAoi JI£A£K££(; 

The beautiful axes/ beautiful axes 

Some evidence for a syntactic distinction in Homeric Greek between quantifiers and 

ordinary adjectives comes from a difference in their acceptability in enjambement 

(Devine and Stephens 2000:197-202, using data from La Roche 1867 and Edwards 

1966). Ordinary prenominal restrictive adjectives cannot be separated from their nouns 

by line end unless they are focused, but prenominal quantifiers, demonstratives, 

pronominal adjectives, location adjectives (the modifiers that appear in predicate 

position in Classical Greek) and a few other things can (30a-c): 

(30) a. oc, u£ya TtdvToav /'Apysitov fjvaao£ (II. 10.32-3) 
Who ruled all the Argives with great strength 

b. KEKAETO 5' aAAouc, / Tpcaaq (p£uyeu£vai (II. 16.657-8) 
And he commanded the other Trojans to flee 

c. oi'̂ uoc, fjv EV £K£ivco / 5^0) dv£tAnu£v (Od. 3.103) (D00:198) 
Of the misery that we endured in that country 

Classical Greek makes a syntactic distinction between quantifiers and demonstratives 

on the one hand and ordinary adjectives on the other by placing them in distinct 

structural positions within the nominal complex. In Homeric Greek, a quantifier 

phrase would look just like an adjective phrase, but the evidence from enjambement 

suggests that quantifiers and demonstratives, even when directly prenominal, are less 

tightly integrated with their nouns than unfocused ordinary restrictive adjectives are. 

Quantifier order 

In the absence of a determiner, there are two possible configurations for a contiguous 

quantifier phrase in Homeric Greek, Q[N] and [N]Q. It turns out that there is a 

difference between Ttac, and EKCCOTOC, in this respect. For Ttdc, plural, QN is more 

common than NQ, but by a lower margin in Homer than in Classical Greek: 68% of 
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examples are QN in Homer, while 77% are QN in Classical Greek. ™ For SKOCOTOC, 

however, Homer has more NQ than QN (31a-c), while Classical Greek had the 

reverse: QN examples are 25% of the total in Homer, versus 58% in the Classical 

Greek sample. The one instance of adnominal simple distributive irac, singular has QN 

order (25a above), as did almost all such phrases in the Classical Greek sample. 

(31) a. £v0a 5iayvoovai XCXAEKOOC, rjv av5pa eKaorov (11. 7.424) 
There it was difficult to recognize each man 

b. syeipe 5e (poora SKOCGTOV (II. 17.552) 
And woke up each man 

c. TOIOIV SKaaroc, dviqp anuaivEtco oiai Ttep apxsi (II. 2.805) 
To them let each man give sign, just those he commands. 

The preference for NQ order with EKOCOTOC, carries through in the only two instances 

where the same lexical item in the same case occurs in both orders, the pairs EKCXCTOV 

(poor (Od. 9.431) and cpdmx EKCTOTOV (II. 2.164, 2.180, 17.552; Od. 17.365), and cpum 

eKdoTcp (II. 13.230, 20.353; Od. 14.514) and EKdarw cpwri (Od. 2.384). It is worth 

noting in this context that singular eKacrroc, appears in this kind of configuration, 

contiguous with a lexical restriction with which it agrees, with only five different 

lexical items. Of the 28 examples, 24 are with either dvrjp or cpooq, which are 

semantically very light. 

For Tide; plural in the Iliad, pre-nominal quantifier order is twice as common as post-

nominal order; the ratio is QN (47) to NQ (22).71 All but four of the NQ examples are 

neuter nominative or accusative, and about half of the QN examples are masculine 

nominative or accusative (with only two neuter nominative/accusative). Many neuter 

plural nouns have a dactylic metrical shape, which combines with postposed but not 

preposed trochaic 7idvxa. Does this mean that the order is just a matter of meter? 

70 In unconjoined contiguous phrases with lexical restriction and no other modifiers. 
71 In unconjoined contiguous phrases with lexical restriction and no other modifiers. 
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Meter is certainly playing a role, but there is more going on than that. First, the 

masculine nominative or accusative half (26) of the 47 QN examples are accounted for 

by five formulas involving three lexical items: jidvrec, Axaioi (5), navxaq Axaxouc, (5), 

TidvTec, apiatoi (2), Ttdvtac, dpictouc, (9) and raxoi 0EOTOI(V) (5). This has pragmatic 

consequences. These entities, the Achaeans, the best of the Achaeans, and the gods, 

are highly familiar in the Homeric context. They are prime candidates for tail status. A 

tail noun that constitutes the restriction of a quantifier is likely to form a 

configurational QN phrase with it; the quantifier will then be focused with respect to 

the noun at the phrase level, and the whole phrase will be treated as a unit at the clause 

level. In 32a, the important thing is not that the Achaeans see the gifts, but that all the 

Achaeans see the gifts; in 32b, there is contrastive focus on both Tiavtac, and AtpefSa. 

(32) a. xa be Soopoc dva^ dvSpoov Ayaueuvoov / oiaerco ec, ueaanv ayopr\v, 
i'va TidvTec, Axcxioi / ocpBaAuounv i'Scoai, ov be cppeax ofjoiv iavBfjc, (II 
19.173) 
Those gifts, let Agamemnon lord of men carry them into the middle 
of the assembly, so all the Achaeans can see them with their eyes, and 
you be delighted in your heart 

b. KOU Xiooexo ndvTocc, Axaiouq, / Atpei'Sa be udAiaxa 5uoo (II. 1.15) 
And he supplicated all the Achaeans, but especially the two Atreides 

Neuters, in contrast, tend to be passive or existential subjects, or as objects tend to 

occur in list-type contexts. In 33a, EXKEOL is topic with respect to the quantifier in 

preverbal focus position: 'the blood has been washed off, and the wounds are all 

closed'. In 33b, the noun is again topic with respect to the quantifier. 

(33) a. Tiepi 5' aiua vevinTou, / ou5s TTOBI uiapoc; ovv 5' E'AKSCX icavta 
usuuKev (II. 24.419-21) 
The blood has been washed off, and there is no defilement; and the 
wounds are all closed 

b. cpuaac, p.sv p' anavevQe xiQei Ttupoq, OTtAd xe icavta / AdpvaK eq 
dpYup£r)v ouAAe^ato (II. 18.412-3) 
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The bellows he set away from the fire, and all the tools he collected 
in a silver chest 

The few examples where the pattern is reversed, and a quantifier directly follows a 

masculine noun or precedes a neuter one, show the same relationship between word 

order and pragmatics. In 34a, the Myrmidons are a contrastive topic; their reaction to 

the armor of Hephaestus is being contrasted with that of Achilles. The quantifier 

jidvtac; has normal weak focus together with the verb. In 34b, the noun is extremely 

predictable in context, since it is the category that all the items in the preceding list 

belong to, while the quantifier is strongly focused in relation to it: 'when he had 

wrought all the gear' (contrast this with 34b, where comparable emphasis on the 

quantifier with respect to the noun would be out of place; also, note that 34b would not 

work if rephrased as 'when as for the gear, he had wrought it all'). 

(34) a. MupuiSovac, 5' apa Ttavraq eXe rpouoc,, ou5s xiq exXr\ dvcnv 
eioiSssiv, aXX' expecav. avxap 'AxiAAsuq (hq si5', tic, uiv uaAAov s'5u 
XoAoq(Il 19.14-16) 
Trembling took hold of all the Myrmidons, and no one dared to face 
it, rather they shrank back. But Achilles, the longer he looked at it, 
the angrier he got 

b. Aur&p 87i£i 5r) xsu^s a&Koq usya xe oTi^apov xe, / xev^' apa oi 
0u>pr)Ka cpasivotEpov icupoq auvfjt;, / xev^e 5s oi KopuGa (Jpiapriv 
vcpordcpoic, dpapuiav / KaAriv 5ai5aAenv, em 5s xpuosov Aocpov 
X]KE, I tsu^s 5s oi vcvnutSac, savou Kaooitspoio. / Auxdp enei ndvB' 
OTiAa xdus KAUTOC; du(piyuf]£ic, (II. 18.609-614) 
And when he had made the shield, big and sturdy, he made him a 
breastplate that was shinier than firelight, and made him a helmet that 
was sturdy and fitted to the temples, beautiful and intricately 
wrought, and on it put a golden crest, and he made him greaves of 
pliant tin. But when the famous crooked-legged one had wrought all 
the gear 
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Examples involving demonstratives, quantificational pronouns, and intensified forms 

of Tide, were excluded from the sample used for the count and discussion above,72 but it 

is interesting to look at them separately. When Jid(;-plural or one of its intensified 

forms occurs together with the quantificational pronoun dAAoq, with or without an 

accompanying demonstrative or intervening particles and regardless of grammatical 

gender, the universal usually comes second (35a-e). 

(35) a. supov 5' supuorax Kpovi5nv, nspi 5' dAAoi cntavxEC, / eia9' ouryyepesc, 
uccKapec, 8eoi oriev eovxeq (II. 24.98-9) 
They found the broad-browed son of Cronos, and around him all the 
others were sitting assembled, the blessed gods who live forever 

b. "Ev0' aXXoi uev Tidvcec, Eireucpriunoav 'Axouoi (II. 1.22) 
Then all the rest of the Achaeans gave assent 

c. u(uv8T£ 5' dAAoi navxeq aoXXeeq (II. 19.190) 
All the rest of you stay here together 

d. aAAd t£ Tcdvra eTAurai KaGuTtspO'(II. 12.285) 
And all the rest is blanketed from above (when it snows; follows long 
list of specific things affected) 

e. oi 5' dAAoi navxeq 5i5ooav (Od. 17.411) 
And those others all contributed (in contrast with Antinoos) 

If it is focused relative to the pronoun, however, it comes first. The focused examples 

involve intensified variants of uaq and an accompanying demonstrative (36a-b): 

(36) a. bq Kaxd TCOAA' eppe^ev 6o ov auuitavtec; oi aAAoi (II. 22.380) 
Who has done more evils than all those others combined 

b. TOV e^oxa rleq djiavrtov TOOV dAAoov erdpoov usrd ndtpoKAov ye 
6avovxa (Od. 24.78-9) 
Whom you honored above all those other companions after the death 
of Patroclus 

In the one example of branching universal distributive naq singular, the quantifier is 

pre-nominal and clearly focused (25a above). 

72 Inclusion of the intensified forms would not significantly affect the counts. "ATKXC. does not occur with 
neuter plurals, and when it combines with masculine plurals it is usually preposed. 
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Discontinuity 

In Homeric Greek, ndc, plural is discontinuous from its restriction almost half the time 

(37a). In the Iliad, there are 116 continuous and 94 discontinuous instances (a rate of 

about 48%).73 The rate of discontinuity is significantly higher than that found for JICCC; 

plural in the Classical Greek sample (about 25%). "EKaoroq plural may also be 

discontinuous (37b). 

(37) a. OCUT&P enei 5r\ navxeq aoAAiaBnoocv'Axocioi (II. 19.54) 
But when they were all assembled, the Achaeans 

b. Auto 5' dywv, Aaoi 5s 9oac, em vfjaq CKCLOTOX / eaKiSvavx' ievcu 
(11.24.1) 
The assembly broke up, and the people each scattered to go to their 
swift ships. 

In the Classical Greek sample, singular SKaoxoq was never discontinuous from a 

singular noun with which it agreed. The same is true in Homeric Greek. When 

EKaoxoq singular is discontinuous from its noun, the noun is plural, usually a topic, 

and the quantifier is a postverbal amplification or part of a separate pair-listing clause 

(38a-c). 

(38) a. OUTOI ap' rjyeuovec, Aavatov e'Aov avSpa EKaaxoq (II. 16.351) 
They, the leaders of the Danaans, killed a man, each one (or: "a man 
each") 

b. Tpcoac, 5£ rpouoc, orivoc, vnr\XvQe yufa exaotov (II. 7.215, 20.44) 
A terrible trembling took hold of the Trojans at the knees, each one 

c. untoi be nap apuaaw oiaiv SKaaroq AOOTOV speircouEvoi 
eXeoBpenxov xe oeAivov eoxaoav (II. 2.775) 
The horses, each by his chariot, stood munching marsh parsley 

The one Homeric example of branching naq-every is continuous (25a above). 

With lexical restriction. 
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3.2.2 In the clause 

At the clausal level, the main points of difference between Homeric and Classical 

Greek center on the same theme. Homeric Greek has a preference for performing 

distributive quantificational operations separately from the main predication of the 

sentence. This emerges in two different ways. First, the singular distributive quantifier 

exaoToq often appears together with plural verbs, nouns and pronouns, in variants on 

the basic structure 'they did it, each one'. Second, when eKaoxoq appears in the same 

sentence with another quantifier, they both tend to be shunted off into a separate small 

clause together, in variants on the pattern 'they followed, ten to each man'. Both of 

these structures have the effect of dividing the main predication and the distributive 

quantification into two separate operations. Classical Greek, in contrast, usually has 

singular agreement with EKOLOXOC,, and happily puts it and other quantified phrases 

together in the same clause with the main predication. A point of similarity between 

Homeric and Classical Greek is that in both of them, QN-order phrases are very rare in 

preverbal focus position. 

Apposition to plural pronouns and nouns 

In Homeric Greek, both naq plural and £KCCGTOC, frequently appear together with 

personal or topicalized demonstrative pronouns (39a-f). With EKaoxoq singular, the 

pronoun is always plural. 

(39) a. ot 5' apoc navxeq aKrjv eysvovto otconfj (II. 7.92 and elsewhere) 
And they all fell silent 

b. ot 5s KAfjpov EonurjvavTO 8KQCOTOC, (II. 7.175) 
And they marked a lot, each one 

c. ioov yap oqnv TTCCOIV anr\xQ£xo Knpt ueAaivn (II. 3.451) 
For he was hated by them all equally as black death 

d. irapd 5E ocptv EK<XOXU) Si^yec, untoi (II 10.473 ) 
And beside them, each one, were horses yoked in pairs 

e. aXX uuetc, \ikv navxeq uSoop veal yaTa yevotoBs (II. 7.99) 
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May you all become water and earth 
f. ou5' uueic, Ttsp evi cppeoi QeoQe EK<XOTX] (II. 4.729) 

Nor did you remember, each of you 

Sometimes there is also an amplifying noun (40a-b): 

(40) a. oT 5' apa TTCCVTCC, iniaxov uiec, 'Axaiwv (II. 7.403, 9.50) 
And they all shouted approval, the sons of the Achaeans 

b. EV 5' v\xiv ep£co navxeaoi cpiAoici (II. 9.528) 
I will tell of it among you all [who are] my friends 

This construction, particularly the type with the topicalized demonstrative, is typically 

Homeric and is much less common in Classical Greek. The relationship between 

pragmatics and word order seems to be similar to that described earlier for quantifiers 

and their lexical restrictions. The pronoun and quantifier may be sitting in different 

clausal positions, usually with the pronoun in a topic position and the quantifier in a 

focus position. In 39e, for example, a topic pronoun, weak focus quantifier 

interpretation would be: 'as for you, may you all become water and earth', which 

seems likely, particularly since this line is followed shortly by a contrastive 'I will go 

out myself (II. 7.101)). It is also possible, however, that some such examples may 

involve appositional pronoun-quantifier units like English 'them all' (39c would be a 

candidate). The appearance of SKacrroc, with plural pronouns is significant, because it 

is part of a pattern of 'plural agreement' with SKaotoc, in Homer, as will be seen in the 

next section. 

Verbal number agreement 

Singular subject ZKaaxoc, in Homer usually appears with a plural verb (the ratio is 49 

plural to 19 singular examples, or 72% plural); I will call this 'plural agreement' for 

now (41a-b). In the Iliad, the ratio of plural to singular agreement with subject 

pronoun EKOCOTOC, is about 3'/2:l (33:9), whereas in the Odyssey it is about 11/2:1 

(16:10). So in both epics, plural agreement is more common than singular agreement, 
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but in the Iliad plural agreement is favored over singular by more than twice as much 

as it is in the Odyssey. The Odyssey has been dated later than the Iliad on the basis of 

statistical analysis of other linguistic criteria (Janko 1982:229-231). In Classical 

Greek, singular agreement with EKOCOTOC, was much more common than plural (88% 

singular, 12% plural). 

(41) a. ev8a 5s nup Kriavro, xiQevxo be Sopna EKaaroq (II. 9.88) 
There they lit a fire, and made their dinners, each one. 

b. rabrrnvsv 5e EKaoxoq ann cpuyoi ainvv oXeQpov (II. 16.283) 
And each one looked for how he might flee sheer destruction. 

riac. plural and the one subject example of universal distributive Tiac. singular take 

normal verbal number agreement. If 'plural agreement' with singular distributive 

quantifiers is based on coreference via a null partitive of some kind ('they did it, each 

one of them'), as I suggested earlier, then Homer is using a structure that is based on 

coreference where Classical Greek uses one based on agreement. 

Object position 

As in Classical Greek, in Homeric Greek there is a preverbal focus position that is 

most often occupied by the object in transitive clauses. Null-head modifier jtccc, 

regularly appears in preverbal focus position (42a-b). 

(42) a. Aiaq y&P u<xA.a ndvtaq k%u>xzxo noAAd KEAEUCOV (II. 17.356) 
Ajax was busily ranging around them all giving lots of orders 

b. 8soq 5id itdvTa xeXevxa (II. 19.90) 
The god accomplishes all things. 

nfic. with a discontinuous restriction is usually in preverbal position, with the 

restriction in tail position (43a-c): 

(43) a. £V0a 5E navcac, eviKa KaSueioovac. (II. 23.680) 
There, he bested all the Cadmeians 
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b. 01 5e iaxfi TE cpo^a) TS / udoac, icAfjaav 65ouq (II. 16.374) 
And those men, with shouting and fear, filled all the roads 

c. urj TOI Korea Tidvra cpdyuKn / Kxr\\iaxa (Od. 3.313) 
Lest they gobble up all your possessions 

NQ-order branching Tide, can also appear in preverbal focus position (44a-c): 

(44) a. OUT' CXUTOC, Kteveei duo x dAAouc, Ttdvxac, spu^ei (II. 24.156, 185) 
He will not kill him himself, and he will hold back all the others 

b. ai 5e OTCoyyoioi xpaue^aq / icdoaq ducpiudoaoBe (Od. 20.149) 
And some of you clean all the tables with sponges 

c. duPpoovn UEV Tcpdkov duo xp°°c, iuepoevxoq / Auuaxa ndvxa 
Kd9rip£v(Il. 14.171) 
First, with ambrosia, she cleansed her lovely body of all impurities 

There are only a few examples of QN-order branching naq in focus position (45a-b). 

(45) a. $f\ 5E Korcaoxouevn eavco dpyfJTi cpaeww / aiyfj, iiaoaq 5e Tpwdq 
Ad0£v- rjpxs 5E 5aiucov (II. 3.419-20) 
She went, covering herself with the shining silver robe, silently, and 
escaped the notice of all the Trojan women; and the goddess led her 

b. Auxdp £K8i ndvG' OTtAa vedue KAUXOC; ducpiyur]£tc, (II 18.614) 
But when the famous crooked-legged one had wrought all the gear 

QN-order phrases with Tiaq are often in directly postverbal position (46a-b). There are 

parallel examples in which adverbial material intervenes between the verb and the 

postposed object (46c). 

(46) a. auxoq yap Xapufl TrpoKaAeoaato Ttdvxaq dpiaxouc, (II. 7.285) 
For he in his battle-lust called forth all the best men 

b. 0du(3oc, 5' e'xe Ttdvxac, 'Axcuouc, (II. 23.815) 
Wonder held all the Achaeans 

c. dAA' dvaxocoadu£voq KaAa £v6d5£ Ttdvxaq dpiarouc, (II. 13.740) 
Draw back and call all the best men over here 
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There is also a parallel example in which adverbial material intervenes between the 

postposed quantifier and its restriction; in this case it is conjoined and in contrastive 

focus with the possessive adjective modifying the other object (47a). 

(47) a. we, ov x Eikppryvric; TKXVTCXC, Ttapd vnuoiv 'Axaiouq, / aouc, xe udAiara 
exac, Kai staipouq (II. 7.294) 
So you may delight both all the men beside the ships, the Achaeans, 
and your (men) most of all, (your) kinsmen and companions 

Null-head modifier object eVaoToq can be pre- or postverbal in both plural (the plurals 

are all neuters, usually meaning 'every detail') and singular (48a-d). For the plural, the 

ratio is 7:16 pre- to post-verbal, and for the singular it is 1:7. 

(48) a. sA96vT£q 8'etc, avrpov 80n.£uu£o0a eVaata (Od. 9.218) 
When they entered the cave, they marvelled at all the various things 

b. r) 5' ev Se^ajisvn (piXeei Kai EKaota \xexaXXq (Od. 14.128) 
And she receives them well and is hospitable and asks questions 
about every detail 

c. roue, 5' £^ dAAdcov uoAuov oivcov5£ EKacrcov / Triurov dysiv aXievoi 
Qof\o' eni vr)uai TISEVTEC, (Od. 24.418) 
Those from other cities, homeward each one they sent, for fishermen 
to carry, putting them on swift ships 

d. autdp ey(x> (SouAeuov, oixoac, £p£oiui EKaoxnv. (Od. 11.229) 
But I took thought, as to how I might question each one individually 

Branching object QPs with £Kaoroc, do not occur in directly preverbal position; they 

are usually directly postverbal (49a). The one preverbal example is separated from its 

verb by the subject, and relegated to a separate hemistich (49b), in a pattern that will 

be discussed in the next section. 

(49) a. aoic, dyavolc, eneeooiv £prJTU£ epeaxa EKOCGTOV (II. 2.164,180) 
With your winning words hold back each man 

b. Tp£ic, 5£ EKCCOTOV cpcor' | 6'i£c, cp£pov autdp £yco ye (Od. 9.431) 
Three to each man, the sheep carried them; but I 
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The only candidate examples of preverbal branching object eKaatoc, are NQ order, 

with demonstratives (50a). The only discontinuous example is of the same type (50b). 

(50) a. \xr\ TI OV tauta maaxa Sisipeo un5e \iexa\Xa. (II. 1.550) 
Do not inquire about these things in detail, or ask questions 

b. dAAd TI f] sus raOta Sie^epeeoOe evcacTa; (II. 10.432) 
But why are you questioning me about these things, in detail? 

This situation is similar to what was found for Classical Greek: QN-order universally 

quantified phrases in preverbal object position are very rare. 

3.2.3 Separate hemistich quantification with EKCLOTOC; 

In Homer, anaphoric pronouns usually agree in person and number with singular 

SKCXCTOC, rather than with a plural pronoun or verb. This makes it completely clear in 

certain examples that the distributive relationship and the nuclear predication are 

expressed in separate clauses, the nuclear predication in a finite main clause and the 

distributive relationship in an adjunct clause. Instead of "each one called out to his 

own horse", or even "they called out to their own horses, each one", it is "they called 

out, each to his own horse". The main clause and adjunct clause are usually separated 

by the main caesura (51a-b). 

(51) a. — - I — — ~—x 
o't pev dp' £OKi5vavxo sf]v em. vrja SKCXOTOC, (II 19.277) 
But the others scattered, each one to his own ship. 

KOU KOCT£KOiur|0r|U£v EV £VT£ow oioiv eKacrcoc, (II. 11.731) 
And we went to sleep, each one in his own armor 

This pattern is also visible in examples that do not contain anaphoric pronouns (52a-

d): 

(52) a. 5£Ka 5' dv5pi EKdoup /vfjeq STCOVTO Boca (II. 2.618) 
Ten to each man, there followed swift ships 
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b. noXeeq 5' ev vnt EK&OXX] / 'ApKaSsc. avSpsc. efiaivov (II. 2.610-11) 
Many in each ship, went Arcadian men 

c. £^ 5' 019' EKdaTnc, vnoc, EUKvrjuiSec. statpoi / a)Aov0'- (Od. 9.60-61) 
Six from each ship (of) my well-greaved companions died 

d. TisvrnKoovoi 5' ev EK&OXT] / ei'ato, Kai rcpouxovro SKCXOTOGI evvea 
raupouc. (Od. 3.78) 
Fifty in each, they were settled, and they sent forth from each nine 
bulls 

This kind of structure seems designed to avoid what would otherwise be transitive 

clauses with multiple quantifier phrase arguments, or intransitive clauses with 

complex quantified subjects: ten swift ships followed each man, many Arcadians went 

on each ship, [six comrades from each ship] died, [each of fifty settlements] sent nine 

bulls. Clauses of that kind are rare or nonoccurring in Homeric Greek, but perfectly 

normal in Classical Greek (53a-c). 

(53) a. EV 5e EKdarco Aoxco nevxr\Koaxve(; f\aav xeoaapec, (Thuc. 5.68.3) 
In each company there were four bodies of fifty 

b. -ae\x\^axe anb Aoxou EKacnroc, nevxe avSpac, TWV OTCOU5OUOT(XTU)V 

(Xen. Cyr. 4.2.45) 
Send from each company five of the most zealous men 

c. rr|v 5e aumjopiav EKCCOTO) TW uepa ocpoav aurwv tpetc, aKoSouvai 
Tpirjpsic, (Dem 14 18-19) 
And that the symmory assign three triremes to each of its own parts 

Homeric Greek seems to want to do its quantification in a separate operation, apart 

from the main predication of the sentence. In sentences with multiple quantified 

phrases like those in 53a-c, both operations are happening at once. In a sentence like 

'ten to each man, there followed swift ships', the main predication and the 

quantification are communicated as two separate chunks of information: there are 

ships following, and the ratio of ships to men is ten to one. The general principle at 

work has something in common with the use of singular £K(XOTOC, in combination with 

plural verbs, pronouns and nouns. In sentences like 'they lit a fire and made their 

dinners, each one', two things are communicated separately: first the fact that fires 
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were lit and dinners made, and then the fact that there was a one-to-one relationship 

between men and fire-lighting and dinner-making events. 

3.2.4 Summary 

In Homeric Greek, nccc, in the plural and EKOCOTOC. are regularly used as universal 

quantifiers; raxc. in the singular occurs only a couple of times as a simple distributive 

and a few more times as a kind-distributive. Homer has no definite determiner, so 

there is no clear evidence from interaction with a determiner about quantifier phrase 

formation or quantificational determiner status for either universal quantifier. When it 

comes to continuity and quantifier-noun order, there are differences in behavior 

between uaq plural and exaoTOc;. Ilac, plural is as likely to be discontinuous from its 

restriction as continuous with it; when it is continuous, it is usually pre-nominal. 

"EKaoroq is often discontinuous from plural pronouns and nouns, but is never 

discontinuous from a singular restriction, and usually has NQ order. At the level of the 

clause, Homer has a preference for doing quantification separately from the main 

predication. "EKQIOTOC, usually appears with plural rather than singular verbs, and when 

it occurs together with another quantifier in the same sentence, they tend to be 

removed from the main clause and placed together in a separate small clause structure. 

3.3 Universal quantifiers in Herodotus 

In this section I look briefly at Herodotus, after comparing Classical and Homeric 

Greek, to see whether Herodotean Greek falls in between the two on any measures, or 

has any mixed behavior which could be explained by the language having been in 

transition from one state to another. It turns out that with respect to the universal 

quantifiers, Herodotus acts like Classical Greek on almost all measures, but does have 

one point of agreement with Homeric Greek, and falls in between the two on another 

measure. 
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In terms of quantifier inventory and relationship with the determiner, Herodotus is 

closer to Classical than Homeric Greek. Herodotus has the full range of quantifiers 

available in Classical Greek, as well as the determiner (54a-d). Distributive universal 

HCCC. singular is in complementary distribution with the determiner (54a), and 

quantifiers appear in predicate position, which distinguishes them clearly from 

ordinary adjectives (54b-c). 

(54) a. 'Ecpop££ avxr]v avanaaav r)U£pnv sc, TO tfjq'EAsvnq ipov (6.61.18) 
She carried her every day to the shrine of Helen 

b. 'Qc. 5s TtapeysvovTO ec, rrrv Avytvav raxaai ai veec, (8.132.1) 
When all the ships arrived at Aegina 

c. "Ana^ 5e TOU eviautou EK&OXOV 6 voudpxrjc, eKaoxoq EV TCO SCOUTOU 

voua> Kipva Kpnrfjpa oivou (4.65.11) 
Once each year, each chief, in his own district, mixes a bowl of wine 

d. Kara KOAIC. 5e EKCCOTOI cpsu^ovrai (8.68.22) 
They will each-pl flee to their (own) city 

At the level of the phrase, Herodotus again usually looks more like the Classical Greek 

sample than like Homer. In my count for quantifier order, Herodotus agreed with 

Homer in having NQ order for EKCXOTOC, (54C), but with Classical Greek in having a 

higher rate of QN order for raxc. plural (54b). For eKaaroq, Homer has 25% Q(D)N 

order, Herodotus 24%, and Classical Greek 58%. For jtctc. plural, Homer has 68% 

Q(D)N order, while both Herodotus and Classical Greek have 77%. Singular 

distributive universal uaq always has QN order in Herodotus, as it does in the 

Classical Greek sample (with one exception), and as it does in the one example of 

singular distributive universal JTCCC, in Homer. The ratio of discontinuous to continuous 

quantifier phrases in Herodotus (31% of 269 instances) is in between the Classical 

Greek (25% of 263 instances) and Homeric (48% of 210 instances) rates, though 

closer to the Classical. 
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At the level of the clause, the behavior of the universal quantifiers in Herodotus 

resembles Classical Greek more than it does Homeric Greek. Apposition of quantifiers 

to pronouns is less common than it is in Homer, occurring at about the same rate as in 

Classical Greek. Verbal agreement with SKaoxoq is almost always singular. There are 

infrequent examples of branching QN-order quantifier phrases in preverbal object 

position (55a-b). 

(55) a. Touxcov 5e KaxuTiepBe Tipoc, voxov aveuov ev rfj BnpxooSei oiKeouoi 
raucpdcavTEc,, ox jtavta avGpuxrtov cpsuyouai veal navroc, omAinv 
(Hdt. 4.174.2) 
Inland of those people in the direction of the south wind, in the beast-
infested area, live the Garamantes, who avoid every human (or: 
everyone human) and the company of anyone 

b. oi yap nepoai navxac, rove, LKUGOCC, vcaAsouai IdKac,. (Hdt. 7.64.8) 
For the Persians call all the Scythians Sakai. 

But, as in both Classical and Homeric Greek, NQ-order phrases are much more 

common in that position. And, finally, there are examples of clauses that have multiple 

quantified arguments (56a-c). 

(56) a. 'H 5s inrpiKri Korea tdSs oepi SeSaarar \iif\q vouoou EKaatoc, intpoc, 
son veal ov TiAeovwv. 
Medicine is organized by them along the following lines: each man is 
a doctor of one disease and not of many. 

b. &ve(3aiv£ yap EKaoxoq TUV Epaevcov TOUTCOV EIKOOI IKTCOUC;. (Hdt. 
192.16-17) 
For each of those males mates with twenty mares 

c. Ei yap Keivcov EKaotoq 5£Ka dvSpoov xfjc; oTpcmfjc, rfjc, £ufjc, avxa^wq 
eori (Hdt. 7.103.8-9) 
For if each of those men is worth ten men of my army 

Herodotus looks like the Classical Greek sample on all measures except quantifier-

noun order with £Kaaroc, (Herodotus' rate of Q(D)N to N(D)Q order matches the rate 

in Homer, rather than the rate in the Classical Greek sample) and a slightly higher rate 

of discontinuity. 
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3.4 Summary: Universal quantification 

I have identified two basic kinds of differences in how Classical and Homeric Greek 

express universal quantification: differences in quantifier inventory, and differences in 

the syntactic behavior of quantifiers. Classical Greek has one universal quantifier that 

is basically lacking in Homeric Greek, the simple singular distributive naq, meaning 

'every'. Where Classical Greek has raxc, plural 'all', TT&C, singular 'every', and SKacrcoc, 

'each', in Homeric Greek only naq plural 'all' and SKacrcoc, 'each' are present in full 

force, with nac, singular 'every' occurring only twice. This difference might seem 

unimportant at first, but when combined with other gaps I will describe later, it adds 

up to the conclusion that Homer lacks not just various specific quantifiers, but 

quantifiers that have specific properties. 

Differences in syntactic behavior are present at both the phrasal and clausal level. In 

Classical Greek, evidence from interaction with the determiner suggests that universal 

quantifiers form configurational quantifier phrases, and possibly that the singular 

distributive quantifiers can act as quantificational determiners. In Homeric Greek that 

kind of evidence is not present because the determiner has not developed yet. There is 

a general increase between the Homeric and Classical periods in the ratio of Q(D)N to 

(D)NQ order for quantifiers that are contiguous with their restrictions; Ttac. plural, 

which was already more often QN in Homer, is even more often Q(D)N in Classical 

Greek (Table 2), and eKaoroq, which was usually NQ in Homer, is usually Q(D)N in 

Classical Greek (Table l).74 Herodotus falls in between the two, agreeing with Homer 

on the order of EKCLOTOC, and Classical Greek on the order of nac, plural, which may 

74 Some of the counts discussed here and in what follows are statistically significant (differences 
between HG and CG in rates of occurrence of discontinuity with universal and vague count and mass 
quantifiers, for instance, and differences in rates of occurrence of QN versus NQ order with SKCCOTOC;) 

and some are not (differences between HG and CG in rates of occurrence of QN versus NQ order with 
nac, plural and upward monotonic vague count and mass quantifiers, for instance); some of the latter 
might be able to be made significant by increasing the size of the sample. 
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suggest a gradual shift. For eKaoxoq the combined rate of Q(D)N order is 25% in 

Homer, 23% in Herodotus, and 58% in Classical Greek. For TICK; plural the combined 

rate of Q(D)N order is 68% in Homer, 77% in Herodotus, and 77% in Classical Greek. 

Table 1: Quantifier order with EKCCcrot; 

SKacnroc, 

NQ 
QN 
DNQ 
QDN 
Total 

Homer 
Total 

21 
7 

— 

— 

28 

% 
75 
25 

100 

Herodotus 
Total 

56 
19 
12 
3 

90 

% 
62 
21 
13 
3 

100 

Classical Greek 
Total 

17 
23 
13 
19 
72 

% 
24 
32 
18 
26 

100 

Table 2: Quantifier order with TICK; 

Ttac, plural 

NQ 
QN 
DNQ 
QDN 
Total 

Homer //. 
Total 

22 
47 
— 

— 

69 

% 
32 
68 

100 

Herodotus 
Total 

11 
66 
24 
51 

152 

% 
7 

43 
16 
34 

100 

Classical Greek 
Total 

7 
53 
35 
88 

183 

% 
4 

29 
19 
48 

100 

There is also a change in the rate of discontinuity of quantifiers from their agreeing 

restrictions. In Homer, the rate of discontinuity is about 48%. In Herodotus and 

Classical Greek, it hovers around 20%. If QN order phrases are syntactically more 

coherent than NQ ones, then these two shifts are probably related; Classical Greek 

likes to bind quantifiers together with their restrictions into larger units, while Homer 

likes to keep them separate. Homer also more often floats quantifiers off of overt 

demonstrative or personal pronouns. At the clausal level, there were two main 

differences in the behavior of the universals in Homeric and Classical Greek, and one 

similarity. First, as a subject, EKCLOXCH; usually appears with a plural verb in Homer, 

whereas it almost always appears with a singular verb in Classical Greek. Second, in 
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Homer, when SKOLGXOC; appears together in the same sentence with another quantifier, 

they tend to both be separated from the main clause in a separate small clause, as in: 

'Ten to each man, there followed swift ships'. Classical Greek would happily render 

such a sentence as 'Each man was followed by ten swift ships'. And finally, both 

Homeric and Classical Greek have a restriction on the appearance of universally 

quantified object phrases with QN order in preverbal focus position; they are very 

rare, while two structures in which the quantifier likely sits alone in that position (NQ 

order and QVN-type discontinuity) are more common. 

In the next section I will discuss negative and existential quantification. In Classical 

Greek these are handled separately for the most part, but in Homer they are two sides 

of the same coin and have to be considered together. 

3.5 Negative quantifiers in Classical Greek 

Classical Greek has a negative quantifier, ouSeiq, that like the universal quantifiers 

Tide, and evcacrroc, can be either pronominal (57a) or adnominal (57b).75 

(57) a. orpouBov 5£ ouSdc, sAajkv (Xen.An. 1.5.3) 
Nobody caught an ostrich, 

b. avev 5e £U\Jjuxxotq ouSeuict rsxvn npoc, roue, KIVSUVOUC, ioxusi (Thuc. 
2.87.4.5) 
Without courage, no skill will have power in the face of danger 

This is the plain negative form, though it originated as an emphatic, ou5e ev, ou5s eic, 

(Chantraine 1968). Emphatic negatives are subject to frequent loss and renewal, and 

several rounds of loss and renewal have occurred in the recorded history of Greek 

75 In this section, general statements and counts include forms in both ou- and u,n-. The variant ouSauoc,, 
which appears in Herodotus, does not appear in the Classical Greek sample, except as a base for 
adverbials such as ouSapou "nowhere", ou5au66ev "from nowhere", ouSauoT "to nowhere", and so 
forth. 
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(Kiparsky and Condoravdi 2006). The separate forms can still be used emphatically 

(58a): 

(58) a. ou5' ccv etc, CXUTOTC, enioxevev, woitep ou5e vuv moteuei OU5E eic, EXI 

(Xen. Cyr. 8.8.3) 
Not one person would trust them, just as now not one person does 
still trust them 

3.5.1 Definiteness and relationship with the determiner 

The negative quantifier can take either an indefinite, agreeing restriction (59a), or a 

definite, partitive genitive one (59b). 

(59) a. ou5suia TioAiq; *ov5e\iia r\ TTOAIC, 

No city 
b. ouSeuia TWV TCOAEGOV 

None of the cities, none among the cities 

There is no evidence from relationship with articulated agreeing restrictions about 

whether ou5£Uia TtoAic, is structurally a quantifier phrase [QP ou8euia [Dp [NP itoAic,]]] or 

a determiner phrase with a quantificational determiner [DPOUSEUIOC [NPKOAICJ]. One 

thing that counts against analyzing it as a quantificational determiner is that, unlike the 

Classical Greek singular distributive candidates for quantificational determiner status 

naq-every and svcacrroq, it can be discontinuous from its restriction, even in the 

singular (62a-b below). 

3.5.2 Quantifier order 

For naq and sxaatoq in both Classical and Homeric Greek, quantifier-noun order was 

largely pragmatically determined. When the noun was highly predictable and the 

quantifier was focused within the phrase, or the whole phrase was focused, the 

quantifier was preposed. When the noun was a local topic, it was preposed and the 

quantifier followed in focus position. The same is true for ouSeic, in Classical Greek. 
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In 60a, for example, 5ev5pov and 0npia are contrastive topics. In 60b, KOAIV is highly 

predictable in context and there is weak focus on the quantifier. 

(60) a. 5gv5pov 5' ou5ev evfjv, Onpia Se navxoia, KXEIOTOI ovoi aypioi, 
KoAAai 5e arpouOoi ai ueydAai (Xen. An. 1.5.2) 
There were no trees in it, but there were wild beasts of all sorts, very 
many wild donkeys, but also many ostriches, the big ones 

b. anonXevoeiaQai e<pr\ KOU Kripu^eiv uriSeuiav itoAw SexeoOai avxovq, 
d><; TIOAEUIOUC; (Xen. An. 6.6.9) 
He said that he was going to sail away, and give orders that no city 
should receive them, since they were enemies 

This again suggests that only preposed quantifiers form demonstrably continuous 

branching phrases with their restrictions. The idea that only QN-order quantifier-noun 

strings are actually continuous quantifier phrases will be relevant not only for gauging 

the relative rates of occurrence of continuous quantifier phrases in Homeric and 

Classical Greek, but also for determining what, if any, are the constraints on quantified 

objects in preverbal focus position at each stage. In the Classical Greek sample, the 

ratio of QN:NQ order for ouSac, is about 1:2, or about 33% QN. This contrasts with 

the preference for QN order found with the universals. 

3.5.3 Discontinuity 

In the sample, adnominal ouSsiq is continuous about four times as often as it is 

discontinuous (22% discontinuity). With genitive restrictions, it is discontinuous 

almost twice as often (43% discontinuity), which suggests that genitive restrictions 

may be more loosely connected to their quantifiers than agreeing ones. In English, the 

pronominal negative quantifier 'none' can be separated from a genitive more easily 

than from an agreeing restriction (61a-d): 

(61) a. Of all those cakes, there were none that she liked. 
b. ?(A11) those cakes, there were none (of them) that she liked. 
c. She found none that she liked, of all those cakes. 
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d. *She found none that she liked, (all) those cakes. 

Most of the discontinuous examples with ou5dc, are of the familiar head-interrupted 

type, where the quantifier is pre-head and bears strong focus. In 62a-b, there is 

contrastive focus on ou5eic, relative to a quantifier in the preceding clause. 

(62) a. Aa(3d)v TO ducp' autov veal touq YuvrvfJTac, Tiavrac;, Hsvocpcov 5E auv 
TOIC, OTuaOocpuAâ w OTIAITCXIC, einexo ouSsva S'XGJV Y u u v n r a (Xen. 
An. 4.1.6) 
Taking his division plus all the light-armored infantry, and Xenophon 
followed with the rearguard hoplites, having no light infantry 

b. fjv re dc. Jin SuvnBfj TCOV AOXWV em TO axpov dva(3fjvai, ouSdc, 
unKETi uEivr) TWV jtoAeufoov (Xen. An. 4.8.13) 
If one of the companies can somehow climb to the top, no one of the 
enemy will endure any longer. 

The rate of discontinuity found for adnominal ouSsiq (22%) is about the same as that 

found for Ttccq plural (25%). 

3.5.4 Negative concord 

Classical Greek allows negative concord; a negative head followed by one or more 

negative arguments expresses a single negation (63a-b) (Smyth 1956:628-629; Cooper 

and Kriiger 1998:1122-1123; Kiparsky and Condoravdi 2006). 

(63) a. nod ouTioTs spd ouSdc, cbq eyw "EAAnvac, dyaY^ e k T0^^ (̂ apPdpouc, 
(Xen. An. 1.3.5) 
And never will anyone say that I, having led Greeks against the 
Persians 

b. nod OUT8 kneQexo ouSdc, ou5au69ev OUTS npoc, Trjv yecpvpav ouSdc, 
r|A0e TWV itoAeuiwv (Xen. An. 2.4.23) (S56:628) 
And no one attacked them from anywhere, nor did any of the enemy 
come toward the bridge 

As we will see, negative concord of the type found in Classical Greek is not present in 

Homeric Greek. 
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3.5.5 Object position 

Both pronominal ou5£iq and continuous phrases formed with adnominal ouSdc, appear 

in preverbal focus position (64a-e). As was argued above, possibly only preposed 

ouSdc; should be interpreted as forming a continuous phrase with its restriction. In 

64b, for example, the noun may be a topic, and the quantifier in focus position: 

"excuses it provides none". Preposed ouSeic, in 64c however is probably part of a 

continuous phrase. The same pattern holds for genitive examples (64d-e). 

(64) a. 6 5£ KAiav5poc, ouSeva enenpaKei (Xen. An. 7.2.6) 
But Cleander had sold none of them 

b. Kori Ttpocpaoiv ou5suiav 5{5a>oiv (Dem. 43 53) 
And it provides no excuse 

c. xai TTAEOV r] Ttsvte unvoov ouSeva Aoyov eTioirjaaxo (Dem. 52 6-7) 
And for more than five months he didn't say a word about it 

d. ovbev TOUTOOV ueuvnoBe (Xen. An. 5.8.25) 
None of these things do you remember 

e. riuoiv 5' ouSric; ou5ev dvTemjaEAeTxai (Xen. An. 3.1.16) 
But as for us, no one is paying corresponding attention 

QN-order universally quantified object phrases very rarely appear in preverbal focus 

position in Classical Greek; QN-order negatively quantified phrases appear there more 

often, though still at a lower rate than NQ phrases. 

3.5.6 Summary 

Classical Greek has a negative quantifier, ou5eu;, that takes indefinite agreeing and 

definite genitive restrictions. OuSetc, differs from the universals in preferred order; 

where they were usually QN, it is more often NQ. Its rate of discontinuity is the same 

as that of the universals when it is adnominal (22%) but higher when the restriction is 

a partitive genitive (43%). Negatively quantified phrases appear more often with QN 

order in preverbal focus position than universally quantified phrases do. 



3.6 Existential and partitive quantifiers in Classical Greek 

Existential quantification is accomplished via the indefinite enclitic xiq, which can be 

pronominal or adnominal. Greek indefinite and interrogative adverbs and pronouns are 

distinguished only by accent, with the interrogative tonic and the indefinite clitic: 

noxe/noxe "when/sometime", KOU/TCOU "where/somewhere", Ttcoq/Kcoq 

"how/somehow". Tic, is the enclitic indefinite half of such a pair; tonic TIC, is the 

interrogative "who". It is cross-linguistically common for interrogatives and indefinite 

pronouns to be identical or closely related (Haspelmath 1997:26-27; Lyons 1999:150); 

the pattern occurs not only in Indo-European (Fortson 2004), but also in many other 

languages from unrelated families, including Native American (Mohawk: Baker 1995) 

and Australian languages (Dixon 1980:376). Ancient Greek TIC, covers a wide range of 

indefinite meanings (Kuhner-Gerth 1898-1904/1955:662-666, Smyth 1956:310, 

Cooper and Kriiger 1998:548-553). Like English some(body), it can be non-specific 

(65a) or specific (65b) indefinite. It is sometimes used in cases when the identity of 

the referent is already known to the speaker but not to the audience, like English a 

certain (65c). 

(65) a. TtouovTa 5' CXUTOV CXKOVTIĈ I TIC, TiaArco UJTO TOV ocpBaAuov fhaiooc, 
(Xen. An. 1.8.27) 
But as he struck, somebody hit him hard with a spear under the eye 

b. £V cp Kfjpoc, dii£KT£iv£v cxvSpa Il£ponv MsyacpEpvnv, cpoiviKioTrjv 
PaoiA.£iov, veal £T£pov iiva TCOV wrdpxoov Suvdaxnv (Xen. An. 1.2.20) 
At which time Cyrus executed a Persian man, Megaphernes, a wearer 
of the royal purple, and another powerful lieutenant 

c. jiAriv 'AitoAAcoviSnc; tic; (Xen. An. 3.1.26) 
Except a certain Apollonides 

Pronominal TIC; is also used, like English one, as a generic or arbitrary pronoun (66d). 

Adnominal TIC, can be used as a qualifier (66e), meaning "some sort of'.76 

76 There is also a philosophical TK;, used to distinguish an individual or particular instance of something 
from the abstract type, e.g. 6 TIC, avBpwrcoc; "a particular person". It occurs in attributive position 
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(66) a. f\oo6v TIC, in dSiKoiq spyoiq Aoyouq KaAouq ^nxfiaa (Thuc. 3.67.7) 
One would be less likely to seek beautiful words for unjust actions 

b. dpioTOKparmv tivd SK TOOV 5uvaoT£icov noir\oavxe<; f) KOU nva 
(kaiAeiav (PI. Leg. 681d3) 
Forming from the leadership some sort of aristocracy or even some 
sort of monarchy 

So far, we have seen only existential and other non-partitive interpretations of nc,. 

What about partitive interpretations? The English indefinite quantifier some can be 

existential (67a) or partitive (67b). 

(67) a. Some ants are getting into the house. 
b. Some ants are scouts, and some are members of the supply chain. 

These are examples of weak and strong, or cardinal and quantificational, readings, in 

the sense of Milsark 1977; they are customarily distinguished in the literature by the 

spellings sm and SOME respectively (this reflects the fact that the two readings of some 

can usually be distinguished by the presence of stress; unfortunately, the 

correspondence is not perfect: if the quantifier is not stressed, it is cardinal, but if it is 

stressed, it is not necessarily quantificational).77 The weak reading tells you something 

about the size of the set of ants, whereas the strong reading tells you something about 

the proportion of the set of ants for which the predicate is true. The overtly partitive 

form of the determiner (with of the) tends to be associated with the strong 

interpretation in English (68a), but it can get a weak interpretation if the set being 

referred to is established in the context (68b). 

(68) a. SOME of the ants are scouts 
b. Sm of the ants (the ones we've been watching on the fire escape all 

week) are getting into the house 

(between an article and noun) only in that context (Cooper and Kriiger 1998:548). 
77 Witness Milsark's (1977:19) example: "SOME unicorns got into the house, but not enough, thank God, 
to spoil the carpet" (with stress resulting from an implied contrast between the quantity of unicorns 
indicated by the existential quantifier and other possible quantities like MANY (on the weak reading "lots 
of ) or FEW (on the weak reading "a few"). 



This is relevant because TIC; regularly appears with partitive genitives. Most of the 

time, however, it does not get a strong reading, even with in combination with a 

partitive (69a). 

(69) a. ETtcxKouaavTec, 5e twee, rwv orparicoTtov xavxa, r\ KCXI TGOV Aoxaywv 
TIC; SiayyeAAei eiq TO oTpdTeuua (Xen. An. 7.1.14) 
Either some of the soldiers overheard this, or maybe one of the 
company commanders passed it on to the army 

There are a few cases in which TIC; must get a strong, partitive interpretation. Though it 

is a clitic and usually unaccented, there are scattered examples in Classical Greek 

prose in which TIC, appears clause-initially and is accented; this is true also for the 

other clitic pronouns. In the sample, there are four instances of this type. Some of 

them get a weak interpretation (70a). Others, such as (70b) are most likely partitive 

(the weak interpretation, that as for the crews, there were some that they killed and 

some that they took prisoner, is a bit of a stretch in the context). 

(70) a. 'Haav ev 'OAuvOw TOOV EV TOIC, Ttpdyuaoiv xiveq \IEV clnAurrcou KCU 

TCCCVO' UTinpsTOUVTsc; EKEIVCO, Tiveq 5E TOU fieXxicxov vcai oitwc; ur) 
SouAsuoouaiv oi itoAvrai TtpdrcovTSc;. (Dem. 9 56) 
There were in Olynthus, among those in power, some who belonged 
to Philip and were utterly subservient to him, and some who were of 
the better sort and were acting to prevent the citizens from being 
enslaved, 

b. dvSpaq xe xovq usv aneKxeivav, Tivdq 5s veal e^ddypr\aav (Thuc. 2.92) 
As for the crews, some they killed, and some they took prisoner 

This leads to the unexciting conclusion that xiq is weak, except when it's not. 

Nevertheless, it will still be relevant for comparison with the Homeric situation to 

observe that Classical Greek TIC, seems to be basically weak, getting a strong reading 

only when it is behaving in a way that is unusual for it. 
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There are in Classical Greek a couple of other, less frequently occurring quantifiers 

that supply meanings not easily handled by clitic nq.78 Though it does not normally 

occur as a negative polarity item in negative contexts, where it is supplanted by ouSeiq 

because of negative concord, TIC, does occur in conditional, interrogative and other 

negative polarity contexts (71a). If an emphatic is needed in such a context, the 

strengthened form baxiaovv is used (71b-c). 

(71) a. si riq xi oe kpoixa (PI. Resp. 337a7) 
If anybody asked you anything 

b. £V X?\ U£V OTl dvoJCpeAfj KQCl TCAEOV OU5£V, £V 5k Tfl OTl t d U£V aUTCOV 

KCCV ocmcouv Eupoi (PI. Resp. 427a5-6) 
In the one because they are useless and do nothing, and in the other 
because some of them anybody at all could discover 

c. "Oq av £K rrpovoiac; xz Kai dSiKcoq ovrivaouv TWV EucpuAicov 
auxox£ip KT£ivn (PI. Leg. 871a2-3) 
Whoever wrongly and with forethought kills with his own hand 
anyone at all of his tribesmen 

There is also a non-clitic indefinite quantifier, evioi, that regularly gets a strong 

interpretation.79 In the examples below, the quantifier picks out part of a group and 

predicates a particular property only of that part. 

(72) a. Exovteq TOUTOUC, t£ TOUC, TIOAUTEAEIC, xvtcovaq Kai xdq itoiKiAaq 
dva^upiSaq, EVIOI 5k Kai oxpenxovc; uepl TOIC; TpaxnAoiq Kai ipEAia 
Ttepi raiq x^pcnv (Xen. An. 1.5.8) 
Though they were wearing their extravagant tunics and embroidered 
trousers, and some even necklaces around their necks and bracelets 
on their wrists, 

b. ccua 5s £7i£5£iKvuaav TOOV vap6r|Ka)v xaq TrAnydq Kai ev x^poi Kai kv 
tpaxriAoic;, EVIOI 5E Kai kv Trpoaoojtoic; (Xen. Cyr. 2.3.20) 

78 The (usually indeclinable) 6 5eiva, which is used to refer indirectly to some specific person, or to 
stand in for mention of a specific person, like English so-and-so, may also serve this purpose, since nq 
can be used in the same way. 
79 In LSJ, EVIOI is glossed as some. In the standard grammars, very little if anything is said about evioi; 
when it is mentioned, it is simply equated with nvec. and Herodotean pete^Etepoi (Cooper and Kriiger 
1998:2311-2312). 
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At the same time, they displayed the marks from the canes on their 
hands and necks, and some even on on their faces. 

The difference between (unaccented) TIC; and sviox is further illustrated by their use in 

oi p.£v...oi 5e constructions, which are contrastive (73a).80 Txveq is frequently used 

together with oi usv... oi 5e, which results in a strong, partitive reading (73b). "Evioi is 

not used together with it, presumably either because it would be redundant, since svioi 

is contrastive on its own, or unnecessary, since svioi is regularly accented. Instead, 

like accented TIC;, it appears clause-initially, followed by the particle (73d). 

Occasionally (though not in the sample), Tivec; and svioi are used together, with TIVEC, 

adding specificity (in 73d, Isocrates likely has specific writers, including Xenophon, in 

mind (Norlin 1945)). 

(73) a. oi usv em TO 5E^IOV oi 5s em TO EUGOVUUOV (Xen. An. 4.8.17) 
Some on the right and some on the left 

b. oi \i£v xiveq eXeyov nepi xov Kupou TOid5£...oi 8e xxveq auToov E'Asyov 
(Xen. Cyr. 8.4.31) 
Some said the following about Cyrus.. .and some of them said 

c. T&C, 5E TWOCC; ^npaivovTec; TpayrjuaTa anexiQeoav (Xen. Anab. 2.3.15) 
Some they dried and put away for dessert. 

d. r\v oi usv TioAAoi (aeTpfcoc; ETtaivoOoiv, EVIOI be xweq warep TCOV 

r|m6£wv £K£i K£KoAtT£UU£va)v u£uvnvTca Tt£pi auToov (Isoc. Panath. 
41) 
Which many people praise in a measured way, but some people just 
as if their memory about them was that demigods ruled there 

Classical Greek, then, has a clitic indefinite quantifier that is almost always weak, and 

a non-clitic indefinite quantifier that is strong. 

80 The prevalence of this construction should probably be considered an enabling factor supporting the 
non-partitivity of TIC, and infrequent occurrence of EVIOI. My subjective impression is that many or most 
contrastive and partitive situations in Classical Greek are handled by this construction alone, without 
any quantifiers involved. 
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3.6.1 Definiteness and relationship with the determiner 

Like ouSeic;, TIC; can take an indefinite agreeing restriction (74a) or a definite partitive 

genitive one (74b). 

(74) a. TtoAiq TIC;; *r| TIOAIC; TIC; 

Some city 
b. TIC; Ttov TtoAecov 

One of the cities, some one among the cities 

According to Cooper and Kriiger (1998:199-200), TIC; never follows the article in an 

unmodified partitive genitive phrase (TWV TIC; raSAscov) in Classical Greek except in 

Herodotus, where it does so regularly. The post-determiner positioning in Herodotus 

may be a side effect of the determiner still being more independent and demonstrative 

in Herodotus than in later authors (in the sample of universally quantified phrases, 

there were fewer articulated phrases overall in Herodotus than in the Attic sample). 

3.6.2 Quantifier order 

On the basis of a classification system that defines clitics as phrasal affixes and 

describes their distribution in terms of three binary parameters, defined as PI: 

Initial/Final, P2: Before/After, andP3: Proclitic/Enclititic (Klavans 1985), and 

assumes that clitics originate in the XP they would be immediately dominated by if 

they were ordinary words (Zwicky 1977, Kaisse 1982), TIC; in Classical Greek has 

been analysed as appearing in first or second position (P2: Before/After) with respect 

to the first constituent (P1: Initial) of its domain, where it attaches leftward 

phonologically (P3: Enclitic) (Taylor 1990:15-19, 131-164). On this analysis, 

adnominal TIC; originates in NP, but may move to other domains (Taylor 1990:138-

143). In my sample, adnominal TIC; usually appears in second position in IP or VP 

(75a) or NP (75b).81 

81 In most cases, it is ambiguous whether a clitic in second position in the clause is in IP or VP; 
instances of unambiguous VP clitics are indirect object clitics in examples like Kpovooc uev 5q taurd oi 



(75) a. oi 5E COC, EKOCOTOI Tiva eixov eXniha ocoTnpiac, (Thuc. 4.96) 
And others in whatever way each had any hope of safety 

b. TTOASUIOI yap aAAoi ecpcuvovTO en axpoiq Tiaiv iaxupoic, (Xen. An 
5.2.16) 
Other enemy forces kept appearing in some secure high positions 

Since the position of TIC; is partly determined by phonological rules specific to clitics, 

it differs from the other quantifiers I have looked at so far, in forming a continuous 

phrase with its nominal when it is postposed. Furthermore, though according to the 

analysis above TIC; can take either first or second position in its domain and thus can 

form a constituent with following nominals, in many such instances it is ambiguous 

whether the clitic is taking first position in NP or second position in IP (or VP), 

followed by a stranded noun (76a-b). At first glance these examples seem likely to be 

integrated, but in very similar examples adverbial material can intervene between the 

clitic and a following noun (76c-e).82 

(76) a. eav xi TIC, 86pu(3oc, yiyvx\xa\, 5el eniaa^ax xbv ITITTOV nspan avSpi xai 
XaAivwoai (Xen. An. 3.4.35) 
And if there is any disturbance, a Persian man has to saddle and 
bridle his horse 

b. vcai TIVCX zkniha eixov ec, TO syyuTepo) avxovq \ir\ jipoievcu (Thuc. 
2.21) 
And they had any hope that it would not come into their near vicinity 

c. Korea yiiv 5E JTOAEUOC,, 60EV TIC, xai 5uvauic, itapeyeveTo, ouSdc, 
^uvsaTn (Thuc. 1.15) 
As for a war on land, at least one from which any power arose, none 
occurred 

d. eKAvjtoOoa uev ou5eva xpovov TO TiavTcmaaw, Eyivtxo hi TIC, OUOOC, 

StOKWXii (Thuc. 3.87) 
Having at no time left them completely, though there had been some 
cessation 

e. veal ydp Tiva KOU imoi|nav vno TOOV TtapovToav KOtKoav ec, aAArjAouq 
£iXOv(Thuc. 6.103) 

UTIETISETO (Her. 1.156) 'Croesus suggested these things to him' (Taylor 1990:144-46). 
82 In Thucydides, there are multiple examples of adverbial KOU between TIC; and a following noun, and 
there are no examples of KOU between a noun and following xu;. 
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For they also even had, under their present bad circumstances, some 
suspicion against one another 

In the case of TIC, the principle that postposed quantifiers are less likely and preposed 

quantifiers more likely to be integrated with the noun is reversed; it is postposed TIC, 

that is integrated and preposed TIC; that is often a separate phrase. 

Another fact about the placement of TIC, lends support to the theory that QN-order 

quantifier phrases are more integrated than NQ ones, though the support again comes 

in the form of evidence about modifier-noun integration, which may or may not be 

relevant for quantifier-noun integration. As an NP clitic, TIC, appears in second position 

in AN-order adjectivally modified phrases (A TIC, N); it does not, however, appear in 

second position in NA-order phrases (*N TIC. A). Instead, in such phrases it follows the 

modifier (NA TIC,). This would be explained if in the latter case the N and the A are 

separate phrases, because if that were true the clitic would be in second position in its 

domain, the adjective phrase (Taylor 1990:141-143). 

3.6.3 Discontinuity 

In the sample, adnominal TIC; is continuous with agreeing restrictions about five times 

as often as it is discontinuous from them (34:7 for TIC, in the Anabasis). It is 

discontinuous from genitive restrictions somewhat more often, with a ratio of about 

3:2 in favor of continuity (28:18 for TIC; in the Anabasis). The higher rate of 

discontinuity with genitives is probably partly to be accounted for by more 

topicalization of genitives (as in 77a). 

(77) a. TWV 5e oTpancoTwv avTEAsyov Tiveq octroi) \ir\ ievai TtdvTac, TOUC, 

AOXOCY0^
 Ka* oTponrriYOUC, (Xen. An. 2.5.29) 

As for the soldiers, some argued with him, saying that the company 
commanders and generals should not all go 
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Discontinuity with an agreeing nominal is usually the result of TIC; appearing in second 

position in IP instead of NP (see example 75a above). In this respect, the behavior of 

TIC. again differs because of its clitic status from that of the universal and negative 

quantifiers. Discontinuous universal and negative quantifiers were usually in strong 

contrastive focus in head-interrupted hyperbaton of the same type seen with strongly 

focused adjectives (Devine and Stephens 2000:33-87). 

3.7 Existential and negative quantifiers in Classical Greek 

Classical Greek has a lexical negative quantifier, ouSsic.. It also has a weak clitic 

indefinite quantifier, xiq, and a non-clitic indefinite quantifier, evioi, that is regularly 

strong. These quantifiers can all be either pronominal or adnominal, and when 

adnominal they are more likely to form continuous phrases with their restrictions than 

to be discontinuous from them. Preposed adnominal ouSeic. is usually part of a 

continuous quantifier phrase, while postposed ouSeic, can usually be analyzed as 

involving a topic noun coindexed with a focused quantifier argument. The distribution 

of TIC, is determined by rules specific to clitics, but it is important to note that in 

Classical Greek TIC; can cliticise at the NP level, so it does clearly combine with NP 

into some kind of constituent. The negative quantifier ou8£ic. can participate in 

negative concord. QN-order continuous object quantifier phrases with ot35eic; appear 

more often in preverbal focus position than their universally quantified counterparts 

did. 

3.8 Existential and negative quantification in Homeric Greek 

The negative quantifier ouSsic; is present only in very limited form in Homeric Greek. 
83 Of the 21 instances in all of Homer, more than half are adverbial, in the form of the 

neuter accusative ouSev, which has emphatic negative meaning "in no way; not at all" 

83 Counts in this section are for the Iliad only unless otherwise specified. 
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(78a). As for the rest, there are two tokens of a formula with independent dative ouSric; 

(78d), and six or seven instances of ouSev that are pronominal (78b) or adnominal 

(78c) rather than adverbial.84 

(78) a. dAA' eyw ovbev ae pŝ co vcaKd (II. 24.370) 
But I will in no way do you harm 

b. ooq ouSev yAuKiov r)q TtarptSoq ou5e Tovcricov yivexai (Od. 9.34) 
So nothing is sweeter than one's country and parents 

c. zf\ UEV Ktspaq ou5ev ouolov (II. 10.216) 
To that one no gift will be equal. 

d. dAAd TTOAU TtpoOseaKE, TO OV usvoq ouSsvi EIKOOV (II. 22.459, Od. 
11.515) 
But he ran far forward, in his fury yielding to no one 

There is no other lexical negative quantifier in Homeric Greek that corresponds in 

function to Classical Greek ou5si(;. Instead, negative quantification in Homeric Greek 

is normally expressed by the negative particle ou used together with the indefinite 

clitic TIC. (79a-b). 

(79) a. ou TIC, £U£v3 ^WVTOC; KOCI iiti xQovi SepKouevoio / ooi KoiAnc, Tiapd 
vrjuoi (Sapeiac, x^pctc; STIOIOEI / auundvToav Aavawv (II. 1.88) 
No one while I am living and looking on the earth will lay heavy 
hands on you next to the hollow ships, of all the Achaeans 

b . OUT£ Tt U£ 5£0C, tOX£l aKT^plOV OUT£ TIC, OKVOq (II. 5.817) 

No lifeless fear holds me back, and no hesitation 

In Homer, the negative adverb ou appears in first or second position 95% of the time 

(74% first, 24% second), and is directly followed by the verb about 50% of the time; 

in Classical Greek, the rate of first position negation hovers around 60%, and the rate 

of coherence with the verb around 80% (Moorhouse 1959). At the same time, in 

Homer the enclitic pronouns take VIP (a VP indistinct from IP) as their domain 99% 

of the time regardless of where they might be thought to originate; this exends even to 

84 About two thirds of instances of ouSetc; in Homer occur in the Odyssey (13:8). Of the eight or nine 
non-adverbial examples, six are from the Odyssey. 
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arguments of subordinate infinitive and participial clauses (Taylor 1990:33-71, 50 as 

modified by Kiparsky 1996). Because of this, ou and xxc, are very often directly 

adjacent, so it is reasonable to wonder whether they are actually one lexical item 

masquerading as two separate words, like English no one. Examples in which they are 

separated by other particles provide clear evidence that they are separate words (80a-

e). 

(80) a. 000' ou KOO TIC; tf\ enebixiKE. Ouyortpi (II. 9.148, 290) 
So many as no one has ever given with his daughter 

b. ou yap TIC, U' uitsp aiaav dviqp "Ai5i Tipoichpei (II. 6.487) 
For no man will send me to Hades contrary to fate 

c. ou KEV riq uiv epuKCXKev dvuftoArjaac; voacpt Osoav (II. 12.465) 
No one could have come up against him and warded him off, apart 
from the gods 

d. enel OUK ccpa TIC; xdpic; rjev udpvaaBai Snicuaiv en dvSpdai (II. 9.316) 
Since there was no gratitude for fighting against deadly enemies 

e. TWV 5' dAAwv ou nip ziV dvaivouou ou5' dOept̂ oo (Od. 8.212) 
Of the others I refuse not even one, nor scorn them 

In the examples above, the effect of negative quantification is achieved by sentential 

negation scoping over an indefinite pronoun. When the indefinite occurs outside the 

scope of the negative, it gets an existential or specific reading. There are two instances 

in Homer where TIC; occurs together with sentential negation but outside its scope, and 

in both of them the quantifier is or could be interpreted as specific (81a-b). 

(81) a. CXTIV' ovneioso&ca 6'1'co (II. 1.289) 
With regard to which I think someone will not obey him (someone = 
Agamemnon, the speaker) 

b. dAAd TIV' ou cpsuc;8a9ai 6'1'ouai atnuv oAeOpov (Od. 22.67) 
But someone, I think, will not escape sheer destruction (someone = 
Eurylochos, the interlocutor) 
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In Homeric Greek, then, the standard mechanism for expressing negative 

quantification is not a lexical negative quantifier, but rather sentential negation 

scoping over an indefinite. 

Existential quantification is expressed by ziq, as it was in Classical Greek. As in 

Classical Greek, xiq can be specific (82a), non-specific (82b), generic/arbitrary (82c), 

or qualifying (82d) (Ktihner-Gerth 1898-1904/1955:662-666, Smyth 1956:310, 

Cooper and Kriiger 2002:2308-2315). 

(82) a. vfjooc, TIC, Eupin KiKArjoKexcu (Od. 15.403) 
There is a certain island, called Syria 

b. £K£i KS TIC, O^E'I XOCAKCO / TUXJJCXC; r\t (foAcov psOswv £K 9uu6v s'AnTou 
(11. 22.67-8) 
When someone, having struck or hit me with sharp bronze, takes the 
life from my limbs 

c. (jjbe 5e Tiq d'neoKev i5cav ec, TiAnciov aAAov (II. 2.271 and elsewhere) 
So a man would say, looking at another nearby 

d. uvnuoauvn uq euevra Ttupoq 5nfoio yeveaQod (II. 8.181) 
Let it then be a kind of reminder of the deadly fire 

The strong partitive quantifier EVIOI does not occur in Homer.85 Contrast between 

various parts of a group is usually expressed via the combination of demonstrative 

pronouns and contrastive particles discussed above for Classical Greek, the pattern oi 

fi£v...oi 5E (83a-b). 

(83) a. aurap enei Kara u£v Tpoocav Odvov oaooi apiaToi, / noAAoi 5' 
'ApY£ttov oi UEV 5du£v, oi be AinovTO, / ir£p6£TO 8e npidjioio noAiq 
5£Kdrco EviauTW (II. 12.13-15) 
But when the best Trojans had died, and of the Achaeans many had 
been conquered and others had left, the city of Priam was sacked in 
the tenth year 

b. oi 5' aAAoi npoq "OAuunov i'oav 9£oi ai£v EOVTEC;, / o'i UEV xwou£voi, 
o; 5£ u£ya KUSIOCOVTEC, (11.21.518-19) 

85 Nor does the emphatic indefinite OOTIOOOV. 
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And the other immortal gods went toward Olympus, some angry, 
others very triumphant 

Negative and existential quantification are done very differently in Homeric and 

Classical Greek. In terms of lexical inventory, where Classical Greek has a negative 

quantifier and two indefinite quantifiers, one a clitic that is almost always weak and 

one a non-clitic that is often strong, Homeric Greek has only a weak existential 

quantifier. In terms of syntax, Classical Greek quantifies at the phrase level, where 

Homeric Greek does more of its quantification at the clause level. 

3.8.1 In the phrase 

Because TIC, almost always occurs in second position, any element that wants to form a 

continuous constituent with it must appear either in first position or directly following 

second position. There are abundant examples in which xiq is adjacent to an agreeing 

nominal or modifier, or a partitive genitive. Here are some examples with the agreeing 

element or genitive in first position (84a-c): 

(84) a. ayyE\{r\v xivd rox Yocirjoxs Kuavoxouta / r)A8ov 5eupo cpepouoa 
Ttapai Aioc, odyioxoio (II. 15.174) 
A certain message for you, dark-haired earth-embracer, I came here 
bearing from the side of aegis-bearing Zeus 

b. sioiv p.ev uoi jiaTSeq duuuovsc,, eioi 5e Aaoi / Kai TIOASEC;, TUV KEV nq 
ETTOixoyxvoq KaXeoeiev (II. 10.171) 
I have blameless sons, and many followers, some one of whom could 
go and call them 

c. oAiyov 5E TI \X f\ooov ixi\ia (Od. 15.365) 
It was by a small amount that I was less honored 

When there is negation, it follows the element in first position, separating it from the 

indefinite (85a-b). Adverbial negative polarity particles, which normally appear in 

between the negative adverb and indefinite pronouns in the clitic cluster, may also 

intervene (85c-d). 
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(85) a. jioivr) 5' ou TIC, jtaiSoc, £YWV£T0 TeOvnooToc, (II. 13.659) 
There was no blood price for his dead son 

b. TCOV \ir\ TIC, UTtsKcpuyoi OUTTUV 6Ae6pov (II. 6.57) 
May none of them escape sheer destruction 

c. xeXoq 5' ou TCCO TI Tiecpavtai (II. 2.122) 
And no end has yet been seen 

d. TCOV 5' dAAcov ou Tcsp TIV' dvafvouai ou5' dOspfc/o (Od. 8.212) 
Of the others I refuse not even one, nor scorn them 

Agreeing elements and genitives can also directly follow the clitic cluster (86a-c). 

(86) a. fjpute 5' coq ore TIC; 5puc, rjptirev f\ dxepunc, / r\e nixvq (3Aco6pf] (II. 
13.389) 
He fell, as when some oak falls, or a poplar, or a tall pine 

b. I£TO 5' aid / r\e riva Tpcocov epsftevvfj VUKTI KaAui|;ai (II. 13.425) 
And was always eager either to cover some one of the Trojans with 
dark night 

c. dAAd TIC, dpTi£Ttr]c; KCU STUKAOTCOC, enXeo u.u0cov (II. 22.281) 
But you are someone quick with words and were tricky in your 
speech 

Negation and clitic adverbials precede this type of potential phrase (87a). 

(87) a. KaAd udA', of ou jicoTiqdvrip toyxnai cpopnoev (II. 19.11) 
Very beautiful, such as no man has ever worn on his shoulders 

Definite pronominal clitics, however, usually follow indefinites in the second position 

cluster, and when they do, they separate the indefinite from anything that follows 

(88a-f). 

(88) a. dAA' ei xiq uoi dvr)p ay.' STTOITO xai aAAoc, (II. 10.222) 
But if some other man were to go along with me 

b. OUK oi5', r\ TIC, uiv 6e6q copopev (Od. 4.710) 
I do not know if some god stirred him up 

c. f|Au9ov ei Tivd uoi KAnr|56va narpoc; evianoiq (Od. 4.316) 
I came in hope that you might give me some news of my father 

d. OUK av TIC, os (3poT0ov in dixsipova yoctav / VEXKEOI (Od. 19.107) 
No one of the mortals on the boundless earth would quarrel with you 
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f. cppâ eoGco ur) TIC; oi auefvwv aeio \i&xr\xai (II. 5.411) 
Let him take thought lest someone better than you fight against him 

It is also common for TIC; to be separated from agreeing elements by all manner of non

clitic material (89a-f). 

(89) a. ei xxva oi ouv ufjtiv duuuova T£Kxrjvavto (II. 10.19) 
If he might frame together with him some faultless plan 

b. ei 5e TWOC cppeoiv f\ox BsoTrpoTunv aXeeivex (II. 11.794) 
If in his heart he is trying to evade some oracle 

c. r\ xev ofjua (3potoTo naXax KaTaxeGvnooToc; (II. 23.331) 
Either the grave of some long-dead mortal 

d. uolpav 5' ou xxva cpnui TCCpuyusvov euuevai dv5poov (II. 6.488) 
I say that no one among men has ever escaped fate 

e. ou5' apex TIC; ocpi uecd cppsoi Yvyv£Tai otAKrj (H- 4.245) 
And there is no strength in their hearts 

f. cb5s 5s TIC; eineoKsv 'Axcxxwv xe Tpwcov xe (II. 3.319) 
So a man would say, of the Achaeans and the Trojans 

In Classical Greek, TIC; could cliticize at the NP level as well as at the clause level. In 

Homer, it almost always cliticizes at the clause level. That alone casts some doubt on 

the likelihood of uc; forming continuous phrases with NPs, since its placement is 

defined in terms of the clause and not the phrase. Nevertheless, it seems possible that 

TXC; could be part of a continuous quantified phrase, as long as that phrase was located 

or relocated in a way that would allow TIC. to satisfy phonological constraints on clitic 

placement by appearing in second position. If that were the case, however, one would 

think that when there were other elements in second position, such as negation, 

indefinite adverbs, and definite pronouns, TIC; would appear at the edge of the clitic 

cluster so as to stick together with agreeing lexical material. But that is not what 

happens. Instead, it and other clitics seem to follow independent rules of clitic 

ordering within second position, while agreeing lexical items independently move 

around to topic, focus, and tail positions. 
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3.8.2 In the clause 

The clausal syntactic behavior of TIC; is determined by its status as a second-position 

sentential clitic. Like other second-position indefinite clitics, it is sententially rather 

than lexically negated. Where English has negative polarity and Classical Greek 

negative concord, Homeric Greek has multiple indefinite clitics, including TIC;, 

appearing together under sentential negation. Since TIC,, as a sentential clitic, does not 

form branching noun phrases, there is no question of whether object phrases with xiq 

appear in preverbal focus position. 

Homeric Greek does not have negative concord. Multiple indefinites regularly appear 

under the scope of a single negation (90a-b). 

(90) a. £v9' ou TIC; TCOT£ ufJTiv ouoicoBriusvai dVcnv / rjGeA' (Od. 3.120-1) 
There no one ever tried to compete against him in craftiness 

b. ou5s TI Tin 5uvcxuou Tipox££w poov (II. 21.219) 
And I am not at all able to pour forth my current anywhere 

There are no morphologically negative adverbials like those found in Classical Greek, 

nor are there special negative polarity forms like those found in English and other 

languages. Instead, the same indefinite adverbs appear in both positive and negative 

contexts (91a-d). 

(91) a. KQCI TTOTE TOI Tpic; TOCCCC napeooexai dyAad Scopa (II. 1.213) 
And someday there will be three times that many splendid gifts for 
you 

b. ou ugv ooi IIOT£ icov £'xto v£pac; (II. 1.163) 
I never get a prize equal to you 

c. co '05ua£u udAoc TIOOC; U£ KCXGIKEO OUUOV £vnrfj / dpyaA£n (II. 14.104-
5) 
Odysseus, you somehow very much struck me at the heart with this 
harsh rebuke 

d. ou ydp JICOC, av yuuvoc, £wv Tpoo£ocn udxoiTO (II. 17.711) 
For there is no way he would fight the Trojans unarmed 



In Classical Greek, not only does negation get lexically combined with indefinites, but 

the lexical negative adverbs are themselves in turn usually closely associated with the 

verb phrase (92a-b). 

(92) a. cd 5E roiaurai 5£cmoivai aiKi^6u£vca xd ocauara TOOV dvGpdmwv Koci 
rdq ijjuxdq Kai xovq OIKOUC, OUTIOTE Ariyouciv (Xen. Oec. 1.23.2) 
Mistresses of that sort never cease tormenting the bodies and souls 
and households of men 

b. Kovripia uev yap dpeTt̂ v xe Kai autriv OUTCOT' av yvoin (PI. Resp. 
409d8) 
For badness could never understand both virtue and itself 

In Homer, negation is usually sentential and the basic indefinite adverbs are always in 

second position. This is another area in which Homeric Greek prefers to do things at 

the level of the clause rather than at the level of the phrase. 

Universally quantified QN-order branching phrases were very rare in preverbal focus 

position in Homer. Potentially branching phrases with xxq do occur in preverbal 

position (93a-b). 

(93) a. aXX dye 5rj ttva \xavxiv epeiouev n. iepfja (II. 1.62) 
But come, let us ask some soothsayer or priest 

b. ou \ikv yap xi KaKcaxspov aAAo ndBoiui (II. 19.321) 
I could not suffer anything else worse 

As I argued above, however, the independence of clitic ordering within second 

position seems to argue against the integrated interpretation. If, for example, in 81 a the 

exhortation was not just to call a soothsayer but to call a soothsayer for him, or me, or 

them, the definite pronominal clitic would likely be placed between the indefinite and 

noun. There are some examples in which adverbial particles break up a directly 

preverbal TIC, plus genitive string (94a-b). 

(94) a. fjv uvd TCOU Accvacov KpoKaXeocexai (11.7.39) 
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If perhaps he will challenge someone of the Danaans 
b. ei nvd Tiou Snfoov EAOI (II. 10.06) 

If perhaps he could kill someone of the enemy 

In the realm of negative and existential quantification, then, there are no clear cases of 

branching QN-order quantified phrases in focus position in Homeric Greek. 

3.9 Existential and negative quantifiers in Herodotus 

In Herodotus, negative and existential quantification are accomplished in much the 

same way as they are in Attic prose. Herodotus has the negative quantifier ouSeic, 

(95a). He also has both strong and weak indefinite quantifiers, the clitic TIC, that is 

usually weak (95b) and a couple of non-clitics that are usually strong. "Evioi occurs 

only a few times in Herodotus (95c). More common is \iexe^exepoi, which seems to 

have the same function (95d).86 

(95) a. ovbi. ccpi £K5i5oa8ai ou5dc. Buyarepa £0eA£i (Hdt. 2.47) 
No one is willing to give his daughter in marriage to them 

b. Eioi 5E ziveq vo[id5£c; avBpumoi, layapxxoi KaXe6\xevoi (Hdt. 7.85) 
There are some nomadic people called the Sagartians 

c. £<; TOGOUTOV 86pu(3ov OCTUKOVTO wq EVIOI roov oTpaTnyoov ovbe 
KupcoOfjvou £{i£vov TO TipOK£iu£vov Ttpf}yua, dAA' eq TE Taq v£aq 
EaETUircov Kai <Ta> ioTia a£ipovTo (he, a7ioirA£ua6|i£voi (Hdt. 8.56) 
They fell into such confusion that some of the generals didn't wait for 
the question at hand to be decided, but rushed off to their ships and 
raised sail to run away. 

d. oiouTtr] itpo(3dTO)v KOUOUOX raq £v Tfjoi Kopucpfjoi (pA^aq, u£T£^£T£poi 
5g auToov xaq £v TOIOI KpoTacpoun (Hdt. 4.187) 
They burn the veins in their scalps with wool fat, and some of them 
those in their temples 

The syntactic behavior of the negative and existential quantifiers in the clause and 

phrase in Herodotus is basically similar to that of Attic prose. Txq can cliticise either at 

86 M£T£^£i£poi does not occur in Attic Greek, but it does occur in the Hippocratic Corpus, which shares 
Herodotus' Ionic dialect. 
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the clausal (96a) or phrasal level (96b). QN-order branching quantified phrases with 

ou5dc; can occur in object position. 

(96) a. 'H 5e Aiyivain.Tfjc^Tpinpdpxss'AoooviSnc., Kai uvd acpi 06pu(3ov 
Tiapeaxe (Hdt. 7.181) 
The Aeginetan ship, whose captain was Asonides, even gave them 
some trouble 

b. Oi 5£ nsAaoyoi ipov xiva Aoyov Ttspi autou eXe^av (Hdt. 2.51) 
The Pelasgians tell some holy story about this 

c. Kod ewuTwv uri TrpoKonrnuevoov "Ioovaq ouSsufav EAJTISCC rixov 
Xaipovxaq Kpoq TGOV Tlepaeiov anaXXd^eiv (Hdt. 9.106) 
And without themselves defending them, they had no hope that the 
Ionians would escape the hands of the Persians without being 
punished 

The existence of separate strong counterparts to TIC, in Herodotus and Attic Greek 

raises an important issue. The difference in existential and partitive quantification 

between Homer and Classical Greek is not just that Classical Greek developed another 

word for 'some', but that it developed a new type of quantifier that was not found in 

Homer. That Herodotus has the same type of new quantifier, but represented by a 

different lexical item, suggests that there is something more general and systematic 

going on than just vocabulary change. 

3.10 Summary: Negative and existential quantification 

In the section on universal quantification, I pointed out differences of both inventory 

and syntactic behavior of quantifiers between Homeric Greek and Classical Greek. In 

the realm of negative and existential quantification, there are the same two types of 

difference. Again, Classical Greek has quantifiers that Homeric Greek lacks. Classical 

Greek has a lexical negative quantifier, ouSsiq, a weak clitic indefinite/existential, TIC., 

and a strong non-clitic indefinite/partitive, evioi. Homer has only the weak 

indefinite/existential clitic, nq, and no lexical negative or strong/partitive quantifier. 
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Instead, Homer uses other mechanisms to accomplish negative and strong/partitive 

indefinite quantification. Negative quantification is accomplished by sentential 

negation scoping over TIC;. Most situations calling for strong/partitive indefinite 

quantification are probably handled by the 01 urv...oi 5£ construction. 

These differences in inventory have more obvious syntactic correlates than did the 

differences found with the universals. For one thing, even the shared item, the clitic 

TIC;, is a different type of clitic in Homer than it is in Classical Greek. In Classical 

Greek, TIC, can take a DP or NP as its domain of cliticization; when it does, it forms a 

syntactic unit with its restriction. In Homeric Greek, TIC; is almost purely a sentential 

clitic, appearing in second position in the clause. Where Classical Greek has three 

different lexical quantifiers, all of which can combine with nominal restrictions to 

form larger syntactic units, Homeric Greek has one quantifier that does not. This 

means at minimum that in Homer, negative and existential quantification happen at the 

level of the sentence, while in Classical Greek, they more often happen at the level of 

the phrase. 

3.11 Vague count and mass quantifiers in Classical Greek 

Classical Greek has vague count and mass quantifiers, noXvq/noXkoi and 

oAiYoq/oAiyoi, that like their English counterparts many/much and few/little can be 

either weak or strong. For these quantifiers, the weak reading tells you that the 

cardinality of the intersection of the restriction and predicate is large or small relative 

to some contextual domain, whereas the strong reading takes the cardinality of the 

intersection of the restriction and predicate and tells you whether it is large or small 

relative to the cardinality of the restriction as a whole. In 97a below, it is asserted that 

the number of cedars in the park is large, and the number of redwoods small; many 

and few are interpreted as weak. In 97b, it is asserted that the number of white boats is 
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large relative to the total number of boats in the harbor, and the number of yellow 

boats small. 

(97) a. There were many cedars in the park, but few redwoods, 
b. Many of the boats in the harbor are white; few are yellow. 

Both readings are also available for the vague mass quantifiers (98a-b). 

(98) a. They gave us much water but little food. 
b. Much of the water was contaminated, and little of the food was 

edible. 

In Classical Greek, the count and mass quantifiers are both formed from the same root; 

TtoAuc, and oXiyoq , which like other Greek quantifiers have the morphological 

characteristics of adjectives and inflect for case, number, and gender, can quantify 

over both grammatically plural count nouns and grammatically singular abstract and 

mass nouns. Here are some strong and weak examples of each (99a-d). 

(99) a. 6 5e KOAUC, xov Aoyou TOUTOIOI ecrai caq dceTioirjBricav (Dem. 44 
6.2) 
The large part of their argument will be that they were adopted 

b. 7iAr)v ei xi napeXinov eyih itpoc, oAxyov uScop avavKa^6u£voc, Aiyew 
(Dem. 41 30.6-7) 
Unless I have left something out because I am forced to speak with 
little water (remaining) 

c. taut ' evvoouu£voi KOU &9uua)c, exovrec, oAiyoi u£v autcov eic, xr\v 
eonepav oixov eyevoavxo, oXiyoi 5e TcOp dvexauaav, enl 5k xa oicAa 
itoAAoi OUK r)A6ov TaV3xr|v xr\v vuxta (Xen. An. 3.1.3) 
Having these things in mind and being dispirited, few of them tasted 
food in the evening, few burnt a fire, and many did not go to their 
camp that night 

d. £vx£u98v avBpooTCoi uev udvu oAiyoi £\r\cpQr\cav, f̂OEc, 5£ Kai ovoi 
noAAoi Kai Ttpo^ara 
In that place very few men were captured, but many cattle and sheep 
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Vague count and mass quantifiers can also function as predicate adjectives (100a), and 

be coordinated with regular adjectives (100b). 

(100) a. OUTOI oAiyoi xe f\oav KOCI uitr]Koo; TUV MOGOUVOIKOOV (Xen. An. 
5.5.1) 
These men were few and subject to the Mossunoikoi 

b. rj 5e aAAn xwpot KaArj Kai noAArj, Kai Kcouai sv aurfj eioi uoAAai Kai 
oivcouuevai (Xen. An. 6.4.6) 
The rest of the country is beautiful and plentiful, and there are 
villages in it [that are] numerous and inhabited 

Examples of this predicate type are very common in the Classical Greek sample, much 

more common than their English counterparts ('the reasons for not doing that are 

many and very convincing') which sound a bit old-fashioned. 

3.11.1 In the phrase 

In Classical Greek, the vague count and mass quantifiers can be either strong or weak. 

With an agreeing restriction, they are weak; with partitive genitive restriction, they are 

sometimes strong. Definite restrictions are usually partitive genitive, and indefinite 

restrictions agreeing, but when a definite restriction is agreeing, the quantifier appears 

in DP-internal position. Both types of phrase, those with agreeing and those with 

genitive restrictions, have Q(D)N order at a rate of about 65%, and are 90% 

continuous. So far then, in Classical Greek, the universals and the vague count and 

mass quantifiers are more likely to be Q(D)N than (D)NQ; only the negative quantifier 

is more likely to be (D)NQ. The vague count and mass quantifiers have the lowest rate 

of discontinuity yet: for TCCCC, plural, the rate was about 25%, for ouSdq with agreeing 

restriction 22% and with partitive genitive restriction 43%, whereas for vague count 

and mass quantifiers the rate is about 10% regardless of type of restriction. The lower 

rate of discontinuity may be accounted for by the predominance of weak readings, 

which are more adjectival than quantificational, since adjectives are in general less 

likely to float in Classical Greek than quantifiers are. 
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Definiteness and relationship with the determiner 

Defmiteness plays a role in the strong/weak distinction, both in English and Greek, as 

well as other languages. The most well-known test for quantifier strength is 

acceptibility in existential sentences; definites and strong quantifiers are unacceptable, 

while indefinites and weak quantifiers are acceptable (Milsark 1977). 

(101) a. There is/are *the/every/all/SOME/most/both guest(s) in the garden, 
b. There is/are a/some/no/few/many guest(s) in the garden. 

Proportional readings are dependent on an overt or contextually established definite or 

specific restriction set. In English, determiner or adnominal vague quantifiers can be 

either weak or strong, but when they are combined with a definite partitive genitive 

restriction, it becomes much more difficult, if not impossible, to get a weak reading, if 

many in 102a is weak, a large number of salesmen walked in, and if it is strong, a large 

proportion of some definite set of salesmen walked in. In 102b, the weak reading is 

difficult or not available. 

(102) a. Many salesmen walked in. 
b. Many of the salesmen walked in. 

In Classical Greek, adnominal itoAAoi and oAiyoi get a weak interpretation, whether 

the agreeing noun is definite or indefinite.87 Here are some examples with indefinite 

restrictions. 

(103) a. evtauGa f\oav vccouai TTOAAOU ueotai oixou Koci oivou (Xen. An. 
1.4.19) 
There were many villages there full of food and wine 

87 In Kuhner-Gerth (1898-1904/1955:339), it is noted that adnominal noAAoiand 6Aiyoi and cardinal 
numerals, in contrast to noAAoi and 6Aiyoi and cardinal numerals with the partitive genitive, get an 
adjectival reading, or what would be described as a weak reading according to the criteria laid out 
above: 'rcoAAoi, oAiyoi avBpcorcoi express a totality consisting of many or few people, a large or small 
number of people, just the same as oi TioAepioi rjoav; tpelc. rjueTc tipsv, we were three in all, where one 
says in German: there were three of us [es waren unser drei], rpetc, r]pd>v f\aav, there were three of us 
[es waren drei von uns], of our number'. 
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b. vccri avxbv ch/Spsc, oAiyo; enrjyovTO, exoTuoi ovxec, xr\v TTOAIV 

TiapaSouvcu (Thuc. 4.110.1) 
And a few men invited him in, being prepared to betray the city 

The universal quantifiers raxc, and EKCLOTOC, occupy a DP-external position in the 

nominal complex, except for irac, on its adjectival meaning 'whole', which occupies a 

DP-internal position. Like adjectival nfiq, the vague count/mass quantifiers are DP-

internal. When they combine with an agreeing articulated noun, they follow the 

determiner and get a weak, adjectival interpretation. 

(104) a. navxeq oi avBpwrcoi 
All the people 

b. oi TtdvTsc, avOpamoi 
The people in their entirety 

c. *TioAAoi oi avSpwTcoi, oAiyoi oi avGpamoi 
*(Many of the/the many) people, (few of the/the few) people 
(OK as: The people are many, the people are few) 

d. oi noAAoi dvOpumoi, oi 6Aiyoi avOpamoi 
The many people, the few people 

With a definite partitive genitive restriction, strong readings are possible. 

(105) a. eyd) yap, ^PH' 0l^a °T l etyovrai noAAoi TOOV vecov euou riyoujaevou 
(Xen.An. 4A.27) 
For I know, he said, that many of the young men will follow if I am 
the leader 

b. "'Eni Tidvraq," ecpn 6 Zeuq, "HOU Jidvieq \xexex6vxojv ov yap Sv 
yevoivro KoAeiq, ei oAiyoi auxoov |i£T£xoi£v aJoicep aAAcov TEXVCOV 

(?LPrt. 322c 1-4) 
"To all", said Zeus, "and let them all share; for they would not 
become cities, if few of them were to have a share, as they do of the 
other skills" 

Greek differs from English, however, in that the presence of such a restriction does not 

guarantee a strong reading (106a-b). If you want to say that a bunch of footsoldiers 

died, and also some cavalrymen were killed, for example, you can say "many of the 
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footsoldiers died, and also some of the cavalrymen", without necessarily incurring a 

proportional interpretation. 

(106) a. Koci aurac, anoQvr\OK£i Kai TOOV XICOV TioAAoi Kai oirAa £.Xr\(pQr\ noAAd 
(Thuc. 8.55) 
Both he himself died and many of the Chians and a lot of weaponry 
was lost 

b. KaAAiac, 5' au 6 TOJV 'ABnvauov crcpaTrryoq Kai oi ^uvdpxovtec; TOUC; 

U£v MaxeSovaq iitniac, Kai TOJV ^uuudxwv oAiyouq eiri 'OAuvGou 
aTtOTtEjaTiouaxv (Thuc. 1.62) 
Callias, the general of the Athenians, and his colleagues sent the 
Macedonian cavalry and a few of the allied forces to Olynthus 

English few can be rendered unambiguously weak by the addition of an indefinite 

article or quantifier (107a-c). Even if a definite partitive genitive is added, the 

interpretation remains weak (107d-e). 

(107) a. There are a few children in the park. 
b. A few redwoods fell on cars. 
c. Some few redwoods remain in the park. 
d. There are a few of the children in the park. 
e. Some few of the redwoods will be visible from the road. 

Greek does not have an indefinite determiner, but oAiyox can be combined with the 

indefinite quantifier xivsc,, yielding a clearly weak interpretation, also with or without 

a definite partitive restriction. 

(108) a. xovq 5' sjieAOovrac, oAiyac, nvdq r|]i£pac, ev tfj yfl usivavrac; 
a7t£Ti£u4'£v en OIKOU (Thuc. 8.71.3) 
And the reinforcements he sent home after they had stayed some few 
days in the country 

b. OUTOI 5£ TOK; 'AOnvaioic, £(k(3on6rJK£oav, Kai "Iuj3pioi Kai Ar|uvioi 
Kai TOOV aAAoav oAiyoi rweq ^uuudxwv (Thuc. 3.5) 
These people had helped the Athenians, and [so had] the Imbrians 
and Lemnians and some few of the other allies. 
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So far I have been discussing only examples involving overt restrictions. What 

happens when the count and mass quantifiers stand on their own? They can be either 

weak or strong. Weak examples tend to be null-restriction quantifiers over highly 

predictable and therefore omissible nouns, with meanings like 'many men/women' 

(109a), or 'a lot of stuff/money' (109b). 

(109)a. Ttapd 5e fkxaiAewc. rcoAAoi Ttpoc, Kupov aicfjAOov (Xen. An. 1.9.29) 
Many people defected from the King to Cyrus 

b. eon. 5r| AOITCOV, ouaai, navrccc, eiwpepEiv, av TCOAACOV Mr\, TtoAAd, av 
oAiycov, oArya. (Dem 1 20.6) 
What is left, I think, is for everyone to contribute, if there is need of a 
lot, a lot, if of little, a little. 

Strong examples refer back to an already established definite set (110a). 

(110) a. oi 5e Gpaxec; r|6pou^ovTO oi SiacpeuyovTEc/ TCOAAOI 5S Siecpeuyov 
TtsAxacrcai OVTEC, ouXizaq e^ autoav ta>v xeipwv (Xen. An. 6.3.4) 
The Thracians who got away were gathering together; and many of 
them were escaping, since they were light-armored, out of the very 
hands of the hoplites 

This last type is perhaps the most common strong type; a definite set is established in 

the context, and subsequent predications involve various proportions of that set. 

When TCOAAOI or oAiyoi is itself articulated, it can get a comparative/superlative 

proportional interpretation (Smyth 1956:298, Kuhner-Gerth 1898-1904/1955:635-37). 

"The many" means "the large part" which implies "the larger/est part". This 

configuration can be proportional not only with genitive restrictions (I l ia) but also 

with an agreeing topicalized restriction (11 lb). 

(111) a. oi uev noAAoi toav Xicov OUK eiSotec, xd Ttpaaa6(i£va, oi 5E oAiyoi xai 
£;UV£I56T£C. (Thuc. 8.9.3) 
That the majority of the Chians did not know what was being done, 
and the minority who were in on it... 
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b. Kod OIKIOU od UEV TtoAAai enenxoiKeaav, oAiyou 5s nepifjaav (Thuc. 
1.89.3) 
And as for houses, the majority had fallen down, but a few survived 

The point that will be most important for later comparison with Homer is that, though 

weak readings are more common, there are unambiguous examples of strong readings 

of TCOAAOI and oAiyoi in Classical Greek. 

Quantifier order 

In the Classical Greek sample, QN order is almost twice as common as NQ order for 

branching continuous phrases with adnominal JIOAUC, and oAxyoc; (Table 3). 

Table 3: Quantifier order with adnominal nokvx; and oAiyoqin Xenophon88 

TIOAUC, oAiyoc, Both 
Total % Total % Total % 

QN 79 61 23 85 102 65 
NQ 50 39 4 15 54 35 
Total 129 100 27 100 156 100 

The two orders are associated with different pragmatic configurations. The typical QN 

example involves weak focus on the entire phrase (112a-b). 

(112)a. 6 5' Euvopxx; oAtyov xpovov UTTOUSIVCCC, anenXei (Xen. Hell. 5.1.8) 
Eunomos, having remained a short time, sailed away 

b. OTI eiSdn TIOAAOUC, dvOpomouc, vcai ec, rou TtepntoAdpxou KOU aXXooe 
KOCT' oiKiac, ̂ uviovrac, (Thuc. 8.92.2) 
That he knew that many people gathered at houses, both at the 
commander of the patrol's and elsewhere 

In the typical NQ example, the noun is topic, and the quantifier focused (113a-b). 

88 For this and all other tables in this section, the sample for TIOAUC, is all instances in the Anabasis, and 
for oAiyoc, all instances in Xenophon. 
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(113) a. uitoijnac. 5s TIOAACCC, Tiapsixe xfj ze iiapavouia Koci ^nAooaei TWV 

(topfJdpwv (Time. 1.132.2) 
Suspicions, however, he incited in abundance, by means of his 
lawlessness and emulation of the barbarians 

b. cpevyeiv KEAEUEI apuorca e^avaoxavxa 5uo f\ xpia veal tintouc. oAiyouc, 
(Xen. Cyr. 5.4.4) 
He commanded two or three chariots and a few cavalrymen to get up 
and flee 

QN order strings are more often continuous branching phrases, while NQ order strings 

are more likely to be distributed over separate functional projections. In this respect, 

the vague count and mass quantifiers resemble the other Classical Greek quantifiers I 

have looked at so far. The main point to keep in mind is that in Classical Greek the 

more coherent QN configuration is much more common than the less coherent NQ 

configuration. 

Discontinuity 

Adnominal TtoAuc, and oAiyoc, are very rarely discontinuous from their restrictions in 

the Classical Greek sample; ninety percent of instances were continuous (Table 4). 

Table 4: Continuity with adnominal noAuqand OAIYCN; in Xenophon 

TtoAuc, oAiyoq Both 
Total % Total % Total % 

Continuous 129 91 27 87 156 90 
Discontinuous 13 9 4 13 17 10 
Total 142 100 31 100 173 100 

From what few discontinuous examples there are, a couple of patterns are discernible. 

More common with these quantifiers than with the others seen so far are presentational 

verb raising constructions, where the preverbal noun is a topic and the quantifier a 

stranded focus (114a-f) (see Devine and Stephens 2006 on this pattern in Latin). The 

usual context is a list of events. 
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(114) a. viKdrai Kai TO dAAo TO Kept TOV neSdpiTov, Kai aurac, aTcoBvflOKSi 
Kai TWV Xioav itoAAoi Kai ouXa eArjcpBn noAAd (Thuc. 8.55.3) 
The rest of the force surrounding Pedaritus was defeated, and he 
himself died, and many of the Chians, and weapons were lost in large 
numbers 

b. avBpWTioi 5' sv TOOV TSIXOOV xf\ aXiboei aneQavov Kai £^ooypr|6r|cav 
noAAoi, Kai xptlu a T a TtoAAd TO ̂ uuitavTa edAco (Thuc. 7.24.2) 
Men, in the taking of the forts, were killed and captured in large 
numbers, and a lot of money was taken altogether 

c. Kai avSpec, xi TIVEC, a7t£0avov auTOov oAiyoi Kai orcAa eArjcpBn (Thuc. 
4.56.1) 
And a few men among them died, and weapons were seized 

d. AeovTtvot yap aK£A06vToov 'ABnvaioov EK EiKeAiac, usTa Tiqv 
^uu(3aaiv noAiTac, TE £K£ypd;{;avTO TTOAAOUC; Kai 6 Sfjuoc, xr\v yfjv 
£TC£vo£i dva5doao9ai (Thuc. 5.4.2) 
The Leontines, when the Athenians left Sicily after the treaty, 
enrolled citizens in large numbers, and the commons was considering 
redistributing the land 

e. Kai avSpac, TE uvac, drt£KT£ivav ou TTOAAOUC, (Thuc. 8.70.2) 
And they killed a few men 

f. Kai shJjnqnaavTO KiveTv Kai vaOq irAnpouv OUK oAiyaq (Thuc. 8.15.1) 
And they voted to put it to use and man a large number of ships 

Proportionally less common for these quantifiers is the quantifier-first head-

interrupted type, which involves strong focus on the quantifier and a predictable tail 

noun (115a-b). 

(115) a. oAiyw uev yap GTpaT£uuan ou ToAur|a£i £(p£7t£a8av TTOAUV 5' excov 
CTOAOV ou 5uvr|0£Tai TOXEOOC. 7top£U£O0ai (Xen. An. 2.2.12) 
For with a small army he will not dare to pursue us; but with a large 
force he will not be able to march quickly 

b. Kai 7ioAAr]v dxov avriav (Xen. An. 7.7.57) 
And they got a lot of blame (emphasized in context) 

There are also a number of sentences with subjects in quantifier-first hyperbaton 

across the verb (116a-b). In these, the noun tends to be new information, and the 

quantifier closely associated with the verb: "There was a lot of x in the/at the...". 
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(116)a. nod TCOAUC, r)v OJGIGUOC, dcucpi xa Bupetpa. (Xen. An. 5.2.17) 

And there was a lot of pushing around the gates 

b . TtoAAai yap rjaav ixaipai ev xQ> oxpaTeuuati . (Xen. An. 4.3.19) 

For there were many concubines in the army 

What about branching phrases with genitive restrictions? Though this sample is much 

smaller, the ratios of QN to N Q order and continuous to discontinuous phrases are 

almost exactly the same as they were for the other group. QN is almost twice as 

common as N Q (Table 5), and ninety percent of instances in the sample are continuous 

(Table 6). 

Table 5: Quantifier order of roAuq and oAiyoc; with genitive restriction in Xenophon 

QN 
NQ 
Total 

TCOAUC, 

Total 
14 
6 

20 

% 
70 
30 

100 

oAiyoc, 

Total 
7 
5 

12 

% 
58 
42 

100 

Both 
Total 

21 
11 
32 

% 
66 
34 

100 

Table 6: Continuity of KOAUC, and 6Aiyoc; with genitive restriction in Xenophon 

Continuous 
Discontinuous 

TtoAuC, 

Total 
20 

3 

% 
87 
13 

oAiyoc, 

Total 
12 
0 

% 
100 

0 

Both 
Total 

32 
3 

91 
9 

Total 23 100 12 100 35 100 

The discontinuous configurations that occur are like those found in the adnominally 

quantified group. In example 117a the verb is raised, the noun is topic and the 

quantifier is focused; in 117b the quantifier is focused and the noun tail. 

(117) a. ev Tautri rfj Sxw^ei TOIC, (3ap(3dpoic, i w v xe ne^wv aneQavov noAAoi 

veal TOOV ucTtsoov sv xf\ xapd5pa ^oaoi sAricpOnoav d q OKroaKouSevca 

(Xen. An. 3.4.5) 
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In that pursuit, the barbarians had many of their infantry die and of 
their cavalry there were men taken alive in the ravine to the number 
of eighteen 

b. xa^£n:u)c, 5i£ocp̂ ovTO £C, t&q "OXnaq, veal TtoAAoi dneGavov auxun/ 
(Thuc. 3.108.3) 
With difficulty they made it through to Olpae, and many of them died 

The overall rate of discontinuity for the vague count and mass quantifiers in the 

Classical Greek sample is much lower than the rate found for the universal navxeq or 

the negative quantifier ouSsiq, in the same sample. This can probably be attributed to 

the dual weak/strong nature of TTOAUC, and oAiyoc,, and the high ratio of weak to strong 

instances, even in the partitive genitive restriction group. When weak, these 

quantifiers are not much different from adjectives, which seem to have a lower 

average rate of discontinuity in Greek than strong quantifiers like IKXVTEC,. 

Crosslinguistically, quantifiers are more likely to be movable (compare quantifier 

floating in English) than adjectives. 

3.11.2 In the clause: object position 

Branching phrases with both partitive genitive complement taking and adnominal 

TTOAUC, and oAiyoc, regularly appear in preverbal focus position in the Classical Greek 

sample. Not only the less-coherent NQ order (118a-d), 

(118) a. vcai 6 'Inniaq 5id q>6(3ou fj5r) uaAAov tov TOOV xe TIOAITGOV HOAAOUC, 

£KT£W£ KOU TtpOq TO. £^U) CCUOC 5l£OK07T£lTO ( T h u c . 6 .59 .2 ) 

And Hippias, already being more fearful, had many citizens executed 
and at the same time started to look toward the outside 

b. to 5e udAicrca riuoov ixpouxoumv, uniouc; t£ TCOAAOUC, K£KtnvT0u KCU 

crew oiKeito Kod OUK CTtaKxcp xpwvtat (Thuc. 6.20.4) 
What they most have an advantage over us in is, they have horses in 
great numbers and use domestic grain and not imported 

c. TUV uev OAaaoi'oov oAiyouc, dTtivaravav, uito 5£ t(i>v Kopiv0ioov 
auioi ov TIOAAW TTAEIOUC, SiecpBdpnaav (Thuc. 5.59.1) 
They killed a few of the Phleiasians, and were themselves killed by 
the Corinthians in not much smaller number 
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d. vocuq u£v oXiyaq £Aa(3ov oi 'AOnvaToi (Thuc. 8.106.1) 
The Athenians took [only] a few ships 

but also the more-coherent QN order can appear in this position (119a-e) 

(119) a. oi5a yap on nod MuooTc, (3 aoiAeuc, noAAouc, UEV \\ye\x6vac, av 5ovr| 
(Xen. An. 3.2.24) 
For I know that to the Mysians the King would give many guides 

b. KOCI dvxiraxOevtsc, TCOAAOUC, UEV TOOV dpTta^ovtoov dnEKTEivav, oi 5e 
xai auroov dnEOavov (Xen. An. 1.10.3) 
Having put themselves in line, they both killed many of the 
plunderers, and were some of themselves also killed 

c. a adcp' Ta9i xov svcppaiveaQai itoAAdc, doxoAiaq napexei (Xen. Cyr. 
8.7.13) 
Which, know you well, provide many obstacles to happiness 

d. ev9uuouu£voc, oxi oAiyoov UEV quepoov dvayKn saoiro dmevai (Xen. 
Hell. 7.5.18) 
Considering that within a few days it would be necessary for him to 
leave 

e. dAAd TOUTO 5r) IOOX; OUK oAvynq uapa\ivQiaq SeTxai KOU KXOTSIXK; (PI. 
Phd. 70b2) 
But this thing requires perhaps not a little persuasion and proof 

Continuous branching phrases in object position are somewhat more common with 

these quantifiers than they were with the universals, negatives, and 

existential/partitives. 

3.11.3 Summary 

Classical Greek has vague count and mass quantifiers that can be either strong or 

weak. When they form phrases with their lexical restrictions, those phrases usually 

have Q(D)N order (65%) and are far more frequently continuous (90%) than 

discontinuous. And, those QN-order continuous phrases occur more often in preverbal 

focus position than their universal, negative, and existential/partitive counterparts do. 
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3.12 Vague count and mass quantifiers in Homeric Greek 

Homeric Greek differs a bit from Classical Greek in how it divides up the territory of 

vague mass and count quantification. As it does in Classical Greek, the range of 

meaning of itoAuq/itoAAoi in Homer includes not only much/many but also numerous 

and large. Like much/many, it quantifies over mass nouns and plural count nouns.89 It 

can take either an agreeing (120a-c) or partitive genitive (120d) restriction, and like 

most other Greek quantifiers can also stand on its own like a pronoun (120e). 

(120) a. no AAoc, 5' eneArjAoao XOAKOC, (13.804) 
And a lot of bronze was laid onto it 

b. TIOAAOV 8e Sirjcpuce aapKoc, 656vxi (Od. 19.450) 
And it drew off a lot of flesh with its tooth 

c. TioAAac. 5' icpGiuouc. 4>uxac, "Ai5i Ttpoiaihsv / ripcawv (II. 1.3) 
And sent many strong souls of heroes to Hades 

d. f\q e'ivEKa jioAAoi 'Axouoov / £V Tpoin OCTIOAOVTO (II. 2.161) 
On account of whom many Achaeans died in Troy 

e. JioAAoi 5' OUTCĈ OVTO Kara X9°a vnAei XOCAKW (II. 12.427) 
And many were wounded in the flesh by the pitiless bronze 

But unlike much/many, noAuq/jroAAoi can also modify singular group and count 

nouns, with the meaning 'large' or 'numerous' (121a-e). 

(121) a. TIOAAOC. 5' i\iep6evxa xopov repucnraO' ouiAoc. / rspnouevoi 
(II. 18.603) 
And a big crowd stood around a charming dance, delighting in it 

b. TIOAUC, 5e uoi eanezo Xaoq (Od. 6.164) 
And a large host followed me 

c. OAAUVT' 'Apyeioov nouAuv otparov aixuntdoov (II. 8.472) 
Destroying the large army of Argive spearmen 

d. uoAuc, 5' ducp' O0T£O9iv 0iq (Od. 12.45) 
And around them is a big heap of bones 

e. TOV 5r) p.rJKicn:ov xai Kapxiotov KXCXVOV dv5pa- / noAAoq y^P Tl^ 
£K£ito Txaprjopoc; £v9a xai £v6a (II. 7.156) 

89 Homer has some extra morphological options: both singular and plural forms for both stems, and a 
third stem, TTOUA-. 
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That man, very tall and strong, I killed; for he lay there, a huge 
fellow, sticking out this way and that 

'OAiyoc/oAiyoi, which quantifies over both singular mass and group nouns and plural 

count nouns in Classical Greek, in Homer quantifies only over singular non-group 

nouns (122a). In that capacity, it can also be used on its own with the adverbial 

meaning "a bit, a little" (unit of time or space) (122b). When it appears with singular 

or plural count nouns, it is an adjective of size, meaning 'small' (122c-d).90 This latter 

adjectival use is rare or nonoccurring in the Classical Greek sample.91 There are no 

instances in Homer in which oAiyoc, modifies a group noun. 

(122) a. aua 5' r|eAicp xaraSuvn / Kamrecov ev Ar̂ uvw, oAiyoc, 5' en Guuoc, 
evfjev(Il. 1.593) 
At the same time as the setting sun I fell down into Lemnos, and there 
was little life still in me 

b. Kpeiaocov sic, £U£0£v KOU cpepTSpoc, OUK oAiyov itsp / eyxex (II. 19.217) 
You are stronger than I am and better by not just a little with a spear 

c. Sicppov CXEIKEAIOV KctTcxBeic, oAiynv xe Tpdns^av (Od. 20.259) 
Having set down an unseemly stool and a small table 

d. cbc, 5' 6Y eici Tcpo(36Au) &Ai£uc, Tt£pip.rJK£i pd^So) / ixQuoi role, oAiyoioi 
56Aov xard £i5aTa (MAAwv / £c, TCOVTOV irpoinoi (3ooc, KEpac, 
dypauAoio (Od. 12.252) 
As when on an outcropping a fisherman with a long rod, throwing out 
bait as food for fish, those little ones, casts out into the sea the horn of 
a field-dwelling ox 

Quantification over plural count nouns is handled by a different lexical item, Jiaupoq/ 

Tiaupoi, which also appears once in the singular, with a group noun, meaning either 

'small' or 'few in number' (123d). The plural count noun restrictions can be either 

90 The standard Classical Greek adjective (a)piKp6(; 'small' occurs only three times in Homer (II. 5.801, 
Od. 3296 and II. 17.757); its comparative (idwv occurs three times; (3paxuc, 'short' does not occur; there 
is a special Homeric adjective for 'lasting a short time', pwuvOdSioc;. The corresponding Classical 
adjectives ^Eyac, 'large' and uaxpoq 'long', however, are present in full force. 
91 In LSJ, oXiyoq of size is described as being frequent in Homer and "rarer later"; the only classical 
examples cited are from poetry and Herodotus. 
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agreeing (123b) or partitive genitive (123c), and the quantifier can also stand on its 

own (123a). 

(123) a. avxap euoi udAa Ttaupa 56oav (Od. 14.210) 
But to me they gave very few things 

b. ov \itv yap vce 5dur| naupoiai (3poToToi (II. 9.545) 
For it couldn't have been killed by few men 

c. TiaOpoi yap 'Axouoov r|oav ouoloi (Od. 19.340) 
For few Achaeans were his equal 

d. dAA' aXanabvoq er\v7 raxupoc, 5s oi evnexo Aaoc, (II. 2.675) 
But he was feeble, and only a small host followed him 

In the scholia (TLG, Erbse 1969), TCOAAOC, with singular count nouns is glossed as 

ueyotc,; oAiyoc, with singular count nouns as uiKpoc.; raxupoc, with a group noun as 

oAiyoq; and raxupoi with plural count nouns as oAtyoi. 

(124) a. TtoAAoc. yap TIC. EKEITO naprjopoc, evOa Kai evOa- and xcav 
dpi6uouu£vwv eTci xa uerpouuEva ueyeOn, cbc, TO "TUU^OV t5s out 
udAa noAAov eyw noveeoQai dvcoya" (On II. 7.156) (TLG and Erbse 
vol. 2:256) 
'A large guy, he lay there stretched out here and there' — from things 
counted to magnitude measured, as in 'I commanded that a not very 
large tomb be made' 

b. noAAoq. 'AVTI TOO, ueyaq. (On II. 7.156) (D scholia, TLG) 
Polios. Instead of large. 

c. TTOAAOV: ueyav (On 23.245) (TLG and Erbse vol. 5:405) 
d. oAiyov advcoc,: uiKpdv dcrrrfSa—TtnAiKOTnTOc;. (On II. 14.376) (TLG 

and Erbse vol. 3:653) 
Small shield: the shield is small — of size 

e. Uavpa \iev. 'OAiya usv. (On II. 3.214) (D scholia, TLG) 

The range of meaning possible for each of these quantifiers in Homeric and Classical 

Greek is as shown in Table 7 below. 
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Table 7: Range of meaning of vague mass and count quantifiers in Homeric and Classical Greek 

6Aiyoc, navpoq 

? Small individual 

Small amount of stuff 

Few-in-number crowd 

Few-in-number people 

Small individual Few-in-number crowd 

Small amount of stuff Few-in-number people 

TtoAuc, 

CG Large individual 

Large amount of stuff 

Large-in-number crowd 

Numerous people 

HG Large individual 

Large amount of stuff 

Large-in-number crowd 

Numerous people 

So far, I have pointed out two differences between Homeric and Classical Greek in 

this area. First, oAiyoc, can do something that its Classical Greek counterpart does not 

do or does only rarely, namely modify singular count nouns, with the meaning 'small'. 

Second, Homeric Greek has two downward-monotonic vague quantifiers, one of 

which, oAiyoc,, is used for quantifying over singular mass nouns, while the other, 

TtaOpoq, is used for quantifying over singular group and plural count nouns. This 

distribution differs from that of both Classical Greek 6Aiyoc, and English few/little. In 

Classical Greek, group (125a-b), mass and count quantification are all handled by 

oAiyoc;. In English, the count quantifieryew cannot be used with group nouns (the mass 

quantifier little can be, but only as an adjective of size) (126a-b). 

(125) a. opunGeiq ouv oAiyr) riepooov OTpatia (Xen. Cyr. 1.1.4) 
Having set out with a small army of Persians 

b. oi 5' r|A0ov Kiiawvoc, OTpaTnyouvcoc, TtArjBei OUK oAiyw (Thuc. 1.102) 
And they went with Cimon as general in no small force 
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(126) a. *The few crowd stormed the gate. 
b. The little/small crowd stormed the gate. 

Instead, the Homeric division of the territory suggests another possibility: that the core 

meaning of oAiyoc, is 'small', while the core meaning of navpoq is 'few in number'. 

Both of these meanings are essentially adjectival rather than quantitative. The meaning 

of TCOAAOC, may likewise be fundamentally adjectival, but cover both 'large' and 

'numerous'. 

There is another difference between Homeric and Classical Greek in how these 

quantifiers are used. In Classical Greek, the mass and count quantifiers can be either 

weak or strong; weak instances are much more common, but there are examples that 

are clearly strong. In Homer, there are no or almost no examples that are clearly 

strong. This will be discussed in the next section. 

3.12.1 Strength of vague count and mass quantifiers in Homer 

As in Classical Greek, in Homer the vague quantifiers can be used as predicate 

adjectives (127a-e). In Homer, they also sometimes appear with demonstrative 

pronouns, as floated secondary predicates or null-partitive coreferents (128a-b). Both 

of those settings necessitate a weak/cardinal reading. 

(127) a. we, rjuelc, uaupoi KEKOtKcouevoi ev nuAcp r|U£v (II. 11.689) 
Since we in Pylos were few and put-upon 

b. r)U£ic, 5' £iusv TOTOI o'v av oiQev avndcouusv / KOU TTOAEEC, (II. 7.232) 
We are the sort of men who can meet you, and numerous 

c. ou5' dpcc uiv uiuvov noXeec, uep eovxeq (II. 5.94) 
Nor did they wait for him, though they were many 

d. ou5' e5uvavTO / navpoxepovc; nep soviac. djiwaaaOai rcapd vncov 
(II. 15.07) 
Nor were they able, though they were fewer, to push them back from 
the ships 

e. oAiyri 5s x dvcbrvsucnc, noAsuoio (II. 11.801; 16.43; 18.201) 
Scant is the time to breathe during fighting 
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(128) a. Ttdp tot 656q, vfjeq 5e TOI dyxi BaAdaanc, / soxao', ai' TOI ETIOVTO 

MuKn.vn0£v {idAa TtoAAai (11. 9.44) 
Beside you is the road, and your ships stand close to the sea, those 
that followed you from Mycenae in very large numbers (or: a very 
large number of them) 

b. oi TtoAAoi Ttepi (566pov ecpoiroov dAAoOev dAAoc, / Qeoneoir\ iocxfj 
(Od. 11.42-3) 
These men in large numbers (or: a large number of them) were 
coming up to the pit, from here and there, with eerie wailing 

In Classical Greek, branching adnominally quantified phrases with TIOAUC; and oAtyoc, 

usually get weak interpretations. The same is true for Homer. Here are some typical 

Homeric examples of branching TIOAUC,, navpoq, and oAiyoq, all clearly weak (129a-c). 

(129) a. TtoAAdq 5e Spue, d^aAsaq, TtoAAdc, 5e xe nevKaq / eacpepexai, noAAov 
5E x dcpuaysTOv eiq aAa (3dAAei (II. 11.492-5) 
And carries many dry oaks in it, and many pines, and throws a lot of 
mud into the sea 

b. raxupouc, uvncrrfjpac, KaxspuKexs TtoAAoi eovcec, (Od. 2.241) 
Do you, being numerous, hold off few suitors 

c. oAiyoq 5' exi x&poc, epuvcet (II. 10.161) 
Only a little space still holds them off 

Here are a couple of branching adnominally quantified phrases that could be strong, 

but could also just as easily be interpreted as weak (130a-b). 

(130) a. coc, dp' vn 'ATpeiSn 'Ayaueuvovi ninxe xdpnva / Tpcotov cpeuyovroov, 
TtoAAoi 5' epiauxevEC, untoi / KSIV' OXZCC KpordAî ov dvd KTOAEUOIO 

y£cpupaq(Il. 11.158-161) 
So then beneath Agamemnon son of Atreides there fell the heads of 
fleeing Trojans, and many arch-necked horses rattled empty carts 
along the edges of the battle 

b. Ttotupoi ydp TOI Ttou5£<; ouoToi Ttarpi TTEAOVTCXI (Od. 2.276) 
Few children are equal to their father / Few are the children who are 
equal to their father / There are few children who are equal to their 
father 
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In (130a), the strong interpretation would be that a large proportion of the horses in 

question lost their riders. The weak interpretation would be that there were a lot of 

horses running around with empty carts. The problem with the strong interpretation is 

that the horses are not really in question. The point is to describe the rout, an event 

which involved heads falling and (weak interpretation) lots of horses running around 

with empty carts. There are at least three possible readings of raxupot in (130b); it 

could be a strong adnominal quantifier, or a weak predicate adjective, or a weak 

adnominal quantifier in an existential context. Since the sentence is a maxim, the 

context does not provide much help in interpretation. 

In Classical Greek, vague quantifiers with partitive genitive restrictions can be either 

weak or strong. In Homer too, the likeliest candidates for strong readings have 

partitive genitive restrictions. But as in Classical Greek, a genitive restriction does not 

entail a strong interpretation. Here is an almost certainly weak example with a genitive 

restriction (131a). 

(131) a. enei udAa TtoAAoi 'Axcucov / "Evaopoc, ev TtaAdunaiv 65d^ s'Aov 
aonexov ouSac, (II. 24.737) 
Since very many of the Achaeans in the hands of Hektor took the 
boundless surface of the earth in their teeth 

It is very unlikely that what is meant here is that a large proportion of the Achaeans bit 

the dust at Hector's hands. Instead, this must mean that there were numerous 

Achaeans who did. Here are some possibly strong examples (132a-d). 

(132) a. r|c, avsKcx TioAAoi 'Axaioov / kv Tpoin. dnoAovTo (II. 2.161; 2.177) 
On account of whom many Achaeans died in Troy 

b. autdp eitei Kara uev Tpootov Gdvov ooaoi apioroi, / TtoAAoi 5' 
'Apyeioov ot uev Sduev, oi 5e AITTOVTO, / jiepOeco 5e npiduoio noAic, 
SeKara) sviauTcp (II. 12.14) 
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But when the best men of the Trojans had died, and many of the 
Argives had either been conquered or departed, the city of Priam was 
sacked in the tenth year 

c. dyopfi 5E S raxupoi 'Axocioov / VIKWV, OTtTtote vcoupox epioaeiav nepl 
Viu9o>v (II. 15.283) 
In the assembly few of the Achaeans bested him, whenever the young 
men competed at speechmaking 

d. Kcd tore 5r| Zeuc, Auypov evi cppeai \ir\5exo VOCTOV / 'Apysioic', enex 
ov xi voriiaovEc; ou5e 5IKCXIOI Ttdvcec. eaav rw ocpecov noXeeq KOEKOV 

oirov STteoTtov (Od. 3.134) 
And then Zeus devised in his mind a baneful homecoming for the 
Achaeans, since by no means were they all thoughtful or just; for 
which reason many of them came to a bad end 

In each of these examples, the quantifier phrase could mean either 'a large/small 

number of' or 'a large/small proportion o f . Either interpretation would make sense. 

In the Classical Greek sample, there were instances of rcoAAoi and oAiyoi which 

required a strong interpretation to make sense. 

3.12.2 In the phrase 

The vague count and mass quantifiers in Homeric Greek are discontinuous from their 

restrictions about 50% of the time. When they are continuous with them, the phrase is 

about equally as likely to have QN as NQ order. 

Quantifier order 

For adnominally quantified phrases with TioAuq/iioAAoc; in Homer, QN and NQ order 

are about equally common; all instances of adnominal Tiaupoc. and (quantificational) 

oAiyoq are QN, but the sample size is tiny (five instances) (Table 8). 
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Table 8: Quantifier order with adnominal jtoXuq/noAXoq, raxupcx;, and oXiyot; in Homeric Greek9 

QN 
NQ 
Total 

itoAuc,/ 
TtoAAoc, 

Total 
80 
72 

152 

% 
53 
47 

100 

Ttaupoc, 

Total 
3 
0 
3 

% 
100 

0 
100 

oAiyoc, 

Total 
2 
0 
2 

% 
100 

0 
100 

All 

Total 
85 
72 

157 

% 
54 
46 

100 

In Classical Greek, QN order was twice as common as NQ order for vague count and 

mass quantifiers (Table 3 above). Homeric Greek has a significantly higher proportion 

of less-coherent NQ order phrases. 

Even the QN strings in Homer may for the most part actually consist of two separate 

phrases. In the most common type of QN string with iroAuq, the quantifier is in clause-

initial position (133a-d), followed by any second-position discourse particles, and a 

predicative interpretation is possible (e.g. in 133b, 'few, mind you, are the children 

who are equal to their father'). 

(133) a. TtoAAd 5e xevxea vcaAd TTEOOV icepi x ducpi xe tdcppov (II. 17.760) 
And many good weapons fell around and on both sides of the ditch 

b. Tiaupoi yap xoi raxtSec, ouoloi Ttortpi TCEAOVTCU (Od. 2.276) 
Few children, mind you, are equal to their father 

c. uoAAouq 5' dvSpocc, ETtecpvsv ev crivfj SryioTfJTi (Od. 11.516) 
And he killed many men in terrible battle 

d. drdp dcnuSec, oucpaAosaoou / enKr\vx, dAArjAnai, TtoAuq 5' opuuaySoc. 
opoapa (II. 8.62-3) 
And the studded shields met one another, and a lot of loud noise 
arose 

In parallel examples with clitic pronouns in second position, the clitic cluster separates 

the quantifier from the agreeing noun (134a-b). 

92 For TioAuq, oXiyoq and Ttaupcx; the sample consists of all instances in Homer; for no\\6<; of all 
instances in the Iliad. 
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(134) a. ei 5' EBEAEIC, Kai xavxa 5ar|U£vai ocpp' eu eiSfjq / r\\i£xepr\v y£V£r)v, 
TtoAAoi 5e uiv dv5p£c, 'faaoiv (II. 6.150-1, 20.213-4) 
And if you wish, learn these things too, in order that you may know 
my descent well, and many men know it 

b. TtoAAfjaiv u' atnoi 7iap£K voov fjyay£v "Exxcop (II. 10.391) 
Hector drove me out of my mind with many foolish ideas 

QN order sometimes occurs with a fronted verb (135a-d). 

(135) a. itpoc, Tpwwv, ox e'xouoi TIOAUV novov EI'VEXCC aevo (II. 6.525) 
From the Trojans, who have a lot of trouble on your account 

b. Sua 5' eoTtexo TIOUAUC, ouiAoq, / uupioi (Od. 8.109) 
And a large crowd followed along, countless in number 

c. E'XEI 5' oAiyov OCXKOC, wuco (II. 14.376) 
And has a small shield on his shoulder 

d. ov u£v yap K£ 5dun uaupoioi ^poroioi (II. 9.545) 
It could not be overcome by a few men 

In directly preverbal position, NQ order is much more common (136a-c). 

(136)a. KsSpivov uipopocpov, oc, yArjvECx TtoAAd KexavSet (II. 24.192) 
Cedar, high-roofed, that holds much jewelry 

b. Ttepi 5' r|£pa ixouAuv £X£U£ (II. 5.776) 
And poured a lot of mist around them 

c. £v vnt yAacpupfj (3IOTOV TIOAUV EUTTOAOWVTO (Od. 15.456) 
And in their hollow ship they got by trade a lot of livelihood 

Adverbials almost always have QN order (137a-b). 

(137)a. Tr)A£uax', £i yap KEV OV UOAUV xpovov £v9d5£ uiuvoic, (Od. 15.545) 
Telemachus, for if you stay here a long time 

b. STtsi OUK oAfyov xpovov eoxai / cpuAomc, (II. 19.157) 
Since the battle will not be for a short time 

The sample contains five instances of continuous branching noAuc, with a genitive 

restriction, two of raxupoq, and none of oAiyoq. All are QN, and in all the noun is an 

ethnic. Of these seven instances, three are clause-initial (138a-c). 
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(138)a. noAAoi 5' ApYetwv 01 uev Sdusv, 01 5s AUIOVTO (II. 12.14) 
And many of the Argives had either been killed or left behind 

b. iroAAouq yap Tpcowv KcrraAeuJjousv / ouc, K£v 'Axaioi XOCAKCO 

Snwcwoiv duuvousvoi uspi vntov (II. 12.226-7) 
For we will leave behind many of the Trojans, whom the Achaeans 
will cut down with bronze, warding them off around the ships 

c. Ttaupoi yap 'Axaioov r)oav ouoToi (Od. 19.240) 
For few of the Achaeans were his equal 

In two more examples (139a-b), the continuous phrase is still clause-initial except for 

conjunctions. 

(139) a. rjc, eiveKoc KOAAO! Axaioov / ev Tpoin OCTCOAOVTO (2.161, 177) 
On account of whom many of the Achaeans died in Troy 

b. ibid udAa ruoAAoi Axoucav / "Evaopoc. ev TtaAdianoiv 65d^ eAov 
ccauexov ou5aq (II. 24.737) 
Since very many of the Achaeans at the hands of Hector took the 
boundless earth in their teeth 

In the last, the quantifier phrase follows a topicalized adverbial and the clitic cluster 

(140a). 

(140)a. dyopfj 5s e naupoi Axoucov / VIKOOV (II. 15.283-4) 
In the assembly few of the Achaeans bested him 

In each of these examples, the noun is a predictable ethnic and therefore a good tail; 

that probably explains the QN order. Position within the clause, however, is similar to 

that of phrases with agreeing restrictions. 

Discontinuity 

For adnominal TCOAUC,/KOAA6<;, TtaOpoc, and oAiyoq in Homeric Greek, the ratio of 

discontinuous to continuous phrases is about 1:1 (Table 9); this is approximately the 

same rate of discontinuity as was found for Tide, plural in Homer. 
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Table 9: Continuity with adnominal noXvq/noXXot;, raxupoq and oXiyoq in Homeric Greek 

TCOAUC/ itaupoq oAiyoc, All 

Continuous 
Discontinuous 
Total 

TCOAAOC, 

Total 
152 
158 
310 

% 
49 
51 

100 

Total 
3 
1 
4 

% 
75 
25 

100 

Total 
2 
5 
7 

% 
29 
71 

100 

Total 
157 
164 
321 

% 
49 
51 

100 

In Classical Greek, the rate of discontinuity was only about 10% (Table 4 above). 

There is much more discontinuity in Homeric Greek. 

Most discontinuous examples are of the quantifier-first head-interrupted type, with 

focused quantifier and tail noun. With verbal heads, this pattern occurs with existential 

and intransitive subjects (141a-c), and objects (141d-f). 

(141) a. oAiyn 5' r)v ducpic, apoupoc (II. 3.115) 
And there was little space in between 

b. ducpi 5' dpd acpi / Jtpuuvotaiv vcspdEaci TTOAUC, dvaKnidei i5pcoc, 
(11.13.705) 

And around the base of their horns a lot of sweat gushes forth 
c. TtoAAoi yocp xeQvaax Kccpn Kouoojvreq 'Axociov (II. 7.328) 

For many long-haired Achaeans have died 

d. jioAiocc, 5' Evsiraooev dsBAouq (II. 3.126) 
And she was weaving in many contests 

e. £Ttel TIOAUV wAsocx Aaov (II. 2.115, 9.22) 
When I have lost a large host 

f. a t oi noAeaq Ktdvov uiac, (II. 24.479) 
Which had killed his many sons 

This type is cross-categorial, also occurring with nouns, adjectives and prepositions 

(142a-e). 

(142)a. ecGAov 'OtpuvTEfSnv TtoAeoav riyrjxopa Aaoov (II. 20.383) 

Brave son of Otrynteus, leader of many people 

b . oc, pot Xiuoapav 6p£ipev / ducuuaKSTnv noAeaiv Kaxov dvOpumoioiv 

(II. 16.329) 
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Who raised the unconquerable Chimaera, an evil for many men 
c. irrrpoc, yap dvr)p noAAcov dvtd^ioc, dAAoov (II. 11.514) 

For a man who is a doctor is worth many others 
d. icoAAecov eve uoAioav (II. 2.131) 

From many cities 
e. oAiyco svi xwpu) (II. 12.423) 

In a small space 

Less common is the type with topicalized noun, raised verb and quantifier stranded in 

focus position (143a-b). 

(143) a. x«pi<; 5' cmeM\mezo noAArj (II. 14.183, 18.298) 
And much grace shone forth 

b. dAA' aye vuv iTtTieuoiv eitoxpuvov jtoAesoai (II. 15.258) 
But come now command many horsemen 

There are some examples in which the quantifier appears sentence-initially, with the 

noun in preverbal position (144a-d). In these cases, both quantifier and noun may be 

focused, the quantifier sitting in a higher, CP focus position, and the noun sitting in the 

preverbal focus position. 

(144)a. TtoAeeq yap &V CXUTGJ / Aaoi ETIOVT' (II. 16.550-1) 
And many people followed together with him 

b. TCOAUV 5' a|ia Aaov ouaoae (II. 18.452) 
And he sent with me a large host 

c. icoAAov 5e itape^ dAa (pOvcoq e'xeuev (II. 9.7) 
And pours forth a lot of seaweed out along the sea 

d. oAiyoc; 5' exi xwpoc, spuvcei (II. 10.161) 
Little land still holds them back 

There were no instances of TCOAUC;, naupoc; or oAiyoc, discontinuous from a genitive 

restriction in the sample. It appears that this is not impossible but just relatively 

infrequent, however: there is at least one such example from the Odyssey (145a). 

(145) a. TcoAAoi 5e Kaxd cppoveouciv 'Axaicov / roue, Zsuc, e^oAsosie npiv fjuiv 
Ttfjua ysveoOai (Od. 17.596) 
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Many of the Achaeans are planning bad things, may Zeus destroy 
them before evil arises for us 

This example probably has the double-focus structure described above, in this case 

with the quantifier in the higher focus position, the object in preverbal focus position, 

and the subject noun following the verb in tail position. 

3.12.3 In the clause: object position 

Continuous QN-order branching phrases with icoAuq/jtoAAoq, rtaupoc. and oAiyoc. 

regularly occur in preverbal object/focus position in Homeric Greek (146a-e). 

(146) a. veal TtoAAa TteptKAuta Scop' ovouac^ov (II. 18.449) 
And I named many glorious gifts 

b. wc, nod £.y(h TCOAACCC. UEV auTivouc, vuKxac. Tauov (II. 9.325) 
So I also spent many sleepless nights 

c. TtoAuv 5' 6puuocy56v op we / cprcpoov veal Adoov (II. 21.313) 
And stir up a big noise, from treetrunks and stones 

d. TioAAouq yap Tpoooov KorraAeiijJOuev (II. 12.226) 
And we will leave behind many of the Trojans 

e. uavpovq uvnoTfjpac. KatepuKsxe KOAAOI eovtec. (Od. 2.241)(= 18b) 
You, being numerous, hold off few suitors 

There is a significant difference on this score between the vague count and mass 

quantifiers and the universals; there were only a couple of QN-order continuous 

phrases with Ttfic, plural in directly preverbal position, and none with eKCtOTOc;. 

3.12.4 Summary 

Homeric Greek has three vague count and mass quantifiers; TIOAUC;, oAiyoc,, and 

naupoq. noAuc, can take as its restriction singular mass ('much water'), group ('large-

in-number crowd') and count ('large table') nouns, and plural count nouns 

('many/numerous tables'). For their part, oAiyoq and Kcxupoc, divide up these 

responsibilities. 'OAi'voq takes only singular mass ('little water') and count ('small 



table') nouns; naupoq handles singular group nouns ('small-in-number crowd') and 

plural count nouns ('few/small-in-number people'). This latter division of labor 

suggests that the basic meaning of 6Aiyoc, is 'small' and the basic meaning of Ttaupoq 

'small in number'. There are some instances of TtoAuq, oXiyoq or Ttaupoc, in Homer that 

may have a strong reading, but none that clearly require it. The rate of discontinuity of 

vague count and mass quantifiers from their restrictions is about 50%, and slightly 

over half of all continuous phrases have QN order (54%). Continuous QN-order 

phrases with vague count and mass quantifiers regularly occur in preverbal object 

position, unlike universally quantified phrases of the same type. 

3.13 Summary: Vague count and mass quantifiers 

In this section, I described two basic kinds of differences between Classical and 

Homeric Greek with respect to vague count and mass quantification. One kind of 

difference has to do with inventory and meaning; there are two of these. First, 

Homeric Greek divides up the territory of vague count and mass quantification a bit 

differently than Classical Greek does. In Classical Greek, both TIOAUC, and oAiyoc; are 

primarily used with singular mass ('much/little water') and group ('large/small in 

number crowd') and plural count nouns ('many/few books'). In Homeric Greek, 

TTOAUC, is used with all of those categories, but there is a split between oAiyoc;, which 

seems to have a basic meaning of 'small', and navpoq, which seems to have a basic 

meaning of 'small in number'. Second, vague count and mass quantifiers in Classical 

Greek can be either weak (cardinal) or strong (proportional); weak readings are more 

common, but there are examples that are clearly strong. In Homer there are some 

examples that are ambiguous, but none that are clearly strong. Differences in syntactic 

behavior are some of the same ones found for the universals. Homer has both a higher 

rate of NQ order (46%) for continuous phrases, and a higher rate of discontinuity 

(51%o) than Classical Greek (NQ order 35%, discontinuity 10%o). Homeric and 
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Classical Greek agree in allowing QN-order phrases with vague count and mass 

quantifiers to regularly appear in preverbal object position, while their universal 

counterparts appear there only rarely. 
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4 QUANTIFICATION AND SYNTACTIC TYPOLOGY 

In Chapter 3,1 identified various differences in how Homeric and Classical Greek 

handle quantification. I grouped the differences into two categories: differences of 

inventory and basic meaning, and differences in syntactic behavior. In this chapter, I 

argue that these differences are systematically related: Homeric Greek lacks precisely 

the type of quantifiers and quantifier syntax that are predicted by the pronominal 

argument theory to be missing from pronominal argument languages, while Classical 

Greek develops the sort of structures typically found in discourse configurational and 

configurational languages. 

4.1 Background: What is a quantifier? 

In this section, I introduce some basic ideas about quantification in natural language, 

which will serve as background for the analysis in sections 4.2-4.4 of the quantifier 

data presented in Chapter 3 above. These ideas come from the discipline of formal 

semantics, which aims to do for linguistic meaning something like what generative 

grammar aims to do for syntax. One of the foundational working hypotheses of 

generative grammar is that natural language can be analysed as a formal system; the 

foundational working hypothesis of formal semantics is that it can be analysed as an 

interpretable formal system (Bach 1989:7-8). What would an analysis of natural 

language as an interpretable formal system look like? In practice, this analysis has 

been done using a method called model-theoretic semantics, which has its roots in 

philosophical logic. The most influential early work on formal semantics was done by 

Montague, a philosophical logician (Montague 1973/2002). 

To understand this method, it is useful at first to think about a very small, artificially 

restricted language fragment and a model world. The language fragment lists the 
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categories of expression found in the language, and the individual members of those 

categories. The formal system for interpretation of the fragment consists of one set of 

rules that can mechanically generate all possible grammatical expressions in the 

language, and another set of rules that can mechanically assign meanings to these 

expressions. The meaning possibilities are very limited: sentences can be either true or 

false. Truth and falsity are defined with respect to the model world. Here is an 

extremely simple language and model: 

Language H: 
Terms: Homer; Thucydides; Hobbes 
Predicates: Sing; Grouchy; Greek 

World H: 
Sing: {Homer} 
Grouchy: {Thucydides; Hobbes} 
Greek: {Homer; Thucydides} 

This representation of a model world and language makes use of the mathematical 

concepts of set theory and function application. The world is represented as being 

made up of sets of individuals, for instance the set of singers, whose sole member here 

is Homer, and the language is represented as being made up of functions (predicates) 

and potential arguments of functions (terms).93 Once you have set up such a model, 

you can define rules for forming expressions using the objects contained in the 

language, and rules for interpreting those expressions. Here is an example of how such 

rules can work, stated in informal terms. The rule for forming expressions in Language 

H will be to combine a term and a predicate, on the following pattern: 

(Predicate)Term. The rule for assigning a truth value to the resulting expression will 

be to check, in World H, whether the individual denoted by the term is a member of 

the set denoted by the predicate. For instance, using the rule just defined, I can form 

the expression (Grouchy)Homer. To check whether this expression is true or false, I 

93 A function can be informally described as a thing that takes something as input, performs a particular 
operation on it, and returns the operated-on thing as output. An 'argument' is the input to the function. 
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refer to the model world, and find that the term Homer is not a member of the set 

Grouchy, so I conclude that the expression is false. 

It is that sort of basic approach to linguistic meaning that underlies the research on and 

analysis of natural language quantification that I will be making use of in this chapter. 

So, back to the original question — what is a quantifier? In a system based on set 

theory and function application, it is no surprise that that question will be answered in 

terms of set theory and function application. In the model world above, all of the 

predicates are represented as sets of individuals, while all of the terms refer to 

individuals. When predicates are thought of as sets, statements like 'Homer is 

grouchy' or 'Homer sings' are understood as meaning that Homer is a member of the 

set of grouchy people, or singers. Predicates can also be thought of as functions that 

take individuals as input and return truth values as output. For instance, the function 

'Grouchy' takes as input the argument 'Homer' and returns as output the truth-value 

'False'. There is also more than one way to think about individuals. 'Homer' can be 

defined as the set of all sets of which he is a member. This may seem like a strange 

idea at first, but if you think about it for a minute, all it amounts to is defining 

individuals in terms of their properties (Bach 1989:42-43). In terms of functions, this 

same perspective makes individuals functions from predicates to truth-values (e.g., in 

the model, Homer is the function that makes 'sings' and 'Greek' true, but 'grouchy' 

false). To sum up, thinking in terms of sets, predicates are sets of individuals, and 

terms are sets of sets; thinking in terms of functions, predicates are functions from 

individuals to truth-values, and terms are either individuals or functions from 

predicates to truth-values. 

Are quantifiers like predicates, or terms, or both or neither? Let's look at some 

sentences with quantifiers in them (la-b), to try to figure out what they do. 

(1) a. Everybody is grouchy. 
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b. Some Greek sings. 

The first sentence (la) involves a quantificational pronoun, 'everybody', which 

constitutes a complete quantifier all on its own. There are at least three ways of 

thinking about what 'everybody' means. First, it can be thought of as expressing a 

relationship between two sets; the universal set is a subset of the set of grouchy 

people. Second, like a term, it can be thought of as a set of sets: the set of all sets that 

contain everybody. And third, it can also be thought of as a function that takes the 

predicate as input and returns a truth-value as output. In this case, if the set of grouchy 

people contains everybody, the value will be 'true'. 

The quantifier in the second sentence (lb), 'some', is what is called a quantificational 

determiner. Quantificational determiners cannot stand on their own like 'everybody', 

but instead combine with common nouns to form quantifying phrases. Again, there are 

at least three ways of thinking about the meaning of'some'. First, like 'everybody', it 

can be thought of as expressing a relationship between two sets, this time the set of 

Greeks and the set of singers; the intersection of these two sets is non-empty. Second, 

though 'some' on its own is neither a set of individuals nor a set of sets, the complete 

phrase 'some Greek' can be thought of as the set of all sets that contain at least one 

Greek. And finally, as a function, 'some' is a bit more complicated, because it has two 

predicates to deal with, 'Greek' and 'sings'. It first has to take the predicate 'Greek' 

and make the quantificational phrase 'some Greek' out of it. In functional application 

terms, then, the quantificational determiner takes a predicate as input and returns a 

quantifier as output. The quantifier 'Some Greek' in turn takes the predicate 'sings' as 

input, and returns a truth value as output ('true', if the intersection between the set of 

Greeks and the set of singers is non-empty). The end result of this process is that the 

quantificational determiner takes two predicates and makes a truth-claim about a 

relationship between them. 
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So far, quantifiers look more like terms than predicates, because both quantifiers and 

terms can be thought of as sets of sets. But there is another respect in which quantifiers 

resemble predicates. Some of the definitions above characterized quantifiers as 

expressing relationships between things. There are also predicates that tell you about 

relationships. In the model above, I included only intransitive predicates. Transitive 

predicates, in such models, are represented as sets of pairs of individuals. As an 

example, I will now add to the language and model world the following entries: 

Predicate: Translate 

Translate: {Hobbes, Thucydides; Hobbes, Homer} 

The set denoted by the predicate Translate is a set of ordered pairs: the same terms in 

a different order {Thucydides, Hobbes) would be a different pair from the one in the 

model. An expression using the predicate Translate will look like this: {Translate) 

Hobbes, Thucydides. As sets, transitive predicates are sets of ordered pairs, which 

amounts to being sets of relationships between individuals. As functions, they take 

two individuals as input and return a truth-claim about a relationship between them as 

output. With that in mind, it is now possible to specify the difference between 

quantifiers and predicates. Two-place predicates relate individuals, while quantifiers 

relate sets of individuals. That distinction is important enough to have its own 

associated terminology: relations between individuals are said to be 'first-order' and 

relations between sets to be 'second-order'. 

That is one answer to the question 'what is a quantifier?': quantifiers express second-

order relations, that is, relations between sets of individuals. That definition 

distinguishes them from predicates. But is there anything that distinguishes quantifiers 

from terms? According to one line of thinking, there is not. All noun phrases in natural 

language — things like 'Homer', 'a cat', 'the book' and so forth (but not common 

nouns like 'Greek' or 'man', which are predicates) are basically the same kind of thing 
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as quantifying phrases, because they can all be thought of as sets of sets, or functions 

from predicates to truth values (Montague 1973/2002; Barwise and Cooper 

1981/2002). This is called the theory of generalized quantifiers, because in it, all noun 

phrases are described as generalized quantifiers. 

This idea, that all noun phrases are quantificational, seems to leave out some of the 

story. The part of the story left out is how different kinds of noun phrases are used by 

speakers in the context of discourse. Traditional grammar describes definites, like 'the 

book', as being used by speakers to refer to things that they expect their listeners to be 

familiar with, whether from context or from previous mention, and indefinites, like 'a 

cat', as being used to introduce unfamiliar things. The kind of model-theoretic 

semantics I have been talking about so far is not designed to express that kind of 

distinction. But there is a modified form of model-theoretic semantics, known as 

'dynamic semantics', that was designed to pay more attention to the role of discourse 

in meaning, and to give better solutions for various discourse-related problems that 

had come up in work done within the plain model-theoretic framework (Kamp 1984; 

Heim, 1983). The main innovation of dynamic semantics is that it sets up an 

intermediary between the language and the model-world that represents the discourse, 

or the accumulation of information exchanged between speakers in a particular 

conversation. Again, it will be useful to think about an example. Here is a possible 

discourse (2a): 

(2) a. A: There's a seal over there. 
B: Yeah, I saw it. 
A few minutes later... 
A: Oh no, a boat hit the seal! 

In dynamic semantics, the noun phrases in this exchange are thought of as making 

changes to the intermediary representation , the one corresponding to the discourse. 

The intermediary representation is sometimes described using a file-card metaphor 
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(Heim 1983). Indefinites create new cards; definites prompt updates to old cards. For 

instance, in the first sentence of the discourse above, the indefinite 'a seal' will create 

a new card. In the second sentence, the definite pronoun 'it' will prompt an update to 

the card identified with 'seal', something like 'seen by B'. And in the third sentence, 

the indefinite 'a boat' will create a new card, and the definite 'the seal' will prompt 

updates to the 'seal' and 'boat' cards, something like 'hit by boat' and 'hit seal' 

respectively. So, indefinites create new cards, and definites update old cards. 

Quantifiers seem to do something else. Consider the following example (3a): 

(3) a. Every seal swam. 

What this does is not so much create a new card or update one, but set up a condition 

on cards in the file. It is easier to think about this in terms of truth-conditions than in 

terms of direct file-update actions. Truth, in this kind of model, is not determined by 

checking statements directly against the model world, but instead by checking the 

intermediary representation against the model world; this means that sentences get 

their truth-conditions only indirectly, by virtue of whether the updates they make to 

the intermediary representation render it true with respect to the model or not. So, for 

instance, a sentence like 'there is a seal', which creates a card for 'seal', will be false if 

there is no seal in the model, because it has created a false card. Thinking in these 

terms, what the quantifier does is force a one-by-one evaluation of all cards. Any card 

that satisfies the condition 'is a seal' must also be able to satisfy the condition 'swam'. 

Cards that do not satisfy this condition will be eliminated. If, after this process has 

taken place, the information in the file box still corresponds to what is in the model 

world, the sentence is true. So, in the dynamic semantic framework, quantifiers are 

seen as distinct from noun phrases. Noun phrases either introduce new discourse 

referents or update old ones, while quantifiers set up conditional relationships between 

properties. 
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There are three basic parts involved in the condition set up by the quantifier. First, 

there is the quantifier itself, which triggers the structure and specifies a particular 

relationship between the two other parts; it is referred to as an 'operator'. The other 

two parts can be thought of as corresponding to the two halves of a typical conditional 

sentence: the part corresponding to the 'if-clause' is the 'restriction', and the part 

corresponding to the 'then-clause' is the 'scope'. In a simple sentence like 'Every seal 

swam', the operator is 'every', the restriction 'seal', and the scope 'swam'. 

In this section, I have outlined three different possible answers to the question 'what is 

a quantifier?' I framed the discussion as a search for properties that distinguish 

quantifiers from other kinds of linguistic elements. The first answer was grounded in 

classical model-theoretic semantics, and distinguished quantifiers from predicates. 

Quantifiers express second-order relations, or relations between sets of sets, while 

predicates express first-order relations, or relations between sets of individuals. In the 

classical framework, quantifiers were not necessarily clearly distinguished from noun 

phrases; in fact, one theory claimed that all noun phrases were essentially 

quantificational. For a formal treatment of properties that distinguish quantifiers from 

noun phrases, I turned to dynamic semantics, a modified version of the classical 

framework that focuses more on the discourse properties of language. In dynamic 

semantics, definite and indefinite noun phrases are distinguished from quantifiers on 

the basis of their interaction with the discourse representation, and are not considered 

to be essentially quantificational. Defmites and indefinites introduce new discourse 

referents or update old ones, while quantifiers create conditions on them. Since my 

aim here was to provide a general orientation to formal semantic approaches to 

quantification, I will leave it at that for now, and cover other specific topics as they 

come up. 
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There is one last thing I would like to introduce in this section. In order to be able to 

talk about quantifiers in terms of functional application, it will be helpful at times to 

use a little bit of formal shorthand. The design of the shorthand is based on the idea 

that all expressions can be analysed as some sort of function involving two basic types 

of thing: individuals and truth-values. This can be represented in the following way. 

The two basic types are individuals, e, and truth values, t. Functions involve two 

(simple or complex) terms between brackets: the first term is the input to the function, 

or what it operates on, and the second term is its output, or the kind of thing it makes 

out of the input. 

Basic types: 

Individuals: e 
Truth-values: t 

Some functions involving these types: 

Predicates: <e, t> 
Quantifiers: « e , t> t> 
Quantificational Determiners: « e , t>, « e , t> t » 

The formula <e, t> is read as 'function from individuals to truth-values', the formula 

«e , t> t> as 'function from functions from individuals to truth values to truth values' 

(or, more comprehensibly, as 'function from predicates to truth values'), and so on. 

4.2 Quantifier inventory 

I will deal first with the differences in inventory (these are summarized in Table 10). 

The basic picture is that Classical Greek has all of the quantifiers and quantifier 

meanings that Homer has, plus some more. My primary aim here will be to identify 

some property or properties that distinguish the quantifiers and quantifier readings that 

appear only in Classical Greek from those that appear in both Homer and Classical 
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Greek. There are a few different ways of making distinctions between different kinds 

of quantifier that I will run through in pursuit of that aim: the cardinal/proportional 

split, monotonicity properties, and the indefinite/quantifier split in dynamic semantics. 

Table 10: Quantifier inventory of Homeric and Classical Greek 

Type 

Universal 

Negative 

Indefinite/Existential 
Indefinite/Partitive 
Up. Monotone 
Vague Count and 
Mass 

Down. Monotone 
Vague Count and 
Mass 

Lexical Item 

TICCC, plural 
TT&C, singular, 
simple 
distributive 
irac, singular, 
kind-
distributive 
EKaoxoq 
ou5eic. 

TIC. 

SVlOl 

jioAuc, 

oAiyoc, 

raxupoc. 

Eng. paraphrase 

All 
Every 

Every kind of 

Each 
No 

Sm 
Some 
Large (table) 
Much (water) 
Large in 
number (crowd) 
Many/numerous 
(tables) 
Small (table) 
(A) little 
(water) 
Small in 
number (crowd) 
Few/small in 
number (tables) 
Small in 
number (crowd) 
Few/small in 
number (tables) 

InHG 

Yes 
2 instances 

Yes 

Yes 
7 instances, 
supplanted 
by ov TIC. 

Yes 
No 
Yes 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

No 

No 

Yes 

Yes 

InCG 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 
Yes 

Yes 
Yes 
? [Rarel 
Yes 
Yes 

Yes 

Rare 
Yes 

Yes 

Yes 

No 

No 
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First, a general comment on how I will talk about the inventory differences. I will refer 

to the two quantifiers that are only marginally present in Homer, naq singular simple 

distributive and the negative quantifier ouSsu;, as being absent or 'missing' in 

Homeric Greek, unless I have particular reason to talk about the few examples of them 

that do occur. It is standard practice to describe Homeric Greek as lacking the 

determiner, even through there are a few scattered examples where what is primarily a 

demonstrative in Homer seems to be acting like a Classical Greek determiner. My 

claim about the few instances of race, and ouSsic, in Homer is that they are like those 

early determiners; they are probably evidence of the beginning of one of the changes 

that would eventually turn Homeric Greek into Classical Greek. In each of these cases, 

there is positive evidence either that the element in question is primarily something 

else in Homer, or that its function is usually carried out in some other way. The 

element that is a determiner in Classical Greek has a different primary function in 

Homer, as a demonstrative. n5q singular has a different basic meaning, 'whole' (and 

there are abundant crosslinguistic parallels for the development of quantifiers meaning 

'every' from adjectives meaning 'whole', but not for the reverse development). In the 

case of ou5eic„ there is a different mechanism present that is clearly the dominant way 

of achieving negative quantification in Homeric Greek, namely sentential negation 

combined with the indefinite existential, TIC,. Furthermore, the parallel between the 

determiner and these two quantifiers is particularly strong because singular simple 

distributive race, and OUSEIC, may sometimes belong to the same category as the 

determiner in Classical Greek; if that is the case, it would not be surprising to see them 

start to appear around the same time. I adopt a similar policy with regard to the vague 

count and mass quantifiers, which I argued are never demonstrably strong in Homer; 

even though it is possible that some of the ambiguous examples may actually be 

strong, I rely on that argument here and refer to these quantifiers as being weak in 

Homer. 
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The first basis for distinction is the strong/weak or cardinal/proportional split. I 

already made use of this distinction in my presentation of the negative/existential and 

vague count and mass data, but I will review it in a bit more detail here. This 

distinction is grounded in the classical model-theoretic framework, in which 

quantifiers are thought of as relations between sets (Milsark 1977:22-25). Different 

quantifiers specify different kinds of relations. The most intuitive definitions of these 

relations do not make them maximally commensurable. In the examples in 4a-c, for 

instance, the universal quantifiers could be described as specifying that the set of seals 

is a subset of the set of swimmers, and the existential quantifier 'some' as specifying 

that the intersection of the set of seals with the set of swimmers is non-empty: 

(4) a. Every seal swam. 
b. All seals swam. 
c. Some seal swam. 

So universals specify a subset relationship between two sets, whereas existentials 

place a condition on their intersection. That may seem clear enough, but there is 

another way of describing these relations that makes it easier to see what the minimal 

difference between them is. All quantifiers can be thought of as creating conditions on 

the intersection of the two sets they relate. Universals, for instance, can be thought of 

as specifying that the intersection between the restriction set and the scope set must be 

equal to the restriction set. In 4a-b, that means that the set of seals who are swimmers 

must be equal to the set of seals. This intersection-based definition has the same truth-

conditions as the subset definition; if you check the model world and find that all seals 

are seals who are swimmers, the sentence is true. But the intersection-based way of 

defining the universal quantifier relation allows for a clearer comparison between it 

and the existential relation, which was already intuitively defined as intersection-

based. One difference that becomes clear when the two relations are compared this 

way is that the universal quantifier requires you to take the intersection and compare it 
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with the restriction. To know whether all seals are swimmers, you have to compare the 

set of seals with the set of seals that are swimmers. The existential does not require 

you to do that. To know whether some seal is a swimmer, the only set you have to 

look at is the set of seals that are swimmers. The existential relation specifies that the 

intersection must have at least one member; it says nothing about the relation between 

the intersection and the restriction. This distinction is the basis for the division of 

quantifiers into two categories known as cardinal and proportional (Keenan and Stavi 

1986). Cardinal quantifiers tell you something about the intersection alone, while 

proportional quantifiers tell you something about the relation between the intersection 

and the restriction. 

Does the quantifier inventory difference between Homeric Greek and Classical Greek 

have anything to do with quantifier strength? The lexical quantifiers that are missing 

in Homer are roxq 'every', ouSeiq 'no', and eviot 'SOME'. The quantificational meanings 

that are missing are the proportional readings of noXvq, oXiyoq, and Traupoq. This 

looks very promising; Homer may lack proportional quantifiers. The universal Ttccc, 

'every' is proportional, as are the relevant readings of the vague count and mass 

quantifiers, and evioi, which is a proportional counterpart of uq. What about ouSsic, 

(5a)? 

(5) a. ouSdqyap 'innoc; eneXa^e (Xen. Cyr. 7.1.49) 
For no horse would approach 

This sentence is true if the intersection of the set of horses and the set of approachers 

is empty, so the negative quantifier would seem to be cardinal. But there is a wrinkle 

to the definition of 'no' in terms of proportionality and cardinality. The meaning of 

'no' can also be thought of in a proportional way, as setting a condition on the relation 

between horses and horses who approach: the latter have to be zero percent of the 

former (Partee 1995). This means that the negative quantifier, like the existential and 
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vague count and mass quantifiers, is ambiguous between a cardinal and proportional 

meaning. It would still be possible then to claim that ouSsi'q is ruled out because it has 

a proportional reading. But if that were the case, why would it be missing, instead of 

being present in full force but only as a cardinal, like the vague count and mass 

quantifiers? In fact, there is a sense in which it is present as a cardinal, because in 

Homer, negative quantification is accomplished via sentential negation of a cardinal 

(6a). 

(6) a. 000' ov itoo uc, £fj SK£5O)K£ Qvyazpi (II. 9.290) 
Such-as not ever someone to-his gave daughter 
Such as no one ever before gave to his daughter 

So, Homer does not have a lexical negative quantifier, but he does have a non-lexical 

mechanism for expressing negative quantification, which is explicitly cardinal. Again, 

Homeric Greek has only a cardinal quantifier meaning where Classical Greek has one 

that is ambiguous between cardinal and proportional. This state of affairs makes it 

possible to claim that in every case where Classical Greek has both cardinal and 

proportional versions of a given quantifier (as in the case of the indefinites evioi and 

TIC.) or a quantifier that is ambiguous between cardinal and proportional readings 

(ouSeiq, TtoAuq, oAiyoq), Homer has only a cardinal version. 

So far, things look pretty good for the hypothesis that Homeric Greek lacks 

proportional quantifiers. All of the lexical quantifiers that are present in Classical 

Greek but not in Homeric Greek are proportional, and furthermore, Homer lacks the 

proportional but not the cardinal version or reading of ambiguous quantifiers. But 

there is a problem. What about the quantifiers Homeric Greek does share with 

Classical Greek? These include two universals, naq plural and exaoTOc;, which are 

both proportional: 
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(7) a. 56c; KCQ TOUTCO eneiza benaq usAinSeoc, oi'vou / aneiaai, enei KOU 

TOUTOV oi'ouai dBavdroiciv / £ux£o0av Ttdvrsc, 5e QeG)v xarioua' 
av9pcoKoi (Od. 3.46-8) 
Give then also to this man a cup of honey-sweet wine, to pour a 
libation with, since I think that he too prays to the gods; all men have 
need of the gods 

b. coc, fj Kopcpupen vecpsAn nvKaoaoa e aurqv Suosx' 'Axcutav s'Ovoc;, 
eysips 5s cpobra exaarov (II. 17.551-2) 
So she having enveloped herself in a purple cloud descended into the 
band of Achaeans, and roused each man 

In (7a), it is necessary to compare the set of men with the set of men who have need of 

the gods, in order to know that they are identical. In (7b), it is similarly necessary to 

compare the set of men with the set of men roused by Athena (though this time the 

restriction 'men' applies within a specific context, or 'domain', namely the band of 

Achaeans). The presence in Homer of two proportional universal quantifiers means 

that it is not possible to claim that Homer lacks proportional quantifiers. Still, the 

proportional/cardinal split does seem to be somehow important, with that caveat. What 

can be claimed is that Classical Greek has a much larger assortment of proportional 

quantifiers than Homeric Greek does, and that Homer specifically lacks the 

proportional counterpart or meaning of those quantifiers that in Classical Greek can be 

either cardinal or proportional. 

The next basis for distinguishing between different types of quantifier has to do with 

the kinds of inferences that they allow you to make about super- and subsets of the 

sets denoted by their scopes (Ladusaw 1979). Here some valid and invalid inferences 

of this type (the arrow stands for 'if. ..then'): 

(8) a. All seals swim fast. -> All seals swim, (valid) 
b. All seals swim. -> All seals swim fast, (invalid) 
c. No seals swim. -> No seals swim fast, (valid) 
d. No seals swim fast. -> No seals swim, (invalid) 
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The universal quantifier allows inference to supersets of its scope (8a): if all seals 

swim fast they must also necessarily swim. Inference to subsets (8b) does not work: if 

all seals swim, it is not also necessarily true that they swim fast. The reverse is true for 

the negative quantifier. It allows inference to subsets, but not to supersets (8c and d). 

Quantifiers that allow inferences only about supersets are said to be 'right upward 

monotone'; quantifiers that allow inferences only about subsets are 'right downward 

monotone'. The terminology is based on a spatial metaphor; you get to larger sets 

(supersets) by moving 'up' and smaller sets (subsets) by moving 'down'; the 'right' 

part indicates that the inference concerns the scope, which in English is usually to the 

right of the restriction. There are other types of monotonicity distinction, but this one 

will be most useful for what follows. 

The other universals besides 'all' are upward monotonic, as is the 

indefinite/existential, the cardinal 'small quantity' vague count and mass quantifier, 

and both the cardinal and proportional 'large quantity' vague count and mass 

quantifiers. In each of the examples in 9a and b, inference in the direction shown is 

valid, but inference in the opposite direction is not. 

(9) a. Every/each/every kind of seal swims fast -> Every/each/every kind of 
seal swims. 

b. Some seals swim fast -> Some seals swim. 
c. Many seals swim fast. -> Many seals swim. 
d. Much city air is polluted with carbon monoxide. -> Much city air is 

polluted. 
e. A lot of water spilled on the table. -> A lot of water spilled. 
f. A few seals swim fast. -> A few seals swim. 
g. A little water spilled on the table. -> A little water spilled. 

Besides the negative universal, the proportional 'small quantity' vague count and mass 

quantifiers are downward monotone (lOa-b): 

(10) a. Few seals swim. -> Few seals swim fast. 
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b. Little water spilled. -> Little water spilled on the table. 

How does this split match up with the inventory split between Classical and Homeric 

Greek? It does allow for another generalization: Homer lacks lexical downward 

monotone quantifiers (ouSeic, and proportional oXiyoq/navpoc,). The two proportional 

quantifiers that Homer does have are upward monotone: Tiac, plural and EKaatoc,. 

Montonicity properties alone can't explain the quantifier inventory split between 

Homeric and Classical Greek, because Homer also lacks a bunch of upward monotone 

quantifiers: TTCCC, 'every', as well as proportional svioi 'some' and noXvq 'many'. But 

both proportionality and monotonicity will prove to be relevant in the context of the 

next scheme for classification of quantifiers, the indefinite/quantifier distinction in 

dynamic semantics. 

Both of the ways of distinguishing different kinds of quantifier that I have talked about 

so far have been grounded in the classical model-theoretic framework; they focus on 

set-theoretic implications of quantifier meaning. The next basis for distinction that I 

will discuss is grounded in the dynamic semantic framework, which was designed to 

take into account not only set-theoretic but also discourse properties of noun phrases. 

In the background section on quantification in formal semantics, I did not use a very 

wide variety of quantifiers in my examples; I used 'every' and 'some' when I was 

talking about the classical model-theoretic framework, but then limited myself to 

'every' when I was talking about the dynamic semantic framework. There was a 

reason for that. 'Every' is quantificational according to each definition I gave. But 

'some' is not. Different definitions of'quantifier' include and exclude different 

individual lexical items from membership in the set of quantifiers. According to the 

dynamic semantic definition of 'quantifier', not all of the elements I have been 

referring to as quantifiers are actually quantificational. 
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In dynamic semantics, quantifiers are distinguished from definite and indefinite noun 

phrases on the basis of how they affect the discourse representation. In terms of the 

file change metaphor, indefinites create new cards and definites update old ones. 

Quantifiers do not create new cards, or update old ones; they create conditions on 

them. One of the pieces of evidence used to support this claim is that unlike definites 

and indefinites, quantified noun phrases cannot be referred to by definite pronouns that 

are outside of their scope (Heim 1983). This makes sense, if quantifiers are thought of 

as not creating cards; if no card is created by a quantified noun phrase, then no card is 

made available for subsequent update. When a definite pronoun tries to update the 

card (lie), it will fail, and the sentence containing that definite will not compute. 

(11) a. There is a soldier with a gun. He will shoot. 
b. The soldier has a gun. He will shoot. 
c. Every soldier has a gun. #He will shoot. 

This failure occurs only when the pronoun is outside the scope of the quantifier. Inside 

the scope of a quantifier, definite pronouns can be interpreted either as referent-

updaters (12a) or as 'bound variables' that refer back to the quantifier (12b). 

(12) a. I've asked a few people whether they think that guy will shoot. Every 
soldier says he will shoot, 

b. I asked the soldiers whether they will shoot. Every soldier says he 
will shoot. 

This second function for the definite pronoun makes intuitive sense if you think about 

it in terms of the condition-creating properties of the quantifier. In the context of a 

condition, which triggers an evaluation of cards rather than a direct update of them, 

definite pronouns can optionally be put to work in a special capacity, as mechanisms 

that help to create complex properties, rather than as referent-updaters. In (12b), the 

quantifier will trigger a one-by-one evaluation of 'soldier' cards, which will eliminate 

all soldiers who do not say they will shoot. Pronouns help to create complex meanings 
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by acting as variables, which are placeholders whose reference can vary from context 

to context: 'if x is soldier, x says x will shoot'. As operators, quantifiers are said to 

'bind' variables because they create functions in which particular variables have 

particular fixed roles, even though their reference varies. This comes in handy when 

evaluating cards: when the quantificational condition is evaluating the card associated 

with Joe, the variable can stand in for him, and see whether it is true both that Joe is a 

soldier and that Joe says Joe will shoot; when it is evaluating Bill, it can stand in for 

Bill, and so on. So, within the context of a quantifier's tripartite condition-like 

structure, a definite pronoun can refer back to it, but outside of that structure, reference 

to quantifiers by definite pronouns fails because quantifiers do not actually create 

discourse referents. 

According to this definition of 'quantifier', cardinal quantifiers are not 

quantificational, but indefinite, because they introduce discourse referents. In each of 

the sentences in (13), the cardinal quantifier in the first sentence introduces a discourse 

referent that the definite pronoun in the second sentence can update (example template 

fromHeim 1983): 

(13) a. Some soldier is armed. He will shoot. 
b. Sm soldiers are armed. They will shoot. 
c. Many (a large number of) soldiers are armed. They will shoot. 
d. A few soldiers are armed. They will shoot. 

Singular proportional quantifiers are clearly quantificational, by this measure (14a-

b).94 

(14) a. Every soldier is armed. #He will shoot, 
b. Each soldier is armed. #He will shoot. 

94 There is a specialized context in which singular proportional quantifiers do support anaphora with 
unbound pronouns. It is known as 'telescoping' (Roberts 1989), because it basically involves extending 
the scope of the quantifier past the end of the sentence, so the unbound pronoun can act like a bound 
variable: 'Every soldier takes his gun. He puts it on his shoulder, then he puts it down again.' (example 
from Corblin, Comorovski, Laca, and Beyssade 2004:16). 
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Plural proportional quantifiers are harder to evaluate. At first, it appears that they can 

be referred back to by definite pronouns outside their scope (15a-c). It has been argued 

on the basis of this evidence that they are not truly quantificational (Baker 1995; 

1996:53-66). 

(15) a. All the soldiers are armed. They will shoot. 
c. SOME soldiers are armed. They will shoot. 
d. Many (a large proportion of) soldiers are armed. They will shoot. 

But there are some complicating factors. These quantifiers are grammatically plural, 

so any pronoun that referred back to them would also have to be plural. Unfortunately, 

this fact muddies the waters, because plural pronouns that are outside of a quantifier's 

scope (I will refer to these as 'unbound' pronouns) appear to be capable of doing 

something different from what singular ones do. The same singular quantifiers that 

cannot be referred back to by singular unbound pronouns can be referred back to by 

plural unbound pronouns (16a-b). 

(16) a. Every soldier is armed. They will shoot, 
b. Each soldier is armed. They will shoot. 

There are indications that it is not actually the proportional quantifier that licenses the 

reference back (anaphora) in these cases. Instead, the plural pronoun seems to be 

licensed by something else. With some proportionals, it is possible to construct 

examples in which the pronoun clearly refers to the restriction set, rather than to any 

more complex discourse referent that could have been created by the quantifier. In 17a 

below (example from Chao 1983 via Roberts 2004), the pronoun 'they' refers to 

'women from the village', rather than to 'the proportionally large number of women 

from the village who went to the fair'. In 17b, the pronoun refers to all of the lettuces, 

not the subgroup of lettuces that are half-eaten. 
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(17) a. Many women from the village came to the fair. They like that sort of 
thing. (R04:533) 

b. Some of the lettuces are half-eaten. They are being attacked by 
rabbits. 

Roberts (2004) argues that a plural unbound pronoun can be pragmatically licensed by 

the restriction of a quantifier: the restriction makes the property it denotes salient (in 

17a, brings up the property 'woman from the village') and thereby makes it possible 

for pronouns to refer to instantiations of that kind (so in 17a, 'they' is standing in for 

'women from the village'). It can be particularly clear that the restriction alone is the 

licenser when a downward monotonic quantifier is involved (Roberts 2004). In 18a, 

the meaning of the second sentence is not 'no soldiers handed their guns in on 

Tuesday', but rather 'the soldiers handed their guns in on Tuesday': 

(18) a. None of the soldiers have guns. They handed them in on Tuesday, 
b. Few (of the) soldiers have bayonets. They don't really need them, 

now that they have guns. 

Pragmatic licensing by the restriction does not account for all examples of apparent 

anaphora between unbound pronouns and proportional quantifiers, however. The 

unbound plural pronoun is not always licensed by the restriction alone. Sometimes, it 

is clearly licensed by at least the intersection of the restriction and the scope, if not 

some sort of accomodated cardinal reading. This seems to be possible only with 

upward monotone quantifiers (19a-b). With downward monotone quantifiers (20a-b), 

the unbound pronoun is very awkward if the example is designed to bring out the 

intersective/accomodated cardinal reading: 

(19) a. Many of the soldiers are wearing overcoats. They won't get cold, but 
the other soldiers will, 

b. SOME of the soldiers have guns. They will have to do all the shooting. 

(20) a. Few of the soldiers are wearing overcoats. #They won't get cold, but 
the other soldiers will. 
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b. Few of the soldiers have guns. #They will do all the shooting. 

In 19a, the pronoun 'they' could either be interpreted as generic, 'soldiers who are 

wearing overcoats', or as referring to the discourse referent that would have been 

introduced if 'many' were cardinal: 'the proportionally large group of soldiers who are 

wearing overcoats'. The pronoun in 20a should be able to do the same thing, but 

doesn't, or at least does it less easily. 

Parallel examples with the upward monotone universal and downward monotone 

negative quantifiers are not available, because they don't create subgroups. But there 

is some contrast between them along similar lines. With the negative, it is always clear 

that the pronoun refers to the kind denoted by the restriction, because dynamically 

speaking, after the evaluation of cards triggered by the quantifier, all armed soldiers 

will be eliminated (no soldiers are armed soldiers) (21a). 

(21) a. None of the soldiers are armed. #They (the nonexistent armed 
soldiers) will shoot./They (the soldiers) won't shoot 

With the universal, it is not obvious, because after the evaluation, all soldiers are 

armed soldiers (22a). 

(22) a. All the soldiers are armed. They (the universally armed soldiers) will 
shoot. 

The upward monotone proportional quantifiers as a group seem to be more able than 

the downward monotone quantifiers to produce discourse referents that are more than 

just instantiations of the kind denoted by their restriction. But, the universal also 

differs from the two upward monotonic proportionals 'many' and SOME, precisely 

because they create subgroups and it doesn't. With 'many' and SOME, there is a 

pragmatically significant meaning difference between the restriction-based pseudo-

anaphoric reading of the pronoun found in the examples in (17), and the intersection-
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based pseudo-anaphoric or accomodated cardinal reading found in the examples in 

(19). With 'all', the difference between these two readings will never be pragmatically 

significant. Unbound pronouns construed with 'many' and SOME have ambiguous 

reference, while unbound pronouns construed with 'all' have vague reference. 

I have been talking in detail about intersentential anaphora because it is one of the 

tests used in the dynamic semantic framework to distinguish quantifiers from 

indefinites; indefinites support anaphora with unbound pronouns, and quantifiers do 

not. The test is not entirely straightforward, because it can be difficult to distinguish 

true anaphora from pragmatic licensing of reference to kinds (I will call this latter type 

'pseudo-anaphora'). Nevertheless, it is possible to group proportional quantifiers into 

some new categories on the basis of it. I list these groups below, and look at how the 

Homeric and Classical Greek inventories match up for each group. 

1) Cardinals. In dynamic semantics, cardinals are indefinites, rather than quantifiers. 

They introduce discourse referents that can be updated by unbound pronouns (23a): 

(23) a. {Sm, many (a large number of), a few} soldiers are armed. They will 
shoot. 

Classical Greek and Homeric Greek share cardinal noXvq, tic, and oXiyoq; Homer also 

has Jiaupoq, which does part of the work that oAiyoc, does in Classical Greek. There is 

more agreement between Classical and Homeric Greek here than in any other group. 

Homer apparently has no problem with quantifiers that allow true anaphora. 

2) The grammatically singular proportional quantifiers 'every', 'each', and 'no'. With 

these quantifiers, it is easy to distinguish true anaphora from pseudo-anaphora (24a-b). 

True anaphora would require a singular pronoun, and is not licensed. Pseudo-anaphora 

is licensed, and involves a plural pronoun. 
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(24) a. Every/each soldier is armed. #He will shoot./They will shoot. 
b. No soldier will shoot. #He won't be able to./They won't be able to. 

How does this group fare in Homeric and Classical Greek? Classical Greek has naq 

singular 'every', SKCCOIOC, 'each', and ouSgfq 'no' (25a-c). ndc, singular and ou5eic, as 

subjects take singular agreement, and singular subject EKaaxoq has an 88% rate of 

singular agreement. 

(25) a. Tiaq 5e iSiootnc, itAouoioc, av COSTO yeveoBai, ei TI Kupco xapioairo 
(Xen. Cyr. 8.6.23) 
Every individual thought that he would become rich, if he did 
something to please Cyrus 

b. £7t£i5r| r)uiv Kara yf\v ouSsic, E$OV\QEI (Thuc. 1.74.2) 
Since nobody sent us aid by land 

c. r\yEv SKCCOTOC, 6 OTparnyoq TOV auroO Xoxov eni vcoounv (Xen. An. 
6.3.2) 
Each general led his own company against a village 

Homeric Greek lacks irac, singular 'every' and ouSdc, 'no'. It has eKocotoc, 'each', but 

singular subject eKOcenroc, usually takes plural verb agreement (72%), particularly in the 

Iliad (89% Iliad, 62% Odyssey) (26a). 

(26) a. o'i 5' ov yiyvodOKOvxeq dTinvrjvavTO BKaaxoc, (II. 7.185) 
But they, not knowing it, each rejected it 

Homer also has kind-distributive K&q singular 'every kind of (27a). 

(27) a. 'ApxsAoxoc, x 'Axduac, xe udxnc, ev eiSoxe Ttdonc; (II. 2.823, 12.100) 
Archelochos and Akamas, well-versed in every kind of combat 

Interestingly, kind-distributive 'every' does support anaphora with singular unbound 

pronouns. This is not surprising if it is viewed as a form of pseudo-anaphora. With 

singular kind-quantifying 'every', a singular unbound pronoun can refer to a 

representative instantiation of the type, or, when it is used with an abstract, to the 

abstract type. That would be the singular equivalent of the plural pseudo-anaphora 



seen in 17a-b above. In 28a, 'he' means something like 'a president' or 'any 

president', and in 28b, 'it' means 'combat' or 'combat of every kind': 

(28) a. Every president has a vice president. He also has a secretary of state, 
b. All (= every kind of) combat requires courage. It also requires 

strength. 

Homeric Greek seems to have a problem with these quantifiers that relates to their 

inability to support true anaphora with agreeing unbound pronouns. It lacks singular 

'no', as well as 'every', except kind-distributive 'every', which licenses pseudo-

anaphora with singular pronouns. It does have 'each' but primarily with plural 

agreement, the type associated with pseudo-anaphora. Classical Greek has no such 

problem, and allows both types. Homer also is more sensitive to the true anaphora vs. 

pseudo-anaphora distinction. 

3) Grammatically plural downward monotone proportionals. These quantifiers allow 

only pseudo-anaphora; plural unbound pronouns are always licensed by the restriction, 

not by the intersection of the restriction and scope, or an accomodated cardinal reading 

of the quantifier. Classical Greek has proportional oAiyoq; ou5£ic, is always singular, at 

least in the sample, and so belongs in category 2. Homer lacks both; instead it has 

cardinal oAiyoc, and raxupoc, and sentential negation of cardinal TIC;. 

4) Group-dividing grammatically plural upward monotone proportionals. The upward 

monotone proportionals support more types of anaphora with unbound pronouns than 

the downward monotone proportionals. Unbound pronouns can apparently be licensed 

by the restriction, the intersection of the restriction and scope, and/or an accomodated 

cardinal reading of a plural upward monotone proportional quantifier. Classical Greek 

has plural proportional JtoAuc;, oXiyoq, and evioi. Homer lacks all three; instead it has 

cardinal noA.uq, oAiyoq, Ticcupoc, and existential TIC,. 
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5) Universal grammatically plural upward monotone proportionals. With universals, it 

is unclear what licenses the unbound pronoun. It could be licensed by the restriction, 

or the intersection of the restriction and scope. The pronoun could also have some sort 

of accomodated reading that includes the meaning of the quantifier in adverbial or 

adjectival form: 'the soldiers in their entirety/the soldiers who all x' or 'the soldiers 

individually/the soldiers who each x' (the idea of treating 'all' and 'each' as adverbial 

will come up again in the next section, where I discuss syntactic differences). Because 

of the particular meaning of universals, the difference between these readings is never 

going to be pragmatically significant, so the meaning of the pronoun remains vague. 

Both Homeric and Classical Greek have plural raxc, and EKaotoq. 

Does the indefinite/quantifier distinction make the inventory split between Homeric 

and Classical Greek look systematic in any way? It explains at least as much as the 

cardinal/proportional distinction does, because it takes over the cardinal/proportional 

distinction and characterizes it in different terms. Almost all of the inventory 

differences between Homer and Classical Greek involve Homer lacking proportional 

quantifiers and quantifier meanings, but Homer does have two proportional 

quantifiers, naq and EKaozoq. In dynamic terms, this would mean that the only true 

quantifiers Homer has are nac, and evcacrroq. The dynamic perspective also adds a 

possible syntactic motivation for the inventory difference. Homer may have a problem 

with true quantifiers because they do not introduce discourse referents. Sticking with 

that as the working conclusion of this section leaves the presence of TCCCC, plural, kind-

distributive nac; singular, and EKCLOTOC, in Homer as a problem that has to be explained 

in some other way. 

Another option would be to try to take the indefinite/quantifier split as a starting point 

but also make a bit more out of the finer-grained distinctions between the numbered 

groups above. Among the plural proportional quantifiers, Homer lacks those for which 
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the distinction between true anaphora and pseudo-anaphora is pragmatically 

significant — everything but the universals. The singular negative quantifier ouSac, 

can be ruled out for the same reason ('no soldier' doesn't make a good antecedent for 

'he', but 'soldier' can license 'they'). The singular universals raise a different set of 

issues. For them, the difference between true anaphora and pseudo-anaphora is 

syntactically significant. Whereas true anaphora would involve an agreeing bound-

variable type pronoun, pseudo-anaphora involves a non-agreeing, definite pronoun. 

There is a clear syntactic distinction between true anaphora and pseudo-anaphora. The 

exception to that rule is kind-distributive raxc,, which Homer does have. Because kind-

distributive nac, quantifies over kinds in the first place, it licenses pseudo-anaphora 

with a singular, agreeing pronoun, which means it looks just like true anaphora. So 

both types of irac, that are present in Homer, the plural and the kind-distributive type, 

allow pseudo-anaphora that might as well be true anaphora, for all practical purposes. 

The worst problem for the theory that Homer doesn't like quantifiers for which the 

difference between true anaphora and pseudo-anaphora is syntactically or 

pragmatically significant is the presence in Homer of SKCXCTOC, singular. It is not 

possible to claim that nac, singular 'every' is ruled out because pseudo-anaphora with 

it is syntactically distinguished from true anaphora, because the same thing should 

apply for EKaoxoq. It is also not possible to claim that £Ka<xroc, appears because it is a 

universal, and the difference between pseudo-anaphora and true anaphora is 

insignificant for universals, because the same should apply for raxc,. But there is at 

least one difference between TICCC, singular and EKOLOXOC, in Classical Greek, and a 

similar difference between 'every' and 'each' in English, that may have some bearing 

on this issue. In Homeric Greek, SKCXCTOC, usually takes plural verbal agreement, which 

looks like some kind of pseudo-anaphora within the sentence: 'they saddled their 

horses, each one of them'. Even in Classical Greek, singular subject EKaotoc, 
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sometimes appears with plural verbal agreement, whereas singular subject jifiq does 

not. In English, 'each' can float off of a plural, and 'every' cannot: 'the children each 

got a balloon' is OK, but 'the children every got a balloon' is not. There seems to be 

something about the more specifically distributive singular universal that is more 

compatible with pseudo-anaphora, which is the only type of anaphora that is possible 

for singular universals. Nevertheless, the presence of evcacnroc singular in Homer still 

goes against the main line of argument 1 have been pursuing, which is that Homer 

doesn't like quantifiers for which the difference between true anaphora and pseudo-

anaphora is syntactically or pragmatically significant. So, for now, that line of 

argument leaves the presence of svcaoToq singular unexplained. 

In this section, I have argued that the quantifier inventory differences between 

Classical and Homeric Greek are at least partially systematic. At minimum, I can 

claim that the differences all involve Homeric Greek lacking proportional quantifiers 

and quantifier meanings that are present in Classical Greek, and that in several cases 

Homer lacks specifically the proportional reading of a quantifier that is ambiguous in 

Classical Greek. That claim would leave the presence of proportional EKCLOTOC, and 

kind-distributive and plural roxq, which goes against the trend, to be explained in some 

other way, perhaps in terms of their syntactic behavior. I also outlined another, less 

firmly grounded line of explanation, which was based on the idea that Homer prefers 

quantifiers for which the distinction between anaphora and pseudo-anaphora is 

syntactically and pragmatically insignificant, and which focused more closely on the 

precise anaphora-licensing properties of several different subtypes of proportional 

quantifiers. It had the advantage of predicting the presence of kind-distributive and 

plural naq, but left the presence of EKaaxoq singular still unexplained. In the next 

section, I will look at the differences in syntactic behavior of quantifiers in Classical 

and Homeric Greek, which can now be discussed with this semantic background in 

mind. 
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4.3 Quantifier syntax 

In the last section, I argued that quantifier inventory differences between Homeric and 

Classical Greek are at least partially systematic. In this section, I discuss differences in 

syntactic behavior of quantifiers, and argue that they too are systematically related. I 

look first at the structure of the noun phrase, which is less hierarchical in Homeric 

than in Homeric Greek, and then at quantifier-noun continuity and relative order, and 

their implications for quantifier-noun coherence; in general, quantifiers and their 

restrictions are less likely in Homeric than in Classical Greek to be bound together 

into constituents. I pay some extra attention here to the behavior of the universals Ttac, 

and EKaovoq, because they are the proportional quantifiers that are present in both 

Homeric and Classical Greek. 

The first difference at the phrase level has to do with the categorial status of 

quantifiers, and the overall structure of the noun phrase. Classical Greek has a 

determiner that combines with noun phrases to form determiner phrases (Abney 1987; 

for Greek, see Devine and Stephens 2000). 

(29) a. [DP 6 [NP av0pa>Tioq ]] 

Quantifiers can be divided into several different groups based on their relation to the 

determiner. The first such division corresponds to the cardinal/proportional split, 

which is also known as the weak/strong split. The terms 'weak' and 'strong' can also 

can be applied more broadly to other elements that share syntactic properties with 

cardinal or proportional quantifiers, and are more widely used in the literature, so I 

will adopt them in this section. 

Weak quantifiers, and weak readings of ambiguous quantifiers, can follow the article 

in definite noun phrases, like attributive adjectives (30a-b). 
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(30) a. sysvovro 5e Kai oi TioAAoi o£iouoi xoxe TTJC, yf\q, ev re 'A0r)vaic, Kai ev 
Eu(3oia Kai hi BoicotoTc, Kai \iaXiaxa ev 'Opxourvco xG> Boiamcp 
(Thuc.'3.87.4) 
It was also at that time that the many earthquakes happened, in 
Athena and Euboea and Boeotia, and especially in Boeotian 
Orchomenos. 

b. dvveAAovTat at 5uo Kai xEoaapaKovta vfj£c, Kai 6 'AYnaav5pi5ac, duo 
tcov Meydpoov trjv ZaAauTva napaiiAav (Thuc. 8.94.13) 
The forty-two ships, and Agesandridas, were reported to be sailing 
from Megara along the coast of Salamis. 

But, that does not mean that a weak quantifier necessarily sits in the same structural 

position as any other attributive adjective. When weak quantifiers and attributive 

adjectives are stacked in the noun phrase, the neutral order is quantifier first. Stacking 

of vague quantifiers, such as TTOAUC,, with adjectives is less common than coordination, 

but does occur. When stacked, weak quantifiers follow possessives but precede 

adjectives of quality (31a-d). 

(31) a. Kai oui 5e doSsvei xaAeTiov noAAouq dSpouq xoipouq 8KTp£(p£iv 
(Xen. Oec. 17.10-11) 
And it is hard for a weak sow to bear numerous sturdy piglets 

b. A9r)vaio)v ydp ou5dq hi Taurn xf\ rju£pa OUSEVOC, craouSatou £pyou 
roAp:r|oai av ai|;aa9ai (Xen. Hell. 1.4.12-13) 
None of the Athenians on that day would dare to take up any serious 
task 

c. Kai vuv 5uo KaAco xe Kai ayaQ<x> avSp£ TiSvarov (Xen. An. 4.1.19) 
And now two noble men are dead 

d. ai acp£T£pai 5a<a vfj£c, (Thuc. 1.50-1) 
Their ten ships 

This relative order corresponds to the unmarked order for adjective stacking observed 

in Italian and other languages (32) (Coene and d'Hulst 2003:26): 

(32) Possessive > Cardinal > Ordinal > Quality > Size > Shape > Color > 
Nationality (C03:26) 
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This neutral order, among other evidence, has been used to argue for the existence of 

multiple different functional projections between the determiner and noun, which host 

specific types of adjective (Cinque 1994; Crisma 1996). Based on the neutral order 

shown in 32,1 assume that the Classical Greek noun phrase has at least the functional 

projections shown in 33a (structure based on Zamparelli 2000:16, 124, 240 and 

Heycock and Zamparelli 2003 for English and Italian, and Devine and Stephens 

2006:517 for Latin). 

(33) a. [DP determiner [WQP weak quantifiers [NP [modifiers][noun]]]] 

Quantifiers on their strong readings do not appear in attributive position. Instead, they 

do one of three things: appear outside an agreeing determiner phrase in so-called 

predicative position, appear outside a partitive genitive determiner phrase, or take an 

agreeing bare noun restriction. I will talk first about the type that appears outside an 

agreeing determiner phrase. 

The strong quantifiers that can appear outside agreeing determiner phrase restrictions 

are raxc, and SKaoroq. The external quantifier can co-occur with an adjective or other 

DP-internal modifier (34a-c): 

(34) a. Kod epnuoooou navraq xovq oivcsiouc, xonovq ov\xndor\q rfjc, TraipfSoc, 
(PI. Leg. 865e8-9) 
And to abandon all the familiar places of all his native country 

b. KCU £5e^avTO jtavrec, oi em. Gpcbcnc, ^uuuaxoi AaKe5aiuovicav xa 
TiejtpaYtisva (Thuc. 4.122.2-3) 
And all the allies in Thrace of the Spartans accepted what had been 
done 

c. OUKOUV ojaiKpov pfjua Kaxaofievvvox Ttdoac, tac; xoiavrcac, rjSovdc;; (PI. 
Leg. 838b7-8) 
Isn't there a short saying that extinguishes all such pleasures? 

A DP-external strong quantifier can also co-occur with a DP-internal weak quantifier, 

as in 35a. 
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(35) a. TOUC, 5e SiKactdc. KAnpouai Tidvxec; oi evvea dpxovTEC, (Ath. Pol. 59.7) 
All the nine archons cast lots to choose jurors 

There are at least two possible structural representations of this quantifier position. 

The first (36a) would take the quantifier to be a head which selects a determiner 

phrase complement (Giusti 1991): 

(36) a. [SQP TtdvTec, [DP oi [WQP evvea [NP apxovtec,]]]] 

The second would be based on the similarity of this placement of Tide, and EKaaxoq to 

that of English all and both, which can appear outside an agreeing determiner phrase.95 

In some languages, quantifiers that can appear in this position share other 

distinguishing properties. All and both, along with each, constitute the 'floatable' class 

of English determiners, which can be discontinuous from their (subject) restrictions. 

(37) a. {All, both / *no(ne), some, few, many} the children have been given 
balloons 

b. The children ({all, both /*no(ne), some, few many }) have ({all, 
both /*no(ne), some, few, many}) been given balloons 

A correspondence between DP-external position and floating is also present in 

Romance languages such as French and Italian (Sportiche 1988; Zamparelli 

2000:170). 

(38) a. Tous les enfants ont vu cefilm (S88:426) 
All the children have seen this movie 

b. Les enfants ont tous vu cefilm. 
The children have all seen this movie 

c. Tutti i molti sigari che luifumava (ZOO: 170) 
All the many cigars that he smoked 

d. I ragazzi avevano {tutti, entrambi} telefonato a casa 
The boys had {all, both} called home 

Classical Greek dpepotspoe; also works this way: see for example Thuc. 4.123 diicporipac; T&C. noAeic.. 
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Based on this kind of evidence, floatable quantifiers have been analyzed as an adjuncts 

to NP (Sportiche 1988) or DP (Zamparelli 2000:173). On this analysis, they are 

thought of as forming their own phrases, possibly with null pronominal restrictions, 

which then get adjoined to the DP restriction, as in 'all of them, the boys'. Though the 

correlation between floatability and DP-external position does in a sense hold up for 

recce, and SKOCOTOC;, because they are both DP-external and floatable, the combination 

does not distinguish them as a class from other Greek quantifiers since most if not all 

other Greek quantifiers can also float. Nevertheless, they could be analyzed as 

adjuncts just on the basis of their position (and the inventory similarity with the 

floatable class identified for Romance and Germanic). That analysis, rather than 

adding a strong quantifier layer to the noun phrase structure as in (36a), would just 

make use of the possibility of adjoining a QP to the noun phrase complex (39a): 

(39) a. [DP [QP Tidvrec,] [DP oi [WQP evvea [NP apxovrsc,]]]] 

I will hold off on choosing between these two options, to see how the possibilities for 

other strong quantifiers might fit in with them. Only a subset of the possible readings 

of itaq and exaoToq occupy this external position; I discuss readings of nac, and 

EKaaxoc, that are associated with other positions below. 

The other quantifiers with proportional readings, ouSeiq, evioi, TCOAUC, and oXiyoq, 

show a slightly different pattern. They take definite restrictions only as partitive 

genitives, and indefinites as agreeing bare nouns. The proportional readings of these 

quantifiers occur with definite restrictions, whereas the reading of the indefinite 

restriction type is cardinal. The cardinal type with indefinite restriction can be 

assimilated to the position already identified for cardinals, with the difference that the 

whole phrase is not preceded by a determiner (40a): 

(40) a. [WQP TCOAAOI [NP avBpomoi]] 
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The basic choice that came up in the case of nac. and eKCXOTOC. with agreeing definite 

restrictions, namely whether to analyze the quantifier as taking the restriction as a 

complement or as being adjoined to it, comes up again in the case of the quantifiers 

that take partitive determiner phrase restrictions, ouSdq, evioi, TtoAuq, oAiyoc. and 

(optionally) EKCCOTOC; (see Ionin, Matushansky, and Ruys 2006 on adjunct vs. 

complement analyses of partitives). As in the case of the universals, on the adjunct 

interpretation (41b) it is assumed that there is some sort of null pronominal element, or 

unpronounced copy of the noun from the restriction, that serves as the restriction of 

the quantifier. These two possibilities would look like this: 

(41) a. [QP TtoAAoi [DP TCOV [NP dvBpcoTtcov]]] 
b. [DP [QP TtoAAoi [NP e]] [DP TCOV [NP dvBpcoTtcov]]] 

Another possibility is to have the null or deleted element first compose with the 

partitive to form the complex 'boys of the boys'. That creates a constituent of type NP, 

which the quantifier can then adjoin to (42b) or take as a complement (42a). 

(42) a. [QP TtoAAoi [NP e [DP TCOV [NP dvOpcoTtcov]]]] 
b. [NP [QP TtoAAoi] [NP e [DP TCOV [NP dvOpcoTtcov]]]] 

These latter options combine most easily with the layered structure proposed in 33a 

above, because they are separable into a quantifier and a noun phrase that can be 

distributed into the DP-layers already proposed (based on Zamparelli 1998, 2000:16, 

124, 240). Strong and weak readings of partitives can be represented by locating the 

quantifier in the appropriate layer, or in the case of the strong quantifier possibly in an 

adjunct phrase (41b). For the weak reading, the quantifier would sit in WQP (43a). 

(43) a. [DP [WQP TtoAAoi [NP e [DP TCOV [NP dvOpcoTtcov]]]]] 

For the strong reading, there are at least a couple of possible locations besides the 

adjunct one. If there is an SQP that houses Ttdc, and eKCCcrcoc,, strong readings of 
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partitive-taking quantifiers might also sit there (44a). That option is less appealing 

than it was for the universals because the original motivation for proposing an SQP 

was that nac; and SKCXCJTOC, take agreeing DP rather than NP restrictions, whereas the 

type of the proposed complement constituent for partitives is NP. The other option 

would be to locate strong readings of partitive-taking quantifiers in the determiner 

layer (44b). 

(44) a. [SQP TioAAoi [DP [WQP [NP [e] [DP TOOV [NP avOpumcov]]]]]] 
b. [DP noAAoi [WQP [NP [e] [DP TCOV [NP avOpumcov]]]]] 

This would not necessarily have to amount to a claim that ov&sic,, evioi, xcoAuc,, oAiyoc, 

and EKaozoq can function as quantificational determiners. Though this is one of the 

standard analyses of strong quantifiers in English, including strong many, few etc., it 

might not be appropriate for Greek, since almost all Greek quantifiers float, whereas 

the definite determiner really stays put and does not move around separately from its 

noun. Zamparelli (2000:258-266) argues that vague quantifiers, in contrast to 

determiners, are not heads but full phrases located in specifier positions. This allows 

the possibility of locating strong vague quantifiers in the determiner layer without 

actually claiming that they are determiners, and that analysis could possibly be 

extended to the other partitive-restriction strong quantifiers. I will again leave it 

undecided whether or not there is an SQP layer above DP, but the discussion of the 

strong partitives has added another element to the question. As it stands according to 

the options outlined, if there is no SQP layer, then DP-external nac; and EKOcaTOC, are 

QP adjuncts to DP, and strong readings of quantifiers that take partitive genitive 

restrictions are either QP adjuncts to NP or are located somewhere in the DP layer. 

There are a number of different readings of the universals nac, and SKacrroc, that are 

associated with different positions in the basic structure introduced above. Since nac, 
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and SKaaxoq are the strong quantifiers that appear in both Homer and Classical Greek, 

I will discuss their various readings in Classical Greek in a bit more detail. 

First, the readings of the universals that are associated with DP-external position. As 

described above, race, can take an agreeing determiner phrase restriction in both 

singular and plural (45a-b). Uaq plural quantifies over members of a set, while Ttccq 

singular quantifies over parts of a whole. "EKaaxoc, can also take a determiner phrase 

restriction in both singular and plural and is always distributive. 

(45) a. rfj 5' uorspaia 6 Kupoq ovveXe^e Ttdvtac, roue, oTpaTioorac, (Xen. Cyr. 
23.1) 
The next day Cyrus called together all the soldiers 

b. Ttpiv £Ttoir|aav naaav xr\v TIOAIV ouoAoysw AaKeSaiuoviouc, Kcri 
autoov riysuovac, dvca (Xen. An. 6.1.27-8) 
Until they made all the city agree that the Spartans would be rulers 
also of them 

The most interesting aspect of this group of meanings for later comparison will be that 

singular Ttdcq, when it occurs in a DP-external position parallel to that of plural Jiaq, 

does not have the count-distributive meaning 'every' but rather the mass-distributive 

meaning 'all'. This means that singular Ttac, has structurally distinct count and mass-

distributive meanings. 

For EKaoToq, a definite partitive genitive restriction is also possible; this structure is 

particularly common when the restriction is pronominal, but it also occurs with lexical 

nouns (46a). Ilac, on its own does not take partitive genitive restrictions, but in 

combination with Tiq it can, and in this form it is distributive and emphatic as in 

English every (single) one (46b). 

(46) a. KOU £KeA.£U£v OCUTOV Aau^dvEiv u£poq nap' EKCXOTOU TOOV riyeuovcov 
(Xen. An. 1.6.2-3) 
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And he ordered him to take a detachment from each of the 
commanders 

b. Kori TOJV AEITCOUEVWV navxa tivd EIKOC, eQeXeiv vnkp avxf\q Kduv£iv 
(Thuc. 2.41.5) 
And it is fitting that every one of those who are left should be willing 
to suffer on her behalf 

When naq occurs in the WQP layer, it gets a weak adjectival interpretation (47a-b). 

"EKaaxoc, does not occur in the WQP layer, at least when the determiner is filled. 

(47) a. noAu 5e ye ouaxiov KOU dSiKwtepov roue, navxac; "EAAnvac. 
KaraTtpo5ouvai, oic, ̂ uvoouooare, r\ AOnvcaouc; uovouc. (Thuc. 3.63.3) 
It was much more shameful and unjust to utterly betray the Greeks as 
a whole, with whom you made a pact, than the Athenians alone 

b. evtocuSa 5E 'Ayocoiac; 6 lTU|i<pdAioc, Aoxocyoc; TixpcoaKExai, xov raxvxa 
Xpovov uaxojievoq npoq xovq TIOAEUIOUC. (Xen. An. 7.8.19) 
There Agasias the Stymphalian company commander was wounded, 
fighting the whole time against the enemy 

nSc, and EKCLOXOC; can also take a bare noun phrase restriction, when the restriction on 

its own would lack an article (Smyth 1956:296, Kiihner-Gerth 1898-1904/1955:631-

33). In practice, such restrictions are usually generics, which can be bare plurals in 

Greek (48a): 

(48) a. av9pamoi 5s en OUSEVCXC. uaAAov ovvioxavxca f\ era TOUTOUC, ouq av 
aioGcovtai dpx£iv autcov eTtixsvpouvxac; (Xen. Cyr. 1.1.2) 
Men revolt against nobody more readily than those they think are 
trying to rule over them 

So, for example, TiavrEC. avBpamoi means 'all men' (49a), whereas TtavcEC. oi 

dv0poojtoi usually means 'all the men' (Smyth 1956:296, Kiihner-Gerth 1898-

1904/1955:631 -33).96 Singular naq with a bare noun phrase can also get a generic 

96 navrec; oi av6pwnoi can also mean 'all men', probably because defmites can express generic 
reference in Greek (this is possible only in the singular in English: 'the blue whale is in danger of 
extinction'): 
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interpretation (49b). It is difficult to find parallel examples for eKaoroc., which seems 

to require that its restriction be definite. 

(49) a. KUOUOIV yap, scpn, u> IwKpaTsc,, TTCCVTSC. avOparrtoi Kai Kara TO otoua 
Kai xaxd TT)V ibuxnv (PI. Symp. 206c 1-3) 
"Socrates", he said, "All men are pregnant in both body and soul" 

c. rioAAwv (if|v EATUSGOV, d>q sAeyouev apxi, itaq avBpayjtoc, yeuei; (PI. 
Phlb. 40a3) 
But as were just saying, every man is full of many hopes? 

ndc, here is probably not, like weak quantifiers with agreeing indefinite restrictions, 

located in the WQP layer, because nac, in the WQP layer has a collective meaning 

(47a-b); the meaning of (49a) is not 'the whole of mankind is pregnant'. Plural itfiq in 

generic contexts seems to quantify over members of a set, and the meaning of singular 

naq with a generic restriction is distributive; these meanings correspond to those of 

DP-external naq. Plural nac. in generic contexts could be in DP-external position, 

whether as an adjunct (50a) or in an SQP layer, but this time without the DP layer 

itself being filled (50b). Or, if it is preferable not to have structures in which DP-

external position is filled without DP being filled, generic itac. could be an adjunct to 

NP (50c). 

(50) a. [DP [QP navzeq] [DP [WQP [NP avOpomoi]]]] 
b. [SQP THXVTSC. [DP [WQP [NP avBpamoi]]]] 
c. [NP [QP udvxec,] [NP avOpumoi]] 

The option of putting plural irac. into the DP layer for this type of example seems 

unappealing, since it would be strange for plural nac, to be a determiner only in generic 

contexts, and it is clearly not a determiner in non-generic contexts. Singular nac, in 

(i) a. erceiSav yap 6 psroTccapivoc; xpovoc; e'ABri, navcec; TIOU oi av9pa>noi npoq xov 8EOV 

6mo(3A£7iouaiv, OTIOTE (Jpe^ac; trjv yf\v dcprjaei avzovq oneipeiv (Xen. Oec. 17.3.2) 
For when the autumnal season is over, I suppose all men look to God, to see when 
he will rain on the earth and free them to sow. 
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generic contexts, however, may have the same structure as regular singular distributive 

naq, which takes the same type of restriction. 

Singular distributive naq, in contrast to plural naq, always takes an NP restriction, 

even when the restriction is a previously introduced discourse referent. "EKOLOXOC, can 

also take this type of restriction. In 51a, a referent is introduced with the indefinite 

aoKWV 'hides', reactivated with the definite roue; doKOuq, and then quantified over in 

EKaorov &CK6V and uaq daKoq. 

(51) a. 'AOKCOV, ecpn, 5iaxiAicov Serjoouav noAAd 5' opd) npofiaza Kai aiyac, 
Kai (3ouq Kai ovouq, a aTcoSapsvra Kai (pvar\Qevxa paSicoc; av Ttapexoi 
triv Sidftaaiv. Serjoojaou be Kai TOOV SSCUGOV oiq xpn°0£ K £ Pi T a 

UTio^uyia- Toutoiq Z,Ev£,ac, rouq daKOUc; irpoq dAArjAouq, opuxoaq 
exaatov doxov Ai9ou<; dprf|oaq Kai depdq wonep dyKupac, dq TO 
u5wp, Siayaywv Kai ducpOTipooBsv 5r]oaq ETtî aAa) uAnv Kai yfjv 
OTicpoprjaa)- cm liev ouv ov KaxabvaeaQe autiKa udAa eiaeaQe uaq 
yap daKoq 56' dvSpac, e^et TOU ur) KataSuvax. (Xen. An. 3.5.9-12) 
I will need two thousand hides, he said; I see many sheep and goats 
and cows and asses, which having been skinned and blown up would 
easily provide the means of crossing. I will also need the straps which 
you use around the pack animals; I will bind the hides to one another 
with those, and anchor each hide by fastening stones to it and letting 
them down like anchors into the water, then carry it over, tie it on 
both sides, and pile branches and dirt on top of it. And you can know 
right away that you will not sink. For every hide will keep two men 
from sinking. 

Since the singular distributive quantifiers are in complementary distribution with the 

article, they may be determiner quantifiers and have the structure shown in (52a-b).97 

English every and each, which unlike all can take definite bare noun restrictions in 

non-generic contexts, are usually analyzed as belonging to the category of 

determiners. 

In the case of EKacrcoc, this would have to be optional since it can also take a singular DP restriction. 
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(52) a. [DP itac, [NP aaKocJ] 
b. [DP evcaoTov [NP CCOKOV]] 

I pointed out in the data section that singular simple distributive nac, differs from other 

Greek quantifiers in that it almost never floats and almost never has NQ order. In that 

respect its behavior is more like that of the article than a typical quantifier. Singular 

SKaoxoq has the same strong tendency to be continuous with its restriction, but does 

not show the same consistently QN order.98 This behavior is evidence in favor of 

analyzing Tiaq as a quantificational determiner, which would put it in a separate 

category from the rest of the quantifiers under consideration here. The case of SKaozoc, 

is more doubtful, but it too may be a determiner when it takes a bare singular 

restriction. 

To sum up, Classical Greek has the basic noun phrase structure shown in 33a above. 

Different readings of quantifiers are associated with location in different layers; weak 

readings with the weak layer, strong readings with some kind of DP-external position, 

whether it be adjunct position or a dedicated strong quantifier layer. Two types of 

quantifier are candidates for location in the determiner layer. There is some reason to 

think that strong quantifiers with partitive restrictions may be located in the DP layer, 

though not as determiners. Singular distributive naq appears to be a quantificational 

determiner, and SKOCCTOC, may optionally be one as well. 

Is there evidence for a similarly layered noun phrase structure in Homeric Greek? To 

begin with, since the demonstrative 6 has not fully developed into an article in 

Homeric Greek, the most conservative option would be to leave the determiner phrase 

out of the Homeric structure. The next question is whether there is any evidence for a 

syntactic distinction between strong and weak quantifiers, or between weak quantifiers 

98 "EKOCOTOC; singular, in Plato Republic, Xenophon Anabasis and Thucydides, has a 100% rate of 
continuity with its restriction (63 instances). 
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and ordinary adjectives, such as the preferred neutral ordering patterns illustrated 

above for Classical Greek. 

Let's look first at whether there is evidence for a weak quantifier layer. There are 

abundant examples in Homer where a weak vague quantifier or cardinal numeral 

occurs together with an adjective. Stacking is less common with vague quantifiers than 

with cardinal numerals but does occur (as in Classical Greek, there is a lot of 

coordination of vague quantifiers with adjectives). For both cardinal numerals (53a-d) 

and vague count and mass quantifiers (54a-f), the most common and apparently 

neutral order is QAN: 

(53) a. up 5' duoc Tsacapdvcovxa ueAaivou vfjec, ETTOVTO (II. 2.534, 545, 630, 
644, 710, 737, 759; w. TisvxrJKOVTa, II. 2.556; w. TOXOI and 
oySooKovra, II 2.652) 
And with him followed forty/fifty/eighty black ships 

b. xsooapsq d6Ao9opoi iraioi CXUTOTOIV oxeocpiv (II. 11.698) 
Four prizewinning horses with their carriage 

c. e^si uiv KOU TCSVT£ TCspvjiAouevouc, sviautouc, (II. 23.833-4) 
He will have it for five circling years 

d. TOTOIV 5' AAKIVOOC, 5UOKOCI5£KCX ufjA' iepevoev, / ovau) 5' dpyioSovxac. 
vac;, 5uo 5' dAutoSac, $ovq (Od. 8.59-60) 
For them Alcinoos slaughtered twelve sheep, eight white-tusked 
boars, and two shambling oxen 

(54) a. u>q vaxi syd> roAAdq uev duTivouc, VUKTCCC, i'auov (II. 9.325) 
So I too spent many sleepless nights 

b. ttoAAoi 5' spiaux^v^c, uutoi (II. 11.159) 
Many horses with high-arched necks 

c. TtoAAdc, 5' ixpOuaouc, ^uxdq "Av5i Ttpota\}>£v / rjpoacov (II. 1.3-4) 
And sent many strong souls of heroes to Hades 

d. OUVEK' £U£AA£ / TioAAdq icpBfuouc, K£(paAdq "A'i'5i Ttpo'i'd^av 
(II. 11.54-5) 
Because he was going to send many brave heads to Hades 

e. TOV 5£ Avooovxo yepovxec; / 'Apy£icov, Kai TtoAAd nepiKkvxa 5wp' 
6voua^ov(Il. 18.448-9) 
The Argive elders entreated him, and named many fine gifts 
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f. noAAd 5s Tcpia jifjAa Kai eiAi7io5ac. e'AiKac. |3ouc. / npocOe nupfjc; 
sSspov TS Kai ducpsnov (II. 23.166-7) 
Next to the pyre they flayed and prepared many fat sheep and 
shambling curvy-horned cattle 

So, there is evidence in Homer for a preferred order for weak quantifiers and 

adjectives, of the kind that has been used to argue for the presence of distinct 

functional projections for different types of adjective in the noun phrase. I will assume 

for now that there is a weak quantifier layer in the Homeric Greek noun phrase (55a): 

(55) a. [WQP iioAAa [NP KEPIKAUTOC 5cop']] 

Next, is there evidence for a strong quantifier layer that is distinct from the weak 

quantifier layer? There are a few examples in which Ttdc, directly precedes a modified 

noun phrase, but none of them are good evidence for neutral order; in the first, the 

quantifier is more closely associated with the verb than the noun phrase (56a); in the 

second, the quantifier has to be weak (T divided all my well-greaved companions in 

two' does not work) (56b), and in the third, the noun is enjambed (56c). 

(56) a. dAA' dye \xi\ivexe Ttdvrec. | euKvriuiSeq 'Axaioi (II. 2.331) 
But come now, remain, all you well-greaved Achaeans 

b. aurdp iyCo 5ixa Ttavtaq £UKvrjui5aq etaipouq / ripiOusov, dpxov 5e 
UET' ducpoTepoicw ouaoaa (Od. 10.203-4) 
But I divided in two (parts) the whole group of my well-greaved 
companions, and appointed a leader to both (parts) 

c. 69' eiaxo rarvtsq dpiaroi / 'Apystoi (Od. 8.512-13) 
In which there sat all the best Argives 

There are numerous examples in which a weak quantifier directly precedes navxeq, 

but not the other way around. Examples with the order WQ-ndq-N are ambiguous 

between the weak meaning 'whole' and an adverbial meaning 'in all' (57a-b): 

(57) a. xpuoou 5s arrjaac. scpspsv Ssna Jidvra xdAavia (II. 24.232) 
Of gold he weighed and brought out ten (whole) talents (in all) 
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b. XPUO°0 5£ oxr\aaq 'Obvoevc; beKa uavxa rdAavra (II. 19.247) 
Of gold Odysseus weighed out ten (whole) talents (in all) 

In most examples, it seems as though the two quantifiers form a separate unit, with the 

strong quantifier having an adverbial meaning: 'in all' or 'altogether'. The 

weak/strong quantifier combination can occur as a unit separated from the noun (58a), 

in this case with the quantifier combination in focus position and the predictable noun 

in tail position: 

(58) a. Tfjciv 5O>5£KCX Jiaoat STisppcoovto yvvameq (Od. 20.107) 
At which, twelve in all, women went back and forth 

More often, the noun or pronoun is topicalized, sententially or locally, and the 

quantifier combination is in focus (59a-d): 

(59) a. "Qc. veiKsoo' o yepoav, oi 5' evvea navcec, dvsorav (II. 7.161-2) 
Thus the old man challenged them, and they stood up, nine in all 

b. xpiTioSaq ydp seiKoai Ttdvtac; eteuxev (II. 18.373) 
For he was making tripods, twenty in all 

c. oivov ev duqncpopeuci SuoaSexa naoiv dcpuacac. (Od. 9.204) 
Having drawn off the wine into jars, twelve in all 

d. £v6d5s x oujioAia nXaxe aiyojv EVSEKOC ndvra / eoxaxif\ (36aKovr' 
(Od. 14.103-4) 
And here too wide flocks of goats, eleven in all, pasture on the edge 
of the island 

A parallel example with SKCCGTOC, means 'numbering fifty each' (60a). 

(60) a. STtrd (3ocov dyeAou, tooa 5' oiwv Ttcaea KaAd, / n£VTf]KOVTa 5' evcaora 
(Od. 12.129-30) 
Seven herds of cattle, and as many lovely flocks of sheep, numbering 
fifty each 

The absence of SQ-WQ-N examples in Homer could be a matter of pragmatic 

unlikeliness, since to get that kind of example you have to have a previously 

established or familiar group of a certain number and specify that all or each of them 
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did something (as in the rather unusual Classical Greek example in 35a above). But 

there is at least one candidate for that kind of example in Homer." The nine Muses, 

like the nine archons, are a familiar group with a familiar cardinality. The context of 

the passage in 61a is Agamemnon's description of Achilles' funeral; emphasis 

throughout is on the lavishness of the proceedings, and divine participation in them, so 

Ttfioai 5' evvea Movaai, 'all nine Muses', would make sense, but does not occur. 

(61) a. Mouaoci 5' evvea ndaai auei(36uevai did xaAfj / 0pr|veov 
(Od. 24.60-1) 
The Muses, nine in all, alternating in sweet voices, sang the lament 

Altogether, there is very little evidence from the universals for a distinct strong 

quantifier phrase in Homeric Greek. When there is more than one quantifier in a 

phrase or clause, instead of forming hierarchically arranged quantifying phrases that 

act as arguments of the verb, strong quantifiers in Homer tend to band together into 

separate quantifying expressions that act more like adverbs, or small clauses. This 

construction with nfic. is reminiscent of the standard Homeric pattern for distributive 

relationships involving eKaoroc, (section 3.2.3), where the quantities being put into 

relation are shunted off together into a separate unit (62a-b): 

(62) a. 5eKoc 5' dvSpi eKdoroj vfjec, errovco 0oou (II. 2.618) 
Ten to each man, there followed swift ships 

b. jievrriKoaioi 5' ev eKcxatri/eiaTO, KOU Tipouxovro evcdcnroSi evvea 
raupouc. (Od. 3.78) 
Fifty in each, they were settled, and they sent forth from each nine 
bulls 

99 There are two more possibilities. One at II. 23.882, Mripiovnc. TTEAEKECXC; SEKCX itdvtac, crape 'Meriones 
carried off all ten axes' (which were previously established as discourse referents, numbering ten, at 
23.851), and another at Od. 19.578 and 21.76, where whoever Sioiareuan, rcsAeKecov SuovcatSevca 
Tidvrcjv 'shoots through all twelve axes' (which were previously established as discourse referents 
numbering twelve at 19.573-4) will get to marry Penelope. But, these depend on the interpretation of 
Tific, in combination with the term TteAexuc,, which has an unclear meaning (either 'axe', or an axe-
shaped wedge of iron constituting a standard measure (Leaf 1900-02 vol. 2:531-32)), and is contrasted 
with r)umeA£KKOv 'half-axe' at 23.851, so race, may even mean 'whole' here. In context, the meanings 
'all ten' and 'all twelve' make more sense. 
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So, in Homer, universals seldom form continuous constituents with modified nouns, 

and they never or almost never form a constituent with a weakly quantified noun. 

They do often appear to form units with unmodified nouns, however (63a-b): 

(63) a. f|Ke 5s 5ivr]aac/ yiXaaav 5' STU Ttdvtsq Axouoi (II. 23.840) 
And whirled and threw it; and all the Achaeans laughed 

b. 5uo£t' 'AXOUWV e'8voq, syeipe 5e cpurax EKCLCTOV (II. 17.552) 
She descended into the crowd of Achaeans, and roused each man 

One option for dealing with this would be to propose a general, weak/strong quantifier 

phrase that holds all quantifiers, on the grounds that strong quantifiers and weak 

quantifiers don't ever seem to combine in the same phrase (61a, 62a-b). But strong 

and weak quantifiers do seem to show different syntactic behavior in Homer; strong 

quantifiers almost never form continuous phrases with modified nouns, whereas weak 

quantifiers do (53a-d, 54a-f), so it seems desirable to reserve WQP for weak 

quantifiers only. Based on the adjunct analysis option for the universals in Classical 

Greek (the floating behavior which argued for that analysis is even more marked in 

Homer), I will adopt an adjunct analysis for universal quantifier-noun combinations in 

Homeric Greek (64a-b): 

(64) a. [NP [QP navxec, ] [NP AXOUO;]] 

b . [NP [NP CpOOTCX] [QP SKCXGtOV ] ] 

Quantifiers that take genitive restrictions in Homer are always or almost always weak, 

with the exception of SKacrcoc,. For the weak ones, the same structure proposed for 

Classical Greek can be used, but with the genitive an NP rather than a DP (65a). 

(65) a. [WQP TtoAAoi [NP e [NP 'Axoutov]]] 

Since there is no SQP layer in Homer, what is left for SKCXCTOC. is the adjunct analysis 

(66a). 
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(66) a. [NP [QP EKCtaToq ] [NP e [NP riyeuovwv]]] 

There is some reason to doubt even the adjunct analysis of strong quantifiers that 

appear to form constituents with their nominal restrictions. Even when the two 

elements are contiguous, they may often be located in different discourse 

configurational projections. I return to this below. 

How does the Classical Greek noun phrase complex compare to the Homeric one? In 

Classical Greek, there is at minimum the structure shown in 33a, repeated below for 

convenience, with some quantifiers appearing in WQP and some possibly in DP. 

(33) a. [DP determiner [WQP weak quantifiers [NP [modifiers][noun]]]] 

In Homeric Greek the minimal structure is as in 55a, repeated below, with quantifiers 

that appear in WQP. 

(55) a. [WQP KOXXO. [NP ii£piKAuT& Scop']] 

It is just those Classical Greek quantifiers that show signs of being located in the DP 

layer, namely the singular distributive quantifiers and the strong quantifiers with 

genitive restrictions, that are missing in Homeric Greek. The strong quantifiers that 

Homeric and Classical Greek share are those that are most likely to be adjuncts even 

in Classical Greek. These are the universals that take agreeing DP restrictions in 

Classical Greek: nac, plural with the meaning 'all' and singular with the meaning 

'whole/all', as well as both singular and plural EKOCOTOC;. Another possibility outlined 

was that in Classical Greek there is an additional layer of structure above the DP layer 

that houses strong quantifiers (36a repeated below), a layer which does not appear to 

be available for Homeric Greek. 

(36) a. [SQP Ttctvcsc; [DP oi [WQP ivvea [NP apxovcec,]]]] 



In either case, these noun-phrase level syntactic differences between Homeric and 

Classical Greek are systematic, because the differences add up to the Homeric noun 

phrase being less hierarchically structured than the Classical Greek one. If it is exactly 

those quantifiers that are located in the DP layer in Classical Greek that are missing in 

Homeric Greek, then the inventory differences discussed in section 4.2 above are all 

associated with the absence of the determiner layer in Homeric Greek. 

Next, quantifier-noun order. The overall trend observed in Chapter 3 was that Homer 

has a higher ratio of NQ to QN order than Classical Greek.100 Why does that matter? In 

general, an NQ string is less likely than a QN string to be a continuous quantified noun 

phrase. In Chapter 3,1 outlined (following Devine and Stephens 2006:79-136, 481-

520 for Latin) a few ways in which the quantifier and its restriction could be 

distributed into different discourse functional projections within the sentence, and also 

possibly within the noun phrase. Just as there is (at minimum) Topic-Focus-Tail 

structure in the clause, there is also Topic-Focus-Tail structure in the noun (or 

determiner) phrase (67a-c): 

(67) a. [TOP [FOC [VP [v [DP]]]]] 

b. [TOP-WQP [FOC-WQP [WQP [NP]]]] 

c. [TOP-DP [FOC-DP [DP [WQP [NP]]]]] 

Since most sentences do not have all possible positions filled, many strings can be 

analyzed in at least a couple of different ways. Let's look for example at the case of 

quantified object nouns with sentence-final verbs. Say you have the elements N-Q-V, 

in that order (68 a): 

(68) a. vauquev oXiyac, e\a$ov oi'AGnvatoi (Thuc. 8.106.1) 
The Athenians took [only] a few ships 

In continuous phrases involving no other modifiers. 
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The noun can be the sentential topic, and the quantifier and verb the focus (69a). Or, 

the noun can be topic within its own phrase, and the quantifier focus, but with the 

phrase as a whole located in sentential focus position (69b): 

(69) a. [TOP vaOcj [FOC oAiyag [VP sAaftov [WQP tj [NP tj ]]]]] 
b. [TOP [FOC [TOP-wQPk vaucj [FOC-WQP oAiYag [WQP t; [NP tj]]]][vp £'Aa(3ov 

[wQPtk]]]] 

If you have Q-N-V, your options are more limited because of the association between 

quantification and focus. The most likely analysis of this type is that it is a continuous 

quantified phrase sitting in focus position. On the noun phrase level, the quantifier is 

either in focus (70b) or in its default position, and the noun tail (70c) ('tail' in this case 

means it remains in its default position within the noun phrase complement of the 

verb). 

(70) a. oiSa yap Sxi vcai MuooTc, §aaiAeuq TIOAAOUC, uev riyeuovac, av 5oin 
(Xen. An. 3.2.24) 

b. [TOP [FOC [Foc-WQPk TioAAouqj [WQP tj [NP riysuovac,]]] [VP 5oin [WQP tk 

]]]] 
c. [TOP [FOC [wQPk TTOAAOUC. [NP r|Yeu6vacJ][vp 5oin [WQP tk]]]] 

Several factors work together to make QN order more likely to be coherent than NQ 

order. First, the default order in the noun phrase is QN, so quantified phrases that have 

not been broken up and distributed into different discourse projections will have QN 

order. Second, given that Topic precedes Focus in the basic order of discourse 

configurational projections, and quantification is associated with focus, an NQ string 

will map easily onto Topic followed by Focus, whereas a QN string is more likely to 

be a unit sitting in focus position. In NQ Topic-Focus structures, both parts of the 

quantified phrase are moved to pragmatically defined projections and the semantically 

defined part of the noun phrase is left empty. If the noun is in sentential topic position 

and the quantifier in sentential focus position, as in (69a), then the two elements are 

not even part of the same extended phrase. In QN structures, either the quantifier 
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moves, and the noun stays in its semantically defined position, or neither of them 

move, though the QN phrase as a whole moves to preverbal focus position. In the 

former structure, quantifier and noun both move and go their separate discourse 

configurational ways, whereas in the latter structure, they stick together more. The 

higher ratio of NQ to QN order in Homer adds another layer to the differences in 

Homeric and Classical Greek noun phrase structure already noted. Homer not only has 

a less hierarchical noun phrase than Classical Greek, but also is more likely to disperse 

the elements of the noun phrase across different discourse configurational projections. 

That dispersion is particularly obvious when the components of the noun phrase are 

actually separated from one another by intervening lexical items. Homeric Greek has a 

consistently higher rate of quantifier-noun discontinuity than Classical Greek; the 

overall Classical rate is somewhere around 20%, whereas the Homeric rate is around 

50% (Table 11). 

Table 11: Quantifier-noun discontinuity in Homeric and Classical Greek 

HG CG 
iiaq (plural) 48% 25% 
noXvq 51% 11% 
raxupoq/oAfyoc; 55% (tiny sample) 13% 

The discontinuous structures that are common in Homer can be understood in relation 

to the continuous structures described above. One common type involves a focused 

quantifier and a tail noun. In the QNV structure above, the entire noun phrase moved 

out of tail position; in the QVN structure in 71a below, only the quantifier moves to 

focus position, leaving the noun behind in tail position. The ethnic KctSuEtcovocc, is tail 

because the preceding line establishes that the action takes place in Thebes. 

(71) a. ev0a 5e nccvtac, evixa KaSusfcovac, (II. 23.680) 
There, he bested all the Cadmeians 
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There, he bested them all, the Cadmeians 
b. [TOP £v0a [FOC Jiavraqj [VP svixa [NP [QP t; ][NP KaSuEioovac, ]]]]] 

Another type involves a topic noun and focused quantifier. The structure of this type is 

identical to that of some continuous NQV structures. On the first analysis of the 

continuous NQV example above, the whole noun phrase moves up to the focus 

position, and then the noun moves to a local topic position. On the second, the noun 

and quantifier move separately to sentential topic and focus positions. In the 

discontinuous example below (72a), the noun and quantifier are separated by an 

element that is not part of the noun phrase, so they are probably in sentential topic and 

focus positions (72b). Both the Trojans and Hector are not only highly predictable in 

this context, but were mentioned by name two lines earlier, so the interesting part is 

that they are all coming this way: 

(72) a. Tpooac, 5' £v0d5e JHXVTOCC. ayei KopuBouoAoc. "EKrwp (II. 17.96) 
Hector is leading all the Trojans here 
The Trojans, he is leading them all this way, shiny-helmeted Hector 

b. [TOP Tpcoacj [FOC ndvracj [VP ayei [NP [QP ti][NP tj]]]]] 

Many NQ examples may be structurally the same as 72a, but just happen to have no 

intervening elements to make it clear whether the noun and quantifier are actually in 

the same layer. The higher rate of quantifier-noun discontinuity in Homeric Greek is 

consistent with the less hierarchically structured noun phrase and the higher rate of 

NQ order. A final point to be made on the subject of quantifier-restriction coherence 

concerns the indefinite clitic TIC,. A S I pointed out in sections 3.5-3.10, in Classical 

Greek, Tiq can cliticise at the level of the sentence, the verb phrase, or the noun phrase, 

which means that it does sometimes form units with noun phrases. In Homeric Greek, 

Tiq is almost always a sentential clitic (99% of instances according to Taylor 1990:50). 

It is consistent with the picture of greater mutual independence of noun and quantifier 

in Homeric Greek that it handles both existential and negative quantification with 
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sentential (ou) TIC;, rather than noun-phrase clitic TIC, and adnominal ouSeiq. In Homeric 

Greek, a quantifier and its restriction are very likely to be distributed into different 

sentential-level operator, clitic, or discourse configurational positions, whereas in 

Classical Greek, they are more likely to be combined together into a quantified noun 

phrase constituent. 

4.4 Quantification and configurationality 

In sections 4.2 and 4.3,1 argued that there are systematic differences between Homeric 

Greek and Classical Greek in the expression of quantification. In this section, I look at 

variation in the expression of quantification among different languages, and argue that 

the quantifier inventory and behavior found in Homer, and that found in Classical 

Greek, are characteristic of different syntactic typologies. The way languages express 

quantification tends to vary with their overall structure. As already mentioned in 

section 2.2.2, one important correlation is between argument type and quantifier type 

(Willie and Jelinek 2000); pronominal argument structure has been found to have 

some specific implications for quantificational expression. Discourse configurational 

and configurational languages share the property of having lexical arguments, so in 

what follows I will consider them together and contrast them with pronominal 

argument languages. The implications of pronominal argument structure for 

quantification fall under two headings. The first has to do with a distinction between 

adverbial and determiner quantification. The second has to do with incompatibility of 

certain nonreferential quantifiers with pronominal argument structure. 

The distinction between adverbial and determiner quantification is easiest to think 

about in terms of the tripartite structure of quantification introduced in section 4.1. A 

quantifying sentence can be thought of as consisting of three parts, a quantifier, a 

restriction, and a nuclear scope; the quantifier is an operator that sets up a relationship 

between the other two parts, which resemble the two halves of a conditional, the 
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restriction corresponding to the if-clause and the nuclear scope corresponding to the 

then-clause. Determiner quantification creates a syntactic unit that combines the 

quantifier with its restriction, rendering a semantically tripartite structure syntactically 

bipartite. Adverbial quantification maps more directly onto the tripartite structure. 

Here are versions of 'if it is a seal, it swims' rendered with adverbial (73a) and 

determiner (73b) quantification: 

(73) a. Seals always swim 
Restriction Quantifier Scope 

b. [Every seal] swims 
[Quantifier + Restriction] Nuclear Scope 

Floated quantifiers are more like adverbials than determiner quantifiers in this respect 

(74a) (Jelinek 1995): 

(74) a. Seals all swim 
Restriction Quantifier Nuclear Scope 

There is a significant correlation between pronominal argument structure and the 

absence of determiner quantifiers (Jelinek 1995, Baker 1995, 1996:53-66; Hale, 

Jelinek and Willie 2003). This pattern has been found in head-marking pronominal 

argument languages such as Straits Salish (Jelinek 1995), Navajo (Faltz 1995; 2000; 

Willie and Jelinek 2000; Hale, Jelinek, and Willie 2003), Mohawk (Baker 1995, 

1996:53-66), and Asurini do Trocara (Vieira 1995), as well as in dependent-marking 

languages such as Warlpiri (Bittner and Hale 1995). One possible explanation for this 

correlation is that the function of determiner quantifiers is to restrict the scope of 

quantification to a specific argument position (Jelinek 1995). In terms of logical types, 

determiner quantifiers are functions of type « e , t>, « e , t> t » that take common 

nouns of type <e,t> and make argument quantifiers out of them. Argument quantifiers 

are functions of type « e , t> t> that are ready to combine with predicates of type <e,t> 

to form propositions (sentences) of type <t>. In a language that does not allow 
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common nouns to be arguments, this function will not be called for. Instead, weak 

quantifiers, which make first-order claims about sets (in this case about the cardinality 

of an intersection set) will take the form of modifiers or predicates, while strong 

quantifiers, which make second-order claims about relations between sets (in this case 

about the proportional relationship between a set and the intersection of that set with 

another set) will be adverbial. In Straits Salish, for example, weak quantifiers are 

predicates, and strong quantifiers are adverbials (Jelinek 1995). Adverbial quantifiers, 

because they unselectively scope over the predication as a whole, can scope over 

lexical nominals in non-argument positions. This picture also, however, leaves room 

for a somewhat closer association of strong quantifiers with particular nominals, as 

long as the association is not of the argument-creating type. In Mohawk, for example, 

universal quantifiers have been analyzed as basically adverbial elements that can 

adjoin at the sentence, verb phrase, or noun phrase level; here is an example of 

adjunction at the noun phrase level (75a) (Baker 1995): 

(75) a. [NpkAkweku [Npine ron-ukwe]] [s pro] wa-hoti-yeshu-'] 
All NE Mp-person fact-MpII-laugh-punc 
'All the men laughed' (B95:50) 

Instead of a determiner-type universal quantifier that would create quantifying phrases 

of argument type, Mohawk has an adverbial-type universal that can scope over 

different kinds of phrase, including nominal phrases appearing in non-argument 

positions. 

So, the lack of lexical nouns in argument position has implications for the structure of 

quantification. What about the implications of having all argument positions 

obligatorily filled by pronouns? Looking at things from that angle, a different set of 

considerations emerges. Pronominal arguments in pronominal argument languages are 

definite and referential (Mithun 2003). Lexical nominals in adjunct or discourse 

configurational operator positions are identified with pronominal arguments via a 
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system of coreference (Baker 1996). The rules that govern this coreference are a lot 

like the rules that govern intersentential anaphora in configurational languages like 

English (76a-b). In both structures, definites and indefinites introduce discourse 

referents that can be (co-)referred to by definite pronominal arguments; compare the 

Navajo examples in 77a-b (Hale, Jelinek and Willie 2003): 

(76) a. I picked up the apple. Then I took a bite out of it. 
b. There was an apple on the table. I took a bite out of it. 

(77) a. bilasaana yiy§§' (H03) 
Apple 3-Acc-lsNOM-ate 
'The apple, I ate it' 

b. bilasaana la yiy<$' 
Apple one 3-Acc-lsNOM-ate 
'One/an apple, I ate it' 

In dynamic semantics, quantifiers are distinguished from definite and indefinite noun 

phrases by their failure to introduce discourse referents (Heim 1983). This property is 

visible primarily in the context of intersentential anaphora. As I concluded in section 

4.2, plural universal quantifiers, and singular universal quantifiers referred back to by 

plural pronouns, get past this problem via a kind of pseudo-anaphora (examples based 

on Heim 1983): 

(78) a. (The, a, some) soldier has a gun. He will shoot. 
b. (Every, each, no) soldier has a gun. #He will shoot. 
c. (All, every, each) soldier(s) ha(s/ve) (a) gun(s). They will shoot. 

If a lexical argument can appear in a sentence in a pronominal argument language only 

by entering into a relationship of coreference of the same type involved in 

intersentential anaphora in English, that would predict that quantifiers that fail to 

support intersentential anaphora in English would not occur in pronominal argument 

languages at all (Baker 1995, 1996:53-66). The quantifier inventory of Mohawk, for 

example, does not include any equivalent of the singular distributive quantifier every 
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or the negative quantifier no. It does, however, have quantifiers corresponding to all, 

each, and some. The universal and universal distributive quantifiers require that their 

coreferent pronominal arguments be plural, in what appears to be a sentence-internal 

form of pseudo-anaphora (79a-b) (Baker 1995): 

(79) a. Akweku wa'-ti-shakoti-noru'kwanyu-'ne raoti-skare' 
All FACT-DUP-MpS/3pO-kiss-PUNc NE MpP-friend 
'All of them kissed their girlfriends' 

b. Skatshu ne ron-ukwe' ne raoti-'sere' wa-hati-'sere-ht- ohare' 
Each NE Mp-person NE MpP-car FAcr-MpS-car-NOM-wash-PNC 
'Each of the men washed their car' 
(B96:55, 58) 

Negative quantification is accomplished by sentential negation scoping over an 

indefinite pronoun. This mechanism evades referentiality clash by splitting negative 

quantification into two parts, an unselective adverbial operator and a discourse-

referent introducing indefinite, rather than combining those elements into a determiner 

quantifier like no, that in turn would combine with a common noun to create a 

nonreferential quantifying phrase. In 80a, the indefinite pronoun co-refers with the 

pronominal argument, and the whole proposition is negated, giving the meaning 'it is 

not the case that some x did y'. If the indefinite is placed outside the scope of the 

negation, you get the meaning 'some specific x did not do y': 

(80) a. Yah ukha te-t-yakaw-e-nu (B96:61-62) 
not someone NEG-cis-Fso-come-STAT 
'Nobody came' (—i (3x (x came))) 

b. Ukhak yah te-yako-yeshu-0 
Someone not NEG-Fso-Iaugh-STAT 
'Somebody didn't laugh' (3x (—i (x laugh))) 

In practice, the referentiality-based prediction rules out only a subset of the quantifiers 

ruled out by the adverbial/determiner distinction, because the quantifiers that fail to 

support intersentential anaphora in configurational languages like English are also 
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determiners. The predicted correlation has been argued to hold for all of the languages 

listed above as lacking determiner quantifiers, as well as Classical Nahuatl, 

Nunggubuyu, Mayali, and Wichita (Baker 1996:53-66). What the referentiality theory 

adds to the adverbial/determiner theory is an explanation for certain distinctions that 

are made in both configurational and pronominal argument languages between 

different kinds of strong quantifier. In configurational languages, strong quantifiers of 

the every and no type are found only in the form of nonreferential determiner 

quantifiers; in pronominal argument languages, they are entirely absent (Baker 1995, 

1996:53-66). Strong quantifiers of the all and each type, meanwhile, are found in 

configurational languages in two forms: as nonreferential determiner quantifiers, but 

also as floatable adverbial quantifiers that can scope either over the whole predication 

or over some subsection of it, such as a lexical nouns that they adjoin to; in 

pronominal argument languages, these quantifiers are found only in the latter form 

(Baker 1995, 1996:53-66). 

In previous sections of this chapter, I argued that there were systematic differences in 

both quantifier inventory and syntactic behavior between Classical and Homeric 

Greek. It is now possible to characterize those systematic differences in typological 

terms. Let's look first at determiner versus adverbial quantification. Classical Greek 

has at least a couple of determiner quantifiers: singular simple distributive raxq and 

exaotoc., as well as a number of quantifiers like ouSdq and TtoAuc. that show signs of 

having determiner status when they are strong. In Homeric Greek, simple singular 

distributive nao, is absent, and singular EKaoxoq behaves like an adverbial adjunct 

rather than a determiner quantifier. Singular subject EKaoxoc; usually takes singular 

verbal agreement in Classical Greek, but plural verbal agreement in Homer; the latter 

behavior is like that of adverbial strong quantifiers in pronominal argument languages, 

which are linked to pronominal arguments via a kind of sentence-internal pseudo-

anaphora. The other candidates for strong determiner status in Classical Greek, such as 
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ouSdc, and TtoAuq, are weak or absent in Homer. So, the quantifiers that have 

determiner status in Classical Greek are missing or adverbial in Homeric Greek, and 

Homeric Greek does not have any other candidates for determiner quantifier status. 

What about nonreferential quantifiers? Classical Greek has the lexical negative 

quantifier ouSeiq, as well as determiner race, and EKCCOTOC;. Homer lacks all three. In 

place of ouSsiq, Homer has negative quantification accomplished by cooperation 

between the negative operator ov and the indefinite pronoun xiq, which is exactly the 

kind of negative quantificational structure typically found in pronominal argument 

languages. The plural universal quantifier uaq, like English all, is floatable, and 

probably adverbial, in both Homeric and Classical Greek, but in Classical Greek it 

floats less, and forms constituents with nouns more, than it does in Homeric Greek. 

Overall, the differences between the Classical and Homeric Greek mechanisms for 

expression of quantification described in this chapter correspond very closely to 

differences between quantificational structures typically found in configurational 

languages and those typically found in pronominal argument languages. 
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